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1 Introduction

The 2016 Presidential election cycle has been long and acrimonious. Some have characterized
them as being the most divisive in recent memory. Innumerable different predictions have
been made about the outcome, by many different “authoritative” sources. This report is
another prediction, not by an authoritative source, but by a person interested in all aspects
of Big Data, looking at different sources of data and how the pieces can fit together.

We will bring together the platforms for the three major parties: Democratic, Libertarian,
and Republican1, execute grade level and sentiment analysis on the platform, and based on
those analyses, distribute undecided voters.

2 Analysis

2.1 Assumptions

We will make a simple prediction based on the following ideas:

1. Each party has a “core” constituency that Will vote the “party” ticket. We have
assumed that this is 65% of the registered party members.

2. Each party’s platform contains a collection of positive, negative, and neutral senti-
ments. These sentiments will sway undecided voters.

3. For those states where party registration is not readily available, an average based on
the reporting states will be used.

4. All 50 states and the District of Columbia will be considered for the electoral college.

5. The percentage of the US population over 18 that will vote is unknown, so various
percentages will be considered.

Source files used in this analysis are listed in the appendix (see Section A on page 12).

2.2 Analysis of party platforms

The text from each party’s platform was analyzed in two different ways and presented in
three different manners. First each platform was analyzed for sentiment by computing the
percentage of positive and negative words in the platform. These percentages were then used
as coordinates and plotted on an X-Y plot (see Figure 1 on the next page). Each platform
had approximately the same percentage of negative words, but the positive percentages were
different. These positive sentiments were used to decide how undecided voters would vote.

1The Green and Constitution parties were considered, no included because their apparent representation
was too low to be considered significant.



Figure 1: Relative sentiments of party platforms. Each important word in platform was
compared to lists of positive and negative words. The number of positive words compared
to the total number of platform words was used to compute the positive percentage. Similar
processing was used for negative words.
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Plotting sentiment analysis in only one way of analyzing the platforms. Another way
is using color coded word clouds. A word cloud is a visual representation of the words in
a corpus where the size of the text reflects how often the word is used. A word could was
created for each of the platforms, where the color of the word reflects whether the word is
positive (in green), negative (in red), or neutral (in black) (see Figures 2 on the following
page through 4 on page 6).

The vocabulary used in each platform is something that is talked about in the media from
time to time. Each platform’s vocabulary was measured against a set of words that should
be understood by a student completing that grade. The grades went from Kindergarten,
to post graduate college (see Figure 5 on page 7). Contrary to what different pundits have
said about how the opposing party is “writing down” to their constituents, the plots for all
platforms are very similar.

2.3 Analysis of electoral college

The purpose of analyzing the various party platforms was to predict (using simple assump-
tions), which party would win the Presidential Election. We made a number of simplifying
assumptions (see Section 2.1 on page 1) in order to be able to make a prediction based
on readily available data. Along with the things that are fixed, is the realization that the
percentage of participating voters is unknown. Therefore we will vary the participating per-
centage and see how what the range of outcomes are (see Figure 6 on page 7). There are a
number of interesting things happening in the plot:

1. If the participation by eligible voters remains low, then the Democrats will accumulate
the number of required electoral votes.

2. If the participation by eligible voters is extremely high, then third parties (like the
Libertarians) will have a significant voice in the outcome.

2.4 Contractions

One of the things that “popped” out of the exploration is how words were changed based
on removing punctuation marks. The analysis program uses the R tm library function
removePunctuation() to remove punctuation marks. This function does exactly what its
name says in that all punctuation marks are removed from the character vector. This can
result in changing contracted words entirely (see Table 1 on page 8)[2].
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Figure 2: Democratic platform word cloud. The size of the word reflects how often the
word is used. The color of the word reflects whether the word is positive (in green), negative
(in red), or neutral (in black). Only the 100 most frequent words are plotted.
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Figure 3: Libertarian platform word cloud. The size of the word reflects how often the
word is used. The color of the word reflects whether the word is positive (in green), negative
(in red), or neutral (in black). Only the 100 most frequent words are plotted.
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Figure 4: Republican platform word cloud. The size of the word reflects how often the
word is used. The color of the word reflects whether the word is positive (in green), negative
(in red), or neutral (in black). Only the 100 most frequent words are plotted.
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Figure 5: Platform vocabulary by grade.

Figure 6: Predicted electoral college based on different voter participation percentages. The
horizontal line marks the 270 electoral college votes needed to win the presidential election.
The vertical line at 43% represents the historical percentage of voters from past elections.
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Table 1: Common English language contractions. Various common contractions are given,
along with their expanded meaning. Where the contraction with the apostrophe removed
results in a properly spelled word, it is indicated.

Contraction Meaning Result

aren’t are not arent

can’t cannot cant Different word

couldn’t could not couldnt

didn’t did not didnt

doesn’t does not doesnt

don’t do not dont

hadn’t had not hadnt

hasn’t has not hasnt

haven’t have not havent

he’d he had; he would hed

he’ll he will; he shall hell Different word

he’s he is; he has hes Different word

I’d I had; I would Id Different word

I’ll I will; I shall Ill Different word

I’m I am Im

I’ve I have Ive

isn’t is not isnt

it’s it is; it has its Different word

let’s let us lets Different word

mightn’t might not mightnt

mustn’t must not mustnt

shan’t shall not shant

she’d she had; she would shed Different word

she’ll she will; she shall shell Different word

she’s she is; she has shes Different word

shouldn’t should not shouldnt

that’s that is; that has thats Different word

there’s there is; there has theres

(Continued on the next page.)
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Table 1. (Continued from the previous page.)

Contraction Meaning Result

they’d they had; they would theyd

they’ll they will; they shall theyll

they’re they are theyre

they’ve they have theyve

we’d we had; we would wed Different word

we’re we are were Different word

we’ve we have weve

weren’t were not werent

what’ll what will; what shall whatll

what’re what are whatre

what’s what is; what has; what does whats Different word

what’ve what have whatve

where’s where is; where has wheres Different word

who’d who had; who would whod

who’ll who will; who shall wholl

who’s who is; who has whos Different word

who’ve who have whove

won’t will not wont Different word

wouldn’t would not wouldnt

you’d you had; you would youd

you’ll you will; you shall youll

you’re you are youre

you’ve you have youve

(Last page.)
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3 Conclusion

We made a simple model to predict the outcome of 2016 Presidential Election using sen-
timent analysis on the major the platforms published by the Democratic, Libertarian, and
Republican parties, and assumptions on how “non-core” party members would vote. Based
on the model, and assuming various percentages for eligible voter turn out, the model says
that the Democratic party will likely win the election. If voter turn out is higher than
expected, then the Libertarian party may have major influence in the final outcome. The
model is extremely simple, and does not include real-time events (tweets, Congressional in-
vestigations, changes in party strategies, etc.). The model shows what can be done using
Big Data techniques on freely available data.
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A Misc. files

The files used to create all these figures are attached to this report. They are:

1. analyzePlatforms.R - the R program used to analyze the platforms and create the

figures.

2. BUSD Academic Vocabulary.pdf - a collection of grade specific words[6].

3. ElectoralPopArea.xls - an Excel spreadsheet with electoral votes and population.

4. lexicon.csv - a file with a collection of words categorized as positive or negative.

5. library.R - a support library for the analyzePlatforms.R program.

6. NST-EST2015-01.xlsx - an Excel spreadsheet with estimated population[8].

7. PEP 2015 PEPAGESEX.xls - an Excel spreadsheet with estimated population by age[7].

8. platform-Democratic.pdf - the Democratic party platform[3].

9. platform-Libertarian.pdf - the Libertarian party platform[4].

10. platform-Republican.pdf - the Republican party platform[5].

11. satWords.txt - a collection of SAT words[9].

12. State Total Party Registration Data.xlsx - an Excel spreadsheet with party registration

by state[1].

13. stopwords.txt - a collection of US English stop words.
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rm(list=ls())

library(methods)
library(NLP)
library(tm)
library(RColorBrewer)
library(wordcloud)
library(SnowballC)
library(rJava)
library(xlsxjars)
library(xlsx)
library(getopt)

source("library.R")
setValueBasedOnCommandLine <- function(input, default)
{
    returnValue <- setValue(input, default)
}

setValue <- function(inputValue, default)
{
    returnValue <- default
    if (typeof(default) == 'logical')
    {
        ##      print("type is logical")
        if (is.null(inputValue) == FALSE)
        {
            ##          print("command line is not null")
            returnValue <- ! default          
        }
    }
    else
    {
        if (is.null(inputValue) == FALSE) {
            returnValue <- inputValue
            
        }
    }
    returnValue
}

castVotes <- function(dataBlock, votingData, votingPopulation)
{
    electoralVotes <- data.frame(p1=numeric(), p2=numeric(), p3=numeric(),sum=numeric())
    for (i in 1:length(votingData$state))
    {
        partyVotes <- c()
        for(p in 1:length(dataBlock$name))
        {
            partyVotes[p] <- 0
            ## print(dataBlock$name[p])
            ## print(as.numeric(votingData[i, dataBlock$name[p]]))
            ## print(as.numeric(votingData[i, "votingPopulation"]))
            ## print(dataBlock$corePercentage[p])
            partyVotes[p] <- dataBlock$corePercentage[p] / 100 * as.numeric(votingData[i, "votingPopulation"]) * as.numeric(votingData[i, dataBlock$name[p]])
            ## print(sprintf("%s %s votes %.0f", votingData$state[i], dataBlock$name[p], partyVotes[p]))
        }

        ## print( sum(partyVotes))
        votingPoplus <- as.numeric(votingData$votingPopulation[i]) * votingPopulation
        partyVoters <- sum(partyVotes)
        r <- votingPoplus - partyVoters
        if (r < 0)
        {
            ## print(r)
            ## print(votingPoplus)
            ## print(partyVoters)
            ## print(partyVotes)
            scale <- votingPoplus / partyVoters
            partyVotes <- partyVotes * scale
            print(sprintf("Decreasing party voters by %f", scale))
            ## print(partyVotes)
            ## print(votingPoplus - sum(partyVotes))
        }
        if (r > 0)
        {
            total <- sum(dataBlock$sentimentPositive)
            for(p in 1:length(dataBlock$name))
            {
                bump <- r * dataBlock$sentimentPositive[p]/total
                partyVotes[p] <- partyVotes[p] + bump
                print(sprintf("Increasing %s in %s by %.0f (i=%.0f)",  dataBlock$name[p], votingData$state[i], bump, i))
            }
        }

        ## print(votingData$electoralVotes[i])
        total <- sum(partyVotes)
        votes <- partyVotes/total * as.numeric(votingData$electoralVotes[i])
        electoralVotes <- rbind(electoralVotes, data.frame(p1=votes[1], p2=votes[2], p3=votes[3], sum=sum(votes)))
    }

    ## print(electoralVotes)
    colnames(electoralVotes) <- c(sprintf("%s-votes",dataBlock$name), "SumEV")
    
    votingData <- cbind(votingData, electoralVotes)

    ## print(votingData)
    votingData
}

estimatedVotersByState <- function(voterDataFile, populationFile, agedFile, electoralCollegeFile)
{
    registration <- read.xlsx(file=voterDataFile, sheetName="States That Register Voters", stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

    states <- c("Alabama", "Alaska", "Arizona", "Arkansas", "California", "Colorado", "Connecticut", "Delaware", "District of Columbia", "Florida", "Georgia", "Hawaii", "Idaho", "Illinois", "Indiana", "Iowa", "Kansas", "Kentucky", "Louisiana", "Maine", "Maryland", "Massachusetts", "Michigan", "Minnesota", "Mississippi", "Missouri", "Montana", "Nebraska", "Nevada", "New Hampshire", "New Jersey", "New Mexico", "New York", "North Carolina", "North Dakota", "Ohio", "Oklahoma", "Oregon", "Pennsylvania", "Rhode Island", "South Carolina", "South Dakota", "Tennessee", "Texas", "Utah", "Vermont", "Virginia", "Washington", "West Virginia", "Wisconsin", "Wyoming")

    population <- read.xlsx(file=populationFile, sheetName="NST01", stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

    aged <- read.xlsx(file=agedFile, sheetName="PEPAGESEX-Geography-United Stat", stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

    over18 <- as.double(gsub(",", "", aged[37, "NA..25"]))
    total <- as.double(gsub(",", "", aged[5, "NA..25"]))

    population2015 <- population[9:59, "NA..7"]

    votingPopulation <- population2015 * (over18 / total)

    assumeRepublican <- c()
    assumeDemocrat <- c()
    assumeLibertarian <- c()

    for (s in states)
    {
        index <- which(registration$State == s)
        
        if (length(index) == 0)
        {
            index <- which(registration$State == "Average")
        }
        
        assumeRepublican <- c(assumeRepublican, registration[index, "Republicans.1"])
        assumeDemocrat <- c(assumeDemocrat, registration[index, "Democrats.1"])
        assumeLibertarian <- c(assumeLibertarian, registration[index, "Libertarian.1"])
    }

    assumeRepublican[is.na(assumeRepublican)] <- 0
    assumeDemocrat[is.na(assumeDemocrat)] <- 0
    assumeLibertarian[is.na(assumeLibertarian)] <- 0

    assumeRepublican <- gsub("%", "", assumeRepublican)
    assumeDemocrat <- gsub("%", "", assumeDemocrat)
    assumeLibertarian <- gsub("%", "", assumeLibertarian)

    assumeRepublican <- as.numeric(assumeRepublican)
    assumeDemocrat <- as.numeric(assumeDemocrat)
    assumeLibertarian <- as.numeric(assumeLibertarian)
    
    assumeRepublican <- unlist(lapply(assumeRepublican, function(x)if(x>1){x/100}else{x}))
    assumeDemocrat <- unlist(lapply(assumeDemocrat, function(x)if(x>1){x/100}else{x}))
    assumeLibertarian <- unlist(lapply(assumeLibertarian, function(x)if(x>1){x/100}else{x}))
    
    electoralVotes <- read.xlsx(file=electoralCollegeFile, sheetName="Sheet1", stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

    votes <- c()
    for (s in states)
    {
        votes <- c(votes, electoralVotes[which(electoralVotes$Electoral.College.Votes..Population..and.Area.by.State == s),"NA."])
    }
    
    returnValue <- data.frame(state = states,
                              populationEstimated = population2015,
                              votingPopulation = votingPopulation,
                              Republican=assumeRepublican,
                              Democratic=assumeDemocrat,
                              Libertarian=assumeLibertarian,
                              electoralVotes=votes,
                              stringsAsFactors=FALSE)

    returnValue
}

myLegend <- function(dataBlock)
{
    legend("topright", legend=dataBlock$name, col=dataBlock$color, pch=1)
}

wordsByGrade <- function(words, gradeVocabulary)
{
    returnValue <- list()

    for (n in names(gradeVocabulary))
    {
        returnValue[[n]] = sum(words %in% gradeVocabulary[[n]])
    }

    returnValue
}

vocabularyByGrade <- function()
{
    returnValue <- list()

    nineAndTen <- c("abdicate", "albeit", "alternate", "ambiguous", "apparent", "apparently", "approximately", "arbitrary", "attain", "attribute", "beneficial", "capability", "cease", "cohesion", "coincide", "colleagues", "commence", "compensate", "compile", "comprehensive", "comprised", "conceive", "conform", "constrain", "convene", "delineate", "derive", "despite", "deviate", "devote", "discrete", "distort", "duration", "emerge", "enable", "encounter", "enhance", "ensure", "entity", "exceed", "exemplify", "explicit", "explicitly", "extensive", "facilitate", "feasible", "finite/infinite", "fluctuate", "forthcoming", "given that", "hence", "impede", "implicit", "implicitly", "incidental", "incidentally", "inclination", "incontrovertible", "inevitable", "inherent", "initiate", "integral", "intrinsic", "invoke", "manipulate", "nevertheless", "notion", "notwithstanding", "nuance", "orient", "paradigm", "parameter", "perceive", "persist", "persistent", "plausibility", "plethora", "preliminary", "presumably", "prohibit", "refine", "relevant", "irrelevant", "reliable", "reliability", "resolve", "sequential", "signify", "specifically", "subsequent", "subsidize", "supplement", "supplementary", "sustain", "tangible", "undergo", "varied", "verify")
    elevenAndTwelve <- c("abrogate", "acerbic", "ameliorate", "amend", "arbitrarily", "archaic", "articulated", "auspicious", "banal", "calibrate", "capricious", "caveat", "connotative", "consolidate", "conversely", "deleterious", "denote", "didactic", "disparaging", "divulge", "dogmatic", "eclectic", "ephemeral", "epiphany", "facetious", "finite", "formulate", "fortuitous", "frivolity", "frivolous", "hinder", "hubris", "inane", "incognito", "indispensable", "infrastructure", "insulated", "intangible", "itemize", "gist", "juxtaposition", "levity", "lexicon", "loquacious", "milieu", "myopic", "nefarious", "obsequious", "offset", "omnipotent", "pejorative", "periphery", "pertinent", "posit", "predictability", "predictor", "recapitulate", "recede", "reciprocal", "rescind", "restraint", "salient", "sought", "specificity", "staggering", "subjugate", "substantial", "substantially", "subtlety", "succinct", "suffice", "superfluous", "symbiotic", "ubiquitous", "underlying", "unilateral", "usage", "usurp", "vehement", "vehemently", "vested", "vilify", "visceral", "whereas", "whereby", "wrought")

    satWords <- readLines("../Library/satWords.txt")
    
    returnValue <- list("0" = c("after", "again", "also", "any", "appropriate", "audience", "because", "before", "clue", "copy", "detail", "differ", "does", "even", "every", "example", "explain", "finish", "just", "list", "many", "much", "must", "near", "only", "part", "perform", "point", "put", "self", "sort", "start", "such"),
                        "1" = c("always", "argue", "begin", "better", "between", "both", "chart", "consequence", "describe", "discover", "discuss", "during", "effect", "event", "explore", "far", "few (n)", "finish", "keep", "left", "likely", "locate", "main", "maybe", "might", "never", "next", "observe", "often", "opinion", "order", "organize", "participate", "pass", "predict", "reason", "review", "seem", "should", "since", "still", "sure", "those", "thought", "type of", "until", "unusual", "usual", "usually", "while", "experience"),
                        "2" = c("above", "ago", "apply", "area", "argument", "arrange", "behind", "benefit", "category", "characteristics", "check", "clear", "compare", "complete", "conclusion", "decide", "deep", "direct", "enough", "ever", "explanation", "few (adj)", "free", "important", "impossible", "in common", "interest", "interesting", "introduce", "item", "less", "miss(ing)", "model", "object (n)", "plan", "portion", "possible", "prepare", "probably", "prove", "purpose", "rank", "rare", "ready", "reduce", "relate to", "relationship", "restate", "results", "reverse", "several", "solution", "Solve", "soon", "special", "state (v)", "though", "trait", "unique", "useful", "wonder"),
                        "3" = c("although", "analyze", "anticipate", "cause", "characterize", "claim", "class", "classify", "collect", "comparison", "completely", "conclude", "constant", "contrast", "create", "critical", "defend", "define", "determine", "disagree", "discuss", "effect", "event", "evidence", "exclude", "include", "former", "frequently", "general", "however", "identify", "include", "information", "investigate", "justify", "label", "maximum", "minimum", "occur", "organize", "Place", "point out", "prior", "process", "question", "reason", "recall", "regularly", "request", "require", "required", "research", "respond", "response", "review", "sequence", "significant", "specific", "specifically", "strategy", "structure", "summarize", "support", "various"),
                        "4" = c("abstract", "concrete", "academic", "alter", "assess", "assume", "assumption", "brief", "clarify", "confirm", "consider", "consistent", "consistently", "contradict", "current", "currently", "develop", "display", "dispute", "distinguish", "effective", "effectively", "essential", "exaggerate", "examine", "form", "formation", "format", "highlight", "influence", "influential", "inform", "information", "informative", "involve", "judge", "judgment", "likely", "logical", "maximize", "minimize", "modify", "monitor", "notice", "oppose", "opposition", "optional", "original", "originally", "perhaps", "possibility", "possibly", "presume", "previous", "previously", "produce", "propose", "reaction", "react", "recent", "recently", "refer", "report", "represent", "series", "significance", "standard", "state", "suppose", "typical", "typically", "utilize", "vary", "version"),
                        "5" = c("accurate", "additionally", "address", "advantage", "disadvantage", "analyze", "arguably", "assert", "available", "citation", "cite", "complement", "complex", "condition", "contradiction", "contrary", "coordinate", "correspond", "crucial", "data", "debate", "discriminate", "drawback", "benefit", "eliminate", "emphasize", "encounter", "establish", "evaluate", "eventually", "excess", "excessive", "excessively", "expand", "focus", "fundamental", "including", "including", "infer/inference", "interact", "interaction", "issue", "limited", "negate", "note", "object", "overall", "persuade", "primary/primarily", "procedure", "product", "properties", "quality", "reflect", "restrict", "restricted", "result", "significantly", "source", "suggest", "transition", "ultimate", "ultimately", "valid", "variation", "volume"),
                        "6" = c("according", "accuracy", "additional", "advocate", "analysis", "appeal", "appropriately", "assemble", "basically", "characteristic", "clarification", "collaborate", "common(ly)", "comparable", "competent", "compile, compilation", "concur", "contend", "context", "contribute", "contribution", "converse", "credible", "debatable", "decline", "demonstrate", "despite", "development", "due to", "elaborate", "eligible", "emphasis", "equip", "essentially", "evidently", "extended", "extent", "fundamentally", "genuine", "given", "justification", "likelihood", "maintain", "negativity", "obvious", "obviously", "positivity", "prevent", "productive", "prompt", "require", "reveal", "status", "strategic", "subtle", "the following"),
                        "7" = c("affect", "articulate", "aspects", "assertive", "assertively", "authority", "capture", "clearly", "conceivable", "inconceivable", "conditional", "unconditional", "consideration", "consist of", "contradictory", "correlate", "credibility", "criteria", "design", "determined", "differentiate", "draft", "establish", "exclusive", "exercise", "factor", "feature", "generally", "generate", "illustrate", "impact", "imply", "incorporate", "indicate", "influence", "inquire", "integrate", "intense", "interpret", "isolate", "literal", "literally", "maturity", "notorious", "phase", "portray", "potential", "potentially", "preclude", "prospect", "prospective", "recollection", "relate", "reserve", "resulting in", "rigid", "secure", "strategic", "strategically", "subjective", "objective", "sufficient", "sufficiently", "supported by", "unify"),
                        "8" = c("accordingly", "accurately", "acquire", "adequate", "adequately", "allocate", "allocation", "alternative", "analytical", "anticipation", "applicable", "inapplicable", "approach", "articulate", "assertion", "assumptions", "authentic", "authenticity", "availability", "capacity", "coherent", "incoherent", "complexity", "conceivably", "concurrent", "consequently", "considerably", "constitutes", "consult", "consultation", "convey", "correlation", "depict", "depiction", "depicted", "detect", "determination", "devise", "diminish", "disputable", "indisputable", "dynamic", "Employ", "equate", "ethic", "ethical", "evident", "evidently", "exceedingly", "exhibit, exhibition", "focal", "Inclined", "inclination", "inconceivable", "indicative of", "influential", "invariably", "marginal", "perception", "plausible", "Presume", "presumption", "Requisite", "prerequisite", "specify", "Speculate", "speculation", "subsequently", "susceptible", "thereby", "validity", "vary", "varied", "virtual", "virtually"),
                        "9" = c(nineAndTen[1:49]),
                        "10" = c(nineAndTen[50:length(nineAndTen)]),
                        "11" = c(elevenAndTwelve[1:43]),
                        "12" = c(elevenAndTwelve[44:length(elevenAndTwelve)]),
                        "13" = c(satWords[1:200]),
                        "14" = c(satWords[201:400]),
                        "15" = c(satWords[401:600]),
                        "16" = c(satWords[601:800]),
                        "17" = c(satWords[801:length(satWords)])
                        )
    
}


getWordsFromPDF <- function(fileName)
{
    command <- sprintf("pdftotext %s -", fileName)
    txt <- system(command, intern=TRUE, ignore.stderr=TRUE)

    txt
}

wordCloud <- function(pdfFile, count=30, title="default", imageFile=sprintf("/tmp/wordCould", title), positiveWords, negativeWords)
{
    ## https://github.com/gimoya/theBioBucket-Archives/blob/master/R/txtmining_pdf.R
    txt <- getWordsFromPDF(pdfFile)
    
    txt <- tolower(txt)
    txt <- removeWords(txt, c("\\f", stopwords()))

    corpus <- Corpus(VectorSource(txt))
    corpus <- tm_map(corpus, removePunctuation)
    tdm <- TermDocumentMatrix(corpus)
    m <- as.matrix(tdm)
    d <- data.frame(freq = sort(rowSums(m), decreasing = TRUE))

                                        # Stem words
    d$stem <- wordStem(row.names(d), language = "english")

                                        # and put words to column, otherwise they would be lost when aggregating
    d$word <- row.names(d)

                                        # remove web address (very long string):
    d <- d[nchar(row.names(d)) < 20, ]

                                        # aggregate freqeuncy by word stem and
                                        # keep first words..
    agg_freq <- aggregate(freq ~ stem, data = d, sum)
    agg_word <- aggregate(word ~ stem, data = d, function(x) x[1])

    d <- cbind(freq = agg_freq[, 2], agg_word)

                                        # sort by frequency
    d <- d[order(d$freq, decreasing = T), ]

    if (is.null(imageFile) == FALSE)
    {
        png(imageFile, width=480, height=480)
    }

    myColors <- rep("black", count)

    myColors[d$word[1:count] %in% positiveWords] <- "green"
    myColors[d$word[1:count] %in% negativeWords] <- "red"
    
    wordcloud(d$word[1:count], d$freq[1:count],
              random.order=FALSE,
              colors=myColors,
              ordered.colors=TRUE)

    if (is.null(imageFile) == FALSE)
    {
        dev.off()
    }
}

overRideConfigurationData <- function(configurationData)
{
    configurationData[["LexiconFile"]] <- "../Data/lexicon.csv"
    configurationData[["StopwordsFile"]] <- "../Data/stopwords.txt"

    configurationData
}

main <- function()
{
    gradeImageFile <- NULL

    electoralImageFile <- NULL

    sentimentImageFile <- NULL

    wordCount <- 100

    spec <- matrix(c(
        'gradeImage', 'G', 1, 'character',
        'sentimentImage', 's', 1, 'character',
        'wordCount', 'c', 1, 'double',
        'electoralImage', 'e', 1, 'character'
    ),
    ncol = 4, byrow = TRUE)

    opt <- getopt(spec)

    gradeImageFile <- setValueBasedOnCommandLine(opt$gradeImage, gradeImageFile)
    electoralImageFile <- setValueBasedOnCommandLine(opt$electoralImage, electoralImageFile)
    sentimentImageFile <- setValueBasedOnCommandLine(opt$sentimentImage, sentimentImageFile)
    wordCount <- setValueBasedOnCommandLine(opt$wordCount, wordCount)

    configurationData <- parseConfigurationFile()

    configurationData <- overRideConfigurationData(configurationData)

    stopWords <- getStopWords(configurationData)
    
    lexicon <- lexiconWords(configurationData)

    for (n in names(lexicon))
    {
        lexicon[[n]] <- processText(lexicon[[n]], stopWords)        
    }

    voterDataFile <- "../Data/State Total Party Registration Data.xlsx"

    populationFile <- "../Data/NST-EST2015-01.xlsx"

    agedFile <- "../Data/PEP_2015_PEPAGESEX.xls"

    electoralCollegeFile <- "../Data/ElectoralPopArea.xls"

    votingData <- estimatedVotersByState(voterDataFile, populationFile, agedFile, electoralCollegeFile)

    wordsByGradeLevel <- vocabularyByGrade()

    for (n in names(wordsByGradeLevel))
    {
        wordsByGradeLevel[[n]] <- processText(wordsByGradeLevel[[n]], stopWords)        
    }
    

    dataBlock <- data.frame(
        name=as.character(),
        file=as.character(),
        sentimentPositive=as.numeric(),
        sentimentNegitive=as.numeric(),
        sentimentNeutral=as.numeric(),
        wordsPositive=as.numeric(),
        wordsNegitive=as.numeric(),
        wordsNeutral=as.numeric(),
        corePercentage=as.numeric(),
        color=as.character(),
        stringsAsFactors = FALSE
    )


    dataBlock <- rbind(dataBlock, data.frame(name="Republican", file = "../Library/platform-Republican.pdf", sentimentPositive=0, sentimentNegitive=0, sentimentNeutral=0, wordsPositive=0, wordsNegitive=0, wordsNeutral=0, corePercentage=65, color="red", stringsAsFactors = FALSE), stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
    dataBlock <- rbind(dataBlock, data.frame(name="Democratic", file = "../Library/platform-Democratic.pdf", sentimentPositive=0, sentimentNegitive=0, sentimentNeutral=0, wordsPositive=0, wordsNegitive=0, wordsNeutral=0, corePercentage=65, color="blue", stringsAsFactors = FALSE), stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
    dataBlock <- rbind(dataBlock, data.frame(name="Libertarian", file = "../Library/platform-Libertarian.pdf", sentimentPositive=0, sentimentNegitive=0, sentimentNeutral=0, wordsPositive=0, wordsNegitive=0, wordsNeutral=0, corePercentage=65, color="black", stringsAsFactors = FALSE), stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

    print(dataBlock)

    xValues <- 0:17

    if (typeof(gradeImageFile) != "NULL")
    {
        png(gradeImageFile, width=960, height=480)
    }
    
    for (i in 1:nrow(dataBlock))
    {

        file <- dataBlock$file[i]

        print(sprintf("Processing file: %s", file))
        
        imageFile <- sprintf("../Images/%s.png", dataBlock$name[i])
        wordCloud(file, imageFile=imageFile, count=wordCount, positiveWords=lexicon$positive, negativeWords=lexicon$negative)

        words <- getWordsFromPDF(file)

        words <- processText(words, stopWords)
        
        classified <- classify(words, lexicon$positive, lexicon$negative,
                               configurationData)


        dataBlock$sentimentPositive[i] <- classified$percentPositive
        dataBlock$sentimentNegitive[i] <- classified$percentNegative
        dataBlock$sentimentNeutral[i] <- classified$percentNeutral
        dataBlock$wordsPositive[i] <- classified$positiveCount
        dataBlock$wordsNegitive[i] <- classified$negativeCount
        dataBlock$wordsNeutral[i] <- classified$neutralCount

        gradeDistribution <- wordsByGrade(words, wordsByGradeLevel)
        
        ## print(gradeDistribution)

        temp <- c()
        for (n in names(gradeDistribution))
        {
            temp <- c(temp, gradeDistribution[[n]])
        }

        temp <- temp/(sum(temp)) * 100
        if (i == 1)
        {
            plot(0,0, type="n", col=dataBlock$color[i],
                 main="Percentage of platform vocabulary by grade",
                 ylim=c(0, 20),
                 xlim=c(0, 17),
                 xlab="Grades",
                 ylab="Percent of platform words"
                 )
        }

        points(xValues, temp, col=dataBlock$color[i],
               type="b")
    }

    myLegend(dataBlock)

    if (typeof(gradeImageFile) != "NULL")
    {
        dev.off()
    }

    readline("Press enter to continue.")

    if (typeof(sentimentImageFile) != "NULL")
    {
        png(sentimentImageFile, width=960, height=480)
    }

    for (i in 1:nrow(dataBlock))
    {
        if (i == 1)
        {
            plot(0,0, type="n",
                 xlim=c(0,40),
                 ylim=c(0,40),
                 xlab="Positive sentiment percentage",
                 ylab="Negative sentiment percentage",
                 main="Positive vs. negative sentiment percentages"
                 )
        }
        points(dataBlock$sentimentPositive[i] * 100,
               dataBlock$sentimentNegitive[i] * 100,
               col=dataBlock$color[i],
               type="p"
               )
    }

    myLegend(dataBlock)

    if (typeof(sentimentImageFile) != "NULL")
    {
        dev.off()
    }

    print(dataBlock)

    print(head(votingData, n =20))

    if (typeof(electoralImageFile) != "NULL")
    {
        png(electoralImageFile, width=960, height=480)
    }

    for (percent in seq(10, 90, by=10))
    {
        temp <- castVotes(dataBlock, votingData, percent/100)

        ## print(head(temp))
        
        if(percent == 10)
        {
            plot(0,0,type="n",
                 xlim=c(0., 100),
                 ylim=c(0, 500),
                 ylab="Electoral votes",
                 xlab="Percent of eligible voters"
                 )
        }

        for (i in 1:nrow(dataBlock))
        {
            value <- sum(temp[sprintf("%s-votes", dataBlock$name[i])])
            ## print(value)
            points(percent,
                   value,
                   type = "p",
                   col=dataBlock$color[i]
                   )
        }
    }

    abline(h=270, col="black")
    abline(v=43, col="black")
    myLegend(dataBlock)

    if (typeof(electoralImageFile) != "NULL")
    {
        dev.off()
    }
}    




main()


"Chuck Cartledge"
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Overview 


One of the major instructional shifts in the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) is 
the renewed focus on the importance of general academic vocabulary. 


The BUSD Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List is designed to help Berkeley 
Unified School District systematically enhance the academic vocabulary of all of our 
students to better prepare them to learn the new Common Core State Standards. It is 


an articulated list of general academic vocabulary required 
at each grade level in all subject areas. Effective 
implementation will ensure that all BUSD students share a 
common baseline of rich, complex vocabulary terms 
necessary for engagement in the academic discourse 
required by the CCSS.  


This work is aligned with the current research on 
vocabulary development, the district policy on equity, the 
BUSD 2020 Vision, the Common Core Standards, local 
assessments, and SBAC release items.  


BUSD has taken a district-wide systematic approach to general academic vocabulary 
instruction because the leading research indicates that tier two vocabulary words are 


 Not unique to a particular discipline and therefore not usually the focus of 
vocabulary instruction 


 Far less defined by contextual clues 


 Frequently encountered in a variety of academic contexts 


 Widely applicable in academic speaking and writing 


Following the vocabulary development work of Beck, McKeown and Kucan, the 
CCSS references three tiers of words that are vital to academic achievement:  


Tier One words are the words of everyday speech usually learned in the early grades…  


Tier Two words (what the Standards refer to as general academic words) are far more likely to appear in 
written texts than in speech. They appear in all sorts of texts: informational texts (words such as relative, vary, 
formulate, specificity, and accumulate), technical texts (calibrate, itemize, periphery), and literary texts (dignified, 
faltered). Tier Two words often represent subtle or precise ways to say relatively simple things—saunter instead of 
walk, for example. Because Tier Two words are found across many types of texts, they are highly generalizable.  


Tier Three words (what the Standards refer to as domain-specific words) are specific to a domain or field of 
study (lava, legislature, circumference, aorta) and key to understanding a new concept within a text… Recognized 
as new and “hard” words for most readers (particularly student readers), they are often explicitly defined by the 
author of a text, repeatedly used, and otherwise heavily scaffolded (e.g., made a part of a glossary).  


- Common Core State Standards, p.33. corestandards.org   CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO by Engage NY 
http://d97cooltools.blogspot.com/2012/09/commoncoreunpackingacademicvocabulary.html  


A  C O M M O N  


B A S E L I N E  O F  


A C A D E M I C  


V O C A B U L A R Y  


It is widely accepted among researchers that 
the difference in students’ vocabulary levels 
is a key factor in disparities in academic 
achievement…but that vocabulary 
instruction has been neither frequent nor 
systematic in most schools  
– Appendix A of Common Core State Standards  


General Academic 


Words are Often 


Referred to as Tier 


Two Words 



http://www.corestandards.org/

http://d97cooltools.blogspot.com/2012/09/commoncoreunpackingacademicvocabulary.html
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Academic Vocabulary Instruction for Equity 


After decades of collaborating to increase child language vocabulary, Betty 
Hart and Todd Risley spent 2 ½ years intensely observing the language of 
42 families.  Specifically, they looked at household language use in three 
different settings:  1) professional families; 2) working class; 3) welfare 
families.  Hart and Risley gathered an enormous amount of data during 
the study and subsequent longitudinal follow-ups to come up with an 
often cited 30 million word gap between the vocabularies of welfare and 
professional families by age three. Analysis of the data suggests that an 
even greater disparity exists in Berkeley. Systematically addressing the 
difference in our students’ vocabulary is one of the ways to decrease the 
achievement gap in BUSD.  
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Selection Criteria 


A team of Berkeley teachers, language development experts, and literacy specialists used 
the following criteria to cull words from the Coxhead Academic Word List, the list of  
EAP Academic Words, Dr. Kate Kinsella’s Academic Word Lists, and other lists 
including common headwords, roots, suffixes, prefixes, and Spanish cognates, in 
conjunction with the Common Core State Standards, TCRWP and other BUSD 
language arts curriculum, as well as lists used in other. The General Academic (Tier 
Two) words were carefully selected based on the following criteria: 


Each word on the list… 


 is portable; it is likely to appear across subjects at that grade 
level and beyond, 


 is vital to comprehension of academic text,  


 helps students express their academic understanding, 


 is essential for participation in academic discussions and 
writing, and 


 is not typically used by students* without explicit instruction  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


* Particularly students in historically underserved subgroups who are not yet proficient on standardized 
measures of achievement  
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Implementation 


Academic Vocabulary Instruction is no longer the sole 
responsibility of the Language Arts teacher. The CCSS requires 
that the shared responsibility of literacy instruction include 
general academic vocabulary instruction in all subject areas.  


District, Site, and Teacher Roles 


It is the district’s role to provide this document which includes the BUSD Grade Level 
Academic Vocabulary List to every teacher and administrator. The PD Office will 
provide Academic Vocabulary Development training to accompany the list. The PD 
Office will also provide additional training at sites upon request. The preliminary list is 
subject to change as we learn more through implementation and as more information 
about the language demands of the SBAC is made available for alignment.  


It is the principal’s role to monitor and support effective implementation. Sites are 
encouraged to provide grade level collaboration time for teachers, including specialists, 
to strategize on when and how to teach the words as well as plan which text-based and 
Tier Three words to also teach. Principals and teacher leaders should contact the PD 
Office for Academic Vocabulary Development PD at their site.  


There are two approaches for school sites to choose from: 


One to Two words from the list are taught per week at each teacher’s discretion   


± Benefits of the Autonomy Approach 
o The context in which the words are taught is more authentic 
o Allows more creativity in planning for vocabulary instruction 
o Allows teachers to group the words in ways that make sense to them  


± Drawbacks of the Autonomy Approach  
o Requires more systematic planning for each teacher  
o Requires coordination among classroom teachers, resource teachers, 


and specialists 
o Is harder to monitor  


 
Two words per grade level are taught and emphasized school wide each week  


± Benefits of the Words of the Week Approach 
o The entire school is focused on particular words at each grade level  
o Does not require teachers to map out when each word will be taught. 
o Is easier to monitor  


± Drawbacks of the Words of the Week Approach 
o Using the words of the week in context in every subject in a given 


week may be a challenge leading to less authentic student practice 
 


D I S T R I C T  


R O L E  


S C H O O L  S I T E       


R O L E  


Autonomy 


Approach 


Words of the Week 


Approach 
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At the elementary level, it is the classroom teacher’s role to introduce and explicitly 
teach the words (See guidelines on page __). The specialist teachers must intentionally 
reinforce the same words, requiring 
students’ regular and accurate use of 
them within their specific content.  


At the secondary level, while teaching 
students how to use the words 
accurately and requiring their fluent use 
is the shared responsibility of all teachers, the ELA teachers must develop students’ 
deeper knowledge of the words through word work such as parts of speech, semantic 
word webs, and other language arts techniques. All other teachers will teach 
(Autonomy Approach ) and/or reinforce (Words of the Week Approach) and require 
students’ regular and accurate use of the words in their specific content.   
  


It is a district expectation that the words on the BUSD Grade Level Academic 
Vocabulary List be taught for mastery over the course of the school year. Teaching 
vocabulary for mastery means that it enables students to know and use the words 
accurately without hesitation. This requires explicit instruction of the terms that 
includes practice, review, and deep processing.  Instruction must be cumulative, with 
the terms integrated into increasingly complex tasks requiring them to be applied to 
multiple contexts.  


The BUSD Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List is by no means totally 
representative of all words students should learn, nor is it to be used for busy work, 
homework packets or spelling lists. The purpose is to create a guaranteed baseline of 
words to be an intentional focus for instruction. The list must be supplemented by 
terms and language frames from specific texts and tasks, thematic words, subject-
specific, Tier Three words …words that may vary from class to class but with the 
BUSD Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List as the constant (See page __ for 
information on how to select text based vocabulary to supplement the list).  


In the first years of implementation, it may be necessary to also teach words from 
previous grades. It is recommended to use the entire list as a guide in supplementing a 
grade level. However, to avoid repetition in the coming years, please do not plan to 
explicitly teach words from upcoming grades unless they come up in context.  


 
  


Note:  See page __ for tips on how to 
reinforce the words across the curriculum 
throughout the school day.  


T E A C H E R  


R O L E  


T E A C H  F O R  


M A S T E R Y  


F O C U S  F O R  


I N S T R U C T I O N   


S U P P L E M E N T  


T H E  L I S T  
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Explicit Instruction  


Direct teaching of vocabulary might be one of the most underused activities in K-12 education. The lack 
of vocabulary instruction might be a result of misconceptions about what it means to teach vocabulary 
and its potential effect on student learning. Perhaps the biggest misconception is that teaching vocabulary 
means teaching formal dictionary definitions. -Marzano et al. 2002  


Wide Reading Is Not Enough  


Research indicates that wide reading alone is not an effective way to teach vocabulary, 
particularly to students who do not have exposure to academic English at home. In her 
2010 lecture Teaching Vocabulary in the Middle Grades, Dr. Kate Kinsella cautions against 
over reliance on indirect vocabulary instruction:  


[Students} have to read widely to get exposure to many new 
words. Although reading widely across the subject areas is the 
main way youth can really bolster their recognition of many words, 
it isn’t the most reliable way for them to develop a confident 
command to use them correctly in speaking and writing. We know 
that in order for students to be able to use a word effectively in 
either speaking or writing they need to have explicit, scaffolded 


instruction of high leverage words, words that are portable across the subject areas and to other 
contexts: social and, later, to professional areas of their lives. 
 


VIEW THE ENTIRE LECTURE INCLUDING FOOTAGE OF CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION 


http://pubs.cde.ca.gov/tcsii/prolearningtoolkit/kinsellatwotktime.aspx   


Kate Kinsella’s Examples of Other Less Effective Vocabulary Instruction:  


Many of us have been guilty at one time or another of utilizing inadequate techniques to teach 
vocabulary. Research has shown, however, that the following common practices are a waste of 
precious instructional minutes.  


1. Incidental teaching of words 
2. Asking, “Does anybody know what _____ means?”  
3. Copying same word several times  
4. Having students “look it up” in a typical dictionary  
5. Copying from dictionary or glossary  
6. Having students use the word in a sentence after #3,4, or 5  
7. Activities that do not require deep processing (word searches, fill-in-the-blank)  
8. Rote memorization without context  
9. Telling students to “use context clues” as a first or only strategy. Asking students 


to guess the meaning of the word  
10. Passive reading as a primary strategy (SSR)  


 


 


D I R E C T  


T E A C H I N G  O F  


V O C A B U L A R Y  


M I G H T  B E  


O N E  O F  T H E  


M O S T  


U N D E R U S E D  


A C T I V I T I E S  


I N  K - 1 2  


E D U C A T I O N  


In order for students to be able to use a 
word effectively in either speaking or 
writing they need to have explicit, scaffolded 
instruction. -Kate Kinsella, 2010 



http://pubs.cde.ca.gov/tcsii/prolearningtoolkit/kinsellatwotktime.aspx
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Guidelines for Explicit Instruction  


Explicitly teach one to two of the BUSD Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List 
words per week in context. The words must be taught and reinforced in context in 
every academic subject. Effective academic vocabulary development includes 
systematic practice, review, and deep processing.  In all content areas, academic 
vocabulary instruction must be cumulative, with the terms integrated into increasingly 
complex tasks requiring them to be applied to multiple contexts. In language arts, more 
time should be spent on instruction about the nuance of the word, its origin, root, 
affixes, etc., and language arts teachers should use word work strategies such as parts of 
speech, semantic word webs, and other language arts techniques.  


When planning a unit, choose the words from the list that best lend themselves to the 
topic. The words are common enough that it should not be difficult to find them in the 
texts you already use. Grade level teams may collaborate to plan the order or timeline 
in which the words are taught.  


Differentiation: Use words from previous grades to guide planning for Tier One 
intervention. Words from previous grades may also be used in planning for ELD, 
ALD, and Tier Two and Three intervention groups.  


Use a research proven Vocabulary Development Routine. While there is no single 
best way to teach vocabulary, the research and theory on vocabulary development does 
point to a few generalizations that provide strong guidance.  


 


Sample Lesson  


On the following pages is a research proven routine for instruction based on Robert 
Marzano’s six step vocabulary development (2009), Kate Kinsella’s vocabulary 
instruction routine (2010), and Doug Fisher and Nancy Frey’s Gradual Release of 
Responsibility (2007).  


Keep the pace snappy. Steps one through six should take just 15-20 minutes total. 
Although tempting to spread out over days, research shows that steps 1-6 must be 
done together within a lesson. Step 6 may be repeated as often as needed as well as 
independent practice with the words.  


1. Introduction to the word (1 minute)  
2. Teacher’s explanation of the word (2-3 minutes) 
3. Students practice the word in a sentence (2-5 minutes) 
4. Students create their own explanation of the word (3 minutes) 
5. Students create a non-linguistic representation of the word (2 


minutes) 
6. Students engage in structured activity to use the word flexibly (5-


10 min) 
7. Teacher requires accurate and flexible use of the word (ongoing) 


 


At the secondary 


level, although 


more time is spent 


on explicit 


vocabulary 


instruction, the 


words are 


systematically 


reinforced in every 


other class.  


E L D  A N D  R T I  


U S E  W O R D S  


F R O M  


P R E V I O U S  


G R A D E S  
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Focus Lesson (I do) Includes: 


1. Introduction to the word (1 minute) 


a. Spelling 


b. Syllabication  


c. Pronunciation (teacher models, students repeat multiple times)  


d. Teacher may do a knowledge rating to access prior knowledge  


 


What it might look like: Our first new word today is example, e-x-a-m-p-l-e. Repeat after me, 


example… ex- AM ple…example… Now the back of the room only… Now the front… Now 


let’s whisper it…  


Class, show me on your fingers your knowledge of the word example. Kianna, I see you 


gave it a four. Will you explain example to us? (Kianna’s Response: An example is one 


thing to kind of show more things. ) Good, Kianna. That’s similar to mine. 


 


2. Teacher’s explanation of the word (2-3 minutes) 


a. Not a formal or dictionary definition  


b. Brief, concise, planned out  


c. Write the brief explanation on the board as you explain it 


d. Students copy the brief explanation in a language log  


e. Give 2 examples of the word in use  


f. May include a non-example or an example of its opposite  


g. The teacher may ask Spanish speakers to share if the word has a familiar cognate  


h. The teacher may ask EL and bilingual students if they know the word in their other language  


What it might look like: a-d: An example is one thing that represents a larger group of things. 


e: So if I say ‘jazz is an example of the kinds of music I like’ that means that I like jazz and there are many other kinds of music that I 


also like. Jazz is just an example of the many kinds of music I enjoy.  I could also say ‘Bud and Amy are examples of heroic 


characters we’ve read about.’ That means that they are both heroic characters, and that we must have also read about other 


heroic characters. 


f: It would not be correct to say, ‘A square is an example of a geometric figure with 4 equal sides and 4 right angles.’ That doesn’t 


make sense because the square is the ONLY figure like that. There are no OTHER examples so it doesn’t represent a larger group.  


g: Josue, my Spanish cognate expert, is there a word you’ve heard in Spanish that sounds like example? (Response: ejemplo) .  


h: Yeshi, can you translate example into Tibetan for me? Tenzin, does that sound right? 


 


Guided Practice (We do) includes:  


3. Students practice the word in a sentence (2-5 minutes) 


a. Use a cloze sentence and have students respond in unison with the target vocabulary word  


b. Direct students attention to anticipated errors (singular/plural, verb tense…)  


c. Then have students practice the target word correctly with a frame, written and orally with 


a partner 


Knowledge Rating 


1= I’ve never heard the 


word before 


2= I’ve heard the word, but 


I don’t know what it means 


3= I’m not sure what it 


means, but I think it has 


something to do with… 


4= I know the word well 


and can explain it to the 


class… 
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What it might look like:  


a: Write on whiteboard:  


    Vanilla is an ___ of popular ice cream flavors.  


    Strawberry and vanilla are two ___  of popular ice cream     flavors.   


Read the sentences on the board as cloze sentences: Strawberry and vanilla are two (students respond in unison: examples) of 


popular ice cream flavors.  


b: Notice how we went from “an example” in the first sentence to “examples” in the second sentence. Partner A’s tell partner B’s 


why it changed… (Response: Example changed to examples because there’s more than one now.) Partner B’s tell partner A’s 


when the word example needs to be singular, and when it needs to be plural… (Response: You write ‘an example’ if there’s just 


one, but you write the plural, examples, when there are two or more) 


When you go to write your own, make sure that if you have one, you use an example (not a example) and if there are more than 


one example, you use the plural, examples. 


c: Now use these frames on the board to write/say your own sentences.  


___ is an example of ___.  


___ and ___ are two examples of ___.  


Student responses vary: Cats are an example of a popular pet. A square and a rhombus are two examples of a quadrilateral. 


Collaborative Practice (You do together):   


4. Students create their own explanation of the word (3 min) 


a. Students share with a partner, revise as needed, and copy into a 


language log 


b. As students finish, the teacher picks a student with a strong 


response to share theirs with the class  


5. Students create non-linguistic representation of the word (2 min) 


a. Teacher may model how this is done, but it is critical that students 


come up with their own representation that is meaningful to them 


b. Can be a sketch, picture, or gesture 


c. Skipping this step is not advised.  


6. Students engage in structured activities to learn to use the word flexibly 


(5-10 minutes on first day, then ongoing) 


a. Teacher requires students to use the new vocabulary in context 


b. As the students engage in learning activities the teacher listens not 


only for what they are saying, but how they are saying it 


c. Teacher monitors for accurate use of target vocabulary and 


provides feedback 


 


Structured Language Practice Strategies: 


https://sites.google.com/a/berkeley.net/eld/home/slps  


Engagement Strategies: http://its.gcsnc.com/act/strategies/   


4-7: Teacher 


moves into the 


role of facilitator  


To fully absorb the 


meaning of 


academic words, 


students need to 


actively think 


about and use 


academic 


vocabulary in 


multiple contexts  


7.  Independent Practice (You do) 
Teacher requires accurate and flexible use of 
the word in speaking and writing (ongoing) 


a. In activities such as written  
assignments, collaborative projects, 
class discussions, homework, and 
exit tickets 
b. In assessment such as quizzes, 
tests, and writing rubrics 
c. Ongoing focus in all subjects 
throughout the rest of the year 
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Systematic Practice  


In order to internalize unfamiliar academic language, students need to practice it orally. 
Regular use of structured language practice strategies (SLPS) ensures that each student 
practices academic language multiple times throughout the lesson. SLPS include 
vocabulary and sentence structures and require all students to use target language.  


Any interactive engagement strategy can become a SLPS if the teacher explicitly 
teaches the language to be practiced, and the focus of the activity is on student use of 
the new/unfamiliar language (Not what is said, but HOW  it is said).  


Basic Guidelines for effective SLPS: 


1. Take the time to teach and model the procedure for any new SLPS. Demonstrate 
what successful participation looks and sounds like. Student volunteers or 
Fishbowl are good ways to model new procedures.   


2. Make the target language rigorous, and mandatory. Never use SLPS with 
language that hasn’t been explicitly taught first. Post the graphic organizers or 
word banks with “bricks” and the sentence frames with “mortar” that you’ve 
taught. Require students to use them during the activity and continuously 
remind them to focus on their use of the language.  


3. Use a timer, chime, or other signal to mark the beginning, transitions, and 
ending of the activity. Keep it moving! Don’t adjust your pace to allow all 
students to finish. If you use these strategies regularly, students will increase 
their speed to match your snappy pace.  


4. Circulate to monitor for participation as well as accuracy. Provide targeted 
support as needed.  


5. Take it to writing. A brief written product (sentence(s) in a journal, language 
log, note sheet, poster, post-it, exit ticket…) helps hold all students 
accountable.  


6. Don’t give up. If a SLPS routine results in chaos the first time, keep trying. 
Remember, using unfamiliar language makes people uncomfortable at first. Try 
using familiar/high interest content to introduce a new SLPS routine.  


7. Keep it fresh. Once your class and you are comfortable with one or two SLPS, 
bring another into the rotation.  


 


CLICK HERE to view an elementary classroom example of SLPS in math 


CLICK HERE for Structured Language Practice Activities 


CLICK HERE for collaborative group work strategies 


CLICK HERE for more student engagement strategies  


R E Q U I R E  


S T U D E N T S ’  


F L U E N T  A N D  


A C C U R A T E  


U S E  O F  T H E  


W O R D S  


T H R O U G H O U T  


T H E  Y E A R  



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXMR2THtHcg

https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXkubmV0fGVsZHxneDo3OWFkMjVjM2RmNDQyZTYx

https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXkubmV0fGVsZHxneDoxMWU2NTA3MzI0MzA3N2Vm

http://its.gcsnc.com/act/strategies/
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Review and Deep Processing  


Tips to reinforce taught academic words across the curriculum and 


require students’ regular and accurate use of them throughout the year   


Strategically integrate taught academic vocabulary into your instructional routine so that 
students encounter the words often and have many opportunities to apply their 
knowledge of the words during reading, writing, and discussion. Focus on the 
relationship of selected words to important concepts or themes. 


Activities for Vocabulary Development Strategies  


3 X 3 Vocabulary 


This activity promotes the identification of relationships between words. It helps 
students learn to use the words flexibly as different parts of speech. Students will take 
related words, ideas, and concepts and combine them together in sentences. The 
sentences should illustrate the relationship among the words, ideas, and concepts. This 
can be used as a form of alternative assessment as well as a cognitive teaching strategy. 


 


Procedure: 


1. Pass out a 3x3 Vocabulary sheet on to each student or 
pair of students.  


2. Provide a list of academic words for students to choose 
from. For each word, list all forms of the word as well, 
for example the word consider incudes  
consideration, considerable, considerably, etc. 
Remind students to be mindful of verb tense as they use 
the verb form.   


3. Allow students to choose from the word list, placing 
words in the blocks they choose (one word and all of its 
forms in each box). 


4. Once the sheet is filled out, students should write six 
sentences which illustrate the relationships between the 
words in column 1 down, 2 down, 3 down, and rows 1 
across, 2 across, and 3 across. 


 


 


Download from http://its.gcsnc.com/act/strategies/3x3_Voc.htm 


R E I N F O R C E  


T A U G H T  


A C A D E M I C  


V O C A B U L A R Y  


A C R O S S  T H E  


C U R R I C U L U M  



http://its.gcsnc.com/act/strategies/3x3_Voc.htm
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Analogies 


With analogies, students have to do more than simply recall definitions—they also 
have to find the relationship between words. This challenge adds a higher level of 
thinking to the vocabulary process. Relationships between words include: 


 synonyms (boy/lad) 


 antonyms (midday/midnight) 


 order (prepare/eat) 


 degree (walk/trot) 


 parts (band/watch) 


 commonalities (scalpel/doctor) 


Categorizing 


Categorizing requires students to see what words have in common and how they fit 
together. Use the following activity, called List-Group-Label (Taba, 1967), before 
reading a book or beginning a new unit of study in social studies, science, or math. 


 List words related to the major concept or theme. 


 Group common words. 


 Label each group. 


While studying safety, for example, have pairs or small groups of students generate lists 
of words pertaining to safety. After the lists are complete, ask students to group the 
words into categories and label each group with a title, such as “At Home” and “First 
Aid.” 


Close Reading focused on Vocabulary 


First Grade Video  


Elementary Video TCRWP 


Secondary Science Video  


Tenth Grade Language Arts Video  


Eleventh Grade U.S. History Grade Video  


 


 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgQYvj2U4Kw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nznO1BMtahw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJgu2DsB9kQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFRClI2q18Y

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKIUovilf5Y
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 Selecting Tier Two and Tier Three Vocabulary  


Here are some useful guidelines to help you select words to supplement 
the BUSD Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List. There are typically far 
too many academic words in a sample text to teach explicitly. The key is to 
be strategic about which words to teach for mastery, which to teach for 
exposure, and which to not teach at all. Consider the following when 
determining which words in a text selection to teach explicitly.  
 


□ Does the word significantly impact the meaning of the text? 


□ Does it illustrate nuance in an author’s choice of words (ie. 


admitted vs. confessed) 


□ Will it help students express their understanding of the ideas and 


concepts they are learning from the text?  


□ Is the word likely to appear often in other texts? 


□ Does the word belong to a semantic word family (ie. base, basic, 


basically) 


□ Does it connect to other words or ideas that the students have 


been learning (in previous lessons, in other subjects)?  


□ Will it be useful to students in their own writing?  


□ Are there multiple meanings based on context?  


 


 


 


 


 


Exposure  
Provide students with a quick explanation or synonym (receptive language) 


• to be able to recognize the word when they hear it 


• to be able to understand the word when they read it 
 
Mastery 
Explicitly teach students the word for mastery (expressive language) 


• to be able to use the word with ease and accuracy when speaking 


• to be able to use the word correctly in writing 
 
For more on selecting vocabulary from complex text CHECK OUT THIS VIDEO by Engage NY 


Considerations for 


Selecting 


Academic 


Vocabulary From a 


Text  


NOTE: Often times textbook vocabulary 
words do not meet this criteria. Carefully 
select vocabulary with these questions in 
mind rather than teach textbook 
vocabulary that may not be as useful.    


A N O T H E R  


U S E F U L  T I P  


T O  G U I D E  


Y O U R  


S E L E C T I O N  I S  


T O  M A K E  T H E  


D I S T I N C T I O N  


B E T W E E N  


E X P O S U R E  


A N D  M A S T E R Y  



http://d97cooltools.blogspot.com/2012/09/commoncoreunpackingacademicvocabulary.html
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Templates  


Academic Vocabulary Log  


1. Model pronunciation and spelling. Have students repeat and then add it to 
a vocabulary log. 


2. Provide a student friendly explanation, including analogies and/or use in a 
sentence. Provide visuals, including your written explanation.  


3. In partners, students add their own explanation. 


4. Students create a non-linguistic representation of the term (symbol, icon, 
or sketch) in the log. 


5. Students engage in structured activities to practice using the term in 
context. They add to their log notes as they expand on their knowledge of 
terms.  


6. Students discuss the content and write using the new terms. (Provide 
sentence frames as needed). They add to their log notes as they expand on 
their knowledge of terms. 


Marzano’s Six Step 


Vocabulary 


Routine   


Steps 1-4 should 


be brief – about 5 


minutes per term 
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Academic Vocabulary Concept Map Organizer  


 


 


Definition/Explanation 
and symbol or sketch 


 Essential 
characteristics 


 


Concept 


Examples 
   


   


   


   


   


  


Non-examples 
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Word Webs 


A word web is a diagram showing how one word may be linked to several other 
groups of words. It may be linked by meaning, or by word family. For example, 
the word like can be linked to words with the prefix dis- (dislike) and can also be 
linked to words with the suffix  –able (likeable) In addition, it can be found in 
other words such as: likelihood, alike, childlike, ladylike, etc.  


More Graphic Organizer Templates: 
http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/VocabularyGraphicOrganizers.html  


 


 


   


 



http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/VocabularyGraphicOrganizers.html
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Building Academic Vocabulary 


To download  CLICK HERE 


Other Downloadable Lists: Common Roots, Prefixes, and Suffixes  ~ Spanish Cognates ~ Math 
Words Commonly Used in Other Subjects ~ Transition Words ~ Coxhead AWL List ~ EAP List  
 



http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=2&ved=0CDQQFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.fremonths.org%2Fourpages%2Fauto%2F2006%2F8%2F19%2F1156011408047%2FOne%2520Hundred%2520Plus%2520Word%2520Parts.doc&ei=FxB7UavhKsSQiALHiICwBA&usg=AFQjCNFOCPgppCBx2Y5EDFSIQNXcfB_kTw&bvm=bv.45645796,d.cGE
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Useful Links 


Videos:  


Academic Vocabulary in Common Core Standards 
http://d97cooltools.blogspot.com/2012/09/commoncoreunpackingacademicvocabul
ary.html  


Generative Words video: http://www.wordgeneration.org/proven1.html  


Kindergarten Strategy Video: 


http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=iETebHSQX-w  


Word Sift Video: http://www.wordsift.com/site/videotour/newFeat  


Elementary classroom example of vocabulary practice in math 


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXMR2THtHcg  


Close Reading Videos: 


First Grade http://www.wordsift.com/site/about  


Elementary TCRWP  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nznO1BMtahw  


Secondary Science  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJgu2DsB9kQ  


Tenth Grade Language Arts  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFRClI2q18Y  


Eleventh Grade U.S. History Grade http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKIUovilf5Y  


 


Academic Vocabulary Teaching Strategies 


Vocabulary Instruction http://www.scoe.org/docs/ah/AH_kinsella2.pdf  


Structured Language Practice Activities 


https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXk


ubmV0fGVsZHxneDo3OWFkMjVjM2RmNDQyZTYx  


Collaborative group work strategies 


https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXk


ubmV0fGVsZHxneDoxMWU2NTA3MzI0MzA3N2Vm  


Student engagement strategies http://its.gcsnc.com/act/strategies/  


 


Web Vocabulary Resources for Teachers: 


http://www.wordsift.com/site/about  


http://www.robeson.k12.nc.us/Page/33319  


http://blog.colorincolorado.org/2013/01/01/top-ten-resources-on-the-ccss-for-ells/  


 



http://d97cooltools.blogspot.com/2012/09/commoncoreunpackingacademicvocabulary.html

http://d97cooltools.blogspot.com/2012/09/commoncoreunpackingacademicvocabulary.html

http://www.wordgeneration.org/proven1.html

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=iETebHSQX-w

http://www.wordsift.com/site/videotour/newFeat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXMR2THtHcg

http://www.wordsift.com/site/about

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nznO1BMtahw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJgu2DsB9kQ

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFRClI2q18Y

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iKIUovilf5Y

http://www.scoe.org/docs/ah/AH_kinsella2.pdf

https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXkubmV0fGVsZHxneDo3OWFkMjVjM2RmNDQyZTYx

https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXkubmV0fGVsZHxneDo3OWFkMjVjM2RmNDQyZTYx

https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXkubmV0fGVsZHxneDoxMWU2NTA3MzI0MzA3N2Vm

https://docs.google.com/a/berkeley.net/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=YmVya2VsZXkubmV0fGVsZHxneDoxMWU2NTA3MzI0MzA3N2Vm

http://its.gcsnc.com/act/strategies/

http://www.wordsift.com/site/about

http://www.robeson.k12.nc.us/Page/33319

http://blog.colorincolorado.org/2013/01/01/top-ten-resources-on-the-ccss-for-ells/
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Articles and Presentations:  


AFT Article on Vocabulary Instruction 


http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/ae/spring2001/biemiller.cfm 


The Academic Language of Mathematics 


http://ptgmedia.pearsoncmg.com/images/9780205627585/downloads/Echevarria_m


ath_Ch1_TheAcademicLanguageofMathematics.pdf  


General Academic Vocabulary to Enhance Understanding of Complex Texts  


http://www.ride.ri.gov/Instruction/DOCS/CommonCore/AV1/Academic_Vocabulary_


PowerPoint.pdf  


Vocabulary Instruction and Language Development for English Learners 


http://www.k12.wa.us/Reading/ReadingFirst/MaterialsHandouts2009-


10/VocabELLFulldayHO.pdf  


Research Articles http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/RRQ.011/pdf 


http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2013/02/06/20vocabulary_ep.h32.html  


Downloadable Lists:  


Common Roots, Affixes (PDF pp. 6-12) 


http://www.englishcompanion.com/pdfDocs/acvocabulary2.pdf  


Spanish Cognates http://spanishcognates.org/  


Transition Words https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/transw.html  


Academic Word List (Coxhead AWL) 


http://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/resources/academicwordlist/information 


General Service Lists http://www.lextutor.ca/freq/lists_download/   


AWL/GSL Sublists http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~alzsh3/acvocab/wordlists.htm  


EAP Vocabulary (PDF p. 13) 


http://www.englishcompanion.com/pdfDocs/acvocabulary2.pdf  


Kinsella Academic word lists 


http://staff.esuhsd.org/danielle/english%20department%20lvillage/cahsee%20vocab


ulary.html  


Common Terms in Mathematics http://dorakmt.tripod.com/mtd/glosmath.html  


Spanish lists http://quizlet.com/12171949/print/ 



http://www.aft.org/newspubs/periodicals/ae/spring2001/biemiller.cfm

http://ptgmedia.pearsoncmg.com/images/9780205627585/downloads/Echevarria_math_Ch1_TheAcademicLanguageofMathematics.pdf

http://ptgmedia.pearsoncmg.com/images/9780205627585/downloads/Echevarria_math_Ch1_TheAcademicLanguageofMathematics.pdf

http://www.ride.ri.gov/Instruction/DOCS/CommonCore/AV1/Academic_Vocabulary_PowerPoint.pdf

http://www.ride.ri.gov/Instruction/DOCS/CommonCore/AV1/Academic_Vocabulary_PowerPoint.pdf

http://www.k12.wa.us/Reading/ReadingFirst/MaterialsHandouts2009-10/VocabELLFulldayHO.pdf

http://www.k12.wa.us/Reading/ReadingFirst/MaterialsHandouts2009-10/VocabELLFulldayHO.pdf

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/RRQ.011/pdf

http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2013/02/06/20vocabulary_ep.h32.html

http://www.englishcompanion.com/pdfDocs/acvocabulary2.pdf

http://spanishcognates.org/

https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/transw.html

http://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/resources/academicwordlist/information

http://www.lextutor.ca/freq/lists_download/

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~alzsh3/acvocab/wordlists.htm

http://www.englishcompanion.com/pdfDocs/acvocabulary2.pdf

http://staff.esuhsd.org/danielle/english%20department%20lvillage/cahsee%20vocabulary.html

http://staff.esuhsd.org/danielle/english%20department%20lvillage/cahsee%20vocabulary.html

http://dorakmt.tripod.com/mtd/glosmath.html

http://quizlet.com/12171949/print/
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Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List 


The BUSD Grade Level Academic Vocabulary List is listed by grade level in reverse order to make 
clear to all what students are expected to achieve by graduation from our district.   


Each grade level (spans in high school) has 36-90 words 


Number of Words by Grade Level: 


Kinder  37 
1st-   51  
2nd-   61 
3rd-   63 
4th-   62 
5th-   61 
6th-  55 
7th-  61 
8th-  70 
9th-10th span –  90 
11th-12th span –85  
 


K-12 Alphabetical List for Quick Reference – 664 words total 
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abrogate 


acerbic 


ameliorate 


amend  


arbitrarily 


archaic 


articulated 


auspicious 


banal 


calibrate 


capricious 


caveat 


connotative 


consolidate 


conversely 


deleterious 


denote 


didactic 


disparaging 


divulge 


dogmatic 


eclectic 


ephemeral 


epiphany 


facetious 


finite 


formulate 


fortuitous 


frivolity 


frivolous  


hinder 


hubris 


inane 


incognito 


indispensable 


infrastructure 


insulated 


intangible 


itemize 


gist 


juxtaposition 


levity 


lexicon 


loquacious 


milieu 


myopic 


nefarious 


obsequious 


offset 


omnipotent 


pejorative 


periphery 


pertinent 


posit 


predictability 


predictor 


recapitulate 


recede 


reciprocal 


rescind 


restraint 


salient 


sought 


specificity 


staggering 


subjugate 


substantial(ly) 


subtlety 


succinct 


suffice 


superfluous 


symbiotic 


ubiquitous 


underlying 


assumption 


unilateral 


usage 


usurp 


vehement(ly) 


vested  


vilify 


visceral 


whereas 


whereby 


wrought with 


 


11th/12th Grade 
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abdicate 


albeit 


alternate 


ambiguous  


apparent(ly) 


approximately 


arbitrary 


attain 


attribute 


beneficial 


capability 


cease 


cohesion 


coincide 


colleagues 


commence 


compensate 


compile 


comprehensive 


comprised of 


conceive  


conform 


constrain 


convene 


delineate 


derive 


despite 


deviate 


devote 


discrete 


distort 


duration 


emerge 


enable 


encounter 


enhance 


ensure 


entity 


exceed 


exemplify 


explicit(ly) 


extensive  


facilitate 


feasible 


finite/infinite 


fluctuate 


forthcoming 


given that 


hence 


impede 


implicit(ly) 


incidental(ly) 


inclination 


incontrovertible 


inevitable 


inherent  


initiate 


integral 


intrinsic 


invoke 


manipulate  


nevertheless 


notion 


notwithstanding 


nuance 


orient 


paradigm 


parameter 


perceive 


persist(ent) 


plausibility 


plethora 


preliminary 


presumably 


prohibit 


refine 


relevant/ 


irrelevant  


reliable/reliability 


resolve 


sequential 


signify 


specifically 


subsequent 


subsidize  


supplement(ary) 


sustain 


tangible 


undergo 


varied 


verify 


 


9th /10th Grade 
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accordingly  


accurately 


acquire 


adequate(ly) 


allocate/allocation 


alternative 


analytical 


anticipation 


applicable (inapplicable) 


approach 


articulate (adj) 


assertion 


assumptions 


authentic, authenticity 


availability 


capacity 


coherent (incoherent) 


complexity 


conceivably 


concurrent 


consequently 


considerably 


constitutes 


consult, consultation 


convey 


correlation 


depict, depiction, depicted 


detect 


determination 


devise 


diminish 


disputable (indisputable) 


dynamic 


Employ 


equate 


ethic(al) 


evident(ly) 


exceedingly 


exhibit, exhibition 


focal 


Inclined, inclination 


inconceivable 


indicative of 


influential 


invariably 


marginal 


perception 


plausible 


Presume, presumption 


Requisite (prerequisite) 


specify 


Speculate, speculation 


subsequently 


susceptible 


thereby 


validity 


vary/varied  


virtual(ly


 


8th Grade  
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affect (v)  


articulate (v) 


aspects 


assertive(ly) 


authority  


capture 


clearly 


conceivable (inconceivable) 


conditional (unconditional) 


consideration 


consist of 


contradictory 


correlate 


credibility 


criteria 


design 


determined  


differentiate 


draft (v) 


establish 


exclusive 


exercise, exercise (n) 


factor 


feature 


generally 


generate 


illustrate 


impact 


imply 


incorporate 


indicate 


influence 


inquire 


integrate 


intense 


interpret 


isolate 


literal(ly) 


maturity 


notorious 


phase 


portray 


potential 


potentially 


preclude 


prospect(ive) 


recollection 


relate 


reserve 


resulting in 


rigid 


secure 


strategic(ally) 


subjective / objective 


sufficient(ly) 


supported by 


unify 


 


 


 


7th Grade  
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according to 


accuracy 


additional 


advocate 


analysis 


appeal 


appropriately 


assemble 


basically 


characteristic (adj) 


clarification 


collaborate 


common(ly) 


comparable 


competent 


compile, compilation 


concur 


contend 


context 


contribute 


contribution 


converse 


credible 


debatable 


decline 


demonstrate 


despite 


development 


due to 


elaborate 


eligible 


emphasis 


equip 


essentially 


evidently 


 


extended 


extent 


fundamentally 


genuine 


given 


justification 


likelihood  


maintain 


negativity 


obvious(ly) 


positivity 


prevent 


productive 


prompt (v) 


require 


reveal 


status 


strategic  


subtle 


the following


 


6th Grade  
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accurate 


additionally 


address (v) 


advantage/disadvantage 


analyze 


arguably  


assert 


available 


citation 


cite 


complement 


complex 


condition 


contradiction 


contrary 


coordinate 


correspond 


crucial 


data 


debate 


discriminate 


drawback (benefit) 


eliminate 


emphasize 


encounter 


establish 


evaluate 


eventually 


excess(ive)(ly) 


expand 


focus 


fundamental 


including 


including 


infer/inference 


interact 


interaction 


issue 


limited 


negate 


note (v)  


object to (v)  


overall 


persuade 


primary/primarily 


procedure 


product 


properties 


quality 


reflect 


restrict 


restricted 


result 


significantly 


source 


suggest 


transition 


ultimate(ly) 


valid 


variation 


volume  


 


5th Grade  
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abstract/concrete 


academic 


alter 


assess 


assume 


assumption 


brief 


clarify 


confirm 


consider 


consistent, consistently 


contradict 


current 


currently 


develop 


display 


dispute 


distinguish between 


effective(ly) 


essential 


exaggerate 


examine 


form/formation/format 


highlight 


influence/influential 


inform  


information 


informative  


involve 


judge/judgment 


likely 


logical 


maximize 


minimize 


modify 


monitor  


notice  


oppose/opposition 


optional 


original/originally 


perhaps 


possibility 


possibly 


presume 


previous/previously 


produce 


propose 


reaction/react 


recent(ly) 


refer 


report 


represent 


series 


significance 


standard 


state (as a verb) 


suppose 


typical  


typically 


utilize  


vary 


version


 


4th Grade  
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although 


analyze 


anticipate 


cause 


characterize 


claim 


class/classify 


collect 


comparison 


completely 


conclude 


constant 


contrast 


create 


critical 


defend 


define 


determine 


disagree  


discuss 


draw (draw conclusion,  


draw upon…) 


effect 


event 


evidence 


exclude/include 


former 


frequently 


general, in general 


however 


identify 


include 


information 


investigate 


justify 


label 


maximum 


minimum 


occur 


organize 


Place 


point out 


prior 


process 


question 


reason 


recall 


regularly 


request 


require/required 


research 


respond 


response 


review 


sequence 


significant 


specific/specifically 


strategy 


structure 


summarize 


support 


various 


3rd Grade   
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above 


ago 


apply 


area 


argument 


arrange 


behind 


benefit 


category 


characteristics  


check 


clear 


compare 


complete 


conclusion 


decide 


deep 


direct 


enough 


ever 


explanation 


few (adj) 


free 


important 


impossible 


in common 


interest 


interesting 


introduce 


item 


less 


miss(ing) 


model 


object (n) 


plan 


 


portion 


possible 


prepare 


probably 


prove 


purpose 


rank 


rare 


ready 


reduce 


relate to 


relationship 


restate 


results 


reverse 


several 


solution 


Solve 


soon 


special 


state (v) 


though 


trait 


unique 


useful 


wonder 


2nd
 Grade   
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always 


argue 


begin 


better 


between 


both 


chart 


consequence 


describe 


discover 


discuss 


during 


effect 


event 


explore 


far 


few (n) 


finish 


keep 


left 


likely 


locate 


main 


maybe 


might 


never 


next 


observe 


often 


opinion 


order 


organize 


participate 


pass 


predict 


reason 


review 


seem 


should 


since 


still 


sure 


those 


thought 


type of  


until 


unusual 


usual 


usually 


while 


experience


 


 


 


 


 


1st
 Grade  
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after 


again 


agree with 


also 


any 


appropriate 


audience 


because 


before 


clue 


copy 


detail 


differ 


does 


even 


every 


example 


explain 


finish 


just 


list 


many 


much 


must 


near 


only 


part 


perform 


place (v) 


point 


put 


self 


sort 


start 


such


 


Kindergarten 
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abdicate 


above 


abrogate 


abstract/concrete 


academic 


according to 


accordingly, in 


accordance 


accuracy 


accurate 


Acerbic 


acquire 


additional 


additionally 


address (v) 


adequate(ly) 


advantage/disadva


ntage 


advocate 


Affect 


after 


again 


ago 


agree with 


albeit 


allocate/allocation 


also 


alter 


alternate 


alternative 


although 


always 


ambiguous  


Ameliorate 


amend  


analysis 


Analytical 


analyze 


analyze 


anticipate 


anticipation  


any 


apparent(ly) 


appeal 


applicable 


(inapplicable) 


apply 


Approach 


appropriate 


appropriately 


approximately 


arbitrary 


archaic 


area 


arguably  


argue 


argument 


arrange 


Articulate (adj) 


Articulate (v) 


articulated 


Aspects 


assemble 


assert 


assertion 


assertive 


assess 


assume 


assumption 


attain 


attribute 


audience 


auspicious 


authentic, 


authenticity 


authority 


available 


Banal 


basically 


because 


before 


begin 


behind 


beneficial 


benefit 


better 


between 


both 


brief 


calibrate 


capability 


capacity 


Capricious 


capture 


category 


Cause 


Caveat 


cease 


characteristic 


characteristic (adj) 


characterize 


chart 


check 


citation 


cite 


claim 


clarification 


clarify 


class/classify 


clear 


clearly 


clue 


Coherent 


(incoherent) 


cohesion 


coincide 


collaborate 


colleagues 


Collect 


commence 


common 


comparable 


compare 


Comparison 


compensate 


competent 


compile 


compile, 


compilation 


complement 


complete 


completely 


complex 


complexity 


comprehensive 


comprised of 


conceivable/inconc


eivable 


conceivably 


conceive 


conclude 


conclusion 


concur 


concurrent 


condition 


conditional 


(unconditional) 


confirm 


conform 


connotative 


consequence 


consequently 


consider 


considerably 


consideration 


Consist of 


consistent, 


consistently 


consolidate 


constant 


constitutes 


constrain 


Consult, 


consultation 


contend 


context 


Contradict 


contradiction 


contradictory 


contrary 


Contrast 


contribute 


contribution 


convene 


converse 


conversely 


Convey 


coordinate 


copy 


Correlate 


correlation 


correspond 


Create 


credibility 


Credible 


Criteria 


critical 


crucial 


current 


currently 


data 


debatable 


debate 


decide 


decline 


deep 


defend 


define 


deleterious 


delineate 


Demonstrate 


denote 


Depict, depiction, 


depicted 


derive 


describe 


Design 


despite 


detail 


Detect 


determination 


determine 


determined  


develop 


development 


deviate 


Devise 


devote 


Didactic 


differ 


Differentiate 


Diminish 


direct 


disagree  


discover 


discrete 


discriminate  


Discuss 


discuss 


Disparaging 


display 


disputable 


(indisputable) 


dispute 


distinguish 


between 


distort 


divulge 


does 


dogmatic 


Draft (v) 


Draw (draw 


conclusion, draw 


upon…) 


drawback/benefit 


due to 


duration 


during 


dynamic 


Eclectic 


Effect 


effect 


effective(ly) 


elaborate 


eligible 


eliminate 


emerge 


emphasis 


emphasize 


Employ 


enable 


encounter 


enhance 


enough 


ensure 


entity 


Ephemeral 


epiphany 


equate 


equip 


essential 


essentially 


establish 


ethic(al) 


evaluate 


even 


event 


event 


eventually 


ever 


every 


evidence 


evident 


evidently 


exaggerate 


examine 


example 


exceed 


exceedingly 


excess(ive)(ly) 


exclude/include 


exclusive 


exemplify 


Exercise, exercise 


(n) 


Exhibit, exhibition 


expand 


experience 


explain 


explanation 


explicit(ly) 


explore 


extended 


extensive  


extent 


facetious 


facilitate 


Factor 


far 


feasible 


Feature 


few (adj) 


few (n) 


finish 


finish 


Finite 


finite/infinite 


fluctuate 


focal 


focus 


form/format 


former 


formulate 


forthcoming 


Fortuitous 


free 


frequently 


Frivolity 


frivolous  


fundamental 


fundamentally 


general 


generally 


Generate 


genuine 


given  


given that 


hence 


highlight 


hinder 


hubris 


Identify 


Illustrate 


impact 


impede 


implicit(ly) 


Imply 


important 


impossible 


in common 


Inane 


incidental(ly) 


inclination 


Inclined, inclination 


Include 


including 


incognito 


inconceivable 


incontrovertible 


Incorporate 


Indicate 


indicative of 


indispensable 


inevitable 


infer/inference 


Influence 


influence/influenti


al 


inform 


information 


informative  


infrastructure 


influential 


inherent  


initiate 


Alphabetical List  


for quick reference  
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Inquire 


insulated 


intangible 


integral 


Integrate 


intense 


interact 


interaction 


interest 


interesting 


interpret 


intrinsic 


introduce 


invariably 


investigate 


invoke 


involve 


Isolate 


issue 


item 


itemize 


gist 


judge/judgment 


just 


justification 


justify 


juxtaposition 


keep 


Label 


left 


less 


Levity 


lexicon 


likelihood  


likely 


likely 


limited 


list 


Literal(ly) 


locate 


logical 


loquacious 


main 


maintain 


manipulate  


many 


marginal 


maturity 


maximize 


maximum 


maybe 


might 


Milieu 


minimize 


minimum 


miss(ing) 


model 


modify 


monitor  


much 


must 


Myopic 


near 


Nefarious 


negate 


negativity 


never 


nevertheless 


next 


note (v)  


notice  


notion 


notorious 


notwithstanding 


nuance 


object (n) 


object to (v)  


obsequious 


observe 


obvious(ly) 


occur 


offset 


often 


omnipotent 


only 


opinion 


oppose/opposition 


optional 


order 


Organize 


organize 


orient 


original/originally 


overall 


paradigm 


parameter 


part 


participate 


pass 


Pejorative 


perceive 


perception 


perform 


perhaps 


periphery 


persist(ent) 


persuade 


pertinent 


phase 


Place 


place (v) 


plan 


Plausibility 


plausible 


plethora 


point 


point out 


portion 


Portray 


posit 


positivity 


possibility 


possible 


possibly 


potential 


potentially 


Preclude 


predict 


predictability 


predictor 


preliminary 


prepare 


presumably 


presume 


presumption 


prevent 


previous/previousl


y 


primary/primarily 


prior 


probably 


procedure 


process 


produce 


product 


productive 


prohibit 


prompt (v) 


properties 


propose 


prospect(ive) 


prove 


purpose 


put 


quality 


Question 


rank 


rare 


reaction/react 


ready 


Reason 


reason 


recall 


recapitulate 


recede 


recent(ly) 


reciprocal 


recollection 


reduce 


refer 


refine 


reflect 


regularly 


Relate 


relate to 


relationship 


relevant/irrelevant  


reliable/reliability 


report 


represent 


request 


require 


require/required 


Requisite 


(prerequisite) 


rescind 


Research 


reserve 


resolve 


respond 


response 


restate 


restraint 


restrict 


restricted 


result 


Resulting in 


results 


reveal 


reverse 


Review 


review 


rigid 


Salient 


secure 


seem 


self 


Sequence 


sequential 


series 


several 


should 


significance 


significant 


significantly 


signify 


since 


solution 


Solve 


soon 


sort 


sought 


source 


special 


specific/specifically 


specifically 


specificity 


specify 


Speculate, 


speculation 


staggering 


standard 


start 


state (as a verb) 


state (v) 


status 


still 


strategic  


Strategic(ally) 


strategy 


structure 


subjective / 


objective 


subjugate 


subsequent 


subsequently 


subsidize  


substantial(ly) 


subtle 


subtlety 


Succinct 


such 


suffice 


sufficient(ly) 


suggest 


Summarize 


Superfluous 


supplement(ary) 


support 


supported by 


Suppose 


sure 


susceptible 


sustain 


Symbiotic 


tangible 


the following 


thereby 


those 


though 


thought 


through 


trait 


transition 


type of  


typical  


typically 


Ubiquitous 


ultimate(ly) 


undergo 


underlying 


assumption 


Unify 


Unilateral 


unique 


until 


unusual 


usage 


useful 


usual 


usually 


usurp 


utilize  


valid 


validity 


variation 


varied 


various 


vary 


vary/varied  


vehement(ly) 


verify 


version 


vested  


Vilify 


virtual(ly) 


Visceral 


volume  


well 


whereas 


whereby 


while 


wonder 


wrought with 
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"Chuck Cartledge"


Sheet1

		Electoral College Votes, Population, and Area by State

				Electoral Votes		Population		Area in Square Miles						Density per Square Mile of Land Area

								Total Area		Water Area		Land Area

		Alabama		9		4,447,100		52,419.02		1,675.01		50,744.00		87.6

		Alaska		3		626,932		663,267.26		91,316.00		571,951.26		1.1

		Arizona		10		5,130,632		113,998.30		363.73		113,634.57		45.2

		Arkansas		6		2,673,400		53,178.62		1,110.45		52,068.17		51.3

		California		55		33,871,648		163,695.57		7,736.23		155,959.34		217.2

		Colorado		9		4,301,261		104,093.57		376.04		103,717.53		41.5

		Connecticut		7		3,405,565		5,543.33		698.53		4,844.80		702.9

		Delaware		3		783,600		2,489.27		535.71		1,953.56		401.1

		District of Columbia		3		572,059		68.34		6.94		61.4		9316.9

		Florida		27		15,982,378		65,754.59		11,827.77		53,926.82		296.4

		Georgia		15		8,186,453		59,424.77		1,518.63		57,906.14		141.4

		Hawaii		4		1,211,537		10,930.98		4,508.36		6,422.62		188.6

		Idaho		4		1,293,953		83,570.08		822.87		82,747.21		15.6

		Illinois		21		12,419,293		57,914.38		2,330.79		55,583.58		223.4

		Indiana		11		6,080,485		36,417.73		550.83		35,866.90		169.5

		Iowa		7		2,926,324		56,271.55		402.2		55,869.36		52.4

		Kansas		6		2,688,418		82,276.84		461.96		81,814.88		32.9

		Kentucky		8		4,041,769		40,409.02		680.85		39,728.18		101.7

		Louisiana		9		4,468,976		51,839.70		8,277.85		43,561.85		102.6

		Maine		4		1,274,923		35,384.65		4,523.10		30,861.55		41.3

		Maryland		10		5,296,486		12,406.68		2,632.86		9,773.82		541.9

		Massachusetts		12		6,349,097		10,554.57		2,714.55		7,840.02		809.8

		Michigan		17		9,938,444		96,716.11		39,912.28		56,803.82		175.0

		Minnesota		10		4,919,479		86,938.87		7,328.79		79,610.08		61.8

		Mississippi		6		2,844,658		48,430.19		1,523.24		46,906.96		60.6

		Missouri		11		5,595,211		69,704.31		818.39		68,885.93		81.2

		Montana		3		902,195		147,042.40		1,489.96		145,552.43		6.2

		Nebraska		5		1,711,263		77,353.73		481.31		76,872.41		22.3

		Nevada		5		1,998,257		110,560.71		734.71		109,825.99		18.2

		New Hampshire		4		1,235,786		9,349.94		381.84		8,968.10		137.8

		New Jersey		15		8,414,350		8,721.30		1,303.96		7,417.34		1134.4

		New Mexico		5		1,819,046		121,589.48		233.96		121,355.53		15.0

		New York		31		18,976,457		54,556.00		7,342.22		47,213.79		401.9

		North Carolina		15		8,049,313		53,818.51		5,107.63		48,710.88		165.2

		North Dakota		3		642,200		70,699.79		1,723.86		68,975.93		9.3

		Ohio		20		11,353,140		44,824.90		3,876.53		40,948.38		277.3

		Oklahoma		7		3,450,654		69,898.19		1,231.13		68,667.06		50.3

		Oregon		7		3,421,399		98,380.64		2,383.85		95,996.79		35.6

		Pennsylvania		21		12,281,054		46,055.24		1,238.63		44,816.61		274.0

		Rhode Island		4		1,048,319		1,545.05		500.12		1,044.93		1003.2

		South Carolina		8		4,012,012		32,020.20		1,910.73		30,109.47		133.2

		South Dakota		3		754,844		77,116.49		1,231.85		75,884.64		9.9

		Tennessee		11		5,689,283		42,143.27		926.15		41,217.12		138.0

		Texas		34		20,851,820		268,580.82		6,783.70		261,797.12		79.6

		Utah		5		2,233,169		84,898.83		2,755.18		82,143.65		27.2

		Vermont		3		608,827		9,614.26		364.7		9,249.56		65.8

		Virginia		13		7,078,515		42,774.20		3,180.13		39,594.07		178.8

		Washington		11		5,894,121		71,299.64		4,755.58		66,544.06		88.6

		West Virginia		5		1,808,344		24,229.76		152.03		24,077.73		75.1

		Wisconsin		10		5,363,675		65,497.82		11,187.72		54,310.10		98.8

		Wyoming		3		493,782		97,813.56		713.16		97,100.40		5.1

		Totals		538		281,421,906		3,794,083.03		256,644.60		3,537,438.44		79.6

		Source:  U.S. Department of State (Oct 2005) and 2000 census
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		impressive		positive

		impressively		positive

		impressiveness		positive

		improving		positive

		improved		positive

		improvement		positive

		inalienable		positive

		incisive		positive

		incisively		positive

		incisiveness		positive

		inclination		positive

		inclination		positive

		inclinations		positive

		inclined		positive

		inclusive		positive

		incontestable		positive

		incontrovertible		positive

		incorruptible		positive

		incredible		positive

		incredibly		positive

		indebted		positive

		indefatigable		positive

		indelible		positive

		indelibly		positive

		independence		positive

		independence		positive

		independent		positive

		indescribable		positive

		indescribably		positive

		indestructible		positive

		indispensable		positive

		indispensability		positive

		indisputable		positive

		individuality		positive

		indomitable		positive

		indomitably		positive

		indubitable		positive

		indubitably		positive

		indulgence		positive

		indulgent		positive

		industrious		positive

		inestimable		positive

		inestimably		positive

		inexpensive		positive

		infallible		positive

		infallibly		positive

		infallibility		positive

		influential		positive

		informative		positive

		ingenious		positive

		ingeniously		positive

		ingenuity		positive

		ingenuous		positive

		ingenuously		positive

		ingratiating		positive

		ingratiatingly		positive

		innocence		positive

		innocence		positive

		innocent		positive

		innocently		positive

		innocuous		positive

		innocuous		positive

		innovation		positive

		innovation		positive

		innovative		positive

		inoffensive		positive

		inquisitive		positive

		insight		positive

		insight		positive

		insightful		positive

		insightfully		positive

		insistence		positive

		insistence		positive

		insistent		positive

		insistently		positive

		inspiration		positive

		inspirational		positive

		inspiring		positive

		inspiring		positive

		instructive		positive

		instrumental		positive

		intact		positive

		integral		positive

		integrity		positive

		intelligent		positive

		intelligence		positive

		intelligible		positive

		interest		positive

		interest		positive

		interested		positive

		interesting		positive

		interests		positive

		interests		positive

		intimacy		positive

		intimacy		positive

		intimate		positive

		intricate		positive

		intrigue		positive

		intrigue		positive

		intriguing		positive

		intriguing		positive

		intriguingly		positive

		intuitive		positive

		invaluable		positive

		invaluablely		positive

		inventive		positive

		invigorating		positive

		invincibility		positive

		invincible		positive

		inviolable		positive

		inviolate		positive

		invulnerable		positive

		irrefutable		positive

		irrefutably		positive

		irreproachable		positive

		irresistible		positive

		irresistibly		positive

		jauntily		positive

		jaunty		positive

		joke		positive

		jovial		positive

		joy		positive

		joyful		positive

		joyfully		positive

		joyless		positive

		joyous		positive

		joyously		positive

		jubilant		positive

		jubilantly		positive

		jubilation		positive

		jubilation		positive

		judicious		positive

		just		positive

		just		positive

		just		positive

		justice		positive

		justice		positive

		justifiable		positive

		justification		positive

		justly		positive

		keen		positive

		keenly		positive

		keenness		positive

		keenness		positive

		kemp		positive

		kind		positive

		kindly		positive

		kindliness		positive

		kindness		positive

		kingmaker		positive

		kiss		positive

		knowledgeable		positive

		large		positive

		large		positive

		laudable		positive

		laudably		positive

		lavish		positive

		lavishly		positive

		law-abiding		positive

		lawful		positive

		lawfully		positive

		leading		positive

		lean		positive

		lean		positive

		learning		positive

		learned		positive

		legendary		positive

		legitimacy		positive

		legitimate		positive

		legitimately		positive

		lenient		positive

		leniently		positive

		less-expensive		positive

		leverage		positive

		levity		positive

		liberal		positive

		liberation		positive

		liberation		positive

		liberalism		positive

		liberally		positive

		liberty		positive

		lifeblood		positive

		lifelong		positive

		light		positive

		light		positive

		light-hearted		positive

		likable		positive

		liking		positive

		lionhearted		positive

		literate		positive

		live		positive

		lively		positive

		lofty		positive

		logical		positive

		lovable		positive

		lovably		positive

		love		positive

		loveliness		positive

		lover		positive

		lovely		positive

		low-cost		positive

		low-risk		positive

		lower-priced		positive

		loyal		positive

		loyalty		positive

		loyalty		positive

		lucid		positive

		lucidly		positive

		luck		positive

		luckier		positive

		luckier		positive

		luckily		positive

		luckiness		positive

		lucky		positive

		lucky		positive

		lucrative		positive

		lucrative		positive

		luminous		positive

		lush		positive

		luster		positive

		lustrous		positive

		luxuriant		positive

		luxurious		positive

		luxuriously		positive

		luxury		positive

		luxury		positive

		lyrical		positive

		magic		positive

		magical		positive

		magnanimous		positive

		magnanimously		positive

		magnetic		positive

		magnificence		positive

		magnificent		positive

		magnificent		positive

		magnificently		positive

		magnify		positive

		majestic		positive

		majesty		positive

		manageable		positive

		manifest		positive

		manly		positive

		mannerly		positive

		marvel		positive

		marvellous		positive

		marvelous		positive

		marvelously		positive

		marvelousness		positive

		marvels		positive

		master		positive

		master		positive

		masterful		positive

		masterfully		positive

		masterpiece		positive

		masterpieces		positive

		masters		positive

		masters		positive

		mastery		positive

		matchless		positive

		mature		positive

		maturely		positive

		maturity		positive

		meaningful		positive

		meek		positive

		mellow		positive

		memorable		positive

		mentor		positive

		mercifully		positive

		mercy		positive

		mercy		positive

		merit		positive

		meritorious		positive

		merrily		positive

		merriment		positive

		merriness		positive

		merry		positive

		mesmerizing		positive

		mesmerizing		positive

		mesmerizingly		positive

		meticulous		positive

		meticulously		positive

		might		positive

		mightily		positive

		mighty		positive

		mild		positive

		mindful		positive

		miracle		positive

		miracles		positive

		miraculous		positive

		miraculously		positive

		miraculousness		positive

		mirth		positive

		moderate		positive

		moderation		positive

		moderation		positive

		modern		positive

		modest		positive

		modesty		positive

		momentous		positive

		monumental		positive

		monumentally		positive

		moral		positive

		moral		positive

		morality		positive

		motivated		positive

		motivation		positive

		motivation		positive

		moving		positive

		myriad		positive

		natural		positive

		naturally		positive

		navigable		positive

		neat		positive

		neatly		positive

		necessarily		positive

		necessary		positive

		nice		positive

		nifty		positive

		nimble		positive

		noble		positive

		nobly		positive

		non-violence		positive

		non-violent		positive

		normal		positive

		notable		positive

		notable		positive

		noteworthy		positive

		noteworthy		positive

		noticeable		positive

		novel		positive

		nourishing		positive

		nourishment		positive

		nurturing		positive

		nurturing		positive

		oasis		positive

		obedience		positive

		obedient		positive

		obediently		positive

		objective		positive

		objectively		positive

		offbeat		positive

		okay		positive

		onward		positive

		onward		positive

		open		positive

		openly		positive

		openness		positive

		openness		positive

		opportune		positive

		opportunity		positive

		optimal		positive

		optimism		positive

		optimistic		positive

		opulent		positive

		orderly		positive

		original		positive

		originality		positive

		outgoing		positive

		outstanding		positive

		outstandingly		positive

		ovation		positive

		ovation		positive

		overachiever		positive

		overjoyed		positive

		overture		positive

		overture		positive

		pacifist		positive

		pacifists		positive

		pacifists		positive

		painless		positive

		painlessly		positive

		painstaking		positive

		painstakingly		positive

		palatable		positive

		palatial		positive

		paradise		positive

		paramount		positive

		passion		positive

		passionate		positive

		passionately		positive

		patience		positive

		patient		positive

		patient		positive

		patient		positive

		patiently		positive

		patriot		positive

		patriotic		positive

		peace		positive

		peace		positive

		peaceable		positive

		peaceful		positive

		peaceful		positive

		peacefully		positive

		peacekeepers		positive

		peacekeepers		positive

		peerless		positive

		penetrating		positive

		penitent		positive

		perceptive		positive

		perfect		positive

		perfection		positive

		perfectly		positive

		permissible		positive

		perseverance		positive

		persistent		positive

		persistent		positive

		personages		positive

		personages		positive

		personality		positive

		personality		positive

		perspicuous		positive

		perspicuously		positive

		persuasive		positive

		persuasive		positive

		persuasively		positive

		pertinent		positive

		phenomenal		positive

		phenomenally		positive

		picturesque		positive

		piety		positive

		pillar		positive

		pillar		positive

		pinnacle		positive

		pious		positive

		pithy		positive

		pithy		positive

		placid		positive

		plain		positive

		plausibility		positive

		plausible		positive

		playful		positive

		playfully		positive

		pleasant		positive

		pleasantly		positive

		pleased		positive

		pleasing		positive

		pleasure		positive

		pleasure		positive

		pledge		positive

		pledges		positive

		pledges		positive

		plentiful		positive

		plush		positive

		poetic		positive

		poignant		positive

		poise		positive

		poised		positive

		polished		positive

		polite		positive

		politeness		positive

		popular		positive

		popular		positive

		popularity		positive

		popularity		positive

		portable		positive

		posh		positive

		positive		positive

		positiveness		positive

		positively		positive

		posterity		positive

		potent		positive

		potential		positive

		potential		positive

		powerful		positive

		powerfully		positive

		practicable		positive

		practical		positive

		pragmatic		positive

		praise		positive

		praiseworthy		positive

		praising		positive

		praising		positive

		pre-eminent		positive

		preaching		positive

		preaching		positive

		precaution		positive

		precautions		positive

		precedent		positive

		precious		positive

		precious		positive

		precise		positive

		precisely		positive

		precision		positive

		preeminent		positive

		preemptive		positive

		preferable		positive

		preference		positive

		preferences		positive

		preferences		positive

		premier		positive

		premium		positive

		prepared		positive

		preponderance		positive

		preponderance		positive

		prestige		positive

		prestigious		positive

		prettily		positive

		pretty		positive

		priceless		positive

		pride		positive

		principle		positive

		principle		positive

		principled		positive

		privilege		positive

		privileged		positive

		pro		positive

		pro-American		positive

		pro-American		positive

		pro-Beijing		positive

		pro-Beijing		positive

		pro-Cuba		positive

		pro-Cuba		positive

		pro-peace		positive

		pro-peace		positive

		proactive		positive

		proactive		positive

		prodigious		positive

		prodigiously		positive

		prodigy		positive

		productive		positive

		proficient		positive

		proficiently		positive

		profit		positive

		profitable		positive

		profound		positive

		profoundly		positive

		profuse		positive

		profusely		positive

		profusion		positive

		progress		positive

		progressive		positive

		prolific		positive

		prominent		positive

		prominence		positive

		promise		positive

		promise		positive

		promising		positive

		promoter		positive

		promoter		positive

		prompt		positive

		promptly		positive

		proper		positive

		properly		positive

		propitious		positive

		propitiously		positive

		prospect		positive

		prospect		positive

		prospects		positive

		prospects		positive

		prosperity		positive

		prosperity		positive

		prosperous		positive

		protection		positive

		protective		positive

		protector		positive

		protector		positive

		proud		positive

		providence		positive

		prowess		positive

		prudence		positive

		prudence		positive

		prudent		positive

		prudently		positive

		punctual		positive

		pundits		positive

		pundits		positive

		pure		positive

		purification		positive

		purity		positive

		purposeful		positive

		quaint		positive

		qualified		positive

		qualify		positive

		quasi-ally		positive

		quasi-ally		positive

		radiance		positive

		radiant		positive

		rapprochement		positive

		rapprochement		positive

		rapport		positive

		rapture		positive

		raptureous		positive

		raptureously		positive

		rational		positive

		rationality		positive

		rationality		positive

		re-conquest		positive

		re-conquest		positive

		readily		positive

		ready		positive

		reaffirm		positive

		reaffirmation		positive

		reaffirmation		positive

		real		positive

		realist		positive

		realistic		positive

		realistically		positive

		reason		positive

		reasonable		positive

		reasonably		positive

		reasoned		positive

		reassurance		positive

		reassurance		positive

		receptive		positive

		recognition		positive

		recognition		positive

		recommendation		positive

		recommendations		positive

		recommendations		positive

		recommended		positive

		recompense		positive

		reconciliation		positive

		reconciliation		positive

		record-setting		positive

		rectification		positive

		rectification		positive

		rectifying		positive

		rectifying		positive

		redeeming		positive

		redemption		positive

		refined		positive

		refinement		positive

		reform		positive

		reform		positive

		refreshing		positive

		refuge		positive

		regal		positive

		regally		positive

		regard		positive

		rehabilitation		positive

		reinforcement		positive

		rejoicing		positive

		rejoicingly		positive

		relaxed		positive

		relevant		positive

		relevance		positive

		reliable		positive

		reliability		positive

		reliably		positive

		relief		positive

		relief		positive

		remarkable		positive

		remarkably		positive

		remedy		positive

		reminiscent		positive

		reminiscent		positive

		renaissance		positive

		renewal		positive

		renovation		positive

		renown		positive

		renowned		positive

		repair		positive

		reparation		positive

		repentance		positive

		reputable		positive

		rescue		positive

		resilient		positive

		resolute		positive

		resolve		positive

		resolve		positive

		resolved		positive

		resounding		positive

		resourceful		positive

		resourcefulness		positive

		respect		positive

		respect		positive

		respectable		positive

		respectful		positive

		respectfully		positive

		respite		positive

		resplendent		positive

		responsibility		positive

		responsible		positive

		responsibly		positive

		responsive		positive

		restful		positive

		restoration		positive

		restraint		positive

		restraint		positive

		resurgent		positive

		revel		positive

		revel		positive

		revelation		positive

		revelation		positive

		reverence		positive

		reverent		positive

		reverently		positive

		revival		positive

		revolution		positive

		revolution		positive

		rewarding		positive

		rewardingly		positive

		rich		positive

		riches		positive

		richly		positive

		richness		positive

		right		positive

		right		positive

		righteous		positive

		righteously		positive

		righteousness		positive

		rightful		positive

		rightfully		positive

		rightness		positive

		rightness		positive

		rights		positive

		rights		positive

		ripe		positive

		risk-free		positive

		robust		positive

		rosy		positive

		rousing		positive

		sacred		positive

		safe		positive

		sagacity		positive

		sage		positive

		sagely		positive

		saint		positive

		saintliness		positive

		saintly		positive

		salable		positive

		salutary		positive

		salvation		positive

		sanctity		positive

		sanctuary		positive

		sanctuary		positive

		sanguine		positive

		sane		positive

		sanity		positive

		sanity		positive

		satisfaction		positive

		satisfaction		positive

		satisfactorily		positive

		satisfactory		positive

		satisfying		positive

		savvy		positive

		scenic		positive

		scruples		positive

		scrupulous		positive

		scrupulously		positive

		seamless		positive

		seasoned		positive

		secure		positive

		securely		positive

		security		positive

		security		positive

		seductive		positive

		selective		positive

		self-determination		positive

		self-determination		positive

		self-respect		positive

		self-satisfaction		positive

		self-satisfaction		positive

		self-sufficiency		positive

		self-sufficiency		positive

		self-sufficient		positive

		semblance		positive

		sensation		positive

		sensation		positive

		sensational		positive

		sensationally		positive

		sensations		positive

		sensations		positive

		sense		positive

		sense		positive

		sensible		positive

		sensibly		positive

		sensitive		positive

		sensitive		positive

		sensitivity		positive

		sensitivity		positive

		sentiment		positive

		sentiment		positive

		sentiments		positive

		serene		positive

		serenity		positive

		settle		positive

		sexy		positive

		shelter		positive

		shimmeringly		positive

		shiny		positive

		shiny		positive

		shrewd		positive

		shrewdly		positive

		shrewdness		positive

		significant		positive

		significance		positive

		simple		positive

		simplicity		positive

		simplified		positive

		sincere		positive

		sincerely		positive

		sincerity		positive

		sincerity		positive

		skill		positive

		skilled		positive

		skillful		positive

		skillful		positive

		skillfully		positive

		sleek		positive

		slender		positive

		slim		positive

		slim		positive

		smart		positive

		smarter		positive

		smartest		positive

		smartly		positive

		smile		positive

		smiling		positive

		smilingly		positive

		smooth		positive

		sociable		positive

		soft-spoken		positive

		soften		positive

		soften		positive

		solicitous		positive

		solicitously		positive

		solicitude		positive

		solid		positive

		solid		positive

		solidarity		positive

		solidarity		positive

		soothingly		positive

		sophisticated		positive

		sound		positive

		soundness		positive

		spacious		positive

		sparing		positive

		sparingly		positive

		sparkling		positive

		special		positive

		spectacular		positive

		spectacularly		positive

		speedy		positive

		spellbinding		positive

		spellbindingly		positive

		spirit		positive

		spirit		positive

		spirited		positive

		spiritual		positive

		spiritual		positive

		splendid		positive

		splendidly		positive

		splendor		positive

		spotless		positive

		sprightly		positive

		squarely		positive

		stability		positive

		stability		positive

		stable		positive

		stable		positive

		stainless		positive

		star		positive

		star		positive

		stars		positive

		stars		positive

		stately		positive

		statuesque		positive

		staunch		positive

		staunchly		positive

		staunchness		positive

		steadfast		positive

		steadfastly		positive

		steadfastness		positive

		steadiness		positive

		steady		positive

		stellar		positive

		stellarly		positive

		stimulating		positive

		stimulative		positive

		stirring		positive

		stirringly		positive

		straight		positive

		straightforward		positive

		streamlined		positive

		stride		positive

		stride		positive

		strides		positive

		strides		positive

		striking		positive

		strikingly		positive

		striving		positive

		striving		positive

		strong		positive

		studious		positive

		studiously		positive

		stunned		positive

		stunning		positive

		stunningly		positive

		stupendous		positive

		stupendously		positive

		sturdy		positive

		stylish		positive

		stylishly		positive

		suave		positive

		sublime		positive

		substantial		positive

		substantially		positive

		substantive		positive

		subtle		positive

		success		positive

		success		positive

		successful		positive

		successfully		positive

		sufficient		positive

		sufficiently		positive

		suggestions		positive

		suggestions		positive

		suitable		positive

		sumptuous		positive

		sumptuously		positive

		sumptuousness		positive

		sunny		positive

		super		positive

		superb		positive

		superbly		positive

		superior		positive

		superlative		positive

		support		positive

		support		positive

		supporter		positive

		supporter		positive

		supportive		positive

		supportive		positive

		supreme		positive

		supremely		positive

		supurb		positive

		supurbly		positive

		sure		positive

		surge		positive

		surging		positive

		survival		positive

		survivor		positive

		sustainability		positive

		sustainability		positive

		sustainable		positive

		sustainable		positive

		sustained		positive

		sweeping		positive

		sweet		positive

		sweetheart		positive

		sweetly		positive

		sweetness		positive

		swift		positive

		swiftness		positive

		sworn		positive

		tact		positive

		talent		positive

		talent		positive

		talented		positive

		tantalizing		positive

		tantalizingly		positive

		taste		positive

		temperance		positive

		temperate		positive

		tenacious		positive

		tenaciously		positive

		tenacity		positive

		tender		positive

		tenderly		positive

		tenderness		positive

		terrific		positive

		terrifically		positive

		terrified		positive

		terrifying		positive

		terrifying		positive

		terrifyingly		positive

		thankful		positive

		thankfully		positive

		thinkable		positive

		thinkable		positive

		thorough		positive

		thoughtful		positive

		thoughtfully		positive

		thoughtfulness		positive

		thrift		positive

		thrifty		positive

		thrill		positive

		thrilling		positive

		thrillingly		positive

		thrills		positive

		thriving		positive

		tidy		positive

		time-honored		positive

		timely		positive

		titillating		positive

		titillatingly		positive

		togetherness		positive

		tolerable		positive

		tolerably		positive

		tolerance		positive

		tolerance		positive

		tolerant		positive

		tolerantly		positive

		toleration		positive

		top		positive

		torrid		positive

		torridly		positive

		tradition		positive

		traditional		positive

		tranquil		positive

		tranquility		positive

		tranquility		positive

		treat		positive

		tremendous		positive

		trendy		positive

		trepidation		positive

		tribute		positive

		trim		positive

		triumph		positive

		triumphal		positive

		triumphant		positive

		triumphantly		positive

		truculent		positive

		truculently		positive

		true		positive

		truly		positive

		trust		positive

		trust		positive

		trusting		positive

		trustingly		positive

		trustworthiness		positive

		trustworthy		positive

		truthful		positive

		truthfully		positive

		truthfulness		positive

		ultimate		positive

		ultimately		positive

		ultra		positive

		unabashed		positive

		unabashedly		positive

		unanimous		positive

		unassailable		positive

		unassailable		positive

		unbiased		positive

		unbound		positive

		unbroken		positive

		uncommon		positive

		uncommonly		positive

		unconcerned		positive

		unconditional		positive

		unconventional		positive

		undaunted		positive

		understandable		positive

		understanding		positive

		understanding		positive

		understood		positive

		understated		positive

		understatedly		positive

		undisputable		positive

		undisputably		positive

		undisputed		positive

		undoubted		positive

		undoubtedly		positive

		unencumbered		positive

		unequivocal		positive

		unfazed		positive

		unfettered		positive

		unforgettable		positive

		uniform		positive

		uniformly		positive

		unique		positive

		unity		positive

		unity		positive

		universal		positive

		unlimited		positive

		unparalleled		positive

		unpretentious		positive

		unrestricted		positive

		unscathed		positive

		unselfish		positive

		untouched		positive

		untrained		positive

		upbeat		positive

		upfront		positive

		upheld		positive

		uphold		positive

		uplifting		positive

		upliftment		positive

		upliftment		positive

		upright		positive

		upscale		positive

		upside		positive

		upside		positive

		upward		positive

		usable		positive

		useful		positive

		usefulness		positive

		utilitarian		positive

		utmost		positive

		uttermost		positive

		valiant		positive

		valiantly		positive

		valid		positive

		validity		positive

		valor		positive

		valuable		positive

		values		positive

		values		positive

		vast		positive

		vastly		positive

		vastness		positive

		venerable		positive

		venerably		positive

		verifiable		positive

		veritable		positive

		versatile		positive

		versatility		positive

		viable		positive

		viability		positive

		vibrant		positive

		vibrantly		positive

		victorious		positive

		victory		positive

		victory		positive

		vigilance		positive

		vigilant		positive

		vigilant		positive

		vigorous		positive

		vigorously		positive

		vintage		positive

		virtue		positive

		virtuous		positive
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		visionary		positive

		vital		positive

		vitality		positive

		vitality		positive

		vivacious		positive

		vivid		positive
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		vulnerable		positive

		vulnerable		positive

		warm		positive

		warmhearted		positive
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		wealthy		positive

		welcome		positive

		welcome		positive

		welfare		positive

		welfare		positive
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		well-being		positive

		well-being		positive

		well-connected		positive
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		well-received		positive
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		well-wishers		positive

		well-wishers		positive

		wellbeing		positive

		wellbeing		positive
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		white		positive
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		wholesome		positive

		wide		positive
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		wide-ranging		positive
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		willingness		positive

		willingness		positive
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		yearning		positive

		yearningly		positive
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		aberration		negative
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		absurdity		negative
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		abysmally		negative
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		accusation		negative

		accusation		negative

		accusations		negative
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		addiction		negative
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		adrift		negative

		adulterated		negative

		adulteration		negative

		adversarial		negative

		adverse		negative

		adversity		negative

		affectation		negative

		affliction		negative

		afflictive		negative

		affront		negative

		afraid		negative
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		aggravating		negative

		aggravation		negative
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		aggressiveness		negative

		aggressor		negative

		aggrieved		negative

		aghast		negative
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		dismalness		negative
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		dismayed		negative

		dismaying		negative

		dismayingly		negative

		dismissive		negative

		dismissive		negative

		dismissively		negative

		disobedience		negative

		disobedient		negative

		disorder		negative

		disordered		negative

		disorderly		negative

		disorganized		negative

		disoriented		negative

		disparaging		negative

		disparagingly		negative

		dispensable		negative

		dispirited		negative

		dispiritedly		negative

		displaced		negative

		displeasing		negative

		displeasure		negative

		displeasure		negative

		disproportionate		negative

		disputable		negative

		dispute		negative

		disputed		negative

		disquieting		negative

		disquietingly		negative

		disquietude		negative

		disregard		negative

		disregard		negative

		disregardful		negative

		disreputable		negative

		disrepute		negative

		disrespectable		negative

		disrespectablity		negative

		disrespectful		negative

		disrespectfully		negative

		disrespectfulness		negative

		disrespecting		negative

		disrespecting		negative

		disruption		negative

		disruption		negative

		disruptive		negative

		dissatisfaction		negative

		dissatisfaction		negative

		dissatisfactory		negative

		dissatisfied		negative

		dissembler		negative

		dissension		negative

		dissent		negative

		dissent		negative

		dissenter		negative

		dissention		negative

		disservice		negative

		disservice		negative

		dissidence		negative

		dissident		negative

		dissident		negative

		dissidents		negative

		dissidents		negative

		dissocial		negative

		dissolute		negative

		dissolution		negative

		dissonance		negative

		dissonant		negative

		dissonantly		negative

		dissuasive		negative

		distaste		negative

		distasteful		negative

		distastefully		negative

		distortion		negative

		distortion		negative

		distracting		negative

		distraction		negative

		distraction		negative

		distraught		negative

		distraughtly		negative

		distraughtness		negative

		distressed		negative

		distressing		negative

		distressingly		negative

		distrustful		negative

		distrusting		negative

		disturbed		negative

		disturbed-let		negative

		disturbed-let		negative

		disturbing		negative

		disturbingly		negative

		disunity		negative

		disvalue		negative

		divergent		negative

		divided		negative

		division		negative

		divisive		negative

		divisively		negative

		divisiveness		negative

		divorce		negative

		divorced		negative

		dizzy		negative

		dizzing		negative

		dizzingly		negative

		doddering		negative

		dodgey		negative

		dogged		negative

		doggedly		negative

		dogmatic		negative

		doldrums		negative

		dominance		negative

		dominance		negative

		domination		negative

		domination		negative

		domineering		negative

		domineering		negative

		doomsday		negative

		doomsday		negative

		dope		negative

		doubt		negative

		doubtful		negative

		doubtfully		negative

		doubts		negative

		doubts		negative

		down		negative

		downbeat		negative

		downcast		negative

		downer		negative

		downfall		negative

		downfallen		negative

		downhearted		negative

		downheartedly		negative

		downside		negative

		drab		negative

		draconian		negative

		draconic		negative

		dragon		negative

		dragons		negative

		dragons		negative

		drain		negative

		drain		negative

		drama		negative

		drama		negative

		drastic		negative

		drastically		negative

		dread		negative

		dreadful		negative

		dreadfully		negative

		dreadfulness		negative

		dreary		negative

		drones		negative

		drones		negative

		drought		negative

		drought		negative

		drowning		negative

		drunk		negative

		drunkard		negative

		drunken		negative

		dubious		negative

		dubiously		negative

		dubitable		negative

		dud		negative

		dull		negative

		dullard		negative

		dumb		negative

		dumb		negative

		dumbfounded		negative

		dummy		negative
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		dunce		negative

		dungeon		negative

		dungeons		negative

		dungeons		negative

		dusty		negative

		dwindling		negative

		dying		negative

		earsplitting		negative

		eccentric		negative

		eccentricity		negative

		edgy		negative

		effigy		negative

		effrontery		negative

		ego		negative
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		egocentric		negative

		egomania		negative

		egotism		negative

		egotistical		negative

		egotistically		negative

		egregious		negative

		egregiously		negative

		election-rigger		negative

		election-rigger		negative

		elimination		negative

		emaciated		negative

		embarrassing		negative

		embarrassingly		negative

		embarrassment		negative

		embattled		negative

		embroiled		negative

		embroilment		negative

		emotional		negative

		empathy		negative

		emphatic		negative

		emphatically		negative

		emptiness		negative

		emptiness		negative

		empty		negative

		encroachment		negative

		endless		negative

		enemies		negative

		enemies		negative

		enemy		negative

		enmity		negative

		enormities		negative

		enormity		negative

		enormous		negative

		enormously		negative

		enraged		negative

		entanglement		negative

		entrapment		negative

		envious		negative

		enviously		negative

		enviousness		negative

		envy		negative

		epidemic		negative

		equivocal		negative

		erosion		negative

		errant		negative

		erratic		negative

		erratically		negative

		erroneous		negative

		erroneously		negative

		error		negative

		error		negative

		escapade		negative

		esoteric		negative

		estranged		negative

		eternal		negative

		evasion		negative

		evasive		negative

		evil		negative

		evil		negative

		evildoer		negative

		evils		negative

		evils		negative

		exacting		negative

		exaggeration		negative

		exaggeration		negative

		exasperation		negative

		exasperating		negative

		excessive		negative

		excessively		negative

		exclusion		negative

		excruciating		negative

		excruciatingly		negative

		excuse		negative

		excuse		negative

		excuses		negative

		excuses		negative

		exhaustion		negative

		exorbitant		negative

		exorbitantance		negative

		exorbitantly		negative

		expedient		negative

		expediencies		negative

		expediencies		negative

		expensive		negative

		expensive		negative

		exploitation		negative

		exploitation		negative

		exposed		negative

		explosive		negative

		expropriate		negative

		expropriate		negative

		expropriation		negative

		expropriation		negative

		extermination		negative

		extortion		negative

		extraneous		negative

		extravagance		negative

		extravagant		negative

		extravagantly		negative

		extreme		negative

		extreme		negative

		extremely		negative

		extremism		negative

		extremism		negative

		extremist		negative

		extremists		negative

		extremists		negative

		fabrication		negative

		facetious		negative

		facetiously		negative

		fading		negative

		failing		negative

		failure		negative

		failure		negative

		failures		negative

		failures		negative

		faint		negative

		fainthearted		negative

		faithless		negative

		fake		negative

		fallacies		negative

		fallacies		negative

		fallacious		negative

		fallaciously		negative

		fallaciousness		negative

		fallacy		negative

		fallout		negative

		false		negative

		false		negative

		falsehood		negative

		falsely		negative

		famine		negative

		famished		negative

		fanatic		negative

		fanatical		negative

		fanatically		negative

		fanaticism		negative

		fanatics		negative

		fanciful		negative

		far-fetched		negative

		farfetched		negative

		farce		negative

		farcical		negative

		farcical-yet-provocative		negative

		farcically		negative

		fascism		negative

		fascism		negative

		fascist		negative

		fastidious		negative

		fastidiously		negative

		fastuous		negative

		fat		negative

		fatal		negative

		fatalistic		negative

		fatalistically		negative

		fatally		negative

		fateful		negative

		fatefully		negative

		fathomless		negative

		fatigue		negative

		fatty		negative

		fatuity		negative
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		faulty		negative

		fawningly		negative
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		fearful		negative

		fearfully		negative

		fears		negative

		fears		negative

		fearsome		negative

		feckless		negative

		feeble		negative

		feeblely		negative

		feebleminded		negative

		feint		negative

		fell		negative

		felon		negative

		felonious		negative

		ferocious		negative

		ferociously		negative

		ferocity		negative

		feverish		negative

		fetid		negative

		fever		negative

		fiasco		negative
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		fiat		negative
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		fibber		negative

		fickle		negative

		fiction		negative

		fiction		negative
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		fictitious		negative

		fidgety		negative

		fiend		negative

		fiendish		negative

		fierce		negative

		fight		negative

		fight		negative

		figurehead		negative

		figurehead		negative

		filth		negative

		filthy		negative

		fissures		negative

		fissures		negative

		fist		negative
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		flagging		negative

		flagrant		negative
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		flake		negative

		flakey		negative

		flaky		negative

		flash		negative

		flash		negative
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		flaws		negative
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		flawed		negative

		fleeting		negative

		flighty		negative
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		flimsy		negative

		floundering		negative
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		foolhardy		negative

		foolishly		negative

		foolishness		negative

		forbid		negative

		forbidden		negative

		forbidding		negative

		forbidding		negative

		forceful		negative

		foreboding		negative

		forebodingly		negative
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		forgetful		negative

		forgetfully		negative

		forgetfulness		negative
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		foully		negative

		foulness		negative

		fractious		negative

		fractiously		negative

		fracture		negative

		fragile		negative

		fragile		negative
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		frail		negative

		frantic		negative

		frantically		negative
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		fraud		negative

		fraud		negative

		fraudulent		negative

		fraught		negative

		fraught		negative
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		freakish		negative
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		freakishly		negative

		frazzle		negative

		frazzled		negative

		frenetic		negative

		frenetically		negative

		frenzied		negative

		frenzy		negative

		fretful		negative

		friction		negative

		friction		negative

		frictions		negative

		frictions		negative

		friggin		negative

		fright		negative

		frightening		negative

		frighteningly		negative

		frighteningly		negative

		frightful		negative

		frightfully		negative

		frigid		negative
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		fruitless		negative
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		frustrated		negative

		frustrating		negative

		frustrating		negative

		frustratingly		negative

		frustration		negative

		fudge		negative

		fudge		negative

		fugitive		negative

		full-blown		negative

		fundamentalism		negative

		fundamentalism		negative

		furious		negative
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		furor		negative
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		fussy		negative

		fusty		negative

		futile		negative

		futilely		negative

		futility		negative

		fuzzy		negative
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		gaffe		negative

		gainsayer		negative

		gaga		negative

		galling		negative

		gallingly		negative

		gamble		negative

		game		negative

		garbage		negative

		garbage		negative

		garish		negative

		gasp		negative

		gasp		negative

		gauche		negative

		gaudy		negative

		gawky		negative

		genocide		negative

		genocide		negative

		get-rich		negative

		get-rich		negative

		ghastly		negative

		ghetto		negative

		gibberish		negative

		glare		negative

		glaring		negative

		glaringly		negative

		glib		negative

		glibly		negative

		glitch		negative

		gloatingly		negative

		gloom		negative

		gloomy		negative

		glum		negative

		glut		negative

		gnawing		negative

		goading		negative

		god-awful		negative

		goddam		negative

		goddamn		negative
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		gossip		negative

		gossip		negative

		graceless		negative

		gracelessly		negative

		graft		negative

		grandiose		negative

		grating		negative

		gratuitous		negative

		gratuitous		negative

		grave		negative

		gravely		negative

		greed		negative

		greedy		negative

		grief		negative

		grievance		negative

		grievances		negative

		grievances		negative

		grieving		negative

		grievous		negative

		grievously		negative

		grim		negative

		grind		negative

		grind		negative

		gripe		negative

		grisly		negative

		gritty		negative

		gross		negative

		grossly		negative

		grotesque		negative

		grouch		negative

		grouchy		negative

		groundless		negative

		grudges		negative

		grudges		negative

		grudging		negative

		gruesome		negative

		gruesomely		negative

		gruff		negative

		guile		negative

		guilt		negative

		guilty		negative

		guiltily		negative

		gullible		negative

		haggard		negative

		halfhearted		negative

		halfheartedly		negative

		hallucination		negative

		hamstring		negative

		hamstrung		negative

		handicapped		negative

		hapless		negative

		haphazard		negative

		harangue		negative

		harassment		negative

		harassment		negative

		harboring		negative

		harboring		negative

		harbors		negative

		harbors		negative

		hard		negative

		hard-hit		negative

		hard-line		negative

		hard-liner		negative

		hardball		negative

		hardball		negative

		hardened		negative

		hardheaded		negative

		hardhearted		negative

		hardliner		negative

		hardliners		negative

		hardliners		negative

		hardly		negative

		hardship		negative

		hardships		negative

		hardships		negative

		harm		negative

		harm		negative

		harmful		negative

		harms		negative

		harms		negative

		harpy		negative

		harridan		negative

		harried		negative

		harsh		negative

		hassle		negative

		haste		negative

		haste		negative

		hasty		negative

		hasty		negative

		hater		negative

		hateful		negative

		hatefully		negative

		hatefulness		negative

		haughtily		negative

		haughty		negative

		hatred		negative

		haunting		negative

		havoc		negative

		hawkish		negative

		hawkish		negative

		hazard		negative

		hazardous		negative
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		headache		negative

		headaches		negative

		headaches		negative

		heartbreak		negative

		heartbreaker		negative

		heartbreaking		negative

		heartbreakingly		negative

		heartless		negative

		heartrending		negative

		heathen		negative

		heathen		negative

		heavily		negative

		heavy-handed		negative

		heavyhearted		negative
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		hectic		negative

		hedonistic		negative
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		hegemonism		negative

		hegemonism		negative

		hegemonistic		negative

		hegemony		negative

		hegemony		negative

		hegemony		negative

		heinous		negative
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		hell-bent		negative

		helpless		negative

		helplessly		negative

		helplessness		negative

		heresy		negative

		heretic		negative

		heretical		negative

		hesitant		negative

		hideous		negative

		hideously		negative

		hideousness		negative

		hindrance		negative

		hole		negative

		hollow		negative

		hopeless		negative

		hopelessly		negative

		hopelessness		negative

		horde		negative

		horrendous		negative

		horrendously		negative

		horrible		negative

		horribly		negative

		horrid		negative

		horrific		negative

		horrifically		negative

		horrify		negative

		horrifying		negative

		horrifyingly		negative

		horror		negative

		horrors		negative

		hostage		negative

		hostile		negative

		hostile		negative

		hostilities		negative

		hostilities		negative

		hostility		negative

		hostility		negative

		hothead		negative

		hotheaded		negative

		hotbeds		negative

		hotbeds		negative

		hothouse		negative

		hothouse		negative

		hubris		negative

		huckster		negative

		humbling		negative

		humiliating		negative

		humiliation		negative

		hungry		negative

		hurt		negative

		hurtful		negative

		hustler		negative

		hypocrisy		negative

		hypocrite		negative

		hypocrites		negative

		hypocritical		negative

		hypocritically		negative

		hysteria		negative

		hysteric		negative

		hysterical		negative

		hysterically		negative

		hysterics		negative

		icy		negative

		idiocies		negative

		idiocy		negative

		idiot		negative

		idiotic		negative

		idiotically		negative

		idiots		negative
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		ignoble		negative

		ignominious		negative
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		ignorance		negative

		ignorance		negative
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		ignorant		negative
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		ill-treatment		negative

		ill-treatment		negative
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		illegally		negative

		illegitimate		negative

		illicit		negative

		illiquid		negative

		illiterate		negative

		illness		negative

		illogic		negative

		illogical		negative

		illogically		negative

		illusion		negative

		illusion		negative

		illusions		negative

		illusions		negative

		illusory		negative

		imaginary		negative

		imbalance		negative

		imbalance		negative

		imbecile		negative

		imbroglio		negative

		immaterial		negative

		immature		negative

		imminence		negative

		imminent		negative

		imminently		negative

		immobilized		negative

		immoderate		negative

		immoderately		negative

		immodest		negative

		immoral		negative

		immorality		negative

		immorally		negative

		immovable		negative

		impaired		negative

		impasse		negative

		impatience		negative

		impatient		negative

		impatiently		negative

		impedance		negative

		impediment		negative

		impending		negative

		impending		negative

		impenitent		negative

		imperfect		negative

		imperfectly		negative

		imperialist		negative

		imperious		negative

		imperiously		negative

		impermissible		negative

		impersonal		negative

		impertinent		negative

		impetuous		negative

		impetuously		negative

		impiety		negative

		impious		negative

		implacable		negative

		implausible		negative

		implausibly		negative

		implication		negative

		implication		negative

		impolite		negative

		impolitely		negative

		impolitic		negative

		importunate		negative

		imposers		negative

		imposers		negative

		imposing		negative

		imposing		negative

		imposition		negative

		imposition		negative

		impossible		negative

		impossiblity		negative

		impossibly		negative

		impotent		negative

		impotent		negative

		impoverished		negative
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		impractical		negative

		imprecise		negative

		imprecisely		negative
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		improbability		negative
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		impropriety		negative

		imprudence		negative
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		impudence		negative
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		impudently		negative

		impulsive		negative

		impulsively		negative

		impunity		negative
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		inability		negative

		inability		negative

		inaccessible		negative

		inaccuracy		negative

		inaccuracies		negative
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		inaction		negative
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		inappropriate		negative
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		inarticulate		negative

		inattentive		negative
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		incivility		negative
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		indoctrination		negative
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		ineffectiveness		negative
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		inefficacious		negative

		inefficacious		negative
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		inelegance		negative

		inelegant		negative
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		infected		negative

		inferior		negative

		inferiority		negative

		infernal		negative

		infested		negative

		infidel		negative

		infidels		negative

		infiltrator		negative

		infiltrators		negative

		infiltrators		negative

		infirm		negative

		inflammatory		negative

		inflated		negative

		inflationary		negative

		inflexible		negative

		infraction		negative

		infringement		negative

		infringements		negative

		infringements		negative

		infuriated		negative

		infuriating		negative

		infuriatingly		negative

		inglorious		negative

		ingrate		negative

		ingratitude		negative

		inhibition		negative

		inhospitable		negative

		inhospitality		negative

		inhuman		negative

		inhumane		negative

		inhumanity		negative

		inimical		negative

		inimically		negative

		iniquitous		negative

		iniquity		negative

		injudicious		negative

		injurious		negative

		injury		negative

		injustice		negative

		injustice		negative

		injustices		negative

		injustices		negative

		innuendo		negative

		innuendo		negative

		inopportune		negative

		inordinate		negative

		inordinately		negative

		insane		negative

		insanely		negative

		insanity		negative

		insatiable		negative

		insecure		negative

		insecurity		negative

		insecurity		negative

		insensible		negative

		insensitive		negative

		insensitively		negative

		insensitivity		negative

		insensitivity		negative

		insidious		negative

		insidiously		negative

		insignificance		negative

		insignificant		negative

		insignificantly		negative

		insincere		negative

		insincerely		negative

		insincerity		negative

		insinuating		negative

		insinuation		negative

		insinuation		negative

		insociable		negative

		isolation		negative

		insolence		negative

		insolence		negative

		insolent		negative

		insolently		negative

		insolvent		negative

		insouciance		negative

		instability		negative

		instable		negative

		instigator		negative

		instigators		negative

		insubordinate		negative

		insubstantial		negative

		insubstantially		negative

		insufferable		negative

		insufferably		negative

		insufficiency		negative

		insufficient		negative

		insufficiently		negative

		insular		negative

		insult		negative

		insulted		negative

		insulting		negative

		insulting		negative

		insultingly		negative

		insupportable		negative

		insupportably		negative

		insurmountable		negative

		insurmountably		negative

		insurrection		negative

		insurrection		negative

		interference		negative

		interference		negative

		intermittent		negative

		interruption		negative

		intimidating		negative

		intimidatingly		negative

		intimidation		negative

		intimidation		negative

		intolerable		negative

		intolerablely		negative

		intolerance		negative

		intolerance		negative

		intolerant		negative

		intractable		negative

		intransigence		negative

		intransigence		negative

		intransigent		negative

		intrusion		negative

		intrusive		negative

		inundated		negative

		invader		negative

		invader		negative

		invalid		negative

		invalidity		negative

		invasive		negative

		invective		negative

		invidious		negative

		invidiously		negative

		invidiousness		negative

		involuntarily		negative

		involuntary		negative

		irate		negative

		irately		negative

		ire		negative

		irksome		negative

		ironic		negative

		ironies		negative

		ironies		negative

		irony		negative

		irrational		negative

		irrationality		negative

		irrationally		negative

		irreconcilable		negative

		irredeemable		negative

		irredeemably		negative

		irreformable		negative

		irregular		negative

		irregularity		negative

		irrelevance		negative

		irrelevant		negative

		irreparable		negative

		irreplacible		negative

		irrepressible		negative

		irresolute		negative

		irresolvable		negative

		irresponsible		negative

		irresponsibly		negative

		irretrievable		negative

		irreverence		negative

		irreverent		negative

		irreverently		negative

		irreversible		negative

		irreversible		negative

		irritable		negative

		irritably		negative

		irritant		negative

		irritated		negative

		irritating		negative

		irritation		negative

		irritation		negative

		isolated		negative

		isolation		negative

		jaded		negative

		jam		negative

		jaundiced		negative

		jealous		negative

		jealously		negative

		jealousness		negative

		jealousy		negative

		jeer		negative

		jeers		negative

		jeopardy		negative

		jittery		negative

		jobless		negative

		joker		negative

		jumpy		negative

		junk		negative

		junky		negative

		juvenile		negative

		kaput		negative

		keen		negative

		kick		negative

		kick		negative

		killer		negative

		killer		negative

		killjoy		negative

		knave		negative

		knock		negative

		kook		negative

		kooky		negative

		lack		negative

		lack		negative

		lackadaisical		negative

		lackey		negative

		lackeys		negative

		lackeys		negative

		lacking		negative

		laconic		negative

		lame		negative

		lame-duck		negative

		lamentable		negative

		lamentably		negative

		languid		negative

		lanky		negative

		languor		negative

		languorous		negative

		languorously		negative

		lapse		negative

		lascivious		negative

		last-ditch		negative

		last-ditch		negative

		laugh		negative

		laughable		negative

		laughably		negative

		laughingstock		negative

		laughter		negative

		lawbreaker		negative

		lawbreaking		negative

		lawless		negative

		lawlessness		negative

		lawlessness		negative

		lax		negative

		lax		negative

		lazy		negative

		leakage		negative

		leaky		negative

		least		negative

		lech		negative

		lecher		negative

		lecher		negative

		lecherous		negative

		lechery		negative

		lecture		negative

		leech		negative

		leech		negative

		leer		negative

		leery		negative

		left-leaning		negative

		less		negative

		less-developed		negative

		lesser		negative

		lesser-known		negative

		letch		negative

		lethal		negative

		lethargic		negative

		lethargy		negative

		lewd		negative

		lewdly		negative

		lewdness		negative

		liable		negative

		liability		negative

		liability		negative

		liar		negative

		liar		negative

		liars		negative

		liars		negative

		licentious		negative

		licentiously		negative

		licentiousness		negative

		lie		negative

		lie		negative

		lie		negative

		lier		negative

		lies		negative

		lies		negative

		life-threatening		negative

		lifeless		negative

		limit		negative

		limitation		negative

		limited		negative

		limp		negative

		listless		negative

		litigious		negative

		little		negative

		little-known		negative

		livid		negative

		lividly		negative

		loath		negative

		loathe		negative

		loathing		negative

		loathly		negative

		loathsome		negative

		loathsomely		negative

		lone		negative

		lone		negative

		loneliness		negative

		lonely		negative

		lonesome		negative

		longing		negative

		longingly		negative

		loophole		negative

		loopholes		negative

		loopholes		negative

		loot		negative

		lorn		negative

		losing		negative

		losing		negative

		loser		negative

		loss		negative

		lost		negative

		lousy		negative

		loveless		negative

		lovelorn		negative

		low		negative

		low-rated		negative

		lowly		negative

		ludicrous		negative

		ludicrously		negative

		lukewarm		negative

		lunatic		negative

		lunatic		negative

		lunaticism		negative

		lurid		negative

		lurking		negative

		lying		negative

		macabre		negative

		mad		negative

		maddening		negative

		maddeningly		negative

		madder		negative

		madder		negative

		madly		negative

		madman		negative

		madness		negative

		maladjusted		negative

		maladjustment		negative

		malady		negative

		malaise		negative

		malcontent		negative

		malcontent		negative

		malcontented		negative

		maledict		negative

		malevolence		negative

		malevolent		negative

		malevolently		negative

		malice		negative

		malicious		negative

		maliciously		negative

		maliciousness		negative

		malign		negative

		malignant		negative

		malodorous		negative

		maltreatment		negative

		maltreatment		negative

		maneuver		negative

		maneuver		negative

		mania		negative

		maniac		negative

		maniacal		negative

		manic		negative

		manipulation		negative

		manipulation		negative

		manipulative		negative

		manipulators		negative

		manipulators		negative

		mar		negative

		marginal		negative

		marginally		negative

		martyrdom		negative

		martyrdom-seeking		negative

		massacre		negative

		massacres		negative

		maverick		negative

		mawkish		negative

		mawkishly		negative

		mawkishness		negative

		maxi-devaluation		negative

		maxi-devaluation		negative

		meager		negative

		mean		negative

		meaningless		negative

		meanness		negative

		mediocre		negative

		mediocrity		negative

		melancholy		negative

		melodramatic		negative

		melodramatically		negative

		menace		negative

		menacing		negative

		menacingly		negative

		mendacious		negative

		mendacity		negative

		menial		negative

		merciless		negative

		mercilessly		negative

		mere		negative

		mess		negative

		mess		negative

		messy		negative

		midget		negative

		midget		negative

		militancy		negative

		militancy		negative

		mindless		negative

		mindlessly		negative

		mirage		negative

		mirage		negative

		mire		negative

		misbecoming		negative

		misbegotten		negative

		misbehavior		negative

		miscalculation		negative

		miscalculation		negative

		mischief		negative

		mischief		negative

		mischievous		negative

		mischievously		negative

		misconception		negative

		misconceptions		negative

		misconceptions		negative

		miscreant		negative

		miscreants		negative

		misdirection		negative

		miser		negative

		miserly		negative

		miserable		negative

		miserableness		negative

		miserably		negative

		miseries		negative

		misery		negative

		misery		negative

		misfit		negative

		misfortune		negative

		misgiving		negative

		misgivings		negative

		misguidance		negative

		misguided		negative

		mishap		negative

		misinformed		negative

		misjudgment		negative

		mislead		negative

		misleading		negative

		misreading		negative

		misreading		negative

		misstatement		negative

		mistake		negative

		mistake		negative

		mistakes		negative

		mistakes		negative

		mistrust		negative

		mistrust		negative

		misunderstand		negative

		misunderstood		negative

		misunderstanding		negative

		misunderstanding		negative

		misunderstanding		negative

		misunderstandings		negative

		misunderstandings		negative

		mock		negative

		mockeries		negative

		mockery		negative

		mocking		negative

		mockingly		negative

		molestation		negative

		monotonous		negative

		monotony		negative

		monster		negative

		monstrosities		negative

		monstrosity		negative

		monstrous		negative

		monstrously		negative

		moody		negative

		moot		negative

		morbid		negative

		morbidly		negative

		mordant		negative

		mordantly		negative

		moribund		negative

		mortification		negative

		mortified		negative

		mortifying		negative

		mortifying		negative

		motionless		negative

		motley		negative

		mourner		negative

		mournful		negative

		mournfully		negative

		muddy		negative

		mudslinger		negative

		mudslinging		negative

		mulish		negative

		multi-polarization		negative

		multi-polarization		negative

		mundane		negative

		murder		negative

		murderous		negative

		murderously		negative

		murky		negative

		muscle-flexing		negative

		mysterious		negative

		mysteriously		negative

		mystery		negative

		mistified		negative

		myth		negative

		myth		negative

		naive		negative

		naively		negative

		narrow		negative

		narrower		negative

		narrower		negative

		nastily		negative

		nastiness		negative

		nasty		negative

		nationalism		negative

		nationalism		negative

		naughty		negative

		nauseating		negative

		nauseatingly		negative

		nebulous		negative

		nebulous		negative

		nebulously		negative

		need		negative

		need		negative

		needless		negative

		needlessly		negative

		needy		negative

		nefarious		negative

		nefariously		negative

		negation		negative

		negative		negative

		neglect		negative

		neglected		negative

		negligent		negative

		negligence		negative

		negligible		negative

		nemesis		negative

		nettlesome		negative

		nervous		negative

		nervously		negative

		nervousness		negative

		neurotic		negative

		neurotically		negative

		nightmare		negative

		nightmarish		negative

		nightmarishly		negative

		noisy		negative

		non-confidence		negative

		non-confidence		negative

		nonexistent		negative

		nonsense		negative

		nosey		negative

		notorious		negative

		notoriously		negative

		nuisance		negative

		nuisance		negative

		obese		negative

		obese		negative

		objection		negative

		objection		negative

		objectionable		negative

		objections		negative

		objections		negative

		oblique		negative

		obliterated		negative

		oblivious		negative

		oblivious		negative

		obnoxious		negative

		obnoxiously		negative

		obscene		negative

		obscenely		negative

		obscenity		negative

		obscure		negative

		obsession		negative

		obsessions		negative

		obsessive		negative

		obsessively		negative

		obsessiveness		negative

		obsolete		negative

		obstacle		negative

		obstacle		negative

		obstinate		negative

		obstinately		negative

		obstruction		negative

		obtrusive		negative

		obtuse		negative

		obviously		negative

		odd		negative

		oddities		negative

		oddities		negative

		oddity		negative

		oddly		negative

		offence		negative

		offence		negative

		offend		negative

		offending		negative

		offenses		negative

		offenses		negative

		offensive		negative

		offensive		negative

		offensively		negative

		offensiveness		negative

		officious		negative

		ominous		negative

		ominously		negative

		omission		negative

		one-side		negative

		one-sided		negative

		onerous		negative

		onerously		negative

		onslaught		negative

		onslaught		negative

		opinionated		negative

		opponent		negative

		opportunistic		negative

		opposition		negative

		opposition		negative

		oppositions		negative

		oppositions		negative

		oppression		negative

		oppression		negative

		oppressive		negative

		oppressively		negative

		oppressiveness		negative

		oppressors		negative

		oppressors		negative

		orphan		negative

		outbreak		negative

		outburst		negative

		outburst		negative

		outbursts		negative

		outbursts		negative

		outcast		negative

		outcry		negative

		outdated		negative

		outlaw		negative

		outmoded		negative

		outrage		negative

		outraged		negative

		outrageous		negative

		outrageously		negative

		outrageousness		negative

		outrages		negative

		outsider		negative

		over-acted		negative

		over-valuation		negative

		over-valuation		negative

		overacted		negative

		overbalanced		negative

		overbearing		negative

		overbearingly		negative

		overblown		negative

		overdone		negative

		overdue		negative

		overkill		negative

		oversight		negative

		oversimplification		negative

		oversimplified		negative

		oversized		negative

		overstatement		negative

		overstatement		negative

		overstatements		negative

		overtaxed		negative

		overwhelming		negative

		overwhelmingly		negative

		overworked		negative

		overzealous		negative

		overzealously		negative

		pain		negative

		pain		negative

		painful		negative

		painfully		negative

		pains		negative

		pains		negative

		pale		negative

		pale		negative

		paltry		negative

		pandemonium		negative

		panic		negative

		panicky		negative

		paradoxical		negative

		paradoxically		negative

		paralize		negative

		paralyzed		negative

		paranoia		negative

		paranoid		negative

		parasite		negative

		pariah		negative

		partiality		negative

		partiality		negative

		partisan		negative

		partisan		negative

		partisans		negative

		partisans		negative

		passe		negative

		passive		negative

		passive		negative

		passiveness		negative

		passiveness		negative

		pathetic		negative

		pathetically		negative

		paucity		negative

		paucity		negative

		pauper		negative

		paupers		negative

		paupers		negative

		payback		negative

		payback		negative

		peculiar		negative

		pedantic		negative

		pedestrian		negative

		peeved		negative

		peevish		negative

		peevishly		negative

		penalty		negative

		penalty		negative

		perfidious		negative

		perfidity		negative

		perfunctory		negative

		perfunctory		negative

		peril		negative

		perilous		negative

		perilously		negative

		peripheral		negative

		pernicious		negative

		perplexed		negative

		perplexing		negative

		perplexity		negative

		persecution		negative

		persecution		negative

		pertinacious		negative

		pertinaciously		negative

		pertinacity		negative

		perturbed		negative

		perverse		negative

		perversely		negative

		perversion		negative

		perversity		negative

		perverted		negative

		pessimism		negative

		pessimistic		negative

		pessimistically		negative

		pest		negative

		pestilent		negative

		petrified		negative

		petty		negative

		phobia		negative

		phobic		negative

		phony		negative

		picky		negative

		pillage		negative

		pinch		negative

		pitiable		negative

		pitiful		negative

		pitifully		negative

		pitiless		negative

		pitilessly		negative

		pittance		negative

		pity		negative

		plague		negative

		plague		negative

		plaything		negative

		plaything		negative

		plea		negative

		pleas		negative

		pleas		negative

		plebeian		negative

		plight		negative

		plotters		negative

		plotters		negative

		ploy		negative

		ploy		negative

		plunderer		negative

		pointless		negative

		pointlessly		negative

		poison		negative

		poison		negative

		poisonous		negative

		poisonously		negative

		polarisation		negative

		polarisation		negative

		polluter		negative

		polluter		negative

		polluters		negative

		polluters		negative

		polution		negative

		pompous		negative

		poor		negative

		poorly		negative

		posturing		negative

		posturing		negative

		poverty		negative

		powerless		negative

		pratfall		negative

		precarious		negative

		precariously		negative

		precipitous		negative

		predatory		negative

		predicament		negative

		prejudice		negative

		prejudice		negative

		prejudicial		negative

		premeditated		negative

		preposterous		negative

		preposterously		negative

		pressing		negative

		pressing		negative

		presumptuous		negative

		presumptuously		negative

		pretence		negative

		pretence		negative

		pretend		negative

		pretense		negative

		pretense		negative

		pretentious		negative

		pretentiously		negative

		pricey		negative

		prickles		negative

		prickles		negative

		prideful		negative

		primitive		negative

		primitive		negative

		prison		negative

		prisoner		negative

		problem		negative

		problematic		negative

		problematic		negative

		problems		negative

		problems		negative

		procrastination		negative

		profane		negative

		profanity		negative

		prohibitive		negative

		prohibitively		negative

		propaganda		negative

		propaganda		negative

		proscription		negative

		proscription		negative

		proscriptions		negative

		proscriptions		negative

		protest		negative

		protest		negative

		protests		negative

		protests		negative

		protracted		negative

		provocation		negative

		provocation		negative

		provocative		negative

		provocative		negative

		pugnacious		negative

		pugnaciously		negative

		pugnacity		negative

		punch		negative

		punch		negative

		punishable		negative

		punitive		negative

		punitive		negative

		puny		negative

		puppet		negative

		puppet		negative

		puppets		negative

		puppets		negative

		puzzled		negative

		puzzlement		negative

		puzzling		negative

		qualms		negative

		qualms		negative

		quandary		negative

		quarrel		negative

		quarrel		negative

		quarrellous		negative

		quarrellously		negative

		quarrels		negative

		quarrelsome		negative

		queer		negative

		questionable		negative

		quitter		negative

		racism		negative

		racism		negative

		racist		negative

		racist		negative

		racist		negative

		racists		negative

		racists		negative

		radical		negative

		radical		negative

		radical		negative

		radicalization		negative

		radicalization		negative

		radically		negative

		radicals		negative

		rage		negative

		ragged		negative

		raging		negative

		rampant		negative

		ramshackle		negative

		rancor		negative

		rank		negative

		ranting		negative

		rantingly		negative

		rascal		negative

		rash		negative

		rat		negative

		raving		negative

		reactionary		negative

		rebellious		negative

		recalcitrant		negative

		recession		negative

		recessionary		negative

		reckless		negative

		recklessly		negative

		recklessness		negative

		recourses		negative

		recourses		negative

		redundancy		negative

		redundant		negative

		refusal		negative

		refusal		negative

		refuse		negative

		refutation		negative

		refutation		negative

		regression		negative

		regressive		negative

		regret		negative

		regret		negative

		regretful		negative

		regretfully		negative

		regrettable		negative

		regrettably		negative

		rejection		negative

		rejection		negative

		relentless		negative

		relentlessly		negative

		relentlessness		negative

		reluctance		negative

		reluctance		negative

		reluctant		negative

		reluctantly		negative

		remorse		negative

		remorseful		negative

		remorsefully		negative

		remorseless		negative

		remorselessly		negative

		remorselessness		negative

		renunciation		negative

		repetitive		negative

		reprehensible		negative

		reprehensibly		negative

		reprehension		negative

		reprehensive		negative

		repression		negative

		repression		negative

		repressive		negative

		reproach		negative

		reproach		negative

		reproachful		negative

		reprovingly		negative

		repudiation		negative

		repudiation		negative

		repugnance		negative

		repugnant		negative

		repugnantly		negative

		repulsed		negative

		repulsing		negative

		repulsive		negative

		repulsively		negative

		repulsiveness		negative

		resentful		negative

		resentment		negative

		resentment		negative

		reservations		negative

		reservations		negative

		resigned		negative

		resistance		negative

		resistance		negative

		resistant		negative

		resistant		negative

		restless		negative

		restlessness		negative

		restricted		negative

		restriction		negative

		restrictive		negative

		retaliatory		negative

		reticent		negative

		retreat		negative

		revenge		negative

		revengeful		negative

		revengefully		negative

		reviled		negative

		revolting		negative

		revoltingly		negative

		revulsion		negative

		revulsive		negative

		rhetoric		negative

		rhetoric		negative

		rhetorical		negative

		rhetorical		negative

		ridicule		negative

		ridiculous		negative

		ridiculously		negative

		rife		negative

		rift		negative

		rift		negative

		rifts		negative

		rifts		negative

		rigid		negative

		rigor		negative

		rigorous		negative

		riled		negative

		risk		negative

		risk		negative

		risky		negative

		rival		negative

		rivalry		negative

		roadblocks		negative

		roadblocks		negative

		rocky		negative

		rogue		negative

		rogue		negative

		rollercoaster		negative

		rollercoaster		negative

		rot		negative

		rotten		negative

		rough		negative

		rubbish		negative

		rude		negative

		rue		negative

		ruffian		negative

		ruin		negative

		ruin		negative

		ruinous		negative

		rumbling		negative

		rumbling		negative

		rumor		negative

		rumor		negative

		rumors		negative

		rumors		negative

		rumours		negative

		rumours		negative

		run-down		negative

		runaway		negative

		rupture		negative

		rusty		negative

		ruthless		negative

		ruthlessly		negative

		ruthlessness		negative

		sacrifice		negative

		sacrifice		negative

		sad		negative

		sadly		negative

		sadness		negative

		salacious		negative

		sanctimonious		negative

		sanctimonious		negative

		sarcasm		negative

		sarcastic		negative

		sarcastically		negative

		sardonic		negative

		sardonically		negative

		sass		negative

		satirical		negative

		savage		negative

		savage		negative

		savaged		negative

		savagely		negative

		savagery		negative

		savages		negative

		scandal		negative

		scandal		negative

		scandalized		negative

		scandalous		negative

		scandalously		negative

		scandals		negative

		scant		negative

		scapegoat		negative

		scar		negative

		scarred		negative

		scarce		negative

		scarcely		negative

		scarcity		negative

		scared		negative

		scarier		negative

		scariest		negative

		scarily		negative

		scars		negative

		scars		negative

		scary		negative

		scary		negative

		scathing		negative

		scathingly		negative

		scheme		negative

		scheming		negative

		scoffingly		negative

		scolding		negative

		scoldingly		negative

		scorching		negative

		scorchingly		negative

		scornful		negative

		scornfully		negative

		scoundrel		negative

		scourge		negative

		scowl		negative

		screech		negative

		scum		negative

		scummy		negative

		second-class		negative

		second-tier		negative

		secretive		negative

		secretive		negative

		sedentary		negative

		seedy		negative

		seething		negative

		self-coup		negative

		self-coup		negative

		self-criticism		negative

		self-criticism		negative

		self-defeating		negative

		self-destructive		negative

		self-humiliation		negative

		self-humiliation		negative

		self-interest		negative

		self-interest		negative

		self-interested		negative

		self-serving		negative

		self-serving		negative

		selfinterested		negative

		selfish		negative

		selfishly		negative

		selfishness		negative

		senile		negative

		senseless		negative

		senselessly		negative

		serious		negative

		seriously		negative

		seriousness		negative

		servitude		negative

		set-up		negative

		set-up		negative

		sever		negative

		severe		negative

		severe		negative

		severely		negative

		severity		negative

		shabby		negative

		shadowy		negative

		shady		negative

		shaky		negative

		shallow		negative

		sham		negative

		shambles		negative

		shame		negative

		shameful		negative

		shameful		negative

		shamefully		negative

		shamefully		negative

		shamefulness		negative

		shameless		negative

		shamelessly		negative

		shamelessness		negative

		shark		negative

		sharp		negative

		sharply		negative

		sheer		negative

		shirker		negative

		shipwreck		negative

		shock		negative

		shock		negative

		shocking		negative

		shockingly		negative

		shoddy		negative

		short-lived		negative

		shortage		negative

		shortcoming		negative

		shortcomings		negative

		shortsighted		negative

		shortsightedness		negative

		showdown		negative

		showdown		negative

		shred		negative

		shrew		negative

		shrill		negative

		shrill		negative

		shrilly		negative

		shrouded		negative

		shrug		negative

		shunned		negative

		shy		negative

		shyly		negative

		shyness		negative

		sick		negative

		sickly		negative

		sickening		negative

		sickening		negative

		sickeningly		negative

		sickness		negative

		sidetracked		negative

		siege		negative

		sillily		negative

		silly		negative

		simplistic		negative

		simplistic		negative

		simplistically		negative

		sin		negative

		sin		negative

		sinful		negative

		sinfully		negative

		sinister		negative

		sinisterly		negative

		sinking		negative

		sinking		negative

		skeletons		negative

		skeletons		negative

		skeptical		negative

		skeptical		negative

		skeptically		negative

		skepticism		negative

		skepticism		negative

		sketchy		negative

		skimpy		negative

		skittish		negative

		skittishly		negative

		slack		negative

		slander		negative

		slanderer		negative

		slanderous		negative

		slanderously		negative

		slanders		negative

		slanders		negative

		slashing		negative

		slashing		negative

		slaughter		negative

		slaughter		negative

		slaughtered		negative

		slaves		negative

		slaves		negative

		sleazy		negative

		slight		negative

		slight		negative

		slightly		negative

		slime		negative

		sloppy		negative

		sloppily		negative

		sloth		negative

		slothful		negative

		slow		negative

		slowly		negative

		slow-moving		negative

		slug		negative

		sluggish		negative

		slump		negative

		slump		negative

		slur		negative

		sly		negative

		smack		negative

		smack		negative

		smash		negative

		smokescreen		negative

		smokescreen		negative

		smoldering		negative

		smouldering		negative

		smug		negative

		smugly		negative

		smut		negative

		smuttier		negative

		smuttiest		negative

		smutty		negative

		snare		negative

		snarl		negative

		sneak		negative

		sneakily		negative

		sneaky		negative

		sneer		negative

		sneering		negative

		sneeringly		negative

		so-cal		negative

		so-called		negative

		sober		negative

		sobering		negative

		solemn		negative

		solemn		negative

		somber		negative

		sore		negative

		sore		negative

		sorely		negative

		soreness		negative

		sorrow		negative

		sorrowful		negative

		sorrowfully		negative

		sorry		negative

		sounding		negative

		sour		negative

		sourly		negative

		spade		negative

		spade		negative

		spilling		negative

		spilling		negative

		spinster		negative

		spiritless		negative

		spite		negative

		spiteful		negative

		spitefully		negative

		spitefulness		negative

		split		negative

		splitting		negative

		spookier		negative

		spookiest		negative

		spookily		negative

		spooky		negative

		spooky		negative

		spoon-fed		negative

		spoonfed		negative

		sporadic		negative

		spot		negative

		spotty		negative

		spurious		negative

		squabbling		negative

		staggering		negative

		staggeringly		negative

		stagnant		negative

		stagnation		negative

		staid		negative

		stake		negative

		stake		negative

		stale		negative

		stalemate		negative

		stampede		negative

		stampede		negative

		standstill		negative

		stark		negative

		starkly		negative

		startling		negative

		startlingly		negative

		starvation		negative

		static		negative

		stealing		negative

		steep		negative

		steeply		negative

		stench		negative

		stereotype		negative

		stereotypical		negative

		stereotypically		negative

		stern		negative

		stern		negative

		sticky		negative

		stiff		negative

		stifling		negative

		stiflingly		negative

		stigma		negative

		sting		negative

		sting		negative

		stinging		negative

		stingingly		negative

		stink		negative

		stinking		negative

		stodgy		negative

		stole		negative

		stolen		negative

		stolen		negative

		stooge		negative

		stooges		negative

		stooges		negative

		stormy		negative

		straggler		negative

		strain		negative

		strained		negative

		strange		negative

		strenuous		negative

		stress		negative

		stressful		negative

		stressfully		negative

		stricken		negative

		strict		negative

		strictly		negative

		strident		negative

		stridently		negative

		strife		negative

		stringent		negative

		stringently		negative

		struggle		negative

		struggle		negative

		stubborn		negative

		stubbornly		negative

		stubbornness		negative

		stuffy		negative

		stunt		negative

		stunted		negative

		stupid		negative

		stupidity		negative

		stupidly		negative

		stupified		negative

		stupor		negative

		sty		negative

		sty		negative

		subdued		negative

		subjected		negative

		subjection		negative

		subjugate		negative

		subjugation		negative

		submissive		negative

		subordinate		negative

		subordinate		negative

		subservience		negative

		subservient		negative

		substandard		negative

		subversion		negative

		subversive		negative

		subversively		negative

		sucker		negative

		sufferer		negative

		sufferers		negative

		sufferers		negative

		suffering		negative

		suffering		negative

		sugar-coated		negative

		sugarcoated		negative

		suicidal		negative

		suicide		negative

		sullen		negative

		superficial		negative

		superficial		negative

		superficiality		negative

		superficially		negative

		superfluous		negative

		superiority		negative

		superiority		negative

		superstition		negative

		superstitious		negative

		suppression		negative

		suppression		negative

		supremacy		negative

		supremacy		negative

		surrender		negative

		surrender		negative

		susceptible		negative

		suspect		negative

		suspect		negative

		suspicion		negative

		suspicion		negative

		suspicions		negative

		suspicions		negative

		suspicious		negative

		suspicious		negative

		suspiciously		negative

		swamped		negative

		swear		negative

		swipe		negative

		swipe		negative

		swore		negative

		sympathetic		negative

		sympathetic		negative

		sympathetically		negative

		sympathies		negative

		sympathies		negative

		sympathy		negative

		sympathy		negative

		symptom		negative

		syndrome		negative

		syndrome		negative

		taboo		negative

		taboo		negative

		tainted		negative

		tangled		negative

		tantrum		negative

		tardy		negative

		taunt		negative

		taunting		negative

		tauntingly		negative

		taunts		negative

		tawdry		negative

		teasingly		negative

		taxing		negative

		tedious		negative

		tediously		negative

		temerity		negative

		temper		negative

		tempest		negative

		temptation		negative

		tense		negative

		tension		negative

		tension		negative

		tentative		negative

		tentatively		negative

		tenuous		negative

		tenuously		negative

		tepid		negative

		terrible		negative

		terribleness		negative

		terribly		negative

		terror		negative

		terror-genic		negative

		terror-genic		negative

		terrorism		negative

		thankless		negative

		thirst		negative

		thorny		negative

		thorny		negative

		thoughtless		negative

		thoughtlessly		negative

		thoughtlessness		negative

		threat		negative

		threat		negative

		threatening		negative

		threatening		negative

		threats		negative

		threats		negative

		thumbs		negative

		thumbs		negative

		timid		negative

		timidity		negative

		timidly		negative

		timidness		negative

		tiny		negative

		tired		negative

		tiresome		negative

		tiring		negative

		tiring		negative

		tiringly		negative

		toll		negative

		toll		negative

		torment		negative

		tormented		negative

		torrent		negative

		torture		negative

		tortured		negative

		tortuous		negative

		torturous		negative

		torturously		negative

		totalitarian		negative

		touchy		negative

		toughness		negative

		toughness		negative

		toxic		negative

		tragedy		negative

		tragedy		negative

		tragic		negative

		tragically		negative

		traitor		negative

		traitorous		negative

		traitorously		negative

		traitorously		negative

		tramp		negative

		transgression		negative

		trauma		negative

		trauma		negative

		traumatic		negative

		traumatic		negative

		traumatically		negative

		traumatized		negative

		travesties		negative

		travesty		negative

		treacherous		negative

		treacherously		negative

		treachery		negative

		treason		negative

		treasonous		negative

		trial		negative

		trick		negative

		trick		negative

		tricky		negative

		tricky		negative

		trickery		negative

		trivial		negative

		trivial		negative

		trivially		negative

		trouble		negative

		trouble		negative

		troublemaker		negative

		troublemaker		negative

		troublesome		negative

		troublesome		negative

		troublesomely		negative

		truant		negative

		trying		negative

		tumultuous		negative

		turbulent		negative

		turmoil		negative

		twist		negative

		twisted		negative

		twists		negative

		twists		negative

		tyrannical		negative

		tyrannically		negative

		tyranny		negative

		tyrant		negative

		ugliness		negative

		ugliness		negative

		ugly		negative

		ulterior		negative

		ultimatum		negative

		ultimatums		negative

		ultimatums		negative

		ultra-hardline		negative

		ultra-hardline		negative

		unable		negative

		unacceptable		negative

		unacceptablely		negative

		unaccustomed		negative

		unattractive		negative

		unauthentic		negative

		unavailable		negative

		unavoidable		negative

		unavoidably		negative

		unbearable		negative

		unbearablely		negative

		unbelievable		negative

		unbelievably		negative

		uncertain		negative

		uncivil		negative

		uncivilized		negative

		uncivilized		negative

		unclean		negative

		unclear		negative

		uncollectible		negative

		uncomfortable		negative

		uncompetitive		negative

		uncompromising		negative

		uncompromisingly		negative

		unconfirmed		negative

		unconstitutional		negative

		uncontrolled		negative

		unconvincing		negative

		unconvincingly		negative

		uncouth		negative

		undecided		negative

		undefined		negative

		undependability		negative

		undependable		negative

		underdog		negative

		underdog		negative

		underlings		negative

		underlings		negative

		underpaid		negative

		undesirable		negative

		undetermined		negative

		undid		negative

		undignified		negative

		undo		negative

		undocumented		negative

		undone		negative

		undue		negative

		unease		negative

		unease		negative

		uneasily		negative

		uneasiness		negative

		uneasiness		negative

		uneasy		negative

		uneconomical		negative

		unethical		negative

		uneven		negative

		uneventful		negative

		unexpected		negative

		unexplained		negative

		unfair		negative

		unfairly		negative

		unfaithful		negative

		unfaithfully		negative

		unfamiliar		negative

		unfavorable		negative

		unfeeling		negative

		unfinished		negative

		unfit		negative

		unforeseen		negative

		unfortunate		negative

		unfounded		negative

		unfriendly		negative

		unfulfilled		negative

		unfunded		negative

		ungrateful		negative

		ungovernable		negative

		ungovernable		negative

		unhappily		negative

		unhappiness		negative

		unhappy		negative

		unhealthy		negative

		unilateralism		negative

		unilateralism		negative

		unimaginable		negative

		unimaginably		negative

		unimportant		negative

		uninformed		negative

		uninsured		negative

		unipolar		negative

		unipolar		negative

		unjust		negative

		unjustifiable		negative

		unjustifiably		negative

		unjustified		negative

		unkind		negative

		unkindly		negative

		unlamentable		negative

		unlamentably		negative

		unlawful		negative

		unlawfully		negative

		unlawfulness		negative

		unlawfulness		negative

		unlicensed		negative

		unlucky		negative

		unmoved		negative

		unnatural		negative

		unnecessary		negative

		unneeded		negative

		unnerved		negative

		unnerving		negative

		unnervingly		negative

		unnoticed		negative

		unobserved		negative

		unorthodox		negative

		unorthodoxy		negative

		unpleasant		negative

		unpleasantries		negative

		unpleasantries		negative

		unpopular		negative

		unprecedent		negative

		unprecedented		negative

		unpredictable		negative

		unprepared		negative

		unproductive		negative

		unprofitable		negative

		unqualified		negative

		unravel		negative

		unravel		negative

		unraveled		negative

		unrealistic		negative

		unreasonable		negative

		unreasonably		negative

		unrelenting		negative

		unrelentingly		negative

		unreliability		negative

		unreliability		negative

		unreliable		negative

		unresolved		negative

		unrest		negative

		unruly		negative

		unsafe		negative

		unsatisfactory		negative

		unsavory		negative

		unscrupulous		negative

		unscrupulously		negative

		unsettled		negative

		unsettlingly		negative

		unskilled		negative

		unsophisticated		negative

		unsound		negative

		unspeakable		negative

		unspeakablely		negative

		unspecified		negative

		unstable		negative

		unsteadily		negative

		unsteadiness		negative

		unsteady		negative

		unsuccessful		negative

		unsuccessfully		negative

		unsupported		negative

		unsure		negative

		unsuspecting		negative

		unsustainable		negative

		untenable		negative

		untested		negative

		unthinkable		negative

		unthinkably		negative

		untimely		negative

		untrue		negative

		untrustworthy		negative

		untruthful		negative

		unusual		negative

		unusually		negative

		unwanted		negative

		unwarranted		negative

		unwelcome		negative

		unwieldy		negative

		unwilling		negative

		unwillingly		negative

		unwillingness		negative

		unwise		negative

		unwisely		negative

		unworkable		negative

		unworthy		negative

		unyielding		negative

		upheaval		negative

		uprising		negative

		uproar		negative

		uproarious		negative

		uproariously		negative

		uproarous		negative

		uproarously		negative

		upset		negative

		upsetting		negative

		upsettingly		negative

		urgency		negative

		urgency		negative

		urgent		negative

		urgent		negative

		urgently		negative

		useless		negative

		usurper		negative

		utter		negative

		utterly		negative

		vagrant		negative

		vague		negative

		vague		negative

		vagueness		negative

		vain		negative

		vainly		negative

		vanity		negative

		vehement		negative

		vehemently		negative

		vengeance		negative

		vengeful		negative

		vengefully		negative

		vengefulness		negative

		venom		negative

		venom		negative

		venomous		negative

		venomously		negative

		vent		negative

		vent		negative

		vestiges		negative

		vestiges		negative

		veto		negative

		veto		negative

		vexation		negative

		vexing		negative

		vexingly		negative

		vice		negative

		vicious		negative

		viciously		negative

		viciousness		negative

		vile		negative

		vileness		negative

		villainous		negative

		villainously		negative

		villains		negative

		villains		negative

		villian		negative

		villianous		negative

		villianously		negative

		vindictive		negative

		vindictively		negative

		vindictiveness		negative

		violation		negative

		violator		negative

		violator		negative

		violent		negative

		violently		negative

		viper		negative

		virulence		negative

		virulent		negative

		virulently		negative

		virus		negative

		virus		negative

		vocally		negative

		vociferous		negative

		vociferously		negative

		void		negative

		volatile		negative

		volatility		negative

		vomit		negative

		vulgar		negative

		waning		negative

		waning		negative

		wanton		negative

		war		negative

		war		negative

		war-like		negative

		war-like		negative

		warfare		negative

		warlike		negative

		warning		negative

		warning		negative

		warped		negative

		wary		negative

		warily		negative

		wariness		negative

		waste		negative

		wasteful		negative

		wastefulness		negative

		watchdog		negative

		watchdog		negative

		wayward		negative

		weak		negative

		weakening		negative

		weakening		negative

		weakness		negative

		weakness		negative

		weaknesses		negative

		weaknesses		negative

		weariness		negative

		wearisome		negative

		weary		negative

		weary		negative

		wedge		negative

		wedge		negative

		wee		negative

		weed		negative

		weird		negative

		weird		negative

		weirdly		negative

		whips		negative

		whips		negative

		wicked		negative

		wickedly		negative

		wickedness		negative

		widespread		negative

		wild		negative

		wildly		negative

		wiles		negative

		wily		negative

		withheld		negative

		withhold		negative

		woe		negative

		woebegone		negative

		woeful		negative

		woefully		negative

		worn		negative

		worried		negative

		worriedly		negative

		worrier		negative

		worries		negative

		worries		negative

		worrisome		negative

		worry		negative

		worry		negative

		worryingly		negative

		worse		negative

		worst		negative

		worthless		negative

		worthlessly		negative

		worthlessness		negative

		wound		negative

		wound		negative

		wounds		negative

		wounds		negative

		wreck		negative

		wrath		negative

		wretch		negative

		wretched		negative

		wretchedly		negative

		wretchedness		negative

		wrong		negative

		wrongful		negative

		wrought		negative

		wrought		negative

		yawn		negative

		zealot		negative

		zealous		negative

		zealously		negative



"Chuck Cartledge"


## Follow these steps to create new user/connect pgadmin to local Postgres instance
## http://stackoverflow.com/questions/24917832/how-connect-postgres-to-localhost-server-using-pgadmin-on-ubuntu


parseConfigurationFile <- function(fileName="config.txt")
{
    returnValue <- list(
        "APIPrivateKey" = NULL,
        "APIPublicKey"	= NULL,
        "CollectionFile" = NULL,
        "ColorNegative" = "BLACK",
        "ColorNeutral" = "WHITE",
        "ColorPositive" = "GREEN",
        "LexiconFile" = "lexicon.csv",
        "Offset" = "FALSE",
        "Poll" = 23,
        "ResetDatabase" = "FALSE",
        "SleepyTime" = 5,
        "SourceFile" = NULL,
        "StopwordsFile" = "stopwords.txt",
        "ThresholdNegative" = 0.33,
        "ThresholdPositive" = 0.33,
        "Hashtag" = NULL,
        "PostgresUser" = "openpg",
        "PostgresPassword" = "new_user_password",
        "PostgresTable" = "tweets"
    )

    if (file.exists(fileName) == TRUE)
    {
        con <- file(fileName, open="rb")

        while (TRUE)
        {
            line <- readLines(con, n = 1)
            if (identical(line, character(0)))
                break
            ## print(line)
            if (nchar(line) > 0)
            {
                if (substr(line, 1, 1) != "#")
                {
### process line

                    fields <- strsplit(line, "\\s+", perl=TRUE)
                    token <- fields[[1]][1]
                    temp <- fields[[1]][2]
                    data <- strsplit(temp, "#", fixed=TRUE)[[1]][1]
                    ## print(token); print(data)
                    if (token == "Hashtag")
                    {
                        returnValue[[token]] <- c(returnValue[[token]], data)
                    }
                    else
                    {
                        returnValue[[token]] = data    
                    }
                    
                }
            }
        }

        close(con)
    }
    returnValue
}

connectToDatabase <- function(configurationData)
{
    drv <- dbDriver("PostgreSQL")

    all_cons <- dbListConnections(drv)
    print(sprintf("Closing %.0f existing connections to the database.", length(all_cons)))
    
    for(con in all_cons)
    {
        dbDisconnect(con)
    }

    con <- dbConnect(drv,
                     dbname = "postgres",
                     host = "localhost",
                     port = 5432,
                     user = configurationData[["PostgresUser"]],
                     password = configurationData[["PostgresPassword"]])

    con
}



processText <- function(text, stopWords)
{
    lengthOfText <- length(text)
    ## print(sprintf("%s() lengthOfText = %.0f",
    ##               as.character(match.call()[[1]]),
    ##               lengthOfText))

    ## print(head(text))
    
    text <- iconv(text, "latin1", "ASCII", sub="")
    ## print("after iconv");print(head(text))

    text <- lapply(text, function(x)strsplit(x, "\\s+", perl=TRUE)[[1]])
    ## text <- strsplit(text, "\\s+", perl=TRUE)[[1]] 

    text <- unlist(text)
    ## print("after strsplit");print(head(text))

    processedText <- normalizedText(text)

    assign ("numberOfWords",length(processedText), envir=globalenv())
    
    processedText <- cleansedText(processedText, stopWords)

    ## print("head(processedText)");    print(head(processedText))
    processedText
}


cleansedText <- function(text, stopWords)
{
    indices <- match(stopWords, text)

    indices <- indices[!is.na(indices)]

    while(length(indices) > 0)
    {
        ## print("text before removal"); print(text)
        text <- text[-indices]
        ## print("text after removal"); print(text)
        indices <- match(stopWords, text)

        indices <- indices[!is.na(indices)]
    }
    
    returnValue <- text

    returnValue
}

normalizedText <- function(text, printer=FALSE)
{
    words <- iconv(text, "latin1", "ASCII", sub="")

    words <- tolower(words)
    words <- gsub("@", " ", words)
    words <- gsub("’", " ", words)
    words <- gsub("'", " ", words)
    words <- gsub("-", " ", words)
    words <- gsub(";", " ", words)
    words <- gsub(".", " ", words, fixed = TRUE)
    words <- gsub(",", " ", words, fixed = TRUE)
    words <- gsub("/", " ", words, fixed = TRUE)
    words <- gsub("(", " ", words, fixed = TRUE)
    words <- gsub(")", " ", words, fixed = TRUE)
    words <- gsub("&", " ", words, fixed = TRUE)

    words <- unlist(lapply(words, trimws))

    words <- removePunctuation(words)
    words <- removeNumbers(words)
    words <- wordStem(words, language = "english")

    words <- unlist(unlist(lapply(words, function(x) strsplit(x, "\\s+", perl=TRUE))))

    ## words <- wordStem(words)

    if (printer == TRUE)
    {
        print("normalizedText() words")
        print(words)
    }

    returnValue <- words

    returnValue
}

lexiconWords <- function(configurationData)
{
    file <- configurationData[["LexiconFile"]]
    d <- read.csv(file, header=TRUE)
    positive <- as.character(d[d$polarity=="positive",]$word)
    negative <- as.character(d[d$polarity=="negative",]$word)

    returnValue <- list("positive" = positive,
                        "negative" = negative)
}

getStopWords <- function(configurationData)
{
    con <- file(configurationData[["StopwordsFile"]], "r")
    returnValue <- readLines(con)
    close(con)

    returnValue
}

getTweetTokens <- function(configurationData,locationSaveFile="tokensData")
{

    
    if (file.exists(locationSaveFile) == TRUE)
    {
        print(sprintf("Loading token data from file: %s", locationSaveFile))
        load(locationSaveFile)
    }
    else
    {
        returnValue <- c()

        results <- getTweetsAsJSON(configurationData)
        ## dbCon <- connectToDatabase(configurationData)

        ## table <- configurationData[["PostgresTable"]]

        ## sqlQuery <- sprintf("select data from %s", table)

        ## results <- dbGetQuery(dbCon, sqlQuery)

        numberOfResults <- length(results)
        printCounter <- 0
        printCounterLimit <- 1000
        for (i in 1:numberOfResults)
        {
            printCounter <- printCounter + 1
            if (printCounter >= printCounterLimit)
                {
                    print(sprintf("Completed tokenizing %s of %s tweets",
                                  prettyNum(i,big.mark=","),
                                  prettyNum(numberOfResults,big.mark=",")))
                    printCounter <-  0
                }

            ## json <- base64Decode(results$data[i])
            json <- results[i]
            df <- parseTweets(json, simplify=FALSE, verbose=FALSE)
            rawTweet <- df$text
            returnValue <- c(returnValue, strsplit(rawTweet, "\\s+"[[1]]))
        }
        
        ## dbDisconnect(dbCon)

        save(returnValue, file = locationSaveFile)
    }

    returnValue
}

getTweetsAsJSON <- function(configurationData, saveFile="tweetsData")
{

    
    if (file.exists(saveFile) == TRUE)
    {
        print(sprintf("Loading tweets from file: %s", saveFile))
        load(saveFile)
    }
    else
    {
        returnValue <- c()

        dbCon <- connectToDatabase(configurationData)

        table <- configurationData[["PostgresTable"]]

        sqlQuery <- sprintf("select data from %s", table)

        results <- dbGetQuery(dbCon, sqlQuery)

        numberOfResults <- length(results$data)
        printCounter <- 0
        printCounterLimit <- 1000
        for (i in 1:numberOfResults)
        {
            printCounter <- printCounter + 1
            if (printCounter >= printCounterLimit)
                {
                    print(sprintf("Completed processing %s of %s tweets",
                                  prettyNum(i,big.mark=","),
                                  prettyNum(numberOfResults,big.mark=",")))
                    printCounter <-  0
                }

            json <- base64Decode(results$data[i])
            returnValue <- c(returnValue, json)
        }
        
        dbDisconnect(dbCon)

        save(returnValue, file = saveFile)
    }

    returnValue
}

classify <- function(words, pos.words, neg.words, configurationData, count=1)
{
    if(is.null(words))
    {
        positiveTweet <- FALSE
        negativeTweet <- FALSE
        neutralTweet <- FALSE
    }
    else
    {
        numberOfWords <- length(words)
                                        # count number of positive and negative word matches
        pos.matches <- sum(words %in% pos.words)
        neg.matches <- sum(words %in% neg.words)
        neutral.words <- numberOfWords - pos.matches - neg.matches
        percentPositive <- pos.matches / numberOfWords
        percentNegative <- neg.matches / numberOfWords
        percentNeutral <- neutral.words / numberOfWords

        positiveTweet <- percentPositive >= configurationData[["ThresholdPositive"]]
        negativeTweet <- percentNegative >= configurationData[["ThresholdNegative"]]
        neutralTweet <- FALSE

        if (((positiveTweet == TRUE) && (negativeTweet == TRUE) ) ||
            ((positiveTweet == FALSE) && (negativeTweet == FALSE) ))
        {
            neutralTweet <- TRUE
            positiveTweet <- FALSE
            negativeTweet <- FALSE
        }

    }
    returnValue <- list("positive" = positiveTweet,
                        "negative" = negativeTweet,
                        "neutral" = neutralTweet,
                        "count" = count,
                        "positiveCount" = pos.matches,
                        "negativeCount" = neg.matches,
                        "neutralCount" = neutral.words,
                        "percentPositive" = percentPositive,
                        "percentNegative" = percentNegative,
                        "percentNeutral" = percentNeutral
                        )

    returnValue
}
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		table with row headers in column A and column headers in rows 3 through 4. (leading dots indicate sub-parts)

		Table 1. Annual Estimates of the Resident Population for the United States, Regions, States, and Puerto Rico: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015

		Geographic Area		April 1", "2010				Population Estimate (as of July 1)

				Census		Estimates Base		2010		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		United States		308,745,538		308,758,105		309,346,863		311,718,857		314,102,623		316,427,395		318,907,401		321,418,820

		Northeast		55,317,240		55,318,348		55,387,174		55,638,038		55,835,056		56,019,353		56,171,281		56,283,891

		Midwest		66,927,001		66,929,897		66,977,505		67,156,488		67,340,231		67,565,788		67,762,069		67,907,403

		South		114,555,744		114,562,953		114,862,858		116,080,267		117,331,340		118,487,418		119,795,010		121,182,847

		West		71,945,553		71,946,907		72,119,326		72,844,064		73,595,996		74,354,836		75,179,041		76,044,679

		.Alabama		4,779,736		4,780,127		4,785,161		4,801,108		4,816,089		4,830,533		4,846,411		4,858,979

		.Alaska		710,231		710,249		714,021		722,720		731,228		737,442		737,046		738,432

		.Arizona		6,392,017		6,392,307		6,408,208		6,468,732		6,553,262		6,630,799		6,728,783		6,828,065

		.Arkansas		2,915,918		2,915,958		2,922,394		2,938,538		2,949,499		2,957,957		2,966,835		2,978,204

		.California		37,253,956		37,254,503		37,334,079		37,700,034		38,056,055		38,414,128		38,792,291		39,144,818

		.Colorado		5,029,196		5,029,324		5,048,254		5,119,480		5,191,731		5,271,132		5,355,588		5,456,574

		.Connecticut		3,574,097		3,574,118		3,579,717		3,589,759		3,593,541		3,597,168		3,594,762		3,590,886

		.Delaware		897,934		897,936		899,791		907,916		917,099		925,353		935,968		945,934

		.District of Columbia		601,723		601,767		605,126		620,472		635,342		649,540		659,836		672,228

		.Florida		18,801,310		18,804,623		18,849,890		19,105,533		19,352,021		19,594,467		19,905,569		20,271,272

		.Georgia		9,687,653		9,688,681		9,713,454		9,812,280		9,917,639		9,991,562		10,097,132		10,214,860

		.Hawaii		1,360,301		1,360,301		1,363,980		1,378,227		1,392,641		1,408,765		1,420,257		1,431,603

		.Idaho		1,567,582		1,567,652		1,570,986		1,584,134		1,596,097		1,612,785		1,634,806		1,654,930

		.Illinois		12,830,632		12,831,549		12,841,249		12,861,882		12,875,167		12,889,580		12,882,189		12,859,995

		.Indiana		6,483,802		6,484,229		6,490,590		6,516,845		6,538,283		6,570,518		6,597,880		6,619,680

		.Iowa		3,046,355		3,046,869		3,050,694		3,065,389		3,076,636		3,092,224		3,109,481		3,123,899

		.Kansas		2,853,118		2,853,132		2,858,824		2,869,917		2,886,281		2,894,630		2,902,507		2,911,641

		.Kentucky		4,339,367		4,339,349		4,347,937		4,367,882		4,382,667		4,398,500		4,412,617		4,425,092

		.Louisiana		4,533,372		4,533,479		4,544,951		4,575,381		4,603,676		4,627,491		4,648,990		4,670,724

		.Maine		1,328,361		1,328,361		1,327,695		1,328,257		1,328,888		1,328,778		1,330,256		1,329,328

		.Maryland		5,773,552		5,773,785		5,788,409		5,844,171		5,890,740		5,936,040		5,975,346		6,006,401

		.Massachusetts		6,547,629		6,547,817		6,565,036		6,611,797		6,657,780		6,708,810		6,755,124		6,794,422

		.Michigan		9,883,640		9,884,129		9,877,369		9,876,589		9,886,879		9,900,506		9,916,306		9,922,576

		.Minnesota		5,303,925		5,303,925		5,310,903		5,348,119		5,380,443		5,420,541		5,457,125		5,489,594

		.Mississippi		2,967,297		2,968,103		2,970,316		2,977,999		2,985,660		2,990,976		2,993,443		2,992,333

		.Missouri		5,988,927		5,988,927		5,996,052		6,010,587		6,025,468		6,043,708		6,063,827		6,083,672

		.Montana		989,415		989,417		990,643		997,746		1,005,157		1,014,402		1,023,252		1,032,949

		.Nebraska		1,826,341		1,826,341		1,830,025		1,842,383		1,855,973		1,869,300		1,882,980		1,896,190

		.Nevada		2,700,551		2,700,691		2,703,440		2,718,819		2,754,874		2,790,366		2,838,281		2,890,845

		.New Hampshire		1,316,470		1,316,466		1,316,708		1,318,344		1,321,393		1,322,660		1,327,996		1,330,608

		.New Jersey		8,791,894		8,791,936		8,803,881		8,842,934		8,874,893		8,907,384		8,938,844		8,958,013

		.New Mexico		2,059,179		2,059,192		2,064,741		2,078,226		2,084,792		2,086,890		2,085,567		2,085,109

		.New York		19,378,102		19,378,087		19,402,920		19,523,202		19,606,981		19,691,032		19,748,858		19,795,791

		.North Carolina		9,535,483		9,535,692		9,558,979		9,651,025		9,747,021		9,845,432		9,940,387		10,042,802

		.North Dakota		672,591		672,591		674,530		685,326		702,265		723,626		740,040		756,927

		.Ohio		11,536,504		11,536,725		11,540,766		11,545,442		11,551,783		11,572,232		11,596,998		11,613,423

		.Oklahoma		3,751,351		3,751,616		3,759,596		3,786,626		3,817,679		3,853,405		3,879,610		3,911,338

		.Oregon		3,831,074		3,831,073		3,837,972		3,868,509		3,899,444		3,928,030		3,971,202		4,028,977

		.Pennsylvania		12,702,379		12,702,887		12,712,014		12,745,202		12,772,789		12,783,536		12,793,767		12,802,503

		.Rhode Island		1,052,567		1,052,931		1,053,219		1,051,856		1,052,393		1,052,856		1,054,907		1,056,298

		.South Carolina		4,625,364		4,625,401		4,635,894		4,672,733		4,721,341		4,768,498		4,829,160		4,896,146

		.South Dakota		814,180		814,191		816,299		824,289		834,631		845,270		853,304		858,469

		.Tennessee		6,346,105		6,346,275		6,356,585		6,398,408		6,455,469		6,496,130		6,547,779		6,600,299

		.Texas		25,145,561		25,146,105		25,244,363		25,654,464		26,089,741		26,500,674		26,979,078		27,469,114

		.Utah		2,763,885		2,763,888		2,775,426		2,816,440		2,856,343		2,903,685		2,944,498		2,995,919

		.Vermont		625,741		625,745		625,984		626,687		626,398		627,129		626,767		626,042

		.Virginia		8,001,024		8,001,045		8,025,787		8,110,783		8,193,374		8,267,875		8,328,098		8,382,993

		.Washington		6,724,540		6,724,543		6,743,060		6,823,229		6,897,292		6,973,281		7,063,166		7,170,351

		.West Virginia		1,852,994		1,853,011		1,854,225		1,854,948		1,856,283		1,852,985		1,848,751		1,844,128

		.Wisconsin		5,686,986		5,687,289		5,690,204		5,709,720		5,726,422		5,743,653		5,759,432		5,771,337

		.Wyoming		563,626		563,767		564,516		567,768		577,080		583,131		584,304		586,107



		Puerto Rico		3,725,789		3,726,157		3,721,526		3,678,736		3,634,487		3,593,079		3,534,888		3,474,182

		Note: The estimates are based on the 2010 Census and reflect changes to the April 1, 2010 population due to the Count Question Resolution program and geographic program revisions. See Geographic Terms and Definitions at http://www.census.gov/popest/about/geo/terms.html for a list of the states that are included in each region.  All geographic boundaries for the 2015 population estimates series except statistical area delineations are as of January 1, 2015.  For population estimates methodology statements, see http://www.census.gov/popest/methodology/index.html.

		Suggested Citation:

		Table 1. Annual Estimates of the Resident Population for the United States, Regions, States, and Puerto Rico: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015 (NST-EST2015-01)

		Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division

		Release Date: December 2015
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PEPAGESEX-Geography-United Stat

		PEPAGESEX-Geography-United States: Annual Estimates of the Resident Population for Selected Age Groups by Sex for the United States, States, Counties, and Puerto Rico Commonwealth and Municipios: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015

		2015 Population Estimates

		Age						April 1, 2010																Population Estimates (as of July 1)

								Census										Estimates Base						2010						2011						2012						2013						2014						2015

								Both Sexes						Male		Female		Both Sexes		Male		Female		Both Sexes		Male		Female		Both Sexes		Male		Female		Both Sexes		Male		Female		Both Sexes		Male		Female		Both Sexes		Male		Females		Both Sexes		Male		Female

		Total						308,745,538						151,781,326		156,964,212		308,758,105		151,788,777		156,969,328		309,346,863		152,088,043		157,258,820		311,718,857		153,291,772		158,427,085		314,102,623		154,521,077		159,581,546		316,427,395		155,706,770		160,720,625		318,907,401		156,955,337		161,952,064		321,418,820		158,229,297		163,189,523

		Under 5 years						20,201,362						10,319,427		9,881,935		20,201,426		10,319,452		9,881,974		20,189,551		10,313,021		9,876,530		20,125,967		10,281,541		9,844,426		19,980,580		10,207,110		9,773,470		19,853,916		10,143,846		9,710,070		19,872,010		10,156,513		9,715,497		19,907,281		10,177,601		9,729,680

		5 to 9 years						20,348,657						10,389,638		9,959,019		20,348,744		10,389,675		9,959,069		20,331,731		10,380,621		9,951,110		20,334,840		10,382,855		9,951,985		20,471,089		10,453,913		10,017,176		20,574,674		10,506,934		10,067,740		20,527,408		10,481,539		10,045,869		20,487,176		10,459,132		10,028,044

		10 to 14 years						20,677,194						10,579,862		10,097,332		20,677,377		10,579,975		10,097,402		20,681,132		10,578,475		10,102,657		20,714,922		10,588,543		10,126,379		20,671,931		10,561,981		10,109,950		20,657,299		10,547,976		10,109,323		20,679,895		10,554,105		10,125,790		20,622,330		10,520,388		10,101,942

		15 to 19 years						22,040,343						11,303,666		10,736,677		22,041,547		11,304,511		10,737,036		21,983,037		11,278,951		10,704,086		21,664,598		11,123,674		10,540,924		21,376,554		10,965,300		10,411,254		21,191,148		10,855,302		10,335,846		21,076,826		10,787,502		10,289,324		21,108,903		10,797,867		10,311,036

		20 to 24 years						21,585,999						11,014,176		10,571,823		21,587,573		11,015,251		10,572,322		21,704,308		11,073,542		10,630,766		22,171,217		11,310,647		10,860,570		22,603,581		11,551,895		11,051,686		22,843,422		11,695,317		11,148,105		22,926,999		11,749,923		11,177,076		22,739,313		11,667,854		11,071,459

		25 to 29 years						21,101,849						10,635,591		10,466,258		21,103,107		10,636,515		10,466,592		21,145,087		10,661,934		10,483,153		21,291,711		10,752,372		10,539,339		21,400,501		10,831,340		10,569,161		21,600,033		10,950,274		10,649,759		22,001,247		11,167,895		10,833,352		22,461,554		11,409,399		11,052,155

		30 to 34 years						19,962,099						9,996,500		9,965,599		19,963,024		9,997,129		9,965,895		20,070,127		10,052,457		10,017,670		20,527,444		10,281,943		10,245,501		20,928,148		10,491,716		10,436,432		21,298,883		10,684,217		10,614,666		21,545,914		10,816,065		10,729,849		21,675,648		10,889,739		10,785,909

		35 to 39 years						20,179,642						10,042,022		10,137,620		20,180,492		10,042,579		10,137,913		20,079,991		9,993,351		10,086,640		19,616,228		9,765,621		9,850,607		19,519,502		9,721,227		9,798,275		19,648,035		9,795,390		9,852,645		19,933,386		9,943,490		9,989,896		20,374,585		10,173,424		10,201,161

		40 to 44 years						20,890,964						10,393,977		10,496,987		20,891,834		10,394,559		10,497,275		20,906,022		10,400,754		10,505,268		21,055,491		10,468,774		10,586,717		21,056,549		10,467,411		10,589,138		20,894,070		10,375,418		10,518,652		20,601,036		10,223,019		10,378,017		20,215,198		10,030,153		10,185,045

		45 to 49 years						22,708,591						11,209,085		11,499,506		22,709,463		11,209,686		11,499,777		22,637,509		11,176,373		11,461,136		22,180,700		10,960,381		11,220,319		21,717,474		10,737,449		10,980,025		21,254,280		10,518,659		10,735,621		20,892,647		10,348,582		10,544,065		20,853,844		10,334,929		10,518,915

		50 to 54 years						22,298,125						10,933,274		11,364,851		22,298,808		10,933,752		11,365,056		22,353,639		10,960,366		11,393,273		22,579,923		11,074,057		11,505,866		22,600,100		11,087,829		11,512,271		22,590,200		11,083,933		11,506,267		22,572,178		11,077,052		11,495,126		22,334,317		10,963,847		11,370,470

		55 to 59 years						19,664,805						9,523,648		10,141,157		19,665,224		9,523,938		10,141,286		19,795,325		9,587,808		10,207,517		20,269,011		9,820,215		10,448,796		20,789,100		10,075,158		10,713,942		21,209,242		10,287,274		10,921,968		21,511,709		10,443,210		11,068,499		21,807,942		10,597,567		11,210,375

		60 to 64 years						16,817,924						8,077,500		8,740,424		16,818,267		8,077,705		8,740,562		16,990,111		8,158,417		8,831,694		17,820,840		8,547,163		9,273,677		17,826,242		8,539,265		9,286,977		18,133,011		8,675,964		9,457,047		18,564,416		8,875,094		9,689,322		19,069,877		9,117,180		9,952,697

		65 to 69 years						12,435,263						5,852,547		6,582,716		12,435,567		5,852,722		6,582,845		12,521,213		5,895,106		6,626,107		12,884,608		6,076,138		6,808,470		13,991,533		6,612,831		7,378,702		14,610,276		6,910,751		7,699,525		15,321,779		7,246,643		8,075,136		16,067,468		7,596,190		8,471,278

		70 to 74 years						9,278,166						4,243,972		5,034,194		9,278,478		4,244,142		5,034,336		9,336,303		4,273,336		5,062,967		9,610,897		4,404,600		5,206,297		10,017,972		4,600,300		5,417,672		10,610,679		4,882,739		5,727,940		11,070,301		5,097,848		5,972,453		11,483,049		5,296,158		6,186,891

		75 to 79 years						7,317,795						3,182,388		4,135,407		7,318,246		3,182,576		4,135,670		7,319,825		3,186,740		4,133,085		7,389,252		3,232,974		4,156,278		7,494,370		3,293,967		4,200,403		7,682,724		3,391,155		4,291,569		7,917,338		3,508,774		4,408,564		8,123,833		3,610,906		4,512,927

		80 to 84 years						5,743,327						2,294,374		3,448,953		5,743,925		2,294,580		3,449,345		5,759,142		2,306,777		3,452,365		5,779,681		2,335,931		3,443,750		5,779,911		2,355,621		3,424,290		5,762,169		2,366,422		3,395,747		5,751,541		2,377,481		3,374,060		5,799,341		2,412,665		3,386,676

		85 years and over						5,493,433						1,789,679		3,703,754		5,495,003		1,790,030		3,704,973		5,542,810		1,810,014		3,732,796		5,701,527		1,884,343		3,817,184		5,877,486		1,966,764		3,910,722		6,013,334		2,035,199		3,978,135		6,140,771		2,100,602		4,040,169		6,287,161		2,174,298		4,112,863

		Under 18 years						74,181,467						37,945,136		36,236,331		74,182,279		37,945,653		36,236,626		74,123,035		37,910,429		36,212,606		73,917,090		37,788,388		36,128,702		73,710,072		37,667,423		36,042,649		73,592,743		37,595,121		35,997,622		73,599,181		37,592,005		36,007,176		73,645,111		37,614,555		36,030,556

		Under 5 years						20,201,362						10,319,427		9,881,935		20,201,426		10,319,452		9,881,974		20,189,551		10,313,021		9,876,530		20,125,967		10,281,541		9,844,426		19,980,580		10,207,110		9,773,470		19,853,916		10,143,846		9,710,070		19,872,010		10,156,513		9,715,497		19,907,281		10,177,601		9,729,680

		5 to 13 years						36,859,869						18,833,957		18,025,912		36,860,062		18,834,054		18,026,008		36,867,249		18,836,183		18,031,066		36,918,261		18,860,586		18,057,675		37,007,560		18,901,446		18,106,114		37,083,007		18,933,841		18,149,166		36,973,464		18,870,720		18,102,744		36,924,120		18,843,301		18,080,819

		14 to 17 years						17,120,236						8,791,752		8,328,484		17,120,791		8,792,147		8,328,644		17,066,235		8,761,225		8,305,010		16,872,862		8,646,261		8,226,601		16,721,932		8,558,867		8,163,065		16,655,820		8,517,434		8,138,386		16,753,707		8,564,772		8,188,935		16,813,710		8,593,653		8,220,057

		18 to 64 years						194,296,087						96,473,230		97,822,857		194,304,607		96,479,074		97,825,533		194,744,535		96,705,641		98,038,894		196,435,802		97,569,398		98,866,404		197,231,279		98,024,171		99,207,108		198,155,470		98,525,383		99,630,087		199,106,490		99,031,984		100,074,506		200,012,857		99,524,525		100,488,332

		18 to 24 years						30,672,088						15,661,633		15,010,455		30,674,388		15,663,211		15,011,177		30,766,724		15,714,181		15,052,543		31,094,454		15,898,872		15,195,582		31,393,663		16,072,776		15,320,887		31,527,716		16,154,254		15,373,462		31,483,957		16,137,577		15,346,380		31,219,892		16,008,287		15,211,605

		25 to 44 years						82,134,554						41,068,090		41,066,464		82,138,457		41,070,782		41,067,675		82,201,227		41,108,496		41,092,731		82,490,874		41,268,710		41,222,164		82,904,700		41,511,694		41,393,006		83,441,021		41,805,299		41,635,722		84,081,583		42,150,469		41,931,114		84,726,985		42,502,715		42,224,270

		45 to 64 years						81,489,445						39,743,507		41,745,938		81,491,762		39,745,081		41,746,681		81,776,584		39,882,964		41,893,620		82,850,474		40,401,816		42,448,658		82,932,916		40,439,701		42,493,215		83,186,733		40,565,830		42,620,903		83,540,950		40,743,938		42,797,012		84,065,980		41,013,523		43,052,457

		65 years and over						40,267,984						17,362,960		22,905,024		40,271,219		17,364,050		22,907,169		40,479,293		17,471,973		23,007,320		41,365,965		17,933,986		23,431,979		43,161,272		18,829,483		24,331,789		44,679,182		19,586,266		25,092,916		46,201,730		20,331,348		25,870,382		47,760,852		21,090,217		26,670,635

		85 years and over						5,493,433						1,789,679		3,703,754		5,495,003		1,790,030		3,704,973		5,542,810		1,810,014		3,732,796		5,701,527		1,884,343		3,817,184		5,877,486		1,966,764		3,910,722		6,013,334		2,035,199		3,978,135		6,140,771		2,100,602		4,040,169		6,287,161		2,174,298		4,112,863

		16 years and over						243,275,505						118,315,377		124,960,128		243,287,612		118,322,571		124,965,041		243,913,447		118,645,484		125,267,963		246,384,187		119,909,281		126,474,906		248,835,004		121,181,116		127,653,888		251,192,385		122,386,732		128,805,653		253,663,292		123,634,118		130,029,174		256,152,291		124,899,187		131,253,104

		18 years and over						234,564,071						113,836,190		120,727,881		234,575,826		113,843,124		120,732,702		235,223,828		114,177,614		121,046,214		237,801,767		115,503,384		122,298,383		240,392,551		116,853,654		123,538,897		242,834,652		118,111,649		124,723,003		245,308,220		119,363,332		125,944,888		247,773,709		120,614,742		127,158,967

		15 to 44 years						125,760,896						63,385,932		62,374,964		125,767,577		63,390,544		62,377,033		125,888,572		63,460,989		62,427,583		126,326,689		63,703,031		62,623,658		126,884,835		64,028,889		62,855,946		127,475,591		64,355,918		63,119,673		128,085,408		64,687,894		63,397,514		128,575,201		64,968,436		63,606,765

		Median age (years)						37.2						35.8		38.5		37.2		35.8		38.5		37.2		35.9		38.5		37.3		36.0		38.6		37.5		36.1		38.8		37.6		36.2		38.9		37.7		36.4		39.0		37.8		36.5		39.1

				Notes:
The estimates are based on the 2010 Census and reflect changes to the April 1, 2010 population due to the Count Question Resolution program and geographic program revisions. Median age is calculated based on single year of age. For population estimates methodology statements, see http://www.census.gov/popest/methodology/index.html.

				The 6,222 people in Bedford city, Virginia, which was an independent city as of the 2010 Census, are not included in the April 1, 2010 Census enumerated population presented in the county estimates. In July 2013, the legal status of Bedford changed from a city to a town and it became dependent within (or part of) Bedford County, Virginia. This population of Bedford town is now included in the April 1, 2010 estimates base and all July 1 estimates for Bedford County. Because it is

				no longer an independent city, Bedford town is not listed in this table. As a result, the sum of the April 1, 2010 census values for Virginia counties and independent cities does not equal the 2010 Census count for Virginia, and the sum of April 1, 2010 census values for all counties and independent cities in the United States does not equal the 2010 Census count for the United States. Substantial geographic changes to counties can be found on the Census Bureau website at http://www.census.gov/geo/reference/county-changes.html.

				Suggested Citation:
Annual Estimates of the Resident Population for Selected Age Groups by Sex for the United States, States, Counties and Puerto Rico Commonwealth and Municipios: April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2015
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division
Release Date: June 2016
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2016 DEMOCRATIC PARTY PLATFORM  
 


Preamble 


In 2016, Democrats meet in Philadelphia with the same basic belief that animated the 
Continental Congress when they gathered here 240 years ago: Out of many, we are one.  
 


Under President Obama’s leadership, and thanks to the hard work and determination of the 
American people, we have come a long way from the Great Recession and the Republican 


policies that triggered it. American businesses have now added 14.8 million jobs since private-
sector job growth turned positive in early 2010. Twenty million people have gained health 
insurance coverage. The American auto industry just had its best year ever. And we are getting 


more of our energy from the sun and wind, and importing less oil from overseas.  
 


But too many Americans have been left out and left behind. They are working longer hours with 
less security. Wages have barely budged and the racial wealth gap remains wide, while the cost 
of everything from childcare to a college education has continued to rise. And for too many 


families, the dream of homeownership is out of reach. As working people struggle, the top one 
percent accrues more wealth and more power. Republicans in Congress have chosen gridlock 


and dysfunction over trying to find solutions to the real challenges we face. It’s no wonder that 
so many feel like the system is rigged against them.  
 


Democrats believe that cooperation is better than conflict, unity is better than division, 
empowerment is better than resentment, and bridges are better than walls.  
 


It’s a simple but powerful idea: we are stronger together.  
 


Democrats believe we are stronger when we have an economy that works for everyone—an 
economy that grows incomes for working people, creates good-paying jobs, and puts a middle-
class life within reach for more Americans. Democrats believe we can spur more sustainable 


economic growth, which will create good-paying jobs and raise wages. And we can have more 
economic fairness, so the rewards are shared broadly, not just with those at the top. We need an 


economy that prioritizes long-term investment over short-term profit-seeking, rewards the 
common interest over self-interest, and promotes innovation and entrepreneurship.  
 


We believe that today’s extreme level of income and wealth inequality—where the majority of 
the economic gains go to the top one percent and the richest 20 people in our country own more 


wealth than the bottom 150 million—makes our economy weaker, our communities poorer, and 
our politics poisonous.  
 


And we know that our nation’s long struggle with race is far from over. More than half a century 
after Rosa Parks sat and Dr. King marched and John Lewis bled, more than half a century after 


César Chávez, Dolores Huerta, and Larry Itliong organized, race still plays a significant role in 
determining who gets ahead in America and who gets left behind. We must face that reality and 
we must fix it.  
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We believe a good education is a basic right of all Americans, no matter what zip code they live 


in. We will end the school-to-prison pipeline and build a cradle-to-college pipeline instead, 
where every child can live up to his or her God-given potential.  


 
We believe in helping Americans balance work and family without fear of punishment or 
penalty. We believe in at last guaranteeing equal pay for women. And as the party that created 


Social Security, we believe in protecting every American’s right to retire with dignity.  
 


We firmly believe that the greed, recklessness, and illegal behavior on Wall Street must be 
brought to an end. Wall Street must never again be allowed to threaten families and businesses 
on Main Street.  


 
Democrats believe we are stronger when we protect citizens’ right to vote, while stopping 


corporations’ outsized influence in elections. We will fight to end the broken campaign finance 
system, overturn the disastrous Citizens United decision, restore the full power of the Voting 
Rights Act, and return control of our elections to the American people. 


 
Democrats believe that climate change poses a real and urgent threat to our economy, our 


national security, and our children’s health and futures, and that Americans deserve the jobs and 
security that come from becoming the clean energy superpower of the 21st century.  
 


Democrats believe we are stronger and safer when America brings the world together and leads 
with principle and purpose. We believe we should strengthen our alliances, not weaken them. 


We believe in the power of development and diplomacy. We believe our military should be the 
best-trained, best-equipped fighting force in the world, and that we must do everything we can to 
honor and support our veterans. And we know that only the United States can mobilize common 


action on a truly global scale, to take on the challenges that transcend borders, from international 
terrorism to climate change to health pandemics.  


 
Above all, Democrats are the party of inclusion. We know that diversity is not our problem—it is 
our promise. As Democrats, we respect differences of perspective and belief, and pledge to work 


together to move this country forward, even when we disagree. With this platform, we do not 
merely seek common ground—we strive to reach higher ground.  


 
We are proud of our heritage as a nation of immigrants. We know that today’s immigrants are 
tomorrow’s teachers, doctors, lawyers, government leaders, soldiers, entrepreneurs, activists, 


PTA members, and pillars of our communities.  
 


We believe in protecting civil liberties and guaranteeing civil rights and voting rights, women’s 
rights and workers’ rights, LGBT rights, and rights for people with disabilities. We believe 
America is still, as Robert Kennedy said, “a great country, an unselfish country, and a 


compassionate country.”  
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These principles stand in sharp contrast to the Republicans, who have nominated as the standard-
bearer for their party and their candidate for President a man who seeks to appeal to Americans’ 


basest differences, rather than our better natures.  
 


The stakes have been high in previous elections. But in 2016, the stakes can be measured in 
human lives—in the number of immigrants who would be torn from their homes; in the number 
of faithful and peaceful Muslims who would be barred from even visiting our shores; in the 


number of allies alienated and dictators courted; in the number of Americans who would lose 
access to health care and see their rights ripped away.  


 
This election is about more than Democrats and Republicans. It is about who we are as a nation, 
and who we will be in the future.  


 
Two hundred and forty years ago, in Philadelphia, we started a revolution of ideas and of action 


that continues to this day. Since then, our union has been tested many times, through bondage 
and civil war, segregation and depression, two world wars and the threat of nuclear annihilation. 
Generations of Americans fought and marched and organized to widen the circle of opportunity 


and dignity—and we are fighting still.  
 


Despite what some say, America is and has always been great—but not because it has been 
perfect. What makes America great is our unerring belief that we can make it better. We can and 
we will build a more just economy, a more equal society, and a more perfect union—because we 


are stronger together.  
 


Raise Incomes and Restore Economic Security for the Middle Class 


Democrats believe we must break down all the barriers holding Americans back and restore the 


basic bargain that built America’s mighty middle class: If you work hard and play by the rules, 
you can get ahead and stay ahead. The system is not working when we have a rigged economy in 
which ordinary Americans work longer hours for lower wages, while most new income and 


wealth goes to the top one percent. Republican governors, legislatures, and their corporate allies 
have launched attack after attack on workers’ fundamental rights to organize and bargain 


collectively. Too many Americans are living paycheck to paycheck, and hallmarks of a middle 
class life—owning a home, having access to affordable and quality childcare, retiring with 
dignity—feel out of reach. It is no wonder so many Americans feel like the deck is stacked 


against them. The Democratic Party believes that supporting workers through higher wages, 
workplace protections, policies to balance work and family, and other investments will help 


rebuild the middle class for the 21st century. 
 
Raising Workers’ Wages  


Democrats believe that the current minimum wage is a starvation wage and must be increased to 
a living wage. No one who works full time should have to raise a family in poverty. We believe 


that Americans should earn at least $15 an hour and have the right to form or join a union and 
will work in every way we can—in Congress and the federal government, in states and with the 
private sector—to reach this goal. We should raise the federal minimum wage to $15 an hour 
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over time and index it, give all Americans the ability to join a union regardless of where they 
work, and create new ways for workers to have power in the economy so every worker can earn 


at least $15 an hour. We applaud the approaches taken by states like New York and California. 
We also support creating one fair wage for all workers by ending the sub-minimum wage for 


tipped workers and people with disabilities.  
 
Democrats support a model employer executive order or some other vehicle to leverage federal 


dollars to support employers who provide their workers with a living wage, good benefits, and 
the opportunity to form a union without reprisal. The one trillion dollars spent annually by the 


government on contracts, loans, and grants should be used to support good jobs that rebuild the 
middle class. 
 


Protecting Workers’ Fundamental Rights 


The Democratic Party believes that when workers are strong, America is strong. Democrats will 


make it easier for workers, public and private, to exercise their right to organize and join unions. 
We will fight to pass laws that direct the National Labor Relations Board to certify a union if a 
simple majority of eligible workers sign valid authorization cards, as well as laws that bring 


companies to the negotiating table. We support binding arbitration to help workers who have 
voted to join a union reach a first contract. 


 
A major factor in the 40-year decline in the middle class is that the rights of workers to bargain 
collectively for better wages and benefits have been under attack at all levels. Donald Trump 


would make matters worse by creating a race to the bottom where the middle class is fighting 
over fewer and fewer good-paying jobs. In fact, Trump rejected some attempts by his own 


employees to unionize and has personally hired union-busting firms to undermine workers’ 
rights. 
 


Democrats believe so-called “right to work” laws are wrong for workers—such as teachers and 
other public employees who serve our communities every day—and wrong for America. We will 


continue to vigorously oppose those laws and other efforts that would eliminate dues check-off 
procedures, roll-back prevailing wage standards, abolish fair share requirements, restrict the use 
of voluntary membership payments for political purposes, attack seniority, restrict due process 


protections, and require annual recertification efforts. We oppose legislation and lawsuits that 
would strike down laws protecting the rights of teachers and other public employees. We will 


defend President Obama's overtime rule, which protects of millions of workers by paying them 
fairly for their hard work. 
 


The Democratic Party believes consumers, workers, students, retirees, and investors who have 
been mistreated should never be denied their right to fight for fair treatment under the law. That 


is why we will support efforts to limit the use of forced arbitration clauses in employment and 
service contracts, which unfairly strip consumers, workers, students, retirees, and investors of 
their right to their day in court.  


 
Supporting Working Families  


We will fight to secure equal pay for women, which will benefit all women and their families, 
particularly women of color who are disproportionately impacted by discriminatory pay 
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practices, and against other factors that contribute to the wage gap. And we will combat the 
discrimination they face on and off the job. While Donald Trump thinks it is “dangerous” for 


women to leave the home and paid family leave hurts our economy, Democrats will make sure 
that the United States finally enacts national paid family and medical leave by passing a family 


and medical leave act that would provide all workers at least 12 weeks of paid leave to care for a 
new child or address a personal or family member’s serious health issue. We will fight to allow 
workers the right to earn at least seven days of paid sick leave. We will also encourage 


employers to provide paid vacation. 
 


Our work and family policies must also help family caregivers. We will ensure that family 
caregivers have the support, respite care, and training they need to support their loved ones. We 
will create a strong stable paid caregiving workforce to help meet families' needs, by raising 


wages, improving access to training, and giving workers the opportunity to come together to 
make their voices heard in support of a stronger system. We will address the conditions that 


make it hard for workers with unpredictable or inflexible schedules to meet caregiving 
responsibilities. We will take steps to expand and strengthen the home care workforce. We will 
increase investments to make quality childcare more affordable, boost wages for childcare 


workers, and support the millions of people paying for, coordinating, or providing care for aging 
relatives or those with disabilities.  


 
Helping More Workers Share in Near-Record Corporate Profits  
Corporate profits are at near-record highs, but workers have not shared through rising wages. 


Profit-sharing is linked to higher pay and productivity. That is why, working with business, 
labor, and other stakeholders, we will incentivize companies to share profits with their 


employees on top of wages and pay increases, while targeting the workers and businesses that 
need profit-sharing the most. 
 


Expanding Access to Affordable Housing and Homeownership  
Whereas the Republican Presidential nominee rooted for the housing crisis, Democrats will 


continue to fight for those families who suffered the loss of their homes. We will help those who 
are working toward a path of financial stability and will put sustainable home ownership into the 
reach of more families. Democrats will also combat the affordable housing crisis and 


skyrocketing rents in many parts of the country, which is leading too many families and workers 
to be pushed out of communities where they work.  


 
We will preserve and increase the supply of affordable rental housing by expanding incentives to 
ease local barriers to building new affordable rental housing developments in areas of economic 


opportunity. We will substantially increase funding for the National Housing Trust Fund to 
construct, preserve, and rehabilitate millions of affordable housing rental units. Not only will this 


help address the affordable housing crisis, it will also create millions of good-paying jobs in the 
process. Democrats believe that we should provide more federal resources to the people 
struggling most with unaffordable housing: low-income families, people with disabilities, 


veterans, and the elderly. 
 


We will expand efforts to address the lingering effects of the foreclosure crisis through programs 
like the federal Neighborhood Stabilization Program. We will also expand programs to prevent 
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displacement of existing residents, especially in communities of color; create affordable and 
workforce housing; and preserve neighborhood-serving nonprofit organizations and small 


businesses. We will reinvigorate housing production programs, repair public housing, and 
increase funding for the housing choice voucher program and other rental assistance programs. 


And we will fight for robust funding to end homelessness in our cities and counties once and for 
all, through targeted investments to provide the necessary outreach, social services, and housing 
options for all populations experiencing homelessness. We will engage in a stronger, more 


coordinated, and better funded partnership among federal, state, and local governments to end 
chronic homelessness for millions of Americans. We will build on and expand President 


Obama's promising initiatives to end veteran and family homelessness in our country. 
 
We must make sure that everyone has a fair shot at homeownership. We will keep the housing 


market robust and inclusive by supporting more first-time homebuyers and putting 
more Americans into the financial position to become sustainable homeowners; preserving the 


30-year fixed rate mortgage; modernizing credit scoring; clarifying lending rules; expanding 
access to housing counseling; defending and strengthening the Fair Housing Act; and ensuring 
that regulators have the clear direction, resources, and authority to enforce those rules 


effectively. We will prevent predatory lending by defending the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau (CFPB). These steps are especially important because over the next decade most new 


households will be formed by families in communities of color, which typically have less 
generational wealth and fewer resources to put towards a down payment. 
 


Protecting and Expanding Social Security 


Democrats are proud to be the party that created Social Security, one of the nation’s most 


successful and effective programs. Without Social Security, nearly half of America’s seniors 
would be living in poverty. Social Security is more than just a retirement program. It also 
provides important life insurance to young survivors of deceased workers and provides disability 


insurance protection. We will fight every effort to cut, privatize, or weaken Social Security, 
including attempts to raise the retirement age, diminish benefits by cutting cost-of-living 


adjustments, or reducing earned benefits. Democrats will expand Social Security so that every 
American can retire with dignity and respect, including women who are widowed or took time 
out of the workforce to care for their children, aging parents, or ailing family members. The 


Democratic Party recognizes that the way Social Security cost-of- living adjustments are 
calculated may not always reflect the spending patterns of seniors, particularly the 


disproportionate amount they spend on health care expenses. We are committed to exploring 
alternatives that could better and more equitably serve seniors.  
 


We will make sure Social Security’s guaranteed benefits continue for generations to come by 
asking those at the top to pay more, and will achieve this goal by taxing some of the income of 


people above $250,000. The Democratic Party is also committed to providing all necessary 
financial support for the Social Security Administration so that it can provide timely benefits and 
high-quality service for those it serves. Our plan contrasts starkly with Donald Trump. He has 


referred to Social Security as a “Ponzi scheme” and has called for privatizing it as well as 
increasing the retirement age.  
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Ensuring a Secure and Dignified Retirement 
Democrats believe it should be easier for Americans to save for retirement and prepare for 


unforeseen risks and expenses. We will defend the right of workers to collect their defined 
benefit pensions and make sure workers get priority and protection when pension plans are in 


distress. Democrats will also fight to enact legislation to make sure that the earned pension 
benefits of Americans will not be cut, and will pay for it by closing tax loopholes that benefit 
millionaires and billionaires. We will fight against any attempt by Republicans in Congress or on 


Wall Street to roll back the Conflict of Interest Rule, which requires that retirement advisors put 
the best interests of their clients above their own financial gain. 


 
Seniors should not have to choose between putting food on the table, keeping a roof over their 
heads, or buying the medication that they need to stay healthy. We strongly support the Older 


Americans Act, which funds critical programs to help seniors remain independent in their own 
homes and communities. We are also committed to fighting the immense problem of elder abuse, 


neglect, and exploitation.  
 
Revitalizing Our Nation’s Postal Service 


The United States Postal Service (USPS) is a national treasure. That is why Democrats embrace 
a vibrant, public Postal Service that offers universal service, and reject any effort to privatize or 


marginalize it. We are committed to eliminating the unsustainable mandate to “pre-fund” 
retiree health costs. And we will work to restore service to appropriate levels, including 
overnight delivery of first-class mail and periodicals within the same metropolitan area, 


maintaining six-day and door-to-door delivery, and appointing members to the Board of 
Governors and the Postal Regulatory Commission who champion a strong public Postal Service. 


Democrats also advocate for expanding postal services. This includes offering basic financial 
services such as paycheck cashing and removing statutory restraints on services the USPS may 
offer. It also includes promoting vote-by-mail to increase voter participation and to help address 


the scourge of voter suppression. 
 


Create Good-Paying Jobs  


Democrats know that nothing is more important than creating good-paying jobs that can support 


a middle-class life—from nurses, firefighters, and teachers to construction workers, factory 
workers, and small business owners. That is why we are committed to doing everything we can 
to build a full-employment economy, where everyone has a job that pays enough to raise a 


family and live in dignity with a sense of purpose. Democrats will build strong, sustained, shared 
economic growth. We know that when Americans come together, we can do amazing things. In 


the last century, our leaders came together across the aisle to electrify the nation, build the 
Interstate Highway System, support groundbreaking research in medicine, science, and 
communications, and send a man to the moon. When we are bold and ambitious, we can do big 


things and make our economy stronger for decades to come. 
 


Building 21st Century Infrastructure 


If we are serious about reversing the decline of the middle class, we need major federal 
investments to rebuild our crumbling infrastructure and put millions of Americans back to work 
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in decent paying jobs in both the public and private sectors. The climate emergency and the need 
to expand the middle class demand that we make the most ambitious investment in American 


infrastructure since President Eisenhower created the interstate highway system. We will put 
Americans to work updating and expanding our roads, bridges, public transit, airports, and 


passenger and freight rail lines. We will build 21st century energy and water systems, modernize 
our schools, and continue to support the expansion of high-speed broadband networks. We will 
protect communities from the impact of climate change and help them to mitigate its effects by 


investing in green and resilient infrastructure. We will address the backlog of deferred 
maintenance in our four key public land management agencies. And we will protect public health 


and safety by modernizing drinking and wastewater systems. These investments will create 
secure, good-paying middle-class jobs today and will substantially increase demand for 
American-made steel and other products manufactured in the United States. And by boosting 


economic growth in a fair and equitable way, and strengthening our long-term competitiveness, 
these investments will create many more jobs in the years to come. 


 
Democrats will also create an independent, national infrastructure bank that will support critical 
infrastructure improvements. This bank will provide loans and other financial assistance for 


investments in energy, water, broadband, transportation, and multi-modal infrastructure projects. 
Democrats will continue to support the interest tax exemption on municipal bonds and will work 


to establish a permanent version of Build America Bonds as an additional tool to encourage 
infrastructure investment by state and local governments. 
 


Furthermore, Democrats will fight to ensure resources and programs are adequately targeted to 
provide economic development, job training, and critical infrastructure investment in areas of the 


greatest need.  
 
Fostering a Manufacturing Renaissance 


Democrats believe one of the best ways to innovate, prosper, and create good-paying jobs is to 
make more in America, which is why we firmly support American manufacturing with a “Make 


it in America” plan. We must revitalize hard-hit manufacturing communities; create thriving 
hubs of manufacturing and innovation throughout the country; and claw back tax breaks for 
companies that ship jobs overseas, using the proceeds to reinvest in communities and workers at 


home instead. Democrats are proud of rescuing the auto industry from collapse, which saved 
more than a million jobs, and led the auto industry, which is at the heart of American 


manufacturing, to record sales. Democrats will defend the Export-Import Bank, which supports 
good-paying jobs across the country and allows American workers and manufacturers to 
compete on a level playing field. Donald Trump may talk tough, but he has consistently 


outsourced his own products. American workers deserve better.  
 


Creating Good-Paying Clean Energy Jobs 


We must help American workers and businesses compete for jobs and investments in global 
clean energy, high-tech products, internet technology products, and advanced manufacturing and 


vehicles. We must make American manufacturing more internationally competitive by making it 
the greenest and most efficient in the world, including by investing in industrial energy 


efficiency.  
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Pursuing Our Innovation Agenda: Science, Research, Education, and Technology  
Democrats support ambitious public and private investments in science, technology, and 


research. We are focused on creating good jobs in communities across America. 
Entrepreneurship and innovation are fundamental to our future economic growth—in the 


information technology (IT) industry as well as energy, manufacturing, transportation, health, 
retail, services, and countless other sectors. We will nurture the next generation of scientists, 
engineers, and entrepreneurs, especially women and people of color, to make sure America 


continues to out-compete and out-innovate the rest of the world with our bold innovation agenda.  
 


New technologies are already transforming our economy, and they have the power to generate 
trillions in economic output. We must harness these forces so that they create higher-paying jobs 
across the country, bring more people into the workforce, and reduce inequality. To do this, we 


need to educate our people and train our workforce; support entrepreneurship and promote 
inclusion in the digital economy; attract and retain talented people from all over the world; and 


invest in research and development, innovation hubs, as well as in getting ideas to market. We 
also need to ensure that all students have the opportunity to learn computer science by the time 
they graduate from high school. 


 
Democrats believe we must harness the promise of technological innovation to promote 


community participation and enhance opportunities to achieve greater economic self-sufficiency 
for people with disabilities. We will encourage technology transfer, entrepreneurship, and small 
business creation throughout the country and in all types of innovation sectors.  


 
High-speed internet connectivity is not a luxury; it is a necessity for 21st century economic 


success, social mobility, education, health care, and public safety. Despite considerable progress 
and private investment in the last eight years to close the digital divide, there is more work to do. 
Democrats will finish the job of connecting every household in America to high-speed 


broadband, increase internet adoption, and help hook up anchor institutions so they can offer free 
WiFi to the public. We will take action to help America widely deploy 5G technology—the next 


generation wireless service that will not only bring faster internet connections to underserved 
areas, but will enable the Internet of Things and a host of transformative technologies. 
 


Democrats support a free and open internet at home and abroad, and will oppose any effort by 
Republicans to roll back the historic net neutrality rules that the Federal Communications 


Commission enacted last year.  
 
Democrats value American innovation and believe it is one of our country’s great strengths. We 


will protect the intellectual property rights of artists, creators, and inventors at home and abroad. 
The entire nation prospers when we promote the unique and original artistic and cultural 


contributions of the women and men who create and preserve our nation’s heritage. 
 
Democrats will fight against unfair theft of intellectual property and trade secrets. We will 


increase access to global markets for American intellectual property and other digital trade by 
opposing quotas, discriminatory measures, and data localization requirements.  
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Pushing beyond the boundaries of what we know is core to who we are as Americans. Democrats 
are immensely proud of all that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has 


done—through its achievements in science, technology and exploration—to better understand 
our place in the universe and inspire and educate generations of young people in this country to 


pursue careers in science. Space exploration is a reminder that our capacity for curiosity is 
limitless, and may be matched only by our ability to achieve great things if we work together. 
Democrats believe in continuing the spirit of discovery that has animated NASA’s exploration of 


space over the last half century. We will strengthen support for NASA and work in partnership 
with the international scientific community to launch new missions to space. 


 
Supporting America’s Small Businesses 


The Democratic Party will make it easier to start and grow a small business in America, unlike 


Donald Trump, who has often stiffed small businesses—nearly bankrupting some—with his 
deceptive and reckless corporate practices. By supporting small business and entrepreneurship, 


we can grow jobs faster in America. We will cut the red tape that holds back small businesses 
and entrepreneurs. We will open up access to credit because we know that small businesses are 
some of the best job creators in our country. We will provide tax relief and tax simplification. 


And we will expand access to new markets because every American small business should be 
able to tap new markets — whether across their city, across their state, or around the world. 


Democrats will provide targeted funding and support for entrepreneurship and small business 
growth in underserved communities. Democrats also realize the critical importance of small 
businesses as engines of opportunity for women, people of color, tribes, and people in rural 


America, and will work to nurture entrepreneurship.  
 


Creating Jobs for America’s Young People 


Democrats will make investments to spur the creation of millions of jobs for our young people. 
Roughly one in ten Americans between the ages of 16 and 24 is unemployed, more than twice 


the national average. The unemployment rates for African American, Latino, Asian American 
and Pacific Islander (AAPI), and American Indian teenagers and youth with disabilities are far 


too high. That is why Democrats will provide direct federal funding for a range of local 
programs that will put young people to work and create new career opportunities. 
 


Fight for Economic Fairness and Against Inequality  


Democrats believe that today’s extreme levels of income and wealth inequality are bad for our 


people, bad for our businesses, and bad for our economy. Our country depends on a thriving 
middle class to drive economic growth, but the middle class is shrinking. Meanwhile, the top 


one-tenth of one percent of Americans now own almost as much wealth as the bottom 90 percent 
combined. These trends create problems beyond insulting our sense of basic fairness. Social 
mobility is far lower than most believe it to be. Children who are born to families in the lowest 


fifth of earnings are more than 10 times more likely to remain there as adults than they are to 
earn as much as those in the top fifth. Unless we invest in building a level playing field, we all 


lose.  
 
 



http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14024887?include_graphs=false&output_type=column&years_option=all_years
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Reining in Wall Street and Fixing our Financial System 


To restore economic fairness, Democrats will fight against the greed and recklessness of Wall 


Street. Wall Street cannot be an island unto itself, gambling trillions in risky financial 
instruments and making huge profits, all the while thinking that taxpayers will be there to bail 


them out again. We must tackle dangerous risks in big banks and elsewhere in the financial 
system. We must make Wall Street work for the job-creating, productive economy—including 
by making loans more affordable for small- and medium-sized businesses. We need to prohibit 


Wall Street from picking and choosing which credit agency will rate its products as well as from 
imposing excessive fees on consumers. And we must hold both individuals and corporations 


accountable when they break the law. Democrats believe that no bank can be too big to fail and 
no executive too powerful to jail. Democrats will support stronger criminal laws and civil 
penalties for Wall Street criminals who prey on the public trust. We also support extending the 


statute of limitations for prosecuting major financial fraud, and providing the Department of 
Justice, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Commodity Futures Trading 


Commission more resources to prosecute wrongdoing. “Equal Justice Under Law” will not just 
be words engraved on the entrance of the Supreme Court. It will be the standard that applies to 
Wall Street and all Americans.  


 
We will also vigorously implement, enforce, and build on President Obama’s landmark Dodd-


Frank financial reform law, and we will stop dead in its tracks every Republican effort to weaken 
it. We will stop Republican efforts to hamstring our regulators through budget cuts, and we will 
ensure they have the resources and independence to fully enforce the law and hold both 


individuals and corporations accountable when they break the rules. We will also continue to 
protect consumers and defend the CFPB from Republican attacks. We oppose any efforts to 


change the CFPB’s structure from a single director to a partisan, gridlocked Commission and 
likewise oppose any efforts to remove the Bureau’s independent funding and subject it to the 
appropriations process. Democrats will also continue to support the CFPB in enforcing 


foundational civil rights laws protecting against discrimination in consumer lending. Democrats 
condemn predatory payday lending, and will protect consumers by defending the CFPB and 


implementing strong new regulations.  
 
Our goal must be to create a financial system and an economy that works for all Americans, not 


just a handful of billionaires. We support a financial transactions tax on Wall Street to curb 
excessive speculation and high-frequency trading, which has threatened financial markets. We 


acknowledge that there is room within our party for a diversity of views on a broader financial 
transactions tax. 
 


Democrats will not hesitate to use and expand existing authorities as well as empower regulators 
to downsize or break apart financial institutions when necessary to protect the public and 


safeguard financial stability, including new authorities to go after risky shadow-banking 
activities. Banks should not be able to gamble with taxpayers’ deposits or pose an undue risk to 
Main Street. Democrats support a variety of ways to stop this from happening, including an 


updated and modernized version of Glass-Steagall as well as breaking up too-big-to-fail financial 
institutions that pose a systemic risk to the stability of our economy.  
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We believe that personnel is policy. We will nominate and appoint regulators and officials who 
are not beholden to the industries they regulate—people with a track record of standing up to 


power and safeguarding the public trust. We will crack down on the revolving door between 
the private sector—particularly Wall Street—and the federal government. We will ban golden 


parachutes for those taking government jobs. We will limit conflicts of interest by requiring bank 
and corporate regulators to recuse themselves from official work on particular matters that would 
directly benefit their former employers. And we will bar financial service regulators from 


lobbying their former colleagues for at least two years. 
 


We will protect and defend the Federal Reserve’s independence to carry out the dual mandate 
assigned to it by Congress—for both full employment and low inflation—against threats from 
new legislation. We will also reform the Federal Reserve to make it more representative of 


America as a whole, and we will fight to enhance its independence by ensuring that executives of 
financial institutions are not allowed to serve on the boards of regional Federal Reserve banks or 


to select members of those boards.  
 
At a time when many of the largest banks have shunned communities across America, 


Democrats believe that we need to give Americans affordable banking options, including by 
empowering the United States Postal Service to facilitate the delivery of basic banking services. 


 
Promoting Competition by Stopping Corporate Concentration 


Large corporations have concentrated their control over markets to a greater degree than 


Americans have seen in decades—further evidence that the deck is stacked for those at the top. 
Democrats will take steps to stop corporate concentration in any industry where it is unfairly 


limiting competition. We will make competition policy and antitrust stronger and more 
responsive to our economy today, enhance the antitrust enforcement arms of the Department of 
Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and encourage other agencies to police 


anti-competitive practices in their areas of jurisdiction.  
 


We support the historic purpose of the antitrust laws to protect competition and prevent 
excessively consolidated economic and political power, which can be corrosive to a healthy 
democracy. We support reinvigorating DOJ and FTC enforcement of antitrust laws to prevent 


abusive behavior by dominant companies, and protecting the public interest against abusive, 
discriminatory, and unfair methods of commerce. We support President Obama’s recent 


Executive Order, directing all agencies to identify specific actions they can take in their areas of 
jurisdiction to detect anticompetitive practices—such as tying arrangements, price fixing, and 
exclusionary conduct—and to refer practices that appear to violate federal antitrust law to the 


DOJ and FTC. 
 


Making the Wealthy Pay Their Fair Share of Taxes 


At a time of massive income and wealth inequality, we believe the wealthiest Americans and 
largest corporations must pay their fair share of taxes. Democrats will claw back tax breaks for 


companies that ship jobs overseas, eliminate tax breaks for big oil and gas companies, and crack 
down on inversions and other methods companies use to dodge their tax responsibilities. We will 


make sure that our tax code rewards businesses that make investments and provide good-paying 
jobs here in the United States, not businesses that walk out on America. We will end deferrals so 
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that American corporations pay United States taxes immediately on foreign profits and can no 
longer escape paying their fair share of U.S. taxes by stashing profits abroad. We will then use 


the revenue raised from fixing the corporate tax code to reinvest in rebuilding America and 
ensuring economic growth that will lead to millions of good-paying jobs. 


 
We will ensure those at the top contribute to our country’s future by establishing a 
multimillionaire surtax to ensure millionaires and billionaires pay their fair share. In addition, we 


will shut down the “private tax system” for those at the top, immediately close egregious 
loopholes like those enjoyed by hedge fund managers, restore fair taxation on multimillion dollar 


estates, and ensure millionaires can no longer pay a lower rate than their secretaries. At a time of 
near-record corporate profits, slow wage growth, and rising costs, we need to offer tax relief to 
middle-class families—not those at the top.  


 
Democrats believe that no one should be able avoid paying their fair share by hiding money 


abroad, and that corrupt leaders and terrorists should not be able to use the system of 
international finance to their advantage. We will work to crack down on tax evasion and promote 
transparency to fight corruption and terrorism. And we will make sure that law-abiding 


Americans living abroad are not unfairly penalized by finding the right solutions for them to the 
requirements under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and Report of Foreign 


Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR). 
 
We will offer tax relief to hard working, middle-class families for the cost squeeze they have 


faced for years from rising health care, childcare, education, and other expenses. Donald Trump 
and the Republican Party would do the opposite and provide trillions in tax cuts for millionaires, 


billionaires, and corporations at the expense of working families, seniors, and the health of our 
economy.  
 


Promoting Trade That is Fair and Benefits American Workers 


Democrats acknowledge that for millions of Americans, global trade has failed to live up to its 


promise—with too many countries breaking the rules and too many corporations outsourcing 
jobs at the expense of American workers and communities. 
 


Over the past three decades, America has signed too many trade deals that have not lived up to 
the hype. Trade deals often boosted the profits of large corporations, while at the same time 


failing to protect workers’ rights, labor standards, the environment, and public health. We need 
to end the race to the bottom and develop trade policies that support jobs in America. That is 
why Democrats believe we should review agreements negotiated years ago to update them to 


reflect these principles. Any future trade agreements must make sure our trading partners 
cannot undercut American workers by taking shortcuts on labor policy or the environment. They 


must not undermine democratic decision-making through special privileges and private courts 
for corporations, and trade negotiations must be transparent and inclusive.  
 


Democrats’ priority is to significantly strengthen enforcement of existing trade rules and the 
tools we have, including by holding countries accountable on currency manipulation and 


significantly expanding enforcement resources. China and other countries are using unfair trade 
practices to tilt the playing field against American workers and businesses. When they dump 
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cheap products into our markets, subsidize state-owned enterprises, devalue currencies, and 
discriminate against American companies, our middle class pays the price. That has to stop. 


Democrats will use all our trade enforcement tools to hold China and other trading partners 
accountable—because no country should be able to manipulate their currencies to gain a 


competitive advantage. 
 
While we believe that openness to the world economy is an important source of American 


leadership and dynamism, we will oppose trade agreements that do not support good American 
jobs, raise wages, and improve our national security. We believe any new trade agreements must 


include strong and enforceable labor and environmental standards in their core text with 
streamlined and effective enforcement mechanisms. Trade agreements should crack down on the 
unfair and illegal subsidies other countries grant their businesses at the expense of ours. It should 


promote innovation of and access to lifesaving medicines. And it should protect a free and open 
internet. We should never enter into a trade agreement that prevents our government, or other 


governments, from putting in place rules that protect the environment, food safety, or the health 
of American citizens or others around the world. 
 


These are the standards Democrats believe must be applied to all trade agreements, including the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).  


 


Bring Americans Together and Remove Barriers to Opportunities  


Democrats believe that everyone deserves the chance to live up to his or her God-given potential. 
We know that there are barriers standing in the way of that goal, from the enduring scourge of 
systemic racism to our deeply broken immigration system to discrimination against people on the 


basis of sexual orientation or gender identity—and we are committed to facing those problems 
and fixing them. Being stronger together means reaching communities that have been left out 


and left behind for too long, from coal country to Indian Country to neighborhoods held back by 
multigenerational poverty. In America, we do not tear each other down—we lift each other up. 
 


Ending Systemic Racism 


Democrats will fight to end institutional and systemic racism in our society. We will challenge 


and dismantle the structures that define lasting racial, economic, political, and social inequity. 
Democrats will promote racial justice through fair, just, and equitable governing of all public-
serving institutions and in the formation of public policy. Democrats support removing the 


Confederate battle flag from public properties, recognizing that it is a symbol of our nation's 
racist past that has no place in our present or our future. We will push for a societal 


transformation to make it clear that black lives matter and that there is no place for racism in our 
country.  
 


Closing the Racial Wealth Gap 


America’s economic inequality problem is even more pronounced when it comes to racial and 


ethnic disparities in wealth and income. It is unacceptable that the median wealth for African 
Americans and Latino Americans is roughly one-tenth that of white Americans. These disparities 
are also stark for American Indians and certain Asian American subgroups, and may become 
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even more significant when considering other characteristics such as age, disability status, sexual 
orientation, or gender identity.  


 
The racial wealth and income gaps are the result of policies that discriminate against people of 


color and constrain their ability to earn income and build assets to the same extent as other 
Americans. It has accumulated over time and is made worse by ongoing policies and practices. 
For example, African Americans and Latinos lost more than half of their net worth as a result of 


the housing crisis and the Great Recession, because they lost jobs at a much faster rate than white 
workers and because they were disproportionately targeted for subprime, predatory, and 


fraudulent mortgages during the run-up to the housing crisis. 
  
Democrats believe it is long past time to close this racial wealth gap. Disparities in wealth cannot 
be solved by the free market alone, but instead, the federal government must play a role in 


eliminating systemic barriers to wealth accumulation for different racial groups and improving 
opportunities for people from all racial and ethnic backgrounds to build wealth. Federal policies 


must remove barriers to achieving sustainable homeownership, provide for greater diversity in 
federal and state contracting practices, incentivize and expand access to retirement investment 
programs, increase opportunities for quality jobs and education, and challenge the deeply rooted 


structures that perpetuate and exacerbate current disparities and ultimately stagnate the nation’s 
economic growth and security. 


 
Reforming our Criminal Justice System 


Democrats are committed to reforming our criminal justice system and ending mass 


incarceration. Something is profoundly wrong when almost a quarter of the world’s prison 
population is in the United States, even though our country has less than five percent of the 


world’s population. We will reform mandatory minimum sentences and close private prisons and 
detention centers. Research and evidence, rather than slogans and sound bites, must guide 
criminal justice policies.  


 
We will rebuild the bonds of trust between law enforcement and the communities they serve. 


Across the country, there are police officers inspiring trust and confidence, honorably doing their 
duty, deploying creative and effective strategies, and demonstrating that it is possible 
to prevent crime without relying on unnecessary force. They deserve our respect and support, 


and we should learn from those examples and build on what works. 
 


We will work with police chiefs to invest in training for officers on issues such as de-escalation 
and the creation of national guidelines for the appropriate use of force. We will encourage better 
police-community relations, require the use of body cameras, and stop the use of weapons of war 


that have no place in our communities. We will end racial profiling that targets individuals solely 
on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity, or national origin, which is un-American and 


counterproductive. We should report national data on policing strategies and provide greater 
transparency and accountability. We will require the Department of Justice to investigate all 
questionable or suspicious police-involved shootings, and we will support states and localities 


who help make those investigations and prosecutions more transparent, including through 
reforming the grand jury process. We will assist states in providing a system of public defense 


that is adequately resourced and which meets American Bar Association standards. And we will 
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reform the civil asset forfeiture system to protect people and remove perverse incentives for law 
enforcement to “police for a profit.”  


 
Instead of investing in more jails and incarceration, we need to invest more in jobs and 


education, and end the school-to-prison pipeline. We will remove barriers to help formerly 
incarcerated individuals successfully re-enter society by “banning the box,” expanding reentry 
programs, and restoring voting rights. We think the next President should take executive action 


to ban the box for federal employers and contractors, so applicants have an opportunity to 
demonstrate their qualifications before being asked about their criminal records.  


 
The "war on drugs" has led to the imprisonment of millions of Americans, disproportionately 
people of color, without reducing drug use. Whenever possible, Democrats will prioritize 


prevention and treatment over incarceration when tackling addiction and substance use disorder. 
We will build on effective models of drug courts, veterans’ courts, and other diversionary 


programs that seek to give nonviolent offenders opportunities for rehabilitation as opposed to 
incarceration. 
 


Because of conflicting federal and state laws concerning marijuana, we encourage the federal 
government to remove marijuana from the list of “Schedule 1" federal controlled substances and 


to appropriately regulate it, providing a reasoned pathway for future legalization. We believe that 
the states should be laboratories of democracy on the issue of marijuana, and those states that 
want to decriminalize it or provide access to medical marijuana should be able to do so. We 


support policies that will allow more research on marijuana, as well as reforming our laws to 
allow legal marijuana businesses to exist without uncertainty. And we recognize our current 


marijuana laws have had an unacceptable disparate impact in terms of arrest rates for African 
Americans that far outstrip arrest rates for whites, despite similar usage rates. 
 


We will abolish the death penalty, which has proven to be a cruel and unusual form of 
punishment. It has no place in the United States of America. The application of the death penalty 


is arbitrary and unjust. The cost to taxpayers far exceeds those of life imprisonment. It does not 
deter crime. And, exonerations show a dangerous lack of reliability for what is an irreversible 
punishment. 


 
We have been inspired by the movements for criminal justice that directly address the 


discriminatory treatment of African Americans, Latinos, Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders, 
and American Indians to rebuild trust in the criminal justice system.  
 


Fixing our Broken Immigration System 


The United States was founded as, and continues to be, a country of immigrants from throughout 


the world. It is no coincidence that the Statue of Liberty is one of our most profound national 
symbols. And that is why Democrats believe immigration is not just a problem to be solved, it is 
a defining aspect of the American character and our shared history. 


 
The Democratic Party supports legal immigration, within reasonable limits, that meets the needs 


of families, communities, and the economy as well as maintains the United States’ role as a 
beacon of hope for people seeking safety, freedom, and security. People should come to the 
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United States with visas and not through smugglers. Yet, we recognize that the current 
immigration system is broken.  


 
More than 11 million people are living in the shadows, without proper documentation. The 


immigration bureaucracy is full of backlogs that result in U.S. citizens waiting for decades to be 
reunited with family members, and green card holders waiting for years to be reunited with their 
spouses and minor children. The current quota system discriminates against certain immigrants, 


including immigrants of color, and needs to be reformed to the realities of the 21st century. And 
there are real questions about our detention and deportation policies that must be addressed. 


 
Democrats believe we need to urgently fix our broken immigration system—which tears families 
apart and keeps workers in the shadows—and create a path to citizenship for law-abiding 


families who are here, making a better life for their families and contributing to their 
communities and our country. We should repeal the 3-year, 10-year and permanent bars, which 


often force persons in mixed status families into the heartbreaking dilemma of either pursuing a 
green card by leaving the country and their loved ones behind, or remaining in the shadows. We 
will work with Congress to end the forced and prolonged expulsion from the country that these 


immigrants endure when trying to adjust their status. 
 


We must fix family backlogs and defend against those who would exclude or eliminate legal 
immigration avenues and denigrate immigrants. Those immigrants already living in the United 
States, who are assets to their communities and contribute so much to our country, should be 


incorporated completely into our society through legal processes that give meaning to our 
national motto: E Pluribus Unum. 


 
And while we continue to fight for comprehensive immigration reform, we will defend and 
implement President Obama’s Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals and Deferred Action for 


Parents of Americans executive actions to help DREAMers, parents of citizens, and lawful 
permanent residents avoid deportation. We will build on these actions to provide relief for others, 


such as parents of DREAMers. We will support efforts by states to make DREAMers eligible for 
driver's licenses and in-state college tuition. We will invest in culturally-appropriate immigrant 
integration services, expand access to English language education, and promote naturalization to 


help the millions of people who are eligible for citizenship take that last step. 
 


We believe immigration enforcement must be humane and consistent with our values. We should 
prioritize those who pose a threat to the safety of our communities, not hardworking families 
who are contributing to their communities. We will end raids and roundups of children and 


families, which unnecessarily sow fear in immigrant communities. We disfavor deportations of 
immigrants who served in our armed forces, and we want to create a faster path for such veterans 


to citizenship. 
 
We should ensure due process for those fleeing violence in Central America and work with our 


regional partners to address the root causes of violence. We must take particular care 
with children, which is why we should guarantee government-funded counsel for unaccompanied 


children in immigration courts. We should consider all available means of protecting these 
individuals from the threats to their lives and safety—including strengthening in-country and 
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third-country processing, expanding the use of humanitarian parole, and granting Temporary 
Protected Status. 


We will promote best practices among local law enforcement, in terms of how they collaborate 
with federal authorities, to ensure that they maintain and build trust between local law 
enforcement and the communities they serve. We will also vigorously oversee any programs put 


in place, to make sure that there are no abuses and no arbitrary deportation programs. We will 
establish an affirmative process for workers to report labor violations and to request deferred 
action. We will work to ensure that all Americans—regardless of immigration status—have 


access to quality health care. That means expanding community health centers, allowing all 
families to buy into the Affordable Care Act exchanges, supporting states that open up their 


public health insurance programs to all persons, and finally enacting comprehensive immigration 
reform. And we will expand opportunities for DREAMers to serve in the military and to then 
receive expedited pathways to citizenship. 


We will fight to end federal, state, and municipal contracts with for-profit private prisons and 
private detention centers. In order to end family detention, we will ensure humane alternatives 
for those who pose no public threat. We recognize that there are vulnerable communities within 


our immigration system who are often seeking refuge from persecution abroad, such as LGBT 
families, for whom detention can be unacceptably dangerous.  


 
We reject attempts to impose a religious test to bar immigrants or refugees from entering the 
United States. It is un-American and runs counter to the founding principles of this country. 


Finally, Democrats will not stand for the divisive and derogatory language of Donald Trump. His 


offensive comments about immigrants and other communities have no place in our society. This 
kind of rhetoric must be rejected.   


Guaranteeing Civil Rights 


Democrats will always fight to end discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, national origin, 
language, religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability. We need to 
promote civility and speak out against bigotry and other forms of intolerance that have entered 


our political discourse. It is unacceptable to target, defame, or exclude anyone because of their 
race, ethnicity, national origin, language, religion, gender, age, sexual orientation, gender 


identity, or disability. While freedom of expression is a fundamental constitutional principle, we 
must condemn hate speech that creates a fertile climate for violence. We condemn Donald 
Trump’s demonization of prisoners of war, women, Muslims, Mexicans, and people with 


disabilities; his playing coy with white supremacists; and the climate of bigotry he is creating. 
We also condemn the recent uptick in other forms of hate speech, like anti-Semitism and 


Islamophobia.  
 
Guaranteeing Women’s Rights  


We are committed to ensuring full equality for women. Democrats will fight to end gender 
discrimination in the areas of education, employment, health care, or any other sphere. We will 
combat biases across economic, political, and social life that hold women back and limit their 


opportunities and also tackle specific challenges facing women of color. After 240 years, we will 
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finally enshrine the rights of women in the Constitution by passing the Equal Rights 
Amendment. And we will urge U.S. ratification of the Convention on the Elimination of All 


Forms of Discrimination Against Women.   


 
Guaranteeing Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Rights  


Democrats applaud last year’s decision by the Supreme Court that recognized that LGBT 
people—like other Americans—have the right to marry the person they love. But there is still 
much work to be done. LGBT kids continue to be bullied at school, restaurants can refuse to 


serve transgender people, and same-sex couples are at risk of being evicted from their homes. 
That is unacceptable and must change. Democrats will fight for the continued development of 


sex discrimination law to cover LGBT people. We will also fight for comprehensive federal non-
discrimination protections for all LGBT Americans, to guarantee equal rights in areas such as 
housing, employment, public accommodations, credit, jury service, education, and federal 


funding. We will oppose all state efforts to discriminate against LGBT individuals, including 
legislation that restricts the right to access public spaces. We support a progressive vision of 


religious freedom that respects pluralism and rejects the misuse of religion to discriminate. We 
will combat LGBT youth homelessness and improve school climates. We will support LGBT 
elders, ensure access to necessary health care, and protect LGBT people from violence—


including ending the crisis of violence against transgender Americans. We will also promote 
LGBT human rights and ensure America’s foreign policy is inclusive of LGBT people around 


the world. 
 
Guaranteeing Rights for People with Disabilities 


No one should face discrimination based on disability status. Democrats are committed to 
realizing the full promise of the Americans with Disabilities Act. We will protect and expand the 


right of Americans with disabilities to get the accommodations and support they need to live in 
integrated community settings. We will improve access to meaningful and gainful employment 
for people with disabilities. We will provide tax relief to help the millions of families caring for 


aging relatives or family members with chronic illnesses or disabilities. And we will continue to 
fight for ratification of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.  


 
Respecting Faith and Service 


Democrats know that our nation, our communities, and our lives are made vastly stronger and 


richer by faith in many forms and the countless acts of justice, mercy, and tolerance it inspires. 
We believe in lifting up and valuing the good work of people of faith and religious organizations 


and finding ways to support that work where possible.  
 
We believe in the power of national service to solve problems and break down barriers by 


bringing people of all backgrounds together in common purpose. National service expands 
opportunity for people across America, strengthening our communities and our country. And 


those who serve earn education awards that they can use for college while building valuable 
work skills. We will support and strengthen AmeriCorps with the goal that every American who 
wants to participate in full-time national service will have the opportunity to do so. 
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Investing in Rural America 


We will work to build a stronger rural and agricultural economy. Democrats will increase 


funding to support the next generation of farmers and ranchers, with particular attention given to 
promoting environmentally sustainable agricultural practices. We will encourage programs to 


protect and enhance family farms, a cherished way of life for millions of Americans. We will 
expand local food markets and regional food systems and provide a focused safety net to assist 
family operations that need support during challenging times. And we will promote clean energy 


leadership and collaborative stewardship of our natural resources, while expanding opportunities 
in rural communities across America. While the EPA’s new Agricultural Worker Protection 


Standard goes a long way to protect farmworkers from harmful pesticides and herbicides, we 
recognize there is a lot more we can do. The Democratic Party supports stronger agricultural 
worker protections including regulation of work hours, elimination of child labor, ensuring 


adequate housing for migrant workers, and sanitary facilities in the field.  
 


Democrats will spur investment to power the rural economy. We support strengthening rural 
water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure to make rural businesses more competitive. We will 
expand access to equity capital for businesses and expand the New Markets Tax Credit to better 


serve rural small businesses. We will promote collaborative stewardship of our natural resources, 
while developing clean fuels that will grow our economy, lower our energy bills, combat climate 


change, and make America the clean energy superpower of the 21st century. We will provide 
assistance to producers who conserve and improve natural resources on their farms and double 
loan guarantees that support the bio-based economy’s dynamic growth. 


 
Ending Poverty and Investing in Communities Left Behind 


We reaffirm our commitment to eliminate poverty. Democrats will develop a national strategy, 
coordinated across all levels of government, to combat poverty. We will direct more federal 
resources to lifting up communities that have been left out and left behind, such as the 10-20-30 


model, which directs 10 percent of program funds to communities where at least 20 percent of 
the population has been living below the poverty line for 30 years or more. We will also focus on 


communities that suffer from persistent poverty, including empowerment zones and areas that 
targeted government data indicate are in persistent poverty.  
 


In the richest country in the world, no one, especially our children, should go hungry. This is 
why Democrats will protect proven programs like the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 


Program (SNAP)—our nation's most important anti-hunger program—that help struggling 
families put food on the table. We will also help people grow their skills through jobs and skills 
training opportunities. The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) program should be expanded for 


low-wage workers not raising children, including extending the credit to young workers starting 
at age 21. The Child Tax Credit (CTC) should be expanded, for example, by making more of it 


refundable, or indexed to inflation to stem the erosion of the credit. 
 
Democrats will also do more to invest in our most distressed communities—from our cities to 


coal country to the Rust Belt. We will create good-paying jobs and enhance opportunities by 
investing in small business, youth employment, and reentry programs for formerly incarcerated 


people. We will expand and make permanent the New Markets Tax Credit. We will improve 
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safety by repairing crumbling infrastructure in communities that need it most as well as on tribal 
lands. And we will make investments in affordable housing near good jobs and good schools. 


 
Building Strong Cities and Metro Areas  


Democrats have a comprehensive agenda to invest in America’s cities, grounded on the premise 
that local leaders are best equipped to create a better future for their residents—but need the 
resources and flexibility to get the job done. We also recognize there is no easy way to build 


strong neighborhoods and strong cities, but rather we must address the challenge across many 
interconnected fronts—from housing, to schools, to jobs, to transportation, to health.  


 
We will dramatically increase federal infrastructure funding for our cities—making significant 
new investments in roads and bridges, public transit, drinking and wastewater systems, 


broadband, schools, and more. Democrats also will revitalize communities being dragged down 
by physical decay by building on programs like the Neighborhood Stabilization Program and the 


Hardest Hit Fund, which have helped cities across the country begin to address these challenges. 
We will provide resources to help overcome blight, expand Community Development Block 
Grant funds, provide more housing support to high-poverty communities, and build more 


affordable rental housing units.  
 


We will support entrepreneurship and small business growth in cities by providing mentoring 
and training to entrepreneurs and small business owners in underserved communities as well as 
expanding federal funding for the New Markets Tax Credit, community development financial 


institutions, and the State Small Business Credit Initiative. 
 


Promoting Arts and Culture 


Democrats are proud of our support for arts funding and education. We are committed to 
continuing the policies and programs that have already done so much for our creative arts 


industry and economy. Investment in the arts strengthens our communities and contributes to our 
nation’s rich cultural heritage. We will continue to support public funding for the National 


Endowment for the Arts, for the National Endowment for the Humanities, and for programs 
providing art and music education in primary and secondary schools. The entire nation prospers 
when we protect and promote the unique artistic and cultural contributions of the women and 


men who create and preserve our nation’s heritage. 
 


Honoring Indigenous Tribal Nations 


We have a profound moral and legal responsibility to the Indian tribes—throughout our history 
we have failed to live up to that trust. That is why the Democratic Party will fulfill, honor, and 


strengthen to the highest extent possible the United States’ fundamental trust responsibility, 
grounded in the Constitution, treaties, and case law to American Indian and Alaska Native tribes. 


  
We recognize the inherent sovereignty of Indian nations and will work to enact laws and policies 
that strengthen, not reduce, the powers of Indian nations over people who interact with them in 


Indian Country. We will work on a government-to-government basis to continue to empower 
Indian nations, and to provide sufficient and meaningful resources to Indian tribes to bolster 


economic development and self-determination. As Democrats, we will constantly seek to ensure 
that American Indian communities are safe, healthy, educated, innovative, and prosperous. 
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We will restore tribal lands by continuing to streamline the land-into-trust process and recognize 


the right of all tribes to protect their lands, air, and waters. We will continue to work on a 
government-to-government basis to address chronic underfunding, and provide meaningful 


resources and financial investments that will empower American Indian tribes through increased 
economic development and infrastructure improvements on tribal lands.   
  


We will strengthen the operation of tribal housing programs, and reauthorize the Indian Housing 
Block Grant Program. We will increase affordable and safe housing and fight to significantly 


reduce homelessness on and off Indian reservations, especially among Native youth and 
veterans. 
  


We will invest in Indian education from early childhood through higher education. We will fully 
fund the Bureau of Indian Education (BIE), strengthen self-determination to enable culturally-


tailored learning unique to each tribal nation, and help to recruit and retain qualified teachers for 
Native learners. Democrats will continue to support President Obama's Generation Indigenous 
initiative that has made important strides in promoting new investments and increased 


engagement with American Indian youth, including by continuing efforts to reform the BIE to 
provide students attending BIE-funded schools with a world-class culturally-based 


education. We also support the elimination of school and sports mascots that reflect derogatory 
stereotypes and that perpetuate racism. 
  


We will strengthen tribal sovereignty and tribal jurisdiction by enacting laws and policies that 
enhance the ability of Indian nations to govern their territories, keep their communities safe, and 


prosecute crimes committed on tribal lands. We will build on the important provisions in the 
Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013, which reaffirmed the right of Indian 
tribes to prosecute perpetrators regardless of race who commit domestic violence on tribal lands. 


Democrats will continue to work to address criminal justice gaps that undermine the safety of 
tribal communities. And we will back these efforts through robust investments in effective tribal 


law enforcement and tribal courts. 
  
We believe that health care is a core federal trust responsibility, and we support a robust 


expansion of the health care provided by the Indian Health Service. We will work to fully fund 
the Indian Health Service, Tribal, and Urban Indian health care system and to ensure that all 


American Indians have adequate, safe, and affordable access to primary care providers, including 
oral health, mental health practitioners, and substance abuse treatment options. 
  


We acknowledge the past injustices and the misguided, harmful federal and state policies and 
actions based on outdated and discredited values and beliefs that resulted in the destruction of the 


Indian nations’ economies, social, and religious systems, the taking of their lands, and the 
creation of intergenerational trauma that exists to this day. We believe that we have a moral and 
profound duty to honor, respect, and uphold our sacred obligation to the Indian nations and 


Indian peoples. 
  


We will manage for tribal sacred places, and empower tribes to maintain and pass on traditional 
religious beliefs, languages, and social practices without fear of discrimination or suppression.  
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We also believe that Native children are the future of tribal nations and that the Indian Child 
Welfare Act is critical to the survival of Indian culture, government, and communities and must 


be enforced with the statutory intent of the law. 
  


We will strengthen Indian voting rights, including improved access to polling locations. We will 
build on federal programs to reduce the disproportionate incarceration of American Indian and 
Alaska Native men and women, reduce disparities in prison sentencing, protect the religious 


rights of Native prisoners, reduce barriers to prisoner reentry, and offer access to housing and 
employment upon reentry. 


  
We are committed to principles of environmental justice in Indian Country and we recognize that 
nature in all its life forms has the right to exist, persist, maintain, and regenerate its vital cycles. 


We call for a climate change policy that protects tribal resources, protects tribal health, and 
provides accountability through accessible, culturally appropriate participation and strong 


enforcement. Our climate change policy will cut carbon emission, address poverty, invest 
in disadvantaged communities, and improve both air quality and public health. We support the 
tribal nations efforts to develop wind, solar, and other clean energy jobs.  


 
We will engage in meaningful and productive consultation with Tribal Leaders, and will host a 


White House Tribal Nations Conference annually bringing together cabinet and senior level 
federal officials to gather input from Tribal Nations when formulating federal policy impacting 
tribes. Democrats believe that American Indian/Alaska Natives shall be represented in the 


federal government to properly reflect their needs and will work to appoint American 
Indian/Alaska Natives to key positions, including retaining a senior level policy position in the 


White House Domestic Policy Council. We will strengthen the White House Council on Native 
American Affairs. Democrats will increase engagement with American Indians/Alaska Natives 
living outside of tribal communities. 


 
Democrats also support efforts for self-governance and self-determination of Native Hawaiians. 


Native Hawaiians are the indigenous, aboriginal people of Hawai'i whose values and culture are 
the foundation of the Hawaiian Islands. We support proactive actions by the federal government 
to enhance Native Hawaiian culture, health, language, and education. We recognize and honor 


the contributions and sacrifices made in service to our country by Native Hawaiians. 
 


Fighting for the People of Puerto Rico 


And we are committed to addressing the extraordinary challenges faced by our fellow citizens in 
Puerto Rico. Many stem from the fundamental question of Puerto Rico’s political status. 


Democrats believe that the people of Puerto Rico should determine their ultimate political status 
from permanent options that do not conflict with the Constitution, laws, and policies of the 


United States. Democrats are committed to promoting economic opportunity and good-paying 
jobs for the hardworking people of Puerto Rico. We also believe that Puerto Ricans must be 
treated equally by Medicare, Medicaid, and other programs that benefit families. Puerto Ricans 


should be able to vote for the people who make their laws, just as they should be treated equally. 
All American citizens, no matter where they reside, should have the right to vote for the 


President of the United States. Finally, we believe that federal officials must respect Puerto 
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Rico’s local self-government as laws are implemented and Puerto Rico’s budget and debt are 
restructured so that it can get on a path towards stability and prosperity. 


 
Honoring the People of the Territories 


We also recognize and honor the contributions and the sacrifices made in service of our country 
by the Americans living in the territories of Guam, American Samoa, the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. We support self-government and 


self-determination for the people of the territories, and their right to decide their future status. All 
Americans should be able to vote for the people who make their laws, just as they should be 


treated equally. And all American citizens, no matter where they reside, should have the right to 
vote for the President of the United States. We will work as partners to the people of Guam on 
military matters, believe veterans from Guam and the Virgin Islands should have access to 


timely and quality Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) care, and take seriously the unique 
health care challenges that Pacific Island communities face. And we support reviewing the 


feasibility of extending the ACA to all the territories and increasing the Medicaid cap. For all 
those who live under our flag, we support strong economic development and will work towards 
fair and equitable treatment under federal programs. 


 


Protect Voting Rights, Fix Our Campaign Finance System, and Restore Our Democracy 


Democrats know that Americans’ right to vote is sacred and fundamental. We believe that we 
must protect Americans’ right to vote, while stopping corporations’ outsized influence in 


elections. We must rectify the Supreme Court decision gutting the Voting Rights Act, which is a 
profound injustice. We will stop efforts by Republican governors and legislatures to 
disenfranchise people of color, low-income people, and young people, and prevent these voters 


from exercising their right to vote through onerous restrictions. We will ensure that election 
officials comply with voting protections, including provisions mandating bilingual materials and 


voter assistance. And we will fight to reform our broken campaign finance system, which gives 
outsized influence to billionaires and big corporations. It’s time we give back control of our 
elections to those to whom it belongs—the American people. 


 
Protecting Voting Rights 


The Democratic Party was founded on the promise of an expanded democracy. The right to vote 
is at the heart of our national vision. It is a core principle of the Democratic Party to maximize 
voter participation for all Americans. Our democracy suffers when nearly two thirds of our 


citizens do not or cannot participate, as in the last midterm elections. Democrats believe we must 
make it easier to vote, not harder. 


 
We must restore the full protections of the Voting Rights Act. We will bring our democracy into 
the 21st century by expanding early voting and vote-by-mail, implementing universal automatic 


voter registration and same day voter registration, ending partisan and racial gerrymandering, 
and making Election Day a national holiday. We will restore voting rights for those who have 


served their sentences. And we will continue to fight against discriminatory voter identification 
laws, which disproportionately burden young voters, diverse communities, people of color, low-
income families, people with disabilities, the elderly, and women. 
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We support fully funding the Help America Vote Act and will work to fulfill the promise of 


election reform, including fighting to end long lines at voting booths and ensuring that all 
registration materials, voting materials, polling places, and voting machines are truly accessible 


to seniors, Americans with disabilities, and citizens with limited English proficiency. We will 
support local, county, and state governments in their efforts to upgrade old voting equipment and 
machines with modern systems, including voter-verified paper ballots, to ensure that all voters 


are able to exercise this sacred right in the quickest, most convenient, secure and accurate 
manner possible.   


 
Republicans have enacted various voter suppression tactics from Ohio to Florida, and even 
though some federal courts have already found that these measures go too far, Democrats will 


continue to fight these laws to preserve the fundamental right to vote. We support efforts to 
defeat ill-motivated voter suppression tactics. We also support Ohio’s proposed Voters Bill of 


Rights amendment, North Carolina’s Moral Monday movement, and similar initiatives to 
permanently safeguard this inalienable right. 
 


Fixing Our Broken Campaign Finance System 


Democrats believe we must fight to preserve the essence of the longest standing democracy in 


the world: a government that represents the American people, not just a handful of powerful and 
wealthy special interests. We will fight for real campaign finance reform now. Big money is 
drowning out the voices of everyday Americans, and we must have the necessary tools to fight 


back and safeguard our electoral and political integrity. 
 


Democrats support a constitutional amendment to overturn the Supreme Court’s decisions in 
Citizens United and Buckley v. Valeo. We need to end secret, unaccountable money in politics by 
requiring, through executive order or legislation, significantly more disclosure and 


transparency—by outside groups, federal contractors, and public corporations to their 
shareholders. We need to amplify the voices of the American people through a small donor 


matching public financing system. We need to overhaul and strengthen the Federal Election 
Commission so that there is real enforcement of campaign finance laws. And we need to fight to 
eliminate super PACs and outside spending abuses. 


 
Our vision for American democracy is a nation in which all people, regardless of their income, 


can participate in the political process and can run for office without needing to depend on large 
contributions from the wealthy and the powerful. 
 


Appointing Judges 


We will appoint judges who defend the constitutional principles of liberty and equality for all, 


and will protect a woman’s right to safe and legal abortion, curb billionaires’ influence over 
elections because they understand that Citizens United has fundamentally damaged our 
democracy, and believe the Constitution protects not only the powerful, but also the 


disadvantaged and powerless.  
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Securing Statehood for Washington, D.C. 
Restoring our democracy also means finally passing statehood for the District of Columbia, so 


that the American citizens who reside in the nation’s capital have full and equal congressional 
rights as well as the right to have the laws and budget of their local government respected 


without Congressional interference. 
 
Strengthening Management of Federal Government 


Democrats understand responsible fiscal stewardship is key to American democracy and to the 
country’s long-term economic prosperity. We believe that by making those at the top and the 


largest corporations pay their fair share we can pay for ambitious progressive investments that 
create good-paying jobs and offer security to working families without adding to the debt. This 
stands in contrast to Donald Trump, whose plans could add more than $30 trillion to the debt and 


who casually suggests defaulting on America’s debt, ending more than 200 years in which the 
full faith and credit of the United States has been sacrosanct. 


 
We will also ensure that new spending and tax cuts are offset so that they do not add to the 
nation’s debt over time. We will tackle waste, fraud, and abuse to make sure government dollars 


are spent wisely and efficiently. Democrats believe that we should not be contracting, 
outsourcing, or privatizing work that is inherently governmental in nature, including postal 


services, school services, and state and local government services. We are committed to a strong, 
effective, accountable civil service, delivering the quality public services Americans have every 
right to expect. 


 
Democrats believe that, in general, the most effective way to identify problems facing our 


country and develop good solutions is by enacting evidence-based public policy. We recognize 
the value of data in allowing us to count and carefully consider the needs of different 
communities. That is why we will preserve and enhance the integrity and accuracy of the census 


and the American Community Survey (ACS). We will equip the Census Bureau with the 
resources needed to prepare for and conduct a cost effective, complete and accurate census, as 


well as improve counting segments of the population that are historically and persistently 
undercounted, specifically communities of color, immigrants, LGBT people, young children, 
those with disabilities, and rural and low-income populations. We will also maintain the legal 


requirement for the public to participate and be counted.  
 


Democrats also believe that government services should be culturally and linguistically 
appropriate and that data should be disaggregated for those communities, like Asian Americans 
and Pacific Islanders, where it is necessary to fully understand and address their needs. 


 
Finally, Democrats will make government simpler and more user-friendly. The federal 


government too often operates with websites designed from another era that are too complicated, 
too hard to use, and rarely designed for mobile phones or tablets. We will build on the creation of 
the United States Digital Service (USDS) and give it the resources it needs to transform and 


digitize the top 25 federal government programs that directly serve citizens. We will eliminate 
internal barriers to government modernization. And we will use technology to improve outcomes 


and government accountability by embracing prioritized goal setting and performance tracking 
for the federal government. 
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Combat Climate Change, Build a Clean Energy Economy, and Secure Environmental 


Justice 


Climate change is an urgent threat and a defining challenge of our time. Fifteen of the 16 hottest 


years on record have occurred this century. While Donald Trump has called climate change a 
“hoax,” 2016 is on track to break global temperature records once more. Cities from Miami to 


Baltimore are already threatened by rising seas. California and the West have suffered years of 
brutal drought. Alaska has been scorched by wildfire. New York has been battered by 
superstorms, and Texas swamped by flash floods. The best science tells us that without 


ambitious, immediate action across our economy to cut carbon pollution and other greenhouse 
gases, all of these impacts will be far worse in the future. We cannot leave our children a planet 


that has been profoundly damaged.  
 
Democrats share a deep commitment to tackling the climate challenge; creating millions of 


good-paying middle class jobs; reducing greenhouse gas emissions more than 80 percent below 
2005 levels by 2050; and meeting the pledge President Obama put forward in the landmark Paris 


Agreement, which aims to keep global temperature increases to “well below” two degrees 
Celsius and to pursue efforts to limit global temperature increases to 1.5 degrees Celsius. We 
believe America must be running entirely on clean energy by mid-century. We will take bold 


steps to slash carbon pollution and protect clean air at home, lead the fight against climate 
change around the world, ensure no Americans are left out or left behind as we accelerate the 


transition to a clean energy economy, and be responsible stewards of our natural resources and 
our public lands and waters. Democrats reject the notion that we have to choose between 
protecting our planet and creating good-paying jobs. We can and we will do both. 


 
Building a Clean Energy Economy 


We are committed to getting 50 percent of our electricity from clean energy sources within a 
decade, with half a billion solar panels installed within four years and enough renewable energy 
to power every home in the country. We will cut energy waste in American homes, schools, 


hospitals, and offices through energy efficient improvements; modernize our electric grid; and 
make American manufacturing the cleanest and most efficient in the world. These efforts will 


create millions of new jobs and save families and businesses money on their monthly energy 
bills. We will transform American transportation by reducing oil consumption through cleaner 
fuels, vehicle electrification increasing the fuel efficiency of cars, boilers, ships, and trucks. We 


will make new investments in public transportation and build bicycle and pedestrian 
infrastructure across our urban and suburban areas. Democrats believe the tax code must reflect 


our commitment to a clean energy future by eliminating special tax breaks and subsidies for 
fossil fuel companies as well as defending and extending tax incentives for energy efficiency and 
clean energy.  


  
Democrats believe that carbon dioxide, methane, and other greenhouse gases should be priced to 


reflect their negative externalities, and to accelerate the transition to a clean energy economy and 
help meet our climate goals. Democrats believe that climate change is too important to wait for 
climate deniers and defeatists in Congress to start listening to science, and support using every 


tool available to reduce emissions now. Democrats are committed to defending, implementing, 
and extending smart pollution and efficiency standards, including the Clean Power Plan, fuel 
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economy standards for automobiles and heavy-duty vehicles, building codes and appliance 
standards. We are also committed to expanding clean energy research and development. 


 
Democrats recognize the importance of climate leadership at the local level and know that 


achieving our national clean energy goals requires an active partnership with states, cities, and 
rural communities where so much of our country’s energy policy is made. We will ensure that 
those taking the lead on clean energy and energy efficiency have the tools and resources they 


need to succeed. The federal government should lead by example, which is why we support 
taking steps to power the government with 100 percent clean electricity.  


 
Democrats are committed to closing the Halliburton loophole that stripped the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) of its ability to regulate hydraulic fracturing, and ensuring tough 


safeguards are in place, including Safe Drinking Water Act provisions, to protect local water 
supplies. We believe hydraulic fracturing should not take place where states and local 


communities oppose it. We will reduce methane emissions from all oil and gas production and 
transportation by at least 40 to 45 percent below 2005 levels by 2025 through common-sense 
standards for both new and existing sources and by repairing and replacing thousands of miles of 


leaky pipes. This will both protect our climate and create thousands of good-paying jobs.  
 


We will work to expand access to cost-saving renewable energy by low-income households, 
create good-paying jobs in communities that have struggled with energy poverty, and oppose 
efforts by utilities to limit consumer choice or slow clean energy deployment. We will streamline 


federal permitting to accelerate the construction of new transmission lines to get low-cost 
renewable energy to market, and incentivize wind, solar, and other renewable energy over the 


development of new natural gas power plants. 
 
We support President Obama's decision to reject the Keystone XL pipeline. As we continue 


working to reduce carbon dioxide, methane, and other greenhouse gas emissions, we must ensure 
federal actions do not “significantly exacerbate” global warming. We support a comprehensive 


approach that ensures all federal decisions going forward contribute to solving, not significantly 
exacerbating, climate change. 
 


Democrats believe that our commitment to meeting the climate challenge must also be reflected 
in the infrastructure investments we make. We need to make our existing infrastructure safer and 


cleaner and build the new infrastructure necessary to power our clean energy future. To create 
good-paying middle class jobs that cannot be outsourced, Democrats support high labor 
standards in clean energy infrastructure and the right to form or join a union, whether in 


renewable power or advanced vehicle manufacturing. During the clean energy transition, we will 
ensure landowners, communities of color, and tribal nations are at the table.  


 
Securing Environmental and Climate Justice 


Democrats believe clean air and clean water are basic rights of all Americans. Yet as we saw in 


Flint, Michigan, low-income communities and communities of color are disproportionately home 
to environmental justice “hot spots,” where air pollution, water pollution, and toxic hazards like 


lead increase health and economic hardship. The impacts of climate change will also 
disproportionately affect low-income and minority communities, tribal nations, and Alaska 
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Native villages—all of which suffer the worst losses during extreme weather and have the fewest 
resources to prepare. Simply put, this is environmental racism.  


 
Democrats believe we must make it a national priority to eradicate lead poisoning, which 


disproportionately impacts low-income children and children of color and can lead to lifelong 
health and educational challenges. We will prioritize hiring and training workers from affected 
communities to clean up toxic brownfields and expand clean energy, energy efficiency, and 


resilient infrastructure.  
 


The fight against climate change must not leave any community out or behind—including the 
coal communities who kept America’s lights on for generations. Democrats will fight to make 
sure these workers and their families get the benefits they have earned and the respect they 


deserve, and we will make new investments in energy-producing communities to help create jobs 
and build a brighter and more resilient economic future. We will also oppose threats to the public 


health of these communities from harmful and dangerous extraction practices, like mountaintop 
removal mining operations. 
 


All corporations owe it to their shareholders to fully analyze and disclose the risks they face, 
including climate risk. Those who fail to do so should be held accountable. Democrats also 


respectfully request the Department of Justice to investigate allegations of corporate fraud on the 
part of fossil fuel companies accused of misleading shareholders and the public on the scientific 
reality of climate change. 


 
Protecting Our Public Lands and Waters 


Democrats believe in the conservation and collaborative stewardship of our shared natural 
heritage: the public lands and waterways, the oceans, Everglades, Great Lakes, the Arctic, and all 
that makes America’s great outdoors priceless. As a nation, we need policies and investments 


that will keep America’s public lands public, strengthen protections for our natural and cultural 
resources, increase access to parks and public lands for all Americans, protect native species and 


wildlife, and harness the immense economic and social potential of our public lands and waters.  
 
Democrats will work to establish an American Parks Trust Fund to help expand local, state, and 


national recreational opportunities, rehabilitate existing parks, and enhance America's great 
outdoors—from our forests and coasts to neighborhood parks—so “America’s Best Idea” is held 


in trust for future generations, and all Americans can access and enjoy natural spaces. Democrats 
are committed to doubling the size of the outdoor economy, creating nearly hundreds of billions 
of dollars in new economic activity and millions of new jobs.  


 
Democrats will approach conservation of our public lands and waters in a way that reflects the 


diversity of our country, by actively engaging all Americans in the great outdoors and protecting 
natural landscapes and cultural sites that tell the story of America's complex history. To help 
meet these goals, we will work to build a diverse workforce in agencies that manage America's 


public lands, waters, and cultural sites.  
 


We oppose drilling in the Arctic and off the Atlantic coast, and believe we need to reform fossil 
fuel leasing on public lands. We will phase down extraction of fossil fuels from our public lands, 
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starting with the most polluting sources, while making our public lands and waters engines of the 
clean energy economy and creating jobs across the country. Democrats will work to expand the 


amount of renewable energy production on federal lands and waters, from wind in Wyoming to 
solar in Nevada.  


 
Democrats oppose efforts to undermine the effectiveness of the Endangered Species Act to 
protect threatened and endangered species. 


   
Because the Bristol Bay drainages of Alaska produce the world’s largest salmon fisheries, we 


support efforts by the EPA under the Clean Water Act to establish proactively science-based 
restrictions on discharges of dredged or fill material associated with a potential Pebble mine and 
urge that such restrictions must apply to potential mines at other metallic sulfide deposits in 


those drainages.  
 


Agricultural lands account for nearly half of the total land area in America and our agricultural 
practices have a significant impact on our water, land, oceans, and the climate. Therefore, we 
believe that in order to be effective in keeping our air and water clean and combating climate 


change, we must enlist farmers as partners in promoting conservation and stewardship. 
   


Provide Quality and Affordable Education  


Democrats know that every child, no matter who they are, how much their families earn, or 


where they live, should have access to a high-quality education, from preschool through high 
school and beyond. But the United States still lags behind other advanced economies in 
providing high-quality, universal preschool programs to help all of our kids get a strong start to 


their educations. Our schools are more segregated today than they were when Brown v. Board of 
Education was decided, and we see wide disparities in educational outcomes across racial and 


socioeconomic lines. A college degree or another form of post-secondary education is 
increasingly required for jobs that pay a middle-class wage, but graduation rates have stagnated 
for low-income students. And the high cost of college has required too many Americans to take 


out staggering student loans or put a degree out of reach entirely. We are selling our children and 
our young people short. Democrats are committed to making good public schools available to 


every child, no matter what zip code they live in, and at last making debt-free college a reality 
for all Americans. 
 


Making Debt-Free College a Reality 


Democrats believe that in America, if you want a higher education, you should always be able to 


get one: money should never stand in the way. Cost should not be a barrier to getting a degree or 
credential, and debt should not hold you back after you graduate. Bold new investments by the 
federal government, coupled with states reinvesting in higher education and colleges holding the 


line on costs, will ensure that Americans of all backgrounds will be prepared for the jobs and 
economy of the future. Democrats are unified in their strong belief that every student should be 


able to go to college debt-free, and working families should not have to pay any tuition to go to 
public colleges and universities.  
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We will also make community college free, while ensuring the strength of our Historically Black 
Colleges and Universities and Minority-Serving Institutions. The federal government will push 


more colleges and universities to take quantifiable, affirmative steps in increasing the 
percentages of racial and ethnic minority, low-income, and first-generation students they enroll 


and graduate. Achieving these goals depends on state and federal investment in both students and 
their teachers. Whether full-time or adjunct, faculty must be supported to make transformative 
educational experiences possible.  


 
Providing Relief from Crushing Student Debt 


As we make college affordable for future students, we will not forget about the millions of 
borrowers with unsustainable levels of student debt, who need help right now. Democrats will 
allow those who currently have student debt to refinance their loans at the lowest rates possible. 


We will simplify and expand access to income-based repayment so that no student loan 
borrowers ever have to pay more than they can afford. And we will significantly cut interest rates 


for future undergraduates because we believe that making college more affordable is more 
important than the federal government making billions of dollars in profit off those loans. 
Democrats will also fight for a student borrower bill of rights to ensure borrowers get adequate 


information about options to avoid or get out of delinquency or default. We will hold lenders and 
loan servicers to high standards to help borrowers in default rehabilitate and repay their debts. 


We will continue the important Public Service Loan Forgiveness and loan discharge programs 
begun by the Obama Administration. Finally, Democrats will restore the prior standard in 
bankruptcy law to allow borrowers with student loans to be able to discharge their debts in 


bankruptcy as a measure of last resort. To make progress toward these goals, the government 
should offer a moratorium on student loan payments to all federal loan borrowers so they have 


the time and get the resources they need to consolidate their loans, enroll in income-based 
repayment programs, and take advantage of opportunities to reduce monthly payments and fees. 
 


Supporting Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Minority-Serving Institutions 


We will strengthen our nation’s public and private Historically Black Colleges and Universities, 


Predominantly Black Institutions, Hispanic-Serving Institutions, Asian American and Native 
American Pacific Islander-Serving Institutions, Tribal Colleges and Universities, Alaska Native 
and Native Hawaiian-Serving Institutions, Native American-Serving Nontribal Institutions, and 


minority-serving institutions. Many of these schools educate disproportionate percentages of 
growing populations of Americans: students who are racial and ethnic minorities, low-income 


students, and first-generation students. As the nation is grappling with how to expand 
educational access and increase success, especially for communities of color and low-income 
students and families, there is evidence that the nation’s HBCUs and Minority Serving 


Institutions have honed promising models for educating these students to prepare them for high- 
and critical-need positions while containing costs. We will create a robust and historic dedicated 


fund to keep costs down, provide quality education, and ensure dedicated support to improve 
student outcomes and completion rates. We will provide further assistance to students at these 
schools, as well as other students across the country, by restoring year-round Pell funding so that 


low- and middle- income students from all backgrounds can get the support they need to make 
progress toward a college degree throughout the year. 
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Cracking Down on Predatory For-Profit Schools 


We will continue to crack down on for-profit schools that take millions in federal financial aid—


often as their principal source of revenue—and then exploit students and burden them with debt 
rather than educating them. That is why we will strengthen the gainful employment rule to 


ensure that for-profit schools enable students to complete their degrees and prepare them for 
work. We will go after for-profits that engage in deceptive marketing, fraud, and other illegal 
practices. We will also exercise our responsibility in oversight over the Department of Education 


to carry out their obligation to close down those for-profit schools that consistently engage in 
fraudulent and illegal conduct. It is unacceptable that for-profit schools with low graduation rates 


keep encouraging their students to take out federal loans they will have trouble paying back. 
Therefore, to the maximum extent possible, we will also encourage widespread relief and the 
forgiveness of debt to those students harmed by the practices of fraudulent institutions. 


 
Guaranteeing Universal Preschool and Good Schools for Every Child 


Democrats believe we must have the best-educated population and workforce in the world. That 
means making early childhood education and universal preschool a priority, especially in light of 
new research showing how much early learning can impact life-long success. Democrats will 


invest in early childhood programs like Early Head Start and provide every family in America 
with access to high-quality childcare and high-quality preschool programs. We support efforts to 


raise wages for childcare workers, and to ensure that early childhood educators are experienced 
and high-quality. 
 


We will ensure there are great schools for every child no matter where they live. Democrats 
know the federal government must play a critical role in making sure every child has access to a 


world-class education. We believe that a strong public education system is an anchor of our 
democracy, a propeller of the economy, and the vehicle through which we help all children 
achieve their dreams. Public education must engage students to be critical thinkers and civic 


participants while addressing the wellbeing of the whole child.  
 


We also support increased investments in afterschool and summer learning programs, which help 
working families, keep kids safe, and inspire learning at a time when many students are left 
unsupervised. We must find ways to encourage mentoring programs that support students in 


reaching their full potential. Mentoring is a strategy to ensure that children living in poverty have 
the encouragement and support to aim high and enter the middle class. We will focus on group 


mentoring, which is a low-cost, high-yield investment that offers the benefit of building a 
supportive network of peers who push one another towards success. 
 


Democrats believe all students should be taught to high academic standards. Schools should have 
adequate resources to provide programs and support to help meet the needs of every child. We 


will hold schools, districts, communities, and states accountable for raising achievement levels 
for all students—particularly low-income students, students of color, English Language 
Learners, and students with disabilities.  


 
We must fulfill our national commitment to provide a meaningful education to students with 


disabilities, and work towards full funding of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act so 
that students with disabilities can receive the extra resources and services they need. With an 
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appropriate educational foundation, children with disabilities can thrive and become adults with 
greater opportunities and more meaningful life experiences.  


 
We are also deeply committed to ensuring that we strike a better balance on testing so that it 


informs, but does not drive, instruction. To that end, we encourage states to develop a multiple 
measures approach to assessment, and we believe that standardized tests must be reliable and 
valid. We oppose high-stakes standardized tests that falsely and unfairly label students of color, 


students with disabilities and English Language Learners as failing; the use of standardized test 
scores as basis for refusing to fund schools or to close schools; and the use of student test scores 


in teacher and principal evaluations, a practice which has been repeatedly rejected by 
researchers. We support enabling parents to opt their children out of standardized tests without 
penalty for either the student or their school. 


 
Democrats recognize and honor all the professionals who work in public schools to support 


students' education—teachers, education support professionals, and specialized staff. We know 
that good teachers are essential to improving student learning and helping all students to meet 
high academic standards. Democrats will launch a national campaign to recruit and retain high-


quality teachers. We will ensure that teachers receive the tools and ongoing professional 
development they need to succeed in the classroom and provide our children with a world-class 


education. We also must lift up and trust our educators, continually build their capacity, and 
ensure that our schools are safe, welcoming, collaborative, and well-resourced places for our 
students, educators, and communities. 


 
We will invest in high-quality STEAM classes, community schools, computer science education, 


arts education, and expand link learning models and career pathways. We will end the school-to-
prison pipeline by opposing discipline policies which disproportionately affect African 
Americans and Latinos, Native Americans and Alaska Natives, students with disabilities, and 


youth who identify as LGBT. We will support the use of restorative justice practices that help 
students and staff resolve conflicts peacefully and respectfully while helping to improve the 


teaching and learning environment. And we will work to improve school culture and combat 
bullying of all kinds.  
 


The Democratic Party is committed to eliminating opportunity gaps—particularly those that lead 
to students from low-income communities arriving on day one of kindergarten several years 


behind their peers. This means advocating for labor and public assistance laws that ensure poor 
parents can spend time with their children. This means raising household incomes in poor 
communities. It means ensuring children have health care, stable housing free of contaminants, 


and a community free of violence in order to minimize the likelihood of cognitive delays. It 
means enriching early childhood programming to prepare children in areas such as literacy, 


numeracy, civic engagement, and emotional intelligence. It means supporting equitable and 
adequate state funding for public education, and expanding Title I funding for schools that serve 
a large number or high concentration of children in poverty. It means ending curriculum gaps 


that maintain and exacerbate achievement gaps. 
 


We support policies that motivate rather than demoralize our educators. We are committed to 
ensuring that schools that educate children in poverty are not treated unfairly, which is why we 
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will end the test-and-punish version of accountability that does no more than reveal the many 
opportunity gaps facing students from low-income communities.  


 
Democrats are committed to providing parents with high-quality public school options and 


expanding these options for low-income youth. We support democratically governed, great 
neighborhood public schools and high-quality public charter schools, and we will help them 
disseminate best practices to other school leaders and educators. Democrats oppose for-profit 


charter schools focused on making a profit off of public resources. We believe that high-quality 
public charter schools should provide options for parents, but should not replace or destabilize 


traditional public schools. Charter schools must reflect their communities, and thus must accept 
and retain proportionate numbers of students of color, students with disabilities and English 
Language Learners in relation to their neighborhood public schools. We support increased 


transparency and accountability for all charter schools. 
 


Ensure the Health and Safety of All Americans  


Democrats have been fighting to secure universal health care for the American people for 


generations, and we are proud to be the party that passed Medicare, Medicaid, and the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA). Being stronger together means finally achieving that goal. We are 


going to fight to make sure every American has access to quality, affordable health care. We will 
tackle the problems that remain in our health care system, including cracking down on runaway 
prescription drug prices and addressing mental health with the same seriousness that we treat 


physical health. We will fight Republican efforts to roll back the clock on women’s health and 
reproductive rights, and stand up for Planned Parenthood. And we will tackle the epidemics of 
substance abuse and gun violence, which each claim tens of thousands of lives every year. 


 
Securing Universal Health Care 


Democrats believe that health care is a right, not a privilege, and our health care system should 
put people before profits. Thanks to the hard work of President Obama and Democrats in 
Congress, we took a critically important step toward the goal of universal health care by passing 


the Affordable Care Act, which has covered 20 million more Americans and ensured millions 
more will never be denied coverage because of a pre-existing condition. Democrats will never 


falter in our generations- long fight to guarantee health care as a fundamental right for every 
American. As part of that guarantee, Americans should be able to access public coverage through 
a public option, and those over 55 should be able to opt in to Medicare. Democrats will empower 


the states, which are the true laboratories of democracy, to use innovation waivers under the 
ACA to develop unique locally tailored approaches to health coverage. This will include 


removing barriers to states which seek to experiment with plans to ensure universal health care to 
every person in their state. By contrast, Donald Trump wants to repeal the ACA, leaving tens of 
millions of Americans without coverage. 


 
For too many of us, health care costs are still too high, even for those with insurance. And 


medical debt is a problem for far too many working families, with one-quarter of Americans 
reporting that they or someone in their household had problems or an inability to pay medical 
bills in the past year. Democrats will also work to end surprise billing and other practices that 
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lead to out-of-control medical debt that place an unconscionable economic strain on American 
households. We will repeal the excise tax on high-cost health insurance and find revenue to 


offset it because we need to contain the long-term growth of health care costs, but should not risk 
passing on too much of the burden to workers. Democrats will keep costs down by making 


premiums more affordable, reducing out-of-pocket expenses, and capping prescription drug 
costs. And we will fight against insurers trying to impose excessive premium increases.  
 


Democrats will fight any attempts by Republicans in Congress to privatize, voucherize, or 
“phase out” Medicare as we know it. And we will oppose Republican plans to slash funding and 


block grant Medicaid and SNAP, which would harm millions of Americans. 
 
We will keep fighting until the ACA’s Medicaid expansion has been adopted in every state. 


Nineteen states have not yet expanded Medicaid. This means that millions of low-income 
Americans still lack health insurance and are not getting the care they need. Additionally, health 


care providers, clinics, hospitals, and taxpayers are footing a higher bill when people without 
insurance visit expensive emergency rooms. 
 


Democrats believe your zip code or census tract should not be a predictor of your health, which 
is why we will make health equity a central part of our commitment to revitalizing communities 


left behind. Democrats believe that all health care services should be culturally and linguistically 
appropriate, and that neither fear nor immigration status should be barriers that impede health 
care access. 


 
Supporting Community Health Centers 


We must renew and expand our commitment to Community Health Centers, as well as 
community mental health centers and family planning centers. These health centers provide 
critically important, community-based prevention and treatment in underserved communities, 


prevent unnecessary and expensive trips to emergency rooms, and are essential to the successful 
implementation of the ACA. We will fight for a comprehensive system of primary health care, 


including dental, mental health care, and low-cost prescription drugs by doubling of funding for 
federally qualified community health centers over the next decade, which currently serve 25 
million people.  


 
Democrats also know that one of the key ingredients to the success of these health centers is a 


well-supported and qualified workforce in community-based settings. We will fight to train and 
support this workforce, encourage providers to work with underserved populations through the 
National Health Service Corps, and create a comprehensive strategy to increase the pool of 


primary health care professionals.  
 


Reducing Prescription Drug Costs 


It is unacceptable that the United States pays, by far, the highest prices in the world for 
prescription drugs and that too many Americans between the ages of 18 and 64 cannot afford to 


fill their prescriptions. A lifesaving drug is no good if it is unaffordable to the very people who 
need it most. And many drug companies are spending more on advertising than on research. The 


largest pharmaceutical companies are making billions of dollars per year in profits at higher 
margins compared to other industries while many stash their profits in offshore tax havens. 
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Meanwhile, they charge Americans thousands of dollars for new drugs—often at much higher 
costs than in other developed nations. Democrats are committed to investing in the research, 


development, and innovation that creates lifesaving drugs and lowers overall health costs, but the 
profiteering of pharmaceutical companies is simply unacceptable. 


 
We will crack down on price gouging by drug companies and cap the amount Americans have to 
pay out-of-pocket every month on prescription drugs. We will prohibit anti-competitive “pay for 


delay” deals that keep generic drugs off the market, and we will allow individuals, pharmacists, 
and wholesalers to import prescription drugs from licensed pharmacies in Canada and other 


countries with appropriate safety protections. Democrats will also fight to make sure that 
Medicare will negotiate lower prices with drug manufacturers.  
 


Enabling Cutting-Edge Medical Research 


Democrats believe we must accelerate the pace of medical progress, ensuring that we invest 


more in our scientists and give them the resources they need to invigorate our fundamental 
studies in the life sciences in a growing, stable, and predictable way. We must make progress 
against the full range of diseases, including Alzheimer’s, HIV and AIDS, cancer, and other 


diseases, especially chronic ones. We recognize the critical importance of a fully-funded 
National Institutes of Health to accelerate the pace of medical progress.  


 
Combating Drug and Alcohol Addiction 


We must confront the epidemic of drug and alcohol addiction, specifically the opioid crisis and 


other drugs plaguing our communities, by vastly expanding access to prevention and treatment, 
supporting recovery, helping community organizations, and promoting better practices by 


prescribers. The Democratic Party is committed to assisting the estimated 20 million people 
struggling with addiction in this country to find and sustain healthy lives by encouraging full 
recovery and integration into society and working to remove common barriers to gainful 


employment, housing, and education. We will continue to fight to expand access to care for 
addiction services, and ensure that insurance coverage is equal to that for any other health 


conditions. We think it is time for the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the 
Department of Labor, and state regulatory agencies to fully implement the protections of the 
Mental Health Parity and Addictions Equity Act of 2008—which means that American medical 


insurers, including the federal government, will need to disclose how they make their medical 
management decisions. 


 
We should also do more to educate our youth, as well as their families, teachers, coaches, 
mentors, and friends, to intervene early to prevent drug and alcohol abuse and addiction. We 


should help state and local leaders establish evidence-based, age-appropriate, and locally-tailored 
prevention programs. These programs include school-based drug education programs that have 


been shown to have meaningful effects on risky behavior; community-based peer mentorship and 
leadership programs; and after-school activities that deter drug use and encourage life skills.  
 


Treating Mental Health 


We must treat mental health issues with the same care and seriousness that we treat issues of 


physical health, support a robust mental health workforce, and promote better integration of the 
behavioral and general health care systems. Recognizing that maintaining good mental health is 
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critical to all people, including young people’s health and development, we will work with health 
professionals to ensure that all children have access to mental health care. We must also expand 


community-based treatment for substance abuse disorders and mental health conditions and fully 
enforce our parity law. And we should create a national initiative around suicide prevention 


across the lifespan—to move toward the HHS-promoted Zero Suicide commitment.  
 
Supporting Those Living with Autism and their Families 


Democrats believe that our country must make supporting the millions of individuals with autism 
and those diagnosed in the future and their families a priority. We will conduct a nationwide 


early screening outreach campaign to ensure that all children, and in particular children from 
underserved backgrounds, can get screened for autism. We will expand services and support for 
adults and individuals transitioning into adulthood, including employment and housing 


assistance. And we will push states to require health insurance coverage for autism services in 
private insurance plans as well as state marketplaces so that people with autism are not denied 


care. 
 
Securing Reproductive Health, Rights, and Justice 


Democrats are committed to protecting and advancing reproductive health, rights, and justice. 
We believe unequivocally, like the majority of Americans, that every woman should have access 


to quality reproductive health care services, including safe and legal abortion—regardless of 
where she lives, how much money she makes, or how she is insured. We believe that 
reproductive health is core to women’s, men’s, and young people’s health and wellbeing. We 


will continue to stand up to Republican efforts to defund Planned Parenthood health centers, 
which provide critical health services to millions of people. We will continue to oppose—and 


seek to overturn—federal and state laws and policies that impede a woman’s access to abortion, 
including by repealing the Hyde Amendment. We condemn and will combat any acts of 
violence, harassment, and intimidation of reproductive health providers, patients, and staff. We 


will defend the ACA, which extends affordable preventive health care to women, including no-
cost contraception, and prohibits discrimination in health care based on gender. 


 
We will address the discrimination and barriers that inhibit meaningful access to reproductive 
health care services, including those based on gender, sexuality, race, income, disability, and 


other factors. We recognize that quality, affordable comprehensive health care, evidence-based 
sex education and a full range of family planning services help reduce the number of unintended 


pregnancies and thereby also reduce the need for abortions.  
 
And we strongly and unequivocally support a woman’s decision to have a child, including by 


ensuring a safe and healthy pregnancy and childbirth, and by providing services during 
pregnancy and after the birth of a child, including adoption and social support services, as well as 


protections for women against pregnancy discrimination. We are committed to creating a society 
where children are safe and can thrive physically, emotionally, educationally, and spiritually. We 
recognize and support the importance of civil structures that are essential to creating this for 


every child. 
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Ensuring Long-Term Care, Services, and Supports 


Our country faces a long-term care crisis that prevents too many seniors and people with 


disabilities from being able to live with dignity at home or in their communities. The vast 
majority of people who are aging or living with a disability want to do so at home, but face 


challenges finding and affording the support they need to do so. Programs that emphasize 
independence rather than institutionalization must be better structured to support them. 
Democrats will take steps to strengthen and expand the home care workforce, give seniors and 


people with disabilities access to quality, affordable long-term care, services, and supports, and 
ensure that all of these resources are readily available at home or in the community. 


 
Protecting and Promoting Public Health 


Investment in our nation’s crumbling public health infrastructure is critical to ensuring 


preparedness for emerging threats; for preventing disease, illness, and injury in communities; and 
for promoting good health and wellbeing. Inadequate access to public health services has a 


disparate impact on poor, rural, and minority communities where public health services are a 
significant source of health care. Democrats will fight for increased investments in public health 
to better address emerging threats and the needs across our country. To further that end, the 


Democratic Party will continue to oppose Republican attempts to cut public health services and 
funding. We will ensure adequate funding of public health education at the undergraduate, 


graduate, and medical school levels as well as adequate funding of residency training programs 
in public health, preventive medicine, and its subspecialties. 
 


We must take a number of proactive steps so that all Americans—regardless of location, income 
or history—have the opportunity to live full, healthy lives. Democrats will fight for increased 


investments and coordination in public health to better address emerging threats as well as 
persistent needs across our country. Health equity among Americans remains elusive—higher 
income is strongly associated with longer life expectancy and the gap in life expectancy between 


the richest and poorest Americans is increasing. We continue to see unacceptable differences in 
health outcomes by race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. A growing body of research 


demonstrates the link between social factors—such as poverty, unemployment, experience of 
discrimination, and housing instability—and poor health. Democrats will continue to pursue 
policies addressing these social factors and empowering communities to respond to their most 


pressing health needs. 
 


Ending Violence Against Women  
Democrats are committed to ending the scourge of violence against women wherever it occurs 
—whether in our homes, streets, schools, military, or elsewhere. We will continue to support the 


Violence Against Women Act to provide law enforcement with the tools it needs to combat this 
problem. We will support comprehensive services for survivors of violence and increase 


prevention efforts in our communities and on our campuses. Democrats will fight to bring an end 
to sexual assault—wherever it occurs, including on campuses— because everyone deserves a 
safe environment where they can learn and thrive, not live in fear. We will provide 


comprehensive support to survivors, and ensure a fair process for all on-campus disciplinary 
proceedings and in the criminal justice system. We will increase sexual violence prevention 


education programs that cover issues like consent and bystander intervention, not only in college, 
but also in secondary school. 
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Preventing Gun Violence  


With 33,000 Americans dying every year, Democrats believe that we must finally take sensible 
action to address gun violence. While responsible gun ownership is part of the fabric of many 


communities, too many families in America have suffered from gun violence. We can respect the 
rights of responsible gun owners while keeping our communities safe. To build on the success of 
the lifesaving Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act, we will expand and strengthen 


background checks and close dangerous loopholes in our current laws; repeal the Protection of 
Lawful Commerce in Arms Act (PLCAA) to revoke the dangerous legal immunity protections 


gun makers and sellers now enjoy; and keep weapons of war—such as assault weapons and large 
capacity ammunition magazines (LCAM's)—off our streets. We will fight back against attempts 
to make it harder for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives to revoke federal 


licenses from law breaking gun dealers, and ensure guns do not fall into the hands of terrorists, 
intimate partner abusers, other violent criminals, and those with severe mental health 


issues. There is insufficient research on effective gun prevention policies, which is why the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention must have the resources it needs to study gun 
violence as a public health issue. 


 


Principled Leadership 


Democrats believe that America must lead in the world to grow our economy, protect our 
interests and values, and make our country safer and more prosperous. We cannot walk away 


from our position of global leadership and allow other countries to make decisions about our 
lives, jobs, and safety.  
 


Democrats further believe that when America leads, it must be as a principled force for peace 
and prosperity in the world. We believe all people deserve to live in dignity and have their rights 


respected. We believe protecting rights and opportunities for women and girls is essential for 
security and economic growth. We believe providing access to education and employment for 
young people and safeguarding the rights of minorities is important to ensuring stability. We 


believe the smart use of diplomacy, development, and economic statecraft can prevent crises, 
foster stability, and make us safer. And we believe that we are stronger when we work with our 


partners and allies, rather than try to go it alone. Our global network of alliances is not a 
burden—it is a source of tremendous strategic advantage.  
 


We believe that while our military must be the strongest in the world, it should only be sent into 
combat when the terms of engagement are clearly presented to the American people and our 


troops have what they need to fulfill their mission. We believe that war must always be the last 
resort, never the first choice. 
 


These principles have underpinned important progress in the last eight years. When President 
Obama and Vice President Biden assumed office, the world economy was in the worst crisis 


since the Great Depression, our alliances were strained, Osama bin Laden remained at large, Iran 
was racing toward a nuclear weapon, and we were mired in two costly wars. We brought bin 
Laden to justice, crippled al Qaeda’s core leadership, saved America from a second Great 
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Depression, repaired our alliances, reestablished relations with Cuba while pressing for reforms, 
and—without firing a shot, dropping a bomb, or putting a single American soldier in harm’s 


way—blocked Iran’s ability to pursue a nuclear weapon. America is stronger abroad and safer at 
home because of this principled leadership.  


 
But there is much more to do to keep our country prosperous and safe. From defeating terrorism 
and combating climate change to managing China’s rise and strengthening our nation’s 


cybersecurity, the next Democratic administration will confront the complex challenges that lie 
ahead by staying true to our principles and core values. 


 
Donald Trump has a different approach. There has never been a major party candidate less 
qualified or less fit for the office of President of the United States or to be Commander-in-Chief 


than Donald Trump. He wants more countries to have nuclear weapons. He thinks our military 
should engage in war crimes. He wants to build walls and keep people—including Americans—


from entering the country based on their race, religion, ethnicity, and national origin. He has no 
strategy for dealing with key threats facing our country, including climate change and ISIS. He 
wants to abandon our allies and empower our adversaries. His dangerous, incoherent policies 


would undo the progress we have made. 
 


Donald Trump believes America is weak and an embarrassment. We believe America is unlike 
any other nation on earth. Our ingenuity is unparalleled, our military unrivaled, our economy the 
largest, most dynamic, and innovative, and our values an enduring source of strength and 


inspiration the world over. We are not a country that cowers behind walls. We lead with purpose. 
With American leadership, guided by our principles and in concert with our allies and partners, 


the coming years can be the most stable, secure, and prosperous time we and the world have ever 
known. 
 


 
Support Our Troops and Keep Faith with Our Veterans 


 
Democrats believe America must continue to have the strongest military in the world. Donald 
Trump has called our military “a disaster.” We reject that view of our brave men and women in 


serving in the Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force, and Coast Guard. They perform admirably 
while sacrificing immeasurably. 


     
Defense Spending 
We support a smart, predictable defense budget that meets the strategic challenges we face, not 


the arbitrary cuts that the Republican Congress enacted as part of sequestration. We must 
prioritize military readiness by making sure our Active, Reserve, and National Guard 


components remain the best trained and equipped in the world. We will seek a more agile and 
flexible force and rid the military of outdated Cold War-era systems. 
 


We must end waste in the defense budget. We will audit the Pentagon, launch a high- level 
commission to review the role of defense contractors, and take greater action against those who 


have been involved in fraud. And we will ensure that the Department of Defense invests its 
budget wisely. 
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Veterans and Service Members 


Our country has a sacred, moral responsibility to keep faith with all our veterans and wounded 
warriors. We must take care of those who have put their lives on the line to defend us. That is 


why we will push for more educational benefits and job training, end chronic homelessness and 
combat suicide, and protect and preserve the post-9/11 GI Bill for future generations. We will 
also ensure that reservists and Guard members are treated fairly when it comes to employment, 


health, education benefits, deployment, and reintegration.  
  


We are outraged by the systemic problems plaguing the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). 
We will fight for every veteran to have timely access to high-quality health care and timely 
processing of claims and appeals. We must also look for more ways to make certain the VA 


provides veteran-centric care, such as providing women with full and equal treatment, including 
reproductive health services; expanding mental health programs; continuing efforts to identify 


and treat invisible, latent, and toxic wounds of war; treating post-traumatic stress; and expanding 
the post-9/11 veteran’s caregiver program to include all veterans. We reject attempts by 
Republicans to sell out the needs of veterans by privatizing the VA. We believe that the VA must 


be fully resourced so that every veteran gets the care that he or she has earned and deserves, 
including those suffering from sexual assault, mental illness and other injuries or ailments.  


 
Military Families 
Democrats honor the sacrifice of military families who serve alongside our service members. We 


recognize the unique concerns and challenges they face, especially after 15 years of continuous 
deployments. We will support military families with jobs, education, childcare, and health care. 


We will promote family-friendly policies and champion efforts to care for our military family 
members, especially for the spouses and children who have to rebuild their lives after the loss of 
a loved one or life-altering injury or disability.  


 


A Strong Military  


Democrats welcome and honor all Americans who want to serve and will continue to fight for 
their equal rights and recognition. We are proud of the repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell and we 
commit ourselves to insuring fair treatment for LGBT veterans, including by proactively 


reviewing and upgrading discharge records for veterans who were discharged because of their 
sexual orientation. We are also proud of the opening of combat positions to women. Our military 


is strongest when people of all races, religions, sexual orientations, and gender identities are 
honored for their service to our country.  
 


Democrats are committed to addressing the scourge of military sexual assault. We must increase 
efforts to prevent sexual assault and rape, and aggressively investigate and prosecute allegations. 


And we must make sure victims receive timely, appropriate and comprehensive treatment for 
physical, emotional, and psychological trauma resulting from sexual assault. 
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Confront Global Threats 


 


Democrats will protect our country. We will strengthen our homeland security, deal wisely and 
firmly with those who seek to imperil America or our partners, deter aggression, and promote 


peace. We will use all the tools of American power, especially diplomacy and development, to 
confront global threats and ensure war is the last resort. 
 


Terrorism 
We must defeat ISIS, al Qaeda, and their affiliates, and prevent other groups from emerging in 


their place. Democrats will continue to lead a broad coalition of allies and partners to destroy 
ISIS’ stronghold in Iraq and Syria. We will press those in the region, especially the Gulf 
countries and local forces on the ground, to carry their weight in prosecuting this fight. We will 


dismantle the global network of terror, which supplies terrorists with money, arms, and fighters, 
and stop them from recruiting and inspiring potential radicals. We will improve our intelligence 


capabilities, with appropriate safeguards here at home, and ensure that the intelligence 
community and law enforcement is prepared to deal effectively with the threats we face. We will 
harden our defenses as well as those of our partners against external and homegrown threats. We 


will secure the homeland, investing more resources to improve mass transit, aviation, 
infrastructure, and port security. And we will remain a resilient nation, always coming together 


to stand up to terror.  
 
Democrats will seek an updated Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF) that is more 


precise about our efforts to defeat ISIS and that does not involve large-scale combat deployment 
of American troops. 


 
As we prosecute the fight against terrorism, Democrats will repudiate vile tactics that would do 
us harm. We reject Donald Trump’s vilification of Muslims. It violates the religious freedom that 


is the bedrock of our country and feeds into ISIS’ nefarious narrative. It also alienates people and 
countries who are crucial to defeating terrorism; the vast majority of Muslims believe in a future 


of peace and tolerance. We reject Donald Trump’s suggestion that our military should engage in 
war crimes, like torturing prisoners or murdering civilian family members of suspected terrorists. 
These tactics run counter to American principles, undermine our moral standing, cost innocent 


lives, and endanger Americans. We also firmly reject Donald Trump’s willingness to mire tens 
of thousands of our combat troops in another misguided ground war in the Middle East, which 


would only further embolden ISIS. There is nothing smart or strong about such an approach.  
 
Syria  


The Syrian crisis is heartbreaking and dangerous, and its impact is threatening the region, 
Europe, and beyond. Donald Trump would inflame the conflict by alienating our allies, 


inexplicably allowing ISIS to expand in Syria, and potentially starting a wider war. This is a 
reckless approach. Democrats will instead root out ISIS and other terrorist groups and bring 
together the moderate Syrian opposition, international community, and our regional allies to 


reach a negotiated political transition that ends Assad’s rule. Given the immense scale of human 
suffering in Syria, it is also imperative that we lead the international community in providing 


greater humanitarian assistance to the civilian victims of war in Syria and Iraq, especially 
displaced refugees. 
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Afghanistan 


In Afghanistan, we will work with the NATO-led coalition of partners to bolster the 
democratically-elected government as it assumes a primary role in tackling terrorism, forges a 


more secure future for the country, and safeguards advances, like securing women’s rights. 
Democrats will continue to push for an Afghan- led peace process and press both Afghanistan 
and Pakistan to deny terrorists sanctuary on either side of the border. We support President 


Obama’s decision to maintain a limited troop presence in Afghanistan into 2017 and ensure that 
Afghanistan never again serves as a haven for terrorists to plan and launch attacks on our 


homeland. 
 
Iran 


We support the nuclear agreement with Iran because, as it is vigorously enforced and 
implemented, it verifiably cuts off all of Iran’s pathways to a bomb without resorting to war. We 


reject Donald Trump’s view that we should have walked away from a deal that peacefully 
dismantles Iran’s nuclear program. We will continue the work of this administration to ensure 
that Iran never acquires a nuclear weapon and will not hesitate to take military action if Iran 


races towards one.  
 


Democrats will also address the detrimental role Iran plays in the region and will robustly 
enforce and, if necessary, strengthen non-nuclear sanctions. Iran is the leading state sponsor of 
terrorism. It violates the human rights of its population, denies the Holocaust, vows to eliminate 


Israel, and has its fingerprints on almost every conflict in the Middle East. Democrats will push 
back against Iran’s destabilizing activities including its support for terrorist groups like Hamas 


and Hezbollah, counter Iran’s ballistic missile program, bolster the capabilities of our Gulf 
partners, and ensure that Israel always has the ability to defend itself. Finally, Democrats 
recognize that the Iranian people seek a brighter future for their country and greater engagement 


with the international community. We will embrace opportunities for cultural, academic and 
other exchanges with the Iranian people. 


 
North Korea 
North Korea is perhaps the most repressive regime on the planet, run by a sadistic dictator. It has 


conducted several nuclear tests and is attempting to develop the capability to put a nuclear 
warhead on a long-range missile that could directly threaten the United States. The regime is also 


responsible for grave human rights abuses against the North Korean people. Yet Donald Trump 
praises North Korea’s dictator; threatens to abandon our treaty allies, Japan and South Korea; 
and encourages the proliferation of nuclear weapons in the region. This approach is incoherent 


and rather than solving a global crisis, would create a new one. Democrats will protect America 
and our allies, press China to restrain North Korea, and sharpen the choices for Pyongyang to 


compel it to abandon its illegal nuclear and missile programs.  
 


Russia 


Russia is engaging in destabilizing actions along its borders, violating Ukraine’s sovereignty and 
attempting to recreate spheres of influence that undermine American interests. It is also propping 


up the Assad regime in Syria, which is brutally attacking its own citizens. Donald Trump would 
overturn more than 50 years of American foreign policy by abandoning NATO partners—
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countries who help us fight terrorism every day—and embracing Russian President Vladimir 
Putin instead. We believe in strong alliances and will deter Russian aggression, build European 


resilience, and protect our NATO allies. We will make it clear to Putin that we are prepared to 
cooperate with him when it is in our interest—as we did on reducing nuclear stockpiles, ensuring 


Iran could not obtain a nuclear weapon, sanctioning North Korea, and resupplying our troops in 
Afghanistan—but we will not hesitate to stand up to Russian aggression. We will also continue 
to stand by the Russian people and push the government to respect the fundamental rights of its 


citizens. 
 


Cybersecurity and Online Privacy 
Democrats will protect our industry, infrastructure, and government from cyberattacks. We will 
strengthen our cybersecurity, seek to establish global norms in cyberspace, and impose 


consequences on those who violate the rules. We will do this while protecting the privacy and 
civil liberties of the American people. We will also ensure a coherent strategy across federal 


agencies by building on the Obama Administration’s Cybersecurity National Action Plan, 
especially the empowerment of a federal Chief Information Security Officer, the modernization 
of federal information technology, and upgrades to government-wide cybersecurity. 


 
Democrats reject the false choice between privacy interests and keeping Americans safe. We 


need liberty and security, and each makes the other possible. We will protect the privacy and 
civil liberties of the American people—standing firm against the type of warrantless surveillance 
of American citizens that flourished during the Bush Administration. We support recent reforms 


to government bulk data collection programs so the government is not collecting and 
holding millions of files on innocent Americans.  


 
We will support a national commission on digital security and encryption to bring together 
technology and public safety communities to address the needs of law enforcement, protect the 


privacy of Americans, assess how innovation might point to new policy approaches, and advance 
our larger national security and global competitiveness interests. 


 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Weapons 
Democrats are committed to preventing the spread of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons 


and to eventually ridding the planet of these catastrophic weapons. We believe America will be 
safer in a world with fewer weapons of mass destruction. Donald Trump encourages the spread 


of nuclear weapons across Asia and the Middle East, which would weaken the Treaty on the 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), and he is unwilling to rule out using a nuclear 
weapon against ISIS.  


 
Democrats want to reduce the number of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons around the 


world, as well as their means of delivery, while retaining a strong deterrent as long as others 
maintain nuclear strike capabilities. We will strengthen the NPT, push for the ratification of the 
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, and stop the spread of loose nuclear material. 


Democrats will be informed by a new Nuclear Posture Review in determining continued ways to 
appropriately shape our nuclear deterrent, with the aim of reducing our reliance on nuclear 


weapons while meeting our national security obligations. Democrats will also seek new 
opportunities for further arms control and avoid taking steps that create incentives for the 
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expansion of existing nuclear weapons programs. To this end, we will work to reduce excessive 
spending on nuclear weapons-related programs that are projected to cost $1 trillion over the next 


30 years. 
 


Global Climate Leadership 
Climate change poses an urgent and severe threat to our national security, and Democrats believe 
it would be a grave mistake for the United States to wait for another nation to take the lead in 


combating the global climate emergency. According to the military, climate change is a threat 
multiplier that is already contributing to new conflicts over resources, catastrophic natural 


disasters, and the degradation of vital ecosystems across the globe. While Donald Trump says 
that climate change is a “hoax” created by and for the Chinese, Democrats recognize the 
catastrophic consequences facing our country, our planet, and civilization.  


 
We believe the United States must lead in forging a robust global solution to the climate crisis. 


We are committed to a national mobilization, and to leading a global effort to mobilize nations to 
address this threat on a scale not seen since World War II. In the first 100 days of the next 
administration, the President will convene a summit of the world’s best engineers, climate 


scientists, policy experts, activists, and indigenous communities to chart a course to solve the 
climate crisis. Our generation must lead the fight against climate change and we applaud 


President Obama's leadership in forging the historic Paris climate change agreement. We will not 
only meet the goals we set in Paris, we will seek to exceed them and push other countries to do 
the same by slashing carbon pollution and rapidly driving down emissions of potent greenhouse 


gases like hydrofluorocarbons. We will support developing countries in their efforts to mitigate 
carbon pollution and other greenhouse gases, deploy more clean energy, and invest in climate 


resilience and adaptation.  
 
As a proud Arctic nation, we are against putting the region at risk through drilling in the Arctic 


Ocean or the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Instead, while protecting our strategic interests, 
we will seek collaborative, science-based approaches to be good stewards of the rapidly 


changing Arctic region. 
 
 


Protect Our Values 


 


Our values of inclusion and tolerance inspire hope around the world and make us safer at home. 
The world will be more secure, stable, and peaceful when all people are able to reach their God-
given potential and live in freedom and dignity. We strive to ensure that the values upon which 


our country was built, including our belief that all people are created equal, are reflected in 
everything our nation does. That is why we will promote peacebuilding, protect democracy, and 


champion human rights defenders. And we will seek to safeguard vulnerable minorities, 
including LGBT people and people with disabilities. 
 


Women and Girls 
We believe the United States must continue to be a strong advocate for the rights and 


opportunities of women and girls around the world. Elevating their status is not just the right 
thing to do—it is also a strategic imperative that advances American interests in prosperity and 
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stability. When women and girls are healthy, educated, and able to participate economically, 
their families and communities prosper, poverty decreases, and economies grow. And when 


women participate in conflict resolution and post-conflict processes, it improves the likelihood of 
securing sustainable peace. Democrats are committed to advancing the rights and opportunities 


of women and girls as a central focus of American diplomacy, development, and defense efforts 
and will continue to support the United States National Action Plan on Women, Peace, and 
Security. We will work to end the epidemic of gender-based violence around the world. We will 


urge ratification of the Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women.  


 
We will support sexual and reproductive health and rights around the globe. In addition to 
expanding the availability of affordable family planning information and contraceptive supplies, 


we believe that safe abortion must be part of comprehensive maternal and women’s health care 
and included as part of America’s global health programming. Therefore, we support the repeal 


of harmful restrictions that obstruct women’s access to health care information and services, 
including the “global gag rule” and the Helms Amendment that bars American assistance to 
provide safe, legal abortion throughout the developing world. 


 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People 


Democrats believe that LGBT rights are human rights and that American foreign policy should 
advance the ability of all persons to live with dignity, security, and respect, regardless of who 
they are or who they love. We applaud President Obama’s historic Presidential Memorandum on 


International Initiatives to Advance the Human Rights of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and 
Transgender Persons, which combats criminalization, protects refugees, and provides foreign 


assistance. We will continue to stand with LGBT people around the world, including fighting 
efforts by any nation to infringe on LGBT rights or ignore abuse. 
 


Trafficking and Modern Slavery 
We will stop the scourge of human trafficking and modern slavery of men, women, boys, and 


girls. We will use the full force of the law against those who engage in modern-day forms of 
slavery, including the commercial sexual exploitation and forced labor of men, women, and 
children. Building on the accomplishments of the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection 


Act of 2000, we call for increased diplomatic efforts with foreign governments to root out 
complicit public officials who facilitate or perpetrate this evil. We will also work to increase the 


provision of services and protections for trafficking survivors. 
 
Young People 


The majority of the developing world is under the age of 30. These countries will be more 
prosperous and stable if young people have access to education and employment opportunities. 


Democrats will promote the rights of young people and nurture young leaders. We will work 
with people around the world who seek greater opportunities, including by promoting job 
creation, expanding education and health care, and fostering partnerships between peoples.  
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Religious Minorities 
We are horrified by ISIS’ genocide and sexual enslavement of Christians and Yezidis and crimes 


against humanity against Muslims and others in the Middle East. We will do everything we can 
to protect religious minorities and the fundamental right of freedom of religion. 


 


Refugees 
The world is experiencing a major refugee crisis with more than 60 million people displaced as a 


result of conflicts in the Middle East, Africa, and Eastern Europe. We support President Obama’s 
call for an international summit to address this crisis so that every country assumes its 


responsibility to meet this humanitarian challenge. While Donald Trump proposes banning 
Muslim refugees, we will look for ways to help innocent people who are fleeing persecution 
while ensuring rigorous screening and vetting.  


 


Civil Society 


Democrats support progress toward more accountable governance and universal rights. As 
autocrats and strongmen around the world crack down on civil society and imprison those who 
speak out to demand greater freedom, we will continue to bolster groups and individuals who 


fight for fundamental human rights, democracy, and rule of law. We will support strong 
legislatures, independent judiciaries, free press, vibrant civil society, honest police forces, 


religious freedom, and equality for women and minorities. We will bolster the development of 
civil society and representative institutions that can protect fundamental human rights and 
improve the quality of life for all citizens, including independent and democratic unions. In non-


democratic countries, we will work with international partners to assist the efforts of those 
struggling to promote peaceful political reforms. 


 
Democrats will protect Americans citizens abroad. We condemn the practice of unlawful 
detentions or imprisonment, especially of journalists and civil rights activists.  


 
Anti-Corruption 


Democrats believe that we need to end corruption worldwide and increase transparency. We will 
fight corruption, promote good governance, and support the rule of law. We will also seek to 
close offshore tax havens, which corrupt rulers, individuals, and corporations exploit to shelter 


ill-gotten gains or avoid paying taxes at home.  
 


Torture 
We will always seek to uphold our values at home and abroad, not just when it is easy, but when 
it is hard. That is why President Obama banned torture without exception in his first week in 


office and why Democrats condemn Donald Trump’s statements that he would engage in torture 
and other war crimes. We agree with military and national security experts who acknowledge 


that torture is not an effective interrogation technique. 
 


Closing Guantánamo Bay 


The Democratic Party remains committed to closing the detention facility at Guantánamo Bay 
and ending indefinite detention without trial or conviction. Keeping the facility open is a blemish 


on our record, serves as a recruiting tool for extremists, and undermines our standing in the 
world. 
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Development Assistance 


We believe that development assistance is an essential instrument of American power. It can 
prevent threats, enhance stability, and reduce the need for military force. With less than one 


percent of the federal budget, our development assistance has helped cut extreme poverty in half, 
drastically decreased maternal and child mortality, reduced global hunger, provided food 
security, countered deadly pandemics, promoted education, and put an AIDS-free generation 


within reach. This investment reflects the best of America and makes us safer. We need to 
continue this work and make more progress on important global goals like ending extreme 


poverty and hunger. 
 
We will support local development efforts, recognizing the self-determination of the peoples and 


countries we assist to direct their own futures. We will also learn from recent conflicts to 
improve civilian capacity for conflict prevention and stabilization.  


 
Global Health 
America has made critical investments in global health, including in the areas of maternal and 


child health, HIV and AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria. It is vital that we continue this work— 
which has saved millions of lives around the world and is essential to our nation’s health 


security. While the Republican Party refuses to fund important measures that could contain and 
address the Zika pandemic, Democrats are ready to limit the reach of Zika—just as we did with 
Ebola—and support funding for diagnostic tests for the virus, vaccine, and treatment. We will 


also prepare for potential pandemics, like avian influenza and H1N1, by working with first 
responders and health officials to reduce the risks associated with unintentional or deliberate 


outbreaks of infectious diseases.  
 
HIV and AIDS 


Democrats believe an AIDS-free generation is within our grasp. But today far too many 
Americans living with HIV are without access to quality care and too many new infections occur 


each year. That is why we will implement the National HIV and AIDS Strategy; increase 
research funding for the National Institutes of Health; cap pharmaceutical expenses for people 
living with HIV and AIDS; reform HIV criminalization laws; and expand access for harm 


reduction programs and HIV prevention medications, particularly for the populations most at risk 
of infection. Abroad, we will continue our commitment to the President’s Emergency Plan for 


AIDS Relief and increase global funding for HIV and AIDS prevention and treatment. 
Democrats will always protect those living with HIV and AIDS from stigma and discrimination.  
 


International Labor 
Democrats believe that a key element of American leadership is growing our economy and 


protecting American jobs. We also believe that the world will be safer when there is greater 
prosperity. That is why we will prioritize and strongly enforce provisions on decent work and 
worker’s rights in all American diplomatic, trade, and programmatic efforts. We think it is wrong 


for workers in the United States to have to compete against poverty-wage, child, or slave labor. 
 


Democrats will fight to end child labor. We will promote broad-based economic growth across 
the world, pursuing a global economic agenda that promotes rising wages and invests in quality 
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public services, workers’ rights, and environmental protections. We believe that we need to 
coordinate our economic actions with other countries to address economic insecurity, specifically 


youth un- and underemployment, gender inequality, the digital transformation, and the transition 
towards green jobs. 


 
 


A Leader in the World 


 
American leadership is essential to keeping us safe and our economy growing in the years ahead. 


It would be a dangerous mistake for America to abandon our responsibilities. We cannot, as 
Donald Trump suggests, cede the mantle of leadership for global peace and security to others 
who will not have our best interests in mind.  


 
Asia-Pacific 


From the Asia Pacific to the Indian Ocean, we will deepen our relationships in the region with 
Australia, Japan, New Zealand, the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand. We will honor our 
historic commitment to Japan. We will continue to invest in a long-term strategic partnership 


with India—the world’s largest democracy, a nation of great diversity, and an important Pacific 
power. We will build on the historic opening with Burma and advocate for greater human rights 


protections and national reconciliation among Burma’s many different ethnic groups. We will 
help Pakistan stabilize its polity and build an effective relationship with the predominantly young 
population of this strategically located, nuclear-armed country. We will also work with our allies 


and partners to fortify regional institutions and norms as well as protect freedom of the seas in 
the South China Sea.  


 
Democrats will push back against North Korean aggression and press China to play by the rules. 
We will stand up to Beijing on unfair trade practices, currency manipulation, censorship of the 


internet, piracy, and cyberattacks. And we will look for areas of cooperation, including on 
combatting climate change and nuclear proliferation. We will promote greater respect for human 


rights, including the rights of Tibetans. We are committed to a “One China” policy and the 
Taiwan Relations Act and will continue to support a peaceful resolution of Cross-Strait issues 
that is consistent with the wishes and best interests of the people of Taiwan. 


 
Middle East 


In the Middle East, Democrats will push for more inclusive governance in Iraq and Syria that 
respects the equal rights of all citizens; provide support and security for Lebanon and Jordan, two 
countries that are hosting a disproportionate number of refugees; maintain our robust security 


cooperation with Gulf countries; and stand by the people of the region as they seek greater 
economic opportunity and freedom. A strong and secure Israel is vital to the United States 


because we share overarching strategic interests and the common values of democracy, equality, 
tolerance, and pluralism. That is why we will always support Israel’s right to defend itself, 
including by retaining its qualitative military edge, and oppose any effort to delegitimize Israel, 


including at the United Nations or through the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions Movement.  
 


We will continue to work toward a two-state solution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict 
negotiated directly by the parties that guarantees Israel’s future as a secure and democratic 
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Jewish state with recognized borders and provides the Palestinians with independence, 
sovereignty, and dignity. While Jerusalem is a matter for final status negotiations, it should 


remain the capital of Israel, an undivided city accessible to people of all faiths. Israelis deserve 
security, recognition, and a normal life free from terror and incitement. Palestinians should be 


free to govern themselves in their own viable state, in peace and dignity. 
 


Europe 


Europe remains America’s indispensable partner and a cornerstone of global security. Democrats 
will stand with our European allies and partners to deter Russian aggression, address security 


challenges to Europe’s south, and deal with unprecedented economic and social challenges. We 
will maintain our steadfast commitment to the special relationship with United Kingdom and the 
transatlantic partnership with the European Union. We will seek to strengthen our strategic 


partnership with Turkey while pushing for reforms, end the division of Cyprus, and continue to 
support a close relationship with states that seek to strengthen their ties to NATO and Europe, 


such as Georgia and Ukraine. 
 
We reject Donald Trump’s threats to abandon our European and NATO allies, all while he 


praises Putin. When the United States was attacked on September 11, 2001, our NATO allies 
invoked Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, stating that an attack against one is an attack 


against all—for the first and only time in its history. Our NATO allies fought alongside us in 
Afghanistan and are still there today. We will maintain our Article 5 collective security 
commitments to NATO because we are stronger when we have our allies at our side. And we 


will continue to push NATO members to contribute their fair share.  
 


Americas 
The Americas are a region of singular strategic, economic, and cultural importance and 
opportunity for the United States. Democrats reject Donald Trump’s proposal to build a wall on 


our southern border and alienate Mexico, a valuable partner. We will instead embrace our 
neighbors and pursue strong, fruitful partnerships across the region, from Canada to Latin 


America and the Caribbean. We will bolster democratic institutions, promote economic 
opportunity and prosperity, and tackle the rise of drugs, transnational crime, and corruption. We 
will strengthen the U.S.- Caribbean regional relationship through economic development and 


comprehensive immigration reform. And we will build on our long-term commitment to 
Colombia and work with Central American countries to stabilize the Northern Triangle.  


 
In Cuba, we will build on President Obama’s historic opening and end the travel ban and 
embargo. We will also stand by the Cuban people and support their ability to decide their own 


future and to enjoy the same human rights and freedoms that people everywhere deserve. In 
Venezuela, we will push the government to respect human rights and respond to the will of its 


people. And in Haiti, we will support local and international efforts to bolster the country’s 
democratic institutions and economic development. We will also help more Haitians take 
advantage of Temporary Protected Status. Finally, we will close the School of the Americas, 


now known as the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation, because we believe 
that military and police forces should support democracy, not subvert it. 
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Africa 
Africa is home to many of the fastest growing economies in the world. Democrats will 


strengthen our partnership and collaboration with the African Union, emphasizing trade while 
increasing development assistance to bolster the continent’s domestic economies. We will 


engage our African partners on the full range of global challenges and opportunities, and we will 
continue to strengthen democratic institutions and human rights, fair trade and investment, 
development, and global health. We will help our African partners improve their capacity to 


respond to crises and protect citizens, especially women and girls. And we will work to end the 
reign of terror promulgated by Boko Haram, al-Shabaab, AQIM, and ISIS. 


 
Democrats applaud President Obama’s National Strategy for Combating Wildlife Trafficking, 
and his commitment to preserving the earth’s natural beauty for future generations. Democrats 


support science-based management of iconic wildlife in Africa, including stronger regulations 
banning the importation into the United States of hunting trophies that are not supported by 


current science-based evidence and are related to or funded by non-scientific special interests. 
 
Global Economy and Institutions 


Democrats will protect and grow the global economy. While Donald Trump wants to default on 
our debt, which would lead to a disastrous global economic crisis, we believe we must be 


responsible stewards and work with our partners to prevent another worldwide financial crisis.  
 
Democrats believe that global institutions—most prominently the United Nations—and 


multilateral organizations have a powerful role to play and are an important amplifier of 
American strength and influence. Many of these organizations need reform and updating, but it 


would be reckless to follow Donald Trump and turn our back on the international system that our 
country built. It has provided decades of stability and economic growth for the world and for 
America.  
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PREAMBLE 
As Libertarians, we seek a world of liberty; a world in which all individuals are sovereign over their 
own lives and no one is forced to sacrifice his or her values for the benefit of others.   
 
We believe that respect for individual rights is the essential precondition for a free and prosperous 
world, that force and fraud must be banished from human relationships, and that only through 
freedom can peace and prosperity be realized. 
 
Consequently, we defend each person's right to engage in any activity that is peaceful and honest, 
and welcome the diversity that freedom brings. The world we seek to build is one where individuals 
are free to follow their own dreams in their own ways, without interference from government or any 
authoritarian power. 
 
In the following pages we have set forth our basic principles and enumerated various policy stands 
derived from those principles. 
 
These specific policies are not our goal, however. Our goal is nothing more nor less than a world set 
free in our lifetime, and it is to this end that we take these stands. 
 
 


STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES 
We, the members of the Libertarian Party, challenge the cult of the omnipotent state and defend the 
rights of the individual. 
 
We hold that all individuals have the right to exercise sole dominion over their own lives, and have 
the right to live in whatever manner they choose, so long as they do not forcibly interfere with the 
equal right of others to live in whatever manner they choose. 
 







Governments throughout history have regularly operated on the opposite principle, that the State 
has the right to dispose of the lives of individuals and the fruits of their labor. Even within the 
United States, all political parties other than our own grant to government the right to regulate the 
lives of individuals and seize the fruits of their labor without their consent. 
 
We, on the contrary, deny the right of any government to do these things, and hold that where 
governments exist, they must not violate the rights of any individual: namely, (1) the right to life -- 
accordingly we support the prohibition of the initiation of physical force against others; (2) the right 
to liberty of speech and action -- accordingly we oppose all attempts by government to abridge the 
freedom of speech and press, as well as government censorship in any form; and (3) the right to 
property -- accordingly we oppose all government interference with private property, such as 
confiscation, nationalization, and eminent domain, and support the prohibition of robbery, trespass, 
fraud, and misrepresentation. 
 
Since governments, when instituted, must not violate individual rights, we oppose all interference 
by government in the areas of voluntary and contractual relations among individuals. People should 
not be forced to sacrifice their lives and property for the benefit of others. They should be left free 
by government to deal with one another as free traders; and the resultant economic system, the only 
one compatible with the protection of individual rights, is the free market. 
 


1.0 PERSONAL LIBERTY 
Individuals should be free to make choices for themselves and to accept responsibility for the 
consequences of the choices they make. No individual, group, or government may initiate force 
against any other individual, group, or government. Our support of an individual's right to make 
choices in life does not mean that we necessarily approve or disapprove of those choices. 


1.1 Expression and Communication 


We support full freedom of expression and oppose government censorship, regulation or control of 
communications media and technology. We favor the freedom to engage in or abstain from any 
religious activities that do not violate the rights of others. We oppose government actions which 
either aid or attack any religion. 


1.2 Personal Privacy 


Libertarians support the rights recognized by the Fourth Amendment to be secure in our persons, 
homes, and property. Protection from unreasonable search and seizure should include records held 
by third parties, such as email, medical, and library records. Only actions that infringe on the rights 
of others can properly be termed crimes. We favor the repeal of all laws creating “crimes” without 
victims, such as the use of drugs for medicinal or recreational purposes. 







1.3 Personal Relationships 


Sexual orientation, preference, gender, or gender identity should have no impact on the 
government's treatment of individuals, such as in current marriage, child custody, adoption, 
immigration or military service laws. Government does not have the authority to define, license or 
restrict personal relationships. Consenting adults should be free to choose their own sexual practices 
and personal relationships. 


1.4 Abortion 


Recognizing that abortion is a sensitive issue and that people can hold good-faith views on all sides, 
we believe that government should be kept out of the matter, leaving the question to each person for 
their conscientious consideration. 


1.5 Crime and Justice 


Government exists to protect the rights of every individual including life, liberty and property.  
Criminal laws should be limited to violation of the rights of others through force or fraud, or 
deliberate actions that place others involuntarily at significant risk of harm. Individuals retain the 
right to voluntarily assume risk of harm to themselves. We support restitution to the victim to the 
fullest degree possible at the expense of the criminal or the negligent wrongdoer. We oppose 
reduction of constitutional safeguards of the rights of the criminally accused. The rights of due 
process, a speedy trial, legal counsel, trial by jury, and the legal presumption of innocence until 
proven guilty, must not be denied. We assert the common-law right of juries to judge not only the 
facts but also the justice of the law. 


1.6 Self-Defense 


The only legitimate use of force is in defense of individual rights — life, liberty, and justly acquired 
property — against aggression. This right inheres in the individual, who may agree to be aided by 
any other individual or group. We affirm the individual right recognized by the Second Amendment 
to keep and bear arms, and oppose the prosecution of individuals for exercising their rights of self-
defense. We oppose all laws at any level of government requiring registration of, or restricting, the 
ownership, manufacture, or transfer or sale of firearms or ammunition. 


 


2.0 ECONOMIC LIBERTY 
Libertarians want all members of society to have abundant opportunities to achieve economic 
success. A free and competitive market allocates resources in the most efficient manner. Each 
person has the right to offer goods and services to others on the free market. The only proper role of 
government in the economic realm is to protect property rights, adjudicate disputes, and provide a 
legal framework in which voluntary trade is protected. All efforts by government to redistribute 
wealth, or to control or manage trade, are improper in a free society. 







2.1 Property and Contract 


Property rights are entitled to the same protection as all other human rights. The owners of property 
have the full right to control, use, dispose of, or in any manner enjoy, their property without 
interference, until and unless the exercise of their control infringes the valid rights of others. We 
oppose all controls on wages, prices, rents, profits, production, and interest rates. We advocate the 
repeal of all laws banning or restricting the advertising of prices, products, or services. We oppose 
all violations of the right to private property, liberty of contract, and freedom of trade. The right to 
trade includes the right not to trade — for any reasons whatsoever. Where property, including land, 
has been taken from its rightful owners by the government or private action in violation of 
individual rights, we favor restitution to the rightful owners. 


2.2 Environment 


We support a clean and healthy environment and sensible use of our natural resources. Private 
landowners and conservation groups have a vested interest in maintaining natural resources.  
Pollution and misuse of resources cause damage to our ecosystem. Governments, unlike private 
businesses, are unaccountable for such damage done to our environment and have a terrible track 
record when it comes to environmental protection. Protecting the environment requires a clear 
definition and enforcement of individual rights in resources like land, water, air, and wildlife. Free 
markets and property rights stimulate the technological innovations and behavioral changes required 
to protect our environment and ecosystems. We realize that our planet's climate is constantly 
changing, but environmental advocates and social pressure are the most effective means of 
changing public behavior. 


2.3 Energy and Resources 


While energy is needed to fuel a modern society, government should not be subsidizing any 
particular form of energy. We oppose all government control of energy pricing, allocation, and 
production. 


2.4 Government Finance and Spending 


All persons are entitled to keep the fruits of their labor. We call for the repeal of the income tax, the 
abolishment of the Internal Revenue Service and all federal programs and services not required 
under the U.S. Constitution. We oppose any legal requirements forcing employers to serve as tax 
collectors. Government should not incur debt, which burdens future generations without their 
consent. We support the passage of a "Balanced Budget Amendment" to the U.S. Constitution, 
provided that the budget is balanced exclusively by cutting expenditures, and not by raising taxes. 


2.5 Money and Financial Markets 


We favor free-market banking, with unrestricted competition among banks and depository 
institutions of all types. Individuals engaged in voluntary exchange should be free to use as money 
any mutually agreeable commodity or item. We support a halt to inflationary monetary policies and 
unconstitutional legal tender laws. 







2.6 Monopolies and Corporations 


We defend the right of individuals to form corporations, cooperatives and other types of companies 
based on voluntary association. We seek to divest government of all functions that can be provided 
by non-governmental organizations or private individuals. We oppose government subsidies to 
business, labor, or any other special interest. Industries should be governed by free markets. 


2.7 Labor Markets 


We support repeal of all laws which impede the ability of any person to find employment. We 
oppose government-fostered forced retirement. We support the right of free persons to associate or 
not associate in labor unions, and an employer should have the right to recognize or refuse to 
recognize a union. We oppose government interference in bargaining, such as compulsory 
arbitration or imposing an obligation to bargain. 


2.8 Education 


Education is best provided by the free market, achieving greater quality, accountability and 
efficiency with more diversity of choice. Recognizing that the education of children is a parental 
responsibility, we would restore authority to parents to determine the education of their children, 
without interference from government. Parents should have control of and responsibility for all 
funds expended for their children's education. 
 


2.9 Health Care 


We favor restoring and reviving a free market health care system. We recognize the freedom of 
individuals to determine the level of health insurance they want (if any), the level of health care 
they want, the care providers they want, the medicines and treatments they will use and all other 
aspects of their medical care, including end-of-life decisions. People should be free to purchase 
health insurance across state lines. 


2.10 Retirement and Income Security 


Retirement planning is the responsibility of the individual, not the government. Libertarians would 
phase out the current government-sponsored Social Security system and transition to a private 
voluntary system. The proper and most effective source of help for the poor is the voluntary efforts 
of private groups and individuals. We believe members of society will become more charitable and 
civil society will be strengthened as government reduces its activity in this realm. 


 


3.0 SECURING LIBERTY 
The protection of individual rights is the only proper purpose of government. Government is 
constitutionally limited so as to prevent the infringement of individual rights by the government 
itself. The principle of non-initiation of force should guide the relationships between governments. 







3.1 National Defense 


We support the maintenance of a sufficient military to defend the United States against aggression. 
The United States should both avoid entangling alliances and abandon its attempts to act as 
policeman for the world. We oppose any form of compulsory national service. 


3.2 Internal Security and Individual Rights 


The defense of the country requires that we have adequate intelligence to detect and to counter 
threats to domestic security. This requirement must not take priority over maintaining the civil 
liberties of our citizens. The Constitution and Bill of Rights shall not be suspended even during time 
of war. Intelligence agencies that legitimately seek to preserve the security of the nation must be 
subject to oversight and transparency. We oppose the government's use of secret classifications to 
keep from the public information that it should have, especially that which shows that the 
government has violated the law. 


3.3 International Affairs 


American foreign policy should seek an America at peace with the world. Our foreign policy should 
emphasize defense against attack from abroad and enhance the likelihood of peace by avoiding 
foreign entanglements.  We would end the current U.S. government policy of foreign intervention, 
including military and economic aid. We recognize the right of all people to resist tyranny and 
defend themselves and their rights. We condemn the use of force, and especially the use of 
terrorism, against the innocent, regardless of whether such acts are committed by governments or by 
political or revolutionary groups. 


3.4 Free Trade and Migration 


We support the removal of governmental impediments to free trade. Political freedom and escape 
from tyranny demand that individuals not be unreasonably constrained by government in the 
crossing of political boundaries. Economic freedom demands the unrestricted movement of human 
as well as financial capital across national borders.  However, we support control over the entry into 
our country of foreign nationals who pose a credible threat to security, health or property. 


3.5 Rights and Discrimination 


Libertarians embrace the concept that all people are born with certain inherent rights. We reject the 
idea that a natural right can ever impose an obligation upon others to fulfill that "right." We 
condemn bigotry as irrational and repugnant.  Government should neither deny nor abridge any 
individual's human right based upon sex, wealth, ethnicity, creed, age, national origin, personal 
habits, political preference or sexual orientation. Parents, or other guardians, have the right to raise 
their children according to their own standards and beliefs.  This statement shall not be construed to 
condone child abuse or neglect. 







3.6 Representative Government 


We support election systems that are more representative of the electorate at the federal, state and 
local levels. As private voluntary groups, political parties should be allowed to establish their own 
rules for nomination procedures, primaries and conventions. We call for an end to any tax-financed 
subsidies to candidates or parties and the repeal of all laws which restrict voluntary financing of 
election campaigns. We oppose laws that effectively exclude alternative candidates and parties, 
deny ballot access, gerrymander districts, or deny the voters their right to consider all legitimate 
alternatives.  We advocate initiative, referendum, recall and repeal when used as popular checks on 
government. 


3.7 Self-Determination 


Whenever any form of government becomes destructive of individual liberty, it is the right of the 
people to alter or to abolish it, and to agree to such new governance as to them shall seem most 
likely to protect their liberty. 
 


4.0 OMISSIONS 
Our silence about any other particular government law, regulation, ordinance, directive, edict, 
control, regulatory agency, activity, or machination should not be construed to imply approval. 
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Preamble
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We believe in American exceptionalism.
We believe the United States of America is 


unlike any other nation on earth.
We believe America is exceptional because of 


our historic role — first as refuge, then as defender, 
and now as exemplar of liberty for the world to see.


We affirm — as did the Declaration of 
Independence: that all are created equal, endowed 
by their Creator with inalienable rights of life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness.


We believe in the Constitution as our founding 
document.


We believe the Constitution was written not as 
a flexible document, but as our enduring covenant. 


We believe our constitutional system — limited 
government, separation of powers, federalism, 
and the rights of the people — must be preserved 
uncompromised for future generations.


We believe political freedom and economic 
freedom are indivisible.


When political freedom and economic freedom 
are separated — both are in peril; when united, they 
are invincible. 


We believe that people are the ultimate resource 
— and that the people, not the government, are the 
best stewards of our country’s God-given natural 
resources.


As Americans and as Republicans we wish for 
peace — so we insist on strength. We will make 
America safe.  We seek friendship with all peoples 
and all nations, but we recognize and are prepared 
to deal with evil in the world. 


Based on these principles, this platform is an 
invitation and a roadmap. It invites every American 
to join us and shows the path to a stronger, safer, 
and more prosperous America.   


This platform is optimistic because the 


American people are optimistic.
This platform lays out — in clear language — the 


path to making America great and united again.
For the past 8 years America has been led in the 


wrong direction.  
Our economy has become unnecessarily weak 


with stagnant wages.  People living paycheck to 
paycheck are struggling, sacrificing, and suffering.


Americans have earned and deserve a strong 
and healthy economy.


Our standing in world affairs has declined 
significantly — our enemies no longer fear us and 
our friends no long trust us.  


People want and expect an America that is the 
most powerful and respected country on the face 
of the earth.  


The men and women of our military remain 
the world’s best.  The have been shortchanged in 
numbers, equipment, and benefits by a Commander 
in Chief who treats the Armed Forces and our 
veterans as a necessary inconvenience.


The President and the Democratic party have 
dismantled Americans’ system of healthcare. They 
have replaced it with a costly and complicated 
scheme that limits choices and takes away our 
freedom.


The President and the Democratic party have 
abandoned their promise of being accountable to 
the American people.


They have nearly doubled the size of the 
national debt.  


They refuse to control our borders but try 
to control our schools, farms, businesses, and 
even our religious institutions.  They have directly 
attacked the production of American energy and 
the industry-related jobs that have sustained families 
and communities.
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With this platform, we the Republican Party
reaffirm the principles that unite us in a common purpose.  
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The President has been regulating to death 
a free market economy that he does not like and    
does not understand.  He defies the laws of the 
United States by refusing to enforce those with 
which he does not agree.  And he appoints judges 
who legislate from the bench rather than apply the 
law.  


We, as Republicans and Americans, cannot 
allow this to continue. That is why the many sections 
of this platform affirm our trust in the people, our 
faith in their judgment, and our determination to 
help them take back their country.


This means removing the power from unelected, 
unaccountable government.


This means relieving the burden and expense of 
punishing government regulations.


And this means returning to the people and 
the states the control that belongs to them. It is the 
control and the power to make their own decisions 
about what’s best for themselves and their families 
and communities.  


This platform is many things: A handbook for 
returning decision-making to the people. A guide 
to the constitutional rights of every American. And 
a manual for the kind of sustained growth that will 
bring opportunity to all those on the sidelines of our 
society. 


Every time we sing, “God Bless America,” we 
are asking for help.  We ask for divine help that our 
country can fulfill its promise.  We earn that help by 
recommitting ourselves to the ideas and ideals that 
are the true greatness of America.


1    
Restoring the American Dream


9 
A Rebirth of Constitutional Government 


17  
America’s Natural Resources:


Agriculture, Energy, and the Environment


23
Government Reform


31   
Great American Families, Education,


Healthcare, and Criminal Justice


41    
America Resurgent 


Senator John Barrasso
CHAIRMAN
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Rebuilding the Economy and Creating Jobs
We are the party of a growing economy that 


gives everyone a chance in life, an opportunity to 
learn, work, and realize the prosperity freedom 
makes possible. 


Government cannot create prosperity, though 
government can limit or destroy it. Prosperity is the 
product of self-discipline, enterprise, saving and in-
vestment by individuals, but it is not an end in itself. 
Prosperity provides the means by which citizens 
and their families can maintain their independence 
from government, raise their children by their own 
values, practice their faith, and build communities 
of cooperation and mutual respect. It is also the 
foundation for our nation’s global leadership, for it 
is the vigor of our economy which makes possible 
our military strength and our national security. 


Pundits and Democrats tell us that we should 
accept the new normal of a slow-growing economy.   
The consequences are too dire to ever accept that:  
President Obama and his party 
will set a record of being the first 
modern president ever to leave 
office without a single calendar 
year of three percent economic 
growth. As a result, the number 
of Americans living in poverty 
has increased by 7 million, our 
nation’s economy has lost nearly 
$8 trillion of cumulative output compared with an 
average recovery, and the economic growth short-
fall has left a cumulative real after-tax per person 
personal income shortfall of nearly $17,000 com-
pared with an average recovery.    


Under President Obama and the Democrats, 
new private-sector jobs are three million below 
where they should have been with just average 
modern post-recession growth.  Our labor force 
participation rate has plunged to at or below 63 
percent for far too long, lows last seen two gen-


erations ago before President Reagan was elected 
in 1980.  Business closures have exceeded business 
startups throughout the Obama Presidency.  Strong 
growth, more jobs, increasing incomes, and expand-
ing opportunity are all in short supply under Presi-
dent Obama and the Democrats.  


We repudiate the absurd idea this is the best 
America can do. The American people rejected that 
nonsense the last time it was offered, in the historic 
election of 1980, and we ask them to join us now 
to again repudiate the false gospel of America’s di-
minishment and retreat. We offer instead our vision 
of an opportunity society based on the economics 
of inclusion. 


Fair and Simple Taxes for Growth 
Republicans consider the establishment of a 


pro-growth tax code a moral imperative. More than 
any other public policy, the way government raises 
revenue — how much, at what rates, under what 


circumstances, from whom, 
and for whom — has the great-
est impact on our economy’s 
performance. It powerfully in-
fluences the level of economic 
growth and job creation, which 
translates into the level of op-
portunity for those who would 
otherwise be left behind.  Get-


ting our tax system right will be the most impor-
tant factor in driving the entire economy back to 
prosperity. 


The current tax code is rightly the object of 
both anger and mockery. Its length is exceeded 
only by its complexity. We must start anew. That 
will be an enormous undertaking and, if it is to suc-
ceed, it must command the attention and approval 
of the American people. It cannot be engineered 
from the top down, but must have a common sense 
approach, and be simplified. 


Restoring the American Dream
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Our proposal is straightforward. Wherever tax 
rates penalize thrift or discourage investment, they 
must be lowered. Wherever current provisions of 
the code are disincentives for economic growth, 
they must be changed. We will not divide the 
American people into winners and losers. We will 
eliminate as many special interest provisions and 
loopholes as possible and curb corporate welfare, 
especially where their erosion of the tax base has 
created pressure for higher rates. We will be mindful 
of the burdens on families with children and the im-
pact on an aging population. We will seek simplicity 
and clarity so that every taxpayer can understand 
how much of their income is consumed by the fed-
eral government. 


We will welcome all to this enterprise — to 
discuss, debate, challenge, and amend — so that 
together we can restore economic growth for the 
American people and, even more important, renew 
their faith in the future.  


Our Tax Principles
To ensure that past abuses will not be repeated, 


we assert these fundamental principles. We oppose 
retroactive taxation. We condemn attempts by ac-
tivist judges at any level of government to seize the 
power of the purse from the people’s elected repre-
sentatives by ordering higher taxes. 


We oppose tax policies that deliberately di-
vide Americans or promote class warfare. Because 
of the vital role of religious organizations, charities, 
and fraternal benevolent societies in fostering gen-
erosity and patriotism, they should not be subject 
to taxation and donations to them should remain 
deductible. To guard against hypertaxation of the 
American people in any restructuring of the federal 
tax system, any value added tax or national sales 
tax must be tied to the simultaneous repeal of the 
Sixteenth Amendment, which established the fed-
eral income tax.  


 A Competitive America
Competitiveness equals jobs. That equation 


governs our policies regarding U.S. corporations 
in the global economy.  Private investment is a key 
driver of economic growth and job creation.  After 
falling dramatically during the recession, private in-
vestment has recovered at a disappointing pace due 


in part to high corporate tax rates and increasing 
regulatory burdens and uncertainty. 


 American businesses now face the world’s 
highest corporate tax rates. That’s like putting lead 
shoes on your cross-country team. It reduces com-
panies’ ability to compete overseas, encourages 
them to move abroad, lessens their investment, 
cripples job creation here at home, lowers Ameri-
can wages, and fosters the avoidance of tax liability 
— without actually increasing tax revenues.  A more 
damaging policy is hard to imagine. We propose to 
level the international playing field by lowering the 
corporate tax rate to be on a par with, or below, 
the rates of other industrial nations. We endorse 
the recommendation of the National Commission 
on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, as well as the 
current Administration’s Export Council, to switch 
to a territorial system of taxation so that profits 
earned and taxed abroad may be repatriated for 
job-creating investment here at home.   We believe 
American companies should be headquartered in 
America.  We should reduce barriers to accomplish-
ing that goal. 


A Winning Trade Policy
International trade is crucial for all sectors of 


America’s economy. Massive trade deficits are not.  
We envision a worldwide multilateral agreement 
among nations committed to the principles of open 
markets, what has been called a “Reagan Economic 
Zone,” in which free trade will truly be fair trade for 
all concerned. 


We need better negotiated trade agreements 
that put America first. When trade agreements have 
been carefully negotiated with friendly democra-
cies, they have resulted in millions of new jobs here 
at home supported by our exports.  When those 
agreements do not adequately protect U.S. inter-
ests, U.S. sovereignty, or when they are violated with 
impunity, they must be rejected. 


We cannot allow foreign governments to limit 
American access to their markets while stealing our 
designs, patents, brands, know-how, and technol-
ogy. We cannot allow China to continue its currency 
manipulation, exclusion of U.S. products from gov-
ernment purchases, and subsidization of Chinese 
companies to thwart American imports.  The cur-
rent Administration’s way of dealing with these vio-
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lations of world trade standards has been a virtual 
surrender.


Republicans understand that you can succeed 
in a negotiation only if you are willing to walk away 
from it. A Republican president will insist on parity 
in trade and stand ready to implement countervail-
ing duties if other countries refuse to cooperate. 


At the same time, we look to broaden our 
trade agreements with countries which share our 
values and commitment to fairness, along with 
transparency in our commercial and business 
practices. In pursuing that objective, the American 
people demand transparency, full disclosure, 
protection of our national sovereignty, and tough 
negotiation on the part of those who are supposed 
to advance the interests of U.S. workers. Significant 
trade agreements should not be rushed or 
undertaken in a Lame Duck Congress.    


Freeing Financial Markets
The Republican vision for American banking 


calls for establishing transparent, efficient markets 
where consumers can obtain loans they need at rea-
sonable rates based on market conditions. Unfortu-
nately, in response to the financial institutions crisis 
of 2008-2009, the Democratic-controlled Congress 
enacted the Wall Street Reform and Consumer Pro-
tection Act, otherwise known as Dodd-Frank. They 
did not let the crisis go to waste but used it as an 
excuse to establish unprecedented government 
control over the nation’s financial markets. The con-
sequences have been bad for everyone except fed-
eral regulators. 


Rather than address the cause of the crisis — 
the government’s own housing policies — the new 
law extended government control over the econ-
omy by creating new unaccountable bureaucracies. 
Predictably, central planning of our financial sector 
has not created jobs, it has killed them.  It has not 
limited risks, it has created more.  It has not encour-
aged economic growth, it has shackled it.


Since the enactment of Dodd-Frank, the num-
ber of community banks has significantly declined, 
and the cost and complexity of complying with 
the law has created impediments to the remaining 
banks’ ability to support the customers they serve. 
From 13,000 community banks in 1985, only 1,900 
remain.  Still, the majority of agricultural loans and 


small business loans are made by community banks.  
From start-ups foregone to home loans not made, 
Dodd-Frank’s excessive regulation and burden-
some requirements have helped contribute to the 
slow economy we all endure today under President 
Obama and the Democrats.  


Community banks are essential to ensuring 
small businesses have easy and affordable ac-
cess to the capital they need to grow and prosper. 
Community banks should be relieved of excessive 
regulations. We support removing roadblocks and 
regulations that prevent access to capital.


The worst of Dodd-Frank is the Consumer 
Financial Protection Bureau, deliberately designed 
to be a rogue agency. It answers to neither Congress 
nor the executive, has its own guaranteed funding 
outside the appropriations process, and uses its 
slush fund to steer settlements to politically favored 
groups. 


Its Director has dictatorial powers unique in the 
American Republic. Its regulatory harassment of 
local and regional banks, the source of most home 
mortgages and small business loans, advantages 
big banks and makes it harder for Americans to buy 
a home. Its one-size-fits-all approach to every issue 
threatens the diversity of the country’s financial sys-
tem and would leave us with just a few enormous 
institutions, as in many European countries. 


If the Bureau is not abolished, it should be sub-
jected to congressional appropriation. In that way, 
consumer protection in the financial markets can be 
advanced through measures that are both effective 
and constitutional. Any settlements arising from 
statutory violations by financial institutions must be 
used to make whole the harmed consumers, with 
any remaining proceeds given to the general Trea-
sury. Diversion of settlement funds to politically-
connected parties should be a criminal offense. 


Republicans believe that no financial institution 
is too big to fail. We support legislation to ensure 
that the problems of any financial institution can be 
resolved through the Bankruptcy Code. We endorse 
prudent regulation of the banking system to ensure 
that FDIC-regulated banks are properly capitalized 
and taxpayers are protected against bailouts.  We 
will end the government’s use of disparate impact 
theory in enforcing anti-discrimination laws with re-
gard to lending.
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Responsible Homeownership and 
Rental Opportunities


Homeownership expands personal liberty, 
builds communities, and helps Americans create 
wealth. “The American Dream” is not a stale slogan. 
It is the lived reality that expresses the aspirations of 
all our people. It means a decent place to live, a safe 
place to raise kids, a welcoming place to retire. It 
bespeaks the quiet pride of those who work hard to 
shelter their family and, in the process, create caring 
neighborhoods. 


The Great Recession devastated the housing 
market. U.S. taxpayers paid billions to rescue Fred-
die Mac and Fannie Mae, the latter managed and 
controlled by senior officials from the Carter and 
Clinton Administrations, and to cover the losses of 
the poorly-managed Federal Housing Administra-
tion. Millions lost their homes, millions more lost 
value in their homes. 


More than six million households had to move 
from homeownership to renting. Rental costs esca-
lated so that today nearly 12 million families spend 
more than 50 percent of their incomes just on rent. 
The national homeownership rate has sharply fallen 
and the rate for minority households and young 
adults has plummeted. So many remain unem-
ployed or underemployed, and for the lucky ones 
with jobs, rising rents make it harder to save for a 
mortgage. 


There is a growing sense that our national stan-
dard of living will never be as high as it was in the 
past. We understand that pessimism but do not 
share it, for we believe that sound public policies 
can restore growth to our economy, vigor to the 
housing market, and hope to those who are now on 
the margins of prosperity. 


Our goal is to advance responsible home-
ownership while guarding against the abuses that 
led to the housing collapse. We must scale back 
the federal role in the housing market, promote re-
sponsibility on the part of borrowers and lenders, 
and avoid future taxpayer bailouts. Reforms should 
provide clear and prudent underwriting standards 
and guidelines on predatory lending and acceptable 
lending practices.  Compliance with regulatory stan-
dards should constitute a legal safe harbor to guard 
against opportunistic litigation by trial lawyers. 


We call for a comprehensive review of federal 


regulations, especially those dealing with the envi-
ronment, that make it harder and more costly for 
Americans to rent, buy, or sell homes. 


For nine years, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
have been in conservatorship and the current 
Administration and Democrats have prevented 
any effort to reform them. Their corrupt business 
model lets shareholders and executives reap huge 
profits while the taxpayers cover all loses. The 
utility of both agencies should be reconsidered as a 
Republican administration clears away the jumble of 
subsidies and controls that complicate and distort 
home-buying. 


The Federal Housing Administration, which 
provides taxpayer-backed guarantees in the 
mortgage market, should no longer support high-
income individuals, and the public should not be 
financially exposed by risks taken by FHA officials. 
We will end the government mandates that 
required Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and federally-
insured banks to satisfy lending quotas to specific 
groups.  Discrimination should have no place in the 
mortgage industry. 


Zoning decisions have always been, and must 
remain, under local control. The current Administra-
tion is trying to seize control of the zoning process 
through its Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
regulation. It threatens to undermine zoning laws in 
order to socially engineer every community in the 
country. While the federal government has a legiti-
mate role in enforcing non-discrimination laws, this 
regulation has nothing to do with proven or alleged 
discrimination and everything to do with hostility to 
the self-government of citizens. 


America on the Move 
Our country’s investments in transportation 


and other public construction have traditionally 
been non-partisan. Everyone agrees on the need 
for clean water and safe roads, rail, bridges, ports, 
and airports. President Eisenhower established a 
tradition of Republican leadership in this regard by 
championing the creation of the interstate highway 
system. In recent years, bipartisan cooperation led 
to major legislation improving the nation’s ports and 
waterways. 


Our Republican majority ended the practice 
of earmarks, which often diverted transportation 
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spending to politically favored projects. In the cur-
rent Congress, Republicans have secured the lon-
gest reauthorization of the Highway Trust Fund in a 
decade and are advancing a comprehensive reform 
of the Federal Aviation Administration to make fly-
ing easier and more secure.  


The current Administration has a different ap-
proach. It subordinates civil engineering to social 
engineering as it pursues an exclusively urban vi-
sion of dense housing and government transit. Its 
ill-named Livability Initiative is meant to “coerce 
people out of their cars.” This is the same men-
tality that once led Congress to impose by fiat a 
single maximum speed limit for the entire nation, 
from Manhattan to Montana. Our 1980 Republican 
Platform pledged to repeal that 
edict. After the election of Ron-
ald Reagan, we did. 


Now we make the same 
pledge regarding the current 
problems in transportation pol-
icy. We propose to remove from 
the Highway Trust Fund pro-
grams that should not be the 
business of the federal govern-
ment. 


More than a quarter of the 
Fund’s spending is diverted from 
its original purpose. One fifth of 
its funds are spent on mass tran-
sit, an inherently local affair that 
serves only a small portion of the population, con-
centrated in six big cities. Additional funds are used 
for bike-share programs, sidewalks, recreational 
trails, landscaping, and historical renovations. Other 
beneficiaries of highway money are ferry boats, the 
federal lands access program, scenic byways, and 
education initiatives.  These worthwhile enterprises 
should be funded through other sources.   


We propose to phase out the federal transit 
program and reform provisions of the National En-
vironmental Policy Act which can delay and drive 
up costs for transportation projects. We renew our 
call for repeal of the Davis-Bacon law, which limits 
employment and drives up construction and main-
tenance costs for the benefit of unions. Recognizing 
that, over time, additional revenue will be needed to 
expand the carrying capacity of roads and bridges, 


we will remove legal roadblocks to public-private 
partnership agreements that can save the taxpay-
ers’ money and bring outside investment to meet a 
community’s needs. With most of the states increas-
ing their own funding for transportation, we oppose 
a further increase in the federal gas tax.  


Although unionization has never been per-
mitted in any government agency concerned with 
national security, the current Administration has 
reversed that policy for the Transportation Secu-
rity Administration. We will correct that mistake. 
Americans understand that, with the threat of ter-
rorism, their travel may encounter delays, but un-
acceptably long lines at security checks can have 
the same impact as a collapsed bridge or washed 


out highway. TSA employees 
should always be seen as guard-
ians of the public’s safety, not as 
just another part of the federal 
workforce.


Amtrak is an extremely 
expensive railroad for the 
American taxpayers, who must 
subsidize every ticket. The fed-
eral government should allow 
private ventures to provide pas-
senger service in the northeast 
corridor. The same holds true 
with regard to high-speed and 
intercity rail across the country.  
We reaffirm our intention to end 


federal support for boondoggles like California’s 
high-speed train to nowhere.   


Building the Future: Technology
The digital revolution has transformed how we 


work, learn, sell, shop, socialize —  in short, how we 
live. Technological change drives our positions with 
regard to STEM education, business and corporate 
involvement with educational certifications, work-
force issues, privacy, cyber and national security, en-
ergy development, regulation, and other elements 
of our campaign for growth and jobs. It is why we 
propose to simplify the tax code, reduce corporate 
rates, transition to a territorial system, and create 
incentives for investment and innovation. 


We envision government at all levels as a part-
ner with individuals and industries in technologi-
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cal progress, not a meddlesome monitor. We want 
to create a business climate that rewards risk and 
promotes innovation, a learning system that gives 
Americans the skills needed to seize the opportuni-
ties of the 21st century, and an international order 
that maintains a fair and open global market for 
America’s goods and services. We intend to ad-
vance policies that protect data privacy while fos-
tering innovation and growth and ensuring the free 
flow of data across borders. 


Together, broadband and good ideas have 
become the 21st century engines of American in-
genuity. Innovation, by its nature, is disruptive. In 
challenging legacy forms of business, innovation 
creates new jobs, gives access to new markets, 
opens opportunity to underserved populations, and 
expands consumer choice. Government must give 
America’s innovators the freedom to create and, on 
their merits, succeed or fail. 


Our agenda includes balanced protections 
for intellectual property, explained elsewhere in 
this document. We intend to facilitate access to 
spectrum by paving the way for high-speed, next-      
generation broadband deployment and competi-
tion on the internet and for internet services. We 
want government to encourage the sharing econ-
omy and on-demand platforms to compete in an 
open market, and we believe public policies should 
encourage the innovation and competition that are 
essential for an Internet of Things to thrive. 


Government must keep pace with the technol-
ogy deployed in the private sector. There is an ur-
gent need to modernize the federal government’s 
legacy systems and to recruit the skilled technical 
personnel who can advance the adoption of innova-
tion in the public sector. At the cost of billions, the 
current Administration has done little to advance 
our goal of universal broadband coverage. That 
hurts rural America, where farmers, ranchers, and 
small business people need connectivity to operate 
in real time with the world’s producers. Almost ten 
million Americans have given up wired broadband 
connections in just the last two years alone, and mil-
lions more have never been connected in the first 
place. 


We encourage public-private partnerships to 
provide predictable support for connecting rural 


areas so that every American can fully participate 
in the global economy.  


The public-private partnerships between 
NASA, the Department of Defense, and commercial 
companies have given us technological progress 
that has reduced the cost of accessing space and 
extended America’s space leadership in the com-
mercial, civil, and national security spheres. The 
entrepreneurship and innovation culture of the free 
market is revitalizing the nation’s space capabilities, 
saving taxpayer money, and advancing technology 
critical to maintain America’s edge in space and in 
other fields. 


To protect our national security interests and 
foster innovation and competitiveness, we must 
sustain our preeminence in space by launching 
more scientific missions, guaranteeing unfettered 
access, and ensuring that our space-related indus-
tries remain a source of scientific leadership and 
education.  


Building the Future: America’s Electric Grid
Our nation’s interstate electric transmission 


system has long been a catalyst for developing and 
delivering low cost energy while spurring economic 
growth throughout the United States The grid is 
aging, vulnerable to cyber and terrorist threats, and 
unprepared to serve our energy needs of tomorrow. 
It should not take seven to ten years to plan and 
construct a transmission line. We support expedited 
siting processes and the thoughtful expansion of 
the grid so that consumers and businesses continue 
to have access to affordable and reliable electricity.  


Start-up Century: Small Business 
and Entrepreneurship


A central reason why the 20th century came 
to be called the American Century was the ability 
of individuals to invent and create in a land of free 
markets. Back then they were called risk-takers, 
dreamers, and small business owners. Today they 
are the entrepreneurs, independent contractors, 
and small business men and women of our new 
economy. Their innovation drives improvement and 
forces long-established institutions to adapt or fade 
away. Many of them are so young they remember 
little if anything of the last century because dy-
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namic progress does not look back. As in the past, 
they still create most new jobs and form the com-
mercial network that holds communities together. 
Their enterprise is the lifeblood of our economy, but 
it is weakening.


More businesses are closing in our country than 
are starting. Older firms are an increasing propor-
tion of companies. Productivity growth has slowed.  
This is not the way to jumpstart a new era of growth. 
We need to consider the effect of capital gains rates 
on the availability of venture capital, as well as the 
positive impact of expensing on start-up firms. 


We should reduce the occupational licensing 
laws that shut untold millions of potential workers 
out of entrepreneurial careers.  We must overturn 
the regulatory nightmare, created by the Dodd-
Frank law, for the community banks and savings 
and loans that provide nearly half of all small-               
business loans and over three-quarters of all agricul-
tural loans. Indeed, the world of the app economy 
cries out for the comprehensive regulatory reform 
proposed elsewhere in this platform. We must chal-
lenge established interests and traditional business 
patterns to facilitate market entry of new business 
models, including inventive means of transport, de-
livery, and communication. 


As incubators of unconventional thinking, our 
country’s existing research infrastructure — the Na-
tional Labs, the National Institutes of Health, NASA, 
and elements of the Defense Department — have 
the potential to form partnerships with small busi-
nesses to create an American Start-Up Century. 


The Federal Reserve
Because the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy 


decisions affect job creation, upward mobility for 
workers, and equitable prosperity, they should be 
transparent. Similarly, the Federal Reserve’s impor-
tant role as a lender of last resort should also be 
carried out in a more transparent manner. The Re-
publican Party will advance legislation that brings 
transparency and accountability to the Federal Re-
serve, the Federal Open Market Committee, and the 
Federal Reserve’s dealing with foreign banks. 


The first step is through an annual audit of 
the Federal Reserve’s activities. Such an audit 
would need to be carefully implemented so that 


the Federal Reserve remains insulated from politi-
cal pressures and its decisions are based on sound 
economic principles and sound money rather than 
political pressures for easy money and loose credit.


Determined to crush the double-digit inflation 
that was part of the Carter Administration’s eco-
nomic legacy, President Reagan, shortly after his 
inauguration, established a commission to consider 
the feasibility of a metallic basis for U.S. currency. In 
2012, facing the task of cleaning up the wreckage of 
the current Administration’s policies, we proposed a 
similar commission to investigate ways to set a fixed 
value for the dollar. 


With Republican leadership, the House of Rep-
resentatives has passed legislation to set up just 
such a commission. We recommend its enactment 
by the full Congress and the commission’s careful 
consideration of ways to secure the integrity of our 
currency. 


Workplace Freedom for a 
21st Century Workforce


The greatest asset of the American economy 
is the hard-working American. That is why our first 
priority is getting people back to work by fostering 
the kind of growth that creates jobs. That overarch-
ing goal unites all the sections of this platform. It 
runs through our commitments on education and 
workforce development. It underlies our approach 
to welfare reform, regulatory reform, and our de-
termination to advance the kind of trade agree-
ments that multiply opportunities for workers here 
at home.  It also impels us to challenge the anach-
ronistic labor laws that limit workers’ freedom and 
lock them into the workplace rules of their great-
grandfathers.  


Instead of facilitating change, the current Ad-
ministration and its agents at the National Labor 
Relations Board are determined to reverse it. They 
are attacking the franchise model of business de-
velopment, which is essential to the flexibility and 
creativity of the new economy. They are wielding 
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act from the 
1930s, designed to fit a manufacturing workplace, 
to deny flexibility to both employers and employ-
ees. They have repealed union transparency rules 
that allowed members to discover what was being 
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done with their dues. They have outlawed alterna-
tives to unions even when they were favored by the 
workers.  


Their Project Labor Agreements discriminate 
against the overwhelming majority of workers by 
barring them from jobs on taxpayer-funded proj-
ects. Their patronizing and controlling approach 
leaves workers in a form of peonage to the NLRB. 
We intend to restore fairness and common sense to 
that agency. 


Technology has already created jobs that did 
not exist fifteen years ago, and today’s workers 
need flexibility and family-friendly options to make 
the most of them, especially portability in pension 
plans and health insurance. 


We intend to encourage those trends by bring-
ing labor law into the 21st century. It should en-
courage cooperation between management and 
workers, not conflict. All workers, including union 
members, must be free to accept raises and re-
wards without veto power from union officials. All 
unionized workers should be able to find out what 
is going on in their union trust funds and in their 
executive compensation. We support the right of 
states to enact Right-to-Work laws and call for a 
national law to protect the economic liberty of the 
modern workforce.


All Americans deserve the opportunity to pur-
sue their American dream free from discrimination.  
Clear nondiscrimination policies ensure all employ-
ees have the chance to succeed based solely on 
their merits. These policies are vital to creating an 
inclusive, innovative, and competitive workforce. 


Republicans believe that the employer-             
employee relationship of the future will be built 
upon employee empowerment and workplace 
flexibility. We therefore endorse employee stock 
ownership plans that enable workers to become 
capitalists, expand the realm of private property, 


and energize a free enterprise economy.   
Minimum wage is an issue that should be han-


dled at the state and local level.


A Federal Workforce Serving the People
The federal workforce is larger and more highly 


paid than ever. The taxpayers spend an average of 
$35,000 a year per employee on non-cash benefits, 
triple the average non-cash compensation of the 
average worker in the private sector. Federal em-
ployees receive extraordinary pension benefits and 
vacation time wildly out of line with those of the 
private sector. 


We urge Congress to bring federal compensa-
tion and benefits in line with the standards of most 
American employees. A Republican administration 
should streamline personnel procedures to expedite 
the firing of bad workers, tax cheats, and scammers. 
The unionization of the federal workforce, first per-
mitted by Democrat presidents in the 1960s, should 
be reviewed by the appropriate congressional com-
mittees to examine its effects on the cost, quality, 
and performance of the civil service. Union repre-
sentatives in the federal workforce should not be 
paid to conduct union business on the public’s time.


Reducing the Federal Debt
Our national debt is a burden on our economy 


and families.  The huge increase in the national 
debt demanded by and incurred during the current 
Administration has placed a significant burden on 
future generations. We must impose firm caps on 
future debt, accelerate the repayment of the trillions 
we now owe in order to reaffirm our principles of 
responsible and limited government, and remove 
the burdens we are placing on future generations.  


A strong economy is one key to debt reduction, 
but spending restraint is a necessary component 
that must be vigorously pursued. 
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We the People
We are the party of the Declaration of 


Independence and the Constitution. The Declaration 
sets forth the fundamental precepts of American 
government: That God bestows certain inalienable 
rights on every individual, thus producing human 
equality; that government exists first and foremost 
to protect those inalienable rights; that man-made 
law must be consistent with God-given, natural 
rights; and that if God-given, natural, inalienable 
rights come in conflict with government, court, 
or human-granted rights, God-given, natural, 
inalienable rights always prevail; that there is a 
moral law recognized as “the Laws of Nature and 
of Nature’s God”; and that American government 
is to operate with the consent of the governed. We 
are also the party of the Constitution, the greatest 
political document ever written. It is the solemn 
compact built upon principles of the Declaration 
that enshrines our God-given individual rights and 
ensures that all Americans stand equal before the 
law, defines the purposes and limits of government, 
and is the blueprint for ordered liberty that makes 
the United States the world’s freest and most 
prosperous nation.  


We reaffirm the Constitution’s fundamental 
principles: limited government, separation of 
powers, individual liberty, and the rule of law. We 
denounce bigotry, racism, anti-Semitism, ethnic 
prejudice, and religious intolerance. Therefore, we 
oppose discrimination based on race, sex, religion, 
creed, disability, or national origin and support 
statutes to end such discrimination. As the Party 
of Abraham Lincoln, we must continue to foster 
solutions to America’s difficult challenges when 
it comes to race relations today.  We continue to 
encourage equality for all citizens and access to 
the American Dream.  Merit and hard work should 
determine advancement in our society, so we reject 
unfair preferences, quotas, and set-asides as forms 


of discrimination.  Our ranks include Americans 
from every faith and tradition, and we respect the 
right of each American to follow his or her deeply 
held beliefs.


Our Constitution is in crisis. More than 90 
percent of federal requirements are now imposed 
by regulatory agencies, without any vote of the 
House or Senate or signature of the President. 
The current Administration has exceeded its 
constitutional authority, brazenly and flagrantly 
violated the separation of powers, sought to divide 
America into groups and turn citizen against citizen. 
The President has refused to defend or enforce laws 
he does not like, used executive orders to enact 
national policies in areas constitutionally reserved 
solely to Congress, made unconstitutional “recess” 
appointments to Senate-confirmed positions, 
directed regulatory agencies to overstep their 
statutory authority, and failed to consult Congress 
regarding military action overseas. He has changed 
what John Adams called “a government of laws and 
not of men” into just the opposite.


Democrats in Congress have enabled, 
supported, and defended each of these breaches. 
They have applauded the President’s efforts to 
do an end-run around Congress and stymied 
Republican efforts to restrain executive lawlessness. 
Democrats in Congress have also endorsed an anti-
constitutional agenda of their own. Forty-eight 
Democratic senators, for instance, voted to amend 
the Bill of Rights to give government officials control 
over political speech. Democrats in Congress have 
likewise proposed bills that would limit religious 
liberty, undermine property rights, and eviscerate 
the Second Amendment.


In a free society, the primary role of government 
is to protect the God-given, inalienable rights of 
its citizens. These constitutional rights are not 
negotiable for any American. We affirm that all 
legislation, regulation, and official actions must 
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conform to the Constitution’s original meaning as 
understood at the time the language was adopted. 


Our most urgent task as a Party is to restore 
the American people’s faith in their government by 
electing a president who will enforce duly enacted 
laws, honor constitutional limits on executive 
authority, and return credibility to the Oval Office. 
We need a Republican president who will end 
abuses of power by departments and agencies, 
like the IRS and the EPA, and by the White House 
itself. Safeguarding our liberties requires a president 
who will respect the Constitution’s separation of 
powers, including the authority of Congress to write 
legislation and define agency authority. Americans 
also deserve a president who will speak for our 
nation’s history and values, not apologize for them 
to our enemies.


The Judiciary
The rule of law is the foundation of our Republic. 


A critical threat to our country’s constitutional order 
is an activist judiciary that usurps powers properly 
reserved to the people through other branches 
of government. Only a Republican president 
will appoint judges who respect the rule of law 
expressed within the Constitution and Declaration 
of Independence, including the inalienable right 
to life and the laws of nature and nature’s God, as 
did the late Justice Antonin Scalia. We are facing a 
national crisis in our judiciary.  We understand that 
only by electing a Republican president in 2016 will 
America have the opportunity for up to five new 
constitutionally-minded Supreme Court justices 
appointed to fill vacancies on the Court. Only such 
appointments will enable courts to begin to reverse 
the long line of activist decisions — including 
Roe, Obergefell, and the Obamacare cases — that 
have usurped Congress’s and states’ lawmaking 
authority, undermined constitutional protections, 
expanded the power of the judiciary at the expense 
of the people and their elected representatives, 
and stripped the people of their power to govern 
themselves. We believe in the constitutional checks 
and balances and that the Founders intended the 
judiciary to be the weakest branch. We encourage 
Congress to use the check of impeachment for 
judges who unconstitutionally usurp Article I 


powers. In tandem with a Republican Senate, a 
new Republican president will restore to the Court 
a strong conservative majority that will follow the 
text and original meaning of the Constitution and 
our laws. 


The legitimate powers of government are 
rooted in the consent of the American people. 
Judicial activism that includes reliance on foreign 
law or unratified treaties undermines American 
sovereignty. Foreign laws and precedents should 
not be used to interpret our Constitution or laws, 
nor should foreign sources of law be used in state 
courts’ adjudication of criminal or civil matters. 


We also affirm the wisdom of President 
George Washington’s warning to avoid foreign 
entanglements and unnecessary alliances. We 
therefore oppose the adoption or ratification of 
treaties that would weaken or encroach upon 
American sovereignty or that could be construed 
by courts to do so. We will not recognize as binding 
upon the United States any international agree-
ment forged without the constitutionally required 
assent of two-thirds of the United States Senate.


Administrative Law
Article I of the Constitution directs that “All 


legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested 
in a Congress of the United States….”  For more 
than a century, however, Congress has delegated 
increasing amounts of legislative authority to 
executive departments, agencies, and commissions, 
laying the foundation for today’s vast administrative 
state. Unelected bureaucrats in the executive 
branch now write countless rules with the force of 
law and arbitrarily punish individuals who disobey 
those rules. The Constitution makes clear that these 
powers were granted to Congress by the people 
and must therefore remain solely with the people’s 
elected representatives. We call on Congress to 
begin reclaiming its constitutional powers from 
the bureaucratic state by requiring that major new 
federal regulations be approved by Congress before 
they can take effect, such as through the Regulation 
Freedom Amendment. We further affirm that courts 
should interpret laws as written by Congress rather 
than allowing executive agencies to rewrite those 
laws to suit administration priorities. 
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Defending Marriage Against 
an Activist Judiciary


Traditional marriage and family, based on 
marriage between one man and one woman, 
is the foundation for a free society and has for 
millennia been entrusted with rearing children 
and instilling cultural values.  We condemn the 
Supreme Court’s ruling in 
United States v. Windsor, which 
wrongly removed the ability of 
Congress to define marriage 
policy in federal law.  We also 
condemn the Supreme Court’s 
lawless ruling in Obergefell v. 
Hodges, which in the words of 
the late Justice Antonin Scalia, 
was a “judicial Putsch” — full 
of “silly extravagances” — that 
reduced “the disciplined legal 
reasoning of John Marshall and 
Joseph Storey to the mystical 
aphorisms of a fortune cookie.”  
In Obergefell, five unelected 
lawyers robbed 320 million 
Americans of their legitimate 
constitutional authority to define marriage as the 
union of one man and one woman.  The Court 
twisted the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment 
beyond recognition.   To echo Scalia, we dissent.  
We, therefore, support the appointment of justices 
and judges who respect the constitutional limits on 
their power and respect the authority of the states 
to decide such fundamental social questions.


The First Amendment: Religious Liberty
The Bill of Rights lists religious liberty, with 


its rights of conscience, as the first freedom to be 
protected. Religious freedom in the Bill of Rights 
protects the right of the people to practice their 
faith in their everyday lives. As George Washington 
taught, “religion and morality are indispensable 
supports” to a free society. Similarly, Thomas 
Jefferson declared that “No provision in our 
Constitution ought to be dearer to man than that 
which protects the rights of conscience against the 
enterprises of the civil authority.” Ongoing attempts 
to compel individuals, businesses, and institutions 
of faith to transgress their beliefs are part of a 


misguided effort to undermine religion and drive it 
from the public square. As a result, many charitable 
religious institutions that have demonstrated 
great success in helping the needy have been 
barred from receiving government grants and 
contracts. Government officials threaten religious 
colleges and universities with massive fines and 


seek to control their personnel 
decisions. Places of worship 
for the first time in our history 
have reason to fear the loss 
of tax-exempt status merely 
for espousing and practicing 
traditional religious beliefs 
that have been held across the 
world for thousands of years, 
and for almost four centuries 
in America. We value the right 
of America’s religious leaders 
to preach, and Americans to 
speak freely, according to their 
faith. Republicans believe the 
federal government, specifically 
the IRS, is constitutionally 
prohibited from policing or 


censoring speech based on religious convictions 
or beliefs, and therefore we urge the repeal of the 
Johnson Amendment.


We pledge to defend the religious beliefs 
and rights of conscience of all Americans and to 
safeguard religious institutions against government 
control. We endorse the First Amendment Defense 
Act, Republican legislation in the House and Senate 
which will bar government discrimination against 
individuals and businesses for acting on the belief 
that marriage is the union of one man and one 
woman. This Act would protect the non-profit 
tax status of faith-based adoption agencies, the 
accreditation of religious educational institutions, 
the grants and contracts of faith-based charities 
and small businesses, and the licensing of religious 
professions — all of which are under assault by 
elements of the Democratic Party. We encourage 
every state to pass similar legislation. We likewise 
endorse the efforts of Republican state legislators 
and governors who have defied intimidation from 
corporations and the media in defending religious 
liberty. We support laws to confirm the longstanding 
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American tradition that religious individuals and 
institutions can educate young people, receive 
government benefits, and participate in public 
debates without having to check their religious 
beliefs at the door.


Our First Amendment rights are not given to 
us by the government but are rights we inherently 
possess. The government cannot use subsequent 
amendments to limit First Amendment rights. The 
Free Exercise Clause is both an individual and a 
collective liberty protecting a right to worship God 
according to the dictates of conscience. Therefore, 
we strongly support the freedom of Americans to 
act in accordance with their religious beliefs, not 
only in their houses of worship, but also in their 
everyday lives.


We support the right of the people to conduct 
their businesses in accordance with their religious 
beliefs and condemn public officials who have 
proposed boycotts against businesses that support 
traditional marriage. We pledge to protect those 
business owners who have been subjected to hate 
campaigns, threats of violence, and other attempts 
to deny their civil rights. 


We support the public display of the Ten 
Commandments as a reflection of our history and 
our country’s Judeo-Christian heritage and further 
affirm the rights of religious students to engage in 
voluntary prayer at public school events and to have 
equal access to school facilities. We assert the First 
Amendment right of freedom of association for 
religious, private, service, and youth organizations 
to set their own membership standards.  


The First Amendment: 
Constitutionally Protected Speech


The rights of citizenship do not stop at the ballot 
box. Freedom of speech includes the right to devote 
resources to whatever cause or candidate one 
supports. We oppose any restrictions or conditions 
that would discourage citizens from participating in 
the public square or limit their ability to promote 
their ideas, such as requiring private organizations 
to publicly disclose their donors to the government.  
Limits on political speech serve only to protect the 
powerful and insulate incumbent officeholders. We 
support repeal of federal restrictions on political 


parties in McCain-Feingold, raising or repealing 
contribution limits, protecting the political speech 
of advocacy groups, corporations, and labor unions, 
and protecting political speech on the internet. We 
likewise call for an end to the so-called Fairness 
Doctrine, and support free-market approaches to 
free speech unregulated by government.


We believe the forced funding of political 
candidates through union dues and other mandatory 
contributions violates the First Amendment. Just as 
Americans have a First Amendment right to devote 
resources to favored candidates or views, they 
have a First Amendment right not to be forced to 
individually support individuals or ideologies that 
they oppose. We agree with Thomas Jefferson that 
“To compel a man to furnish contributions of money 
for the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves 
and abhors is sinful and tyrannical.”


The Second Amendment: 
Our Right to Keep and Bear Arms


We uphold the right of individuals to keep 
and bear arms, a natural inalienable right that 
predates the Constitution and is secured by the 
Second Amendment. Lawful gun ownership enables 
Americans to exercise their God-given right of self-
defense for the safety of their homes, their loved 
ones, and their communities.  


 We salute the Republican Congress for 
defending the right to keep and bear arms by 
preventing the President from installing a new liberal 
majority on the Supreme Court. The confirmation 
to the Court of additional anti-gun justices would 
eviscerate the Second Amendment’s fundamental 
protections. Already, local officials in the nation’s 
capital and elsewhere are defying the Court’s 
decisions upholding an individual right to bear 
arms as affirmed by the Supreme Court in Heller 
and McDonald.  We support firearm reciprocity 
legislation to recognize the right of law-abiding 
Americans to carry firearms to protect themselves 
and their families in all 50 states. We support 
constitutional carry statutes and salute the states 
that have passed them. We oppose ill-conceived 
laws that would restrict magazine capacity or 
ban the sale of the most popular and common 
modern rifle. We also oppose any effort to deprive 
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individuals of their right to keep and bear arms 
without due process of law.  


We condemn frivolous lawsuits against gun 
manufacturers and the current Administration’s 
illegal harassment of firearm dealers. We oppose 
federal licensing or registration of law-abiding 
gun owners, registration of ammunition, and 
restoration of the ill-fated Clinton gun ban. We call 
for a thorough investigation — by a new Republican 
administration — of the deadly “Fast and Furious” 
operation perpetrated by Department of Justice 
officials who approved and allowed illegal sales of 
guns to known violent criminals.


The Fourth Amendment: 
Liberty and Privacy


Affirming the Fourth Amendment “right of 
the people to be secure in their houses, papers, 
and effects, against unreasonable searches and 
seizures,” we call for strict limitations on the use of 
aerial surveillance on U.S. soil, with the exception of 
patrolling our national borders for illegal entry and 
activity.  We oppose any attempts by government 
to require surveillance devices in our daily lives, 
including tracking devices in motor vehicles.


In recent years, technology companies have 
responded to market demand for products and 
services that protect the privacy of customers 
through increasingly sophisticated encryption 
technology. These increased privacy protections 
have become crucial to the digital economy. At the 
same time, however, such innovations have brought 
new dangers, especially from criminals and terrorists 
who seek to use encryption technology to harm us. 
No matter the medium, citizens must retain the 
right to communicate with one another free from 
unlawful government intrusion. It will not be easy 
to balance privacy rights with the government’s 
legitimate need to access encrypted information. 
This issue is too important to be left to the courts.  
A Republican president and a Republican Congress 
must listen to the American people and forge a 
consensus solution.  


The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 
(FATCA) and the Foreign Bank and Asset Reporting 
Requirements result in government’s warrantless 
seizure of personal financial information without 


reasonable suspicion or probable cause. Americans 
overseas should enjoy the same rights as Americans 
residing in the United States, whose private 
financial information is not subject to disclosure 
to the government except as to interest earned. 
The requirement for all banks around the world 
to provide detailed information to the IRS about 
American account holders outside the United States 
has resulted in banks refusing service to them. Thus, 
FATCA not only allows “unreasonable search and 
seizures” but also threatens the ability of overseas 
Americans to lead normal lives. We call for its repeal 
and for a change to residency-based taxation for 
U.S. citizens overseas.


The Fifth Amendment: 
Protecting Human Life


The Constitution’s guarantee that no one can 
“be deprived of life, liberty or property” deliberately 
echoes the Declaration of Independence’s 
proclamation that “all” are “endowed by their 
Creator” with the inalienable right to life. 
Accordingly, we assert the sanctity of human life 
and affirm that the unborn child has a fundamental 
right to life which cannot be infringed. We support 
a human life amendment to the Constitution and 
legislation to make clear that the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s protections apply to children before 
birth. 


We oppose the use of public funds to perform 
or promote abortion or to fund organizations, like 
Planned Parenthood, so long as they provide or 
refer for elective abortions or sell fetal body parts 
rather than provide healthcare.  We urge all states 
and Congress to make it a crime to acquire, transfer, 
or sell fetal tissues from elective abortions for 
research, and we call on Congress to enact a ban 
on any sale of fetal body parts. In the meantime, we 
call on Congress to ban the practice of misleading 
women on so-called fetal harvesting consent forms, 
a fact revealed by a 2015 investigation. We will not 
fund or subsidize healthcare that includes abortion 
coverage. 


We support the appointment of judges who 
respect traditional family values and the sanctity of 
innocent human life. We oppose the non-consensual 
withholding or withdrawal of care or treatment, 
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including food and water, from individuals with 
disabilities, newborns, the elderly, or the infirm, just 
as we oppose euthanasia and assisted suicide.


We affirm our moral obligation to assist, rather 
than penalize, women who face an unplanned 
pregnancy. In order to encourage women who face 
an unplanned pregnancy to choose life, we support 
legislation that requires financial responsibility for 
the child be equally borne by both the mother 
and father upon conception until the child reaches 
adulthood. Failure to require a father to be equally 
responsible for a child places an inequitable 
burden on the mother, creating a financial and 
social hardship on both mother 
and child. We celebrate the 
millions of Americans who 
open their hearts, homes, and 
churches to mothers in need 
and women fleeing abuse. We 
thank and encourage providers 
of counseling, medical services, 
and adoption assistance 
for empowering women 
experiencing an unintended 
pregnancy to choose life.  We 
support funding for ultrasounds 
and adoption assistance. We 
salute the many states that 
now protect women and 
girls through laws requiring 
informed consent, parental 
consent, waiting periods, and 
clinic regulation. We condemn 
the Supreme Court’s activist 
decision in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt 
striking down commonsense Texas laws providing 
for basic health and safety standards in abortion 
clinics.


We applaud the U.S. House of Representatives 
for leading the effort to add enforcement to the 
Born-Alive Infant Protection Act by passing the 
Born-Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act, which 
imposes appropriate civil and criminal penalties on 
healthcare providers who fail to provide treatment 
and care to an infant who survives an abortion, 
including early induction delivery whether the 
death of the infant is intended. We strongly oppose 
infanticide. Over a dozen states have passed Pain-


Capable Unborn Child Protection Acts prohibiting 
abortion after twenty weeks, the point at which 
current medical research shows that unborn babies 
can feel excruciating pain during abortions, and we 
call on Congress to enact the federal version. Not 
only is it good legislation, but it enjoys the support 
of a majority of the American people. We support 
state and federal efforts against the cruelest forms 
of abortion, especially dismemberment abortion 
procedures, in which unborn babies are literally torn 
apart limb from limb.


We call on Congress to ban sex-selection 
abortions and abortions based on disabilities — 


discrimination in its most lethal 
form.  We oppose embryonic 
stem cell research. We oppose 
federal funding of embryonic 
stem cell research.  We support 
adult stem cell research and urge 
the restoration of the national 
placental stem cell bank created 
by President George H.W. Bush 
but abolished by his Democrat 
successor, President Bill Clinton. 
We oppose federal funding for 
harvesting embryos and call for 
a ban on human cloning. 


The Democratic Party 
is extreme on abortion. 
Democrats’ almost limitless 
support for abortion, and their 
strident opposition to even 
the most basic restrictions on 
abortion, put them dramatically 


out of step with the American people. Because of 
their opposition to simple abortion clinic safety 
procedures, support for taxpayer-funded abortion, 
and rejection of pregnancy resource centers that 
provide abortion alternatives, the old Clinton mantra 
of “safe, legal, and rare” has been reduced to just 
“legal.” We are proud to be the party that protects 
human life and offers real solutions for women.


The Fifth Amendment: 
Protecting Private Property


The Framers of our government knew, from 
history and experience, that when private property 
is not secure, freedom is at risk. That is why the Fifth 
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Amendment declares that private property may not 
be “taken for public use without just compensation.” 
The Supreme Court’s Kelo decision undermined this 
safeguard by allowing local governments to seize    
a person’s home or land not only for vital public use, 
but also for “public purpose,” which thus allowed 
the government to seize it for transfer to private 
developers or other private entities. We call on any 
state legislatures that have not already done so to 
nullify the impact of Kelo within their jurisdiction 
by legislation or state constitutional amendments 
declaring that private property may be taken only 
for true public use, and we join House Republicans 
in supporting the Private Property Rights Protection 
Act.   


The government at every level must always 
pay just compensation whenever it takes private 
property to achieve a compelling public use, with 
the money coming from the budget of the agency 
performing the taking. This includes the taking 
of water rights and the taking of property by 
environmental regulations that destroy or diminish 
the property’s value. 


Civil asset forfeiture was originally intended 
as a way to cripple organized crime through the 
seizure of property used in a criminal enterprise. 
Regrettably, it has become a tool for unscrupulous 
law enforcement officials, acting without due 
process, to profit by destroying the livelihood of 
innocent individuals, many of whom never recover 
the lawful assets taken from them. When the rights 
of the innocent can be so easily violated, no one’s 
rights are safe. We call on Congress and state 
legislatures to enact reforms to protect law-abiding 
citizens against abusive asset forfeiture tactics.


The Fifth Amendment: 
Intellectual Property Rights


Private property includes not only physical 
property such as lands and homes, but also 
intellectual property like books and patents. Article 
1, section 8 of the Constitution gives Congress the 
power to safeguard intellectual property rights 
for “Authors and Inventors.” By protecting the 
proprietary rights of creators and innovators, the 
Constitution promotes the general welfare by 
providing incentives for investment in all sorts of 
technology and artistic works. Intellectual property 


is a driving force in today’s global economy of 
constant innovation. It is the wellspring of American 
economic growth and job creation. With the rise 
of the digital economy, it has become even more 
critical that we protect intellectual property rights 
and preserve freedom of contract rather than 
create regulatory barriers to creativity, growth, and 
innovation.


Protecting intellectual property is also a 
national security issue. We must guard against 
counterfeit parts that can compromise the 
reliability of our weapons systems and the safety 
of military personnel. Today, the worst offenses 
against intellectual property rights come from 
abroad, especially in China. We call for strong 
action by Congress and a new Republican president 
to enforce intellectual property laws against all 
infringers, whether foreign or domestic. 


The Ninth Amendment: 
The People’s Retained Rights


The Ninth Amendment to the Constitution 
declares that “[t]he enumeration in the Constitution 
of certain rights shall not be construed to deny 
or disparage others retained by the people.” This 
provision codifies the principle that our national 
government derives its power from the governed 
and that all powers not delegated to the government 
are retained by the people. We call upon legislators 
to give full force to this fundamental principle. 
We welcome to our ranks all citizens who are 
determined to reclaim the rights of the people that 
have been ignored or usurped by the federal and 
intrusive state governments. 


The Tenth Amendment: Federalism 
as the Foundation of Personal Liberty


Federalism is a cornerstone of our constitutional 
system. Every violation of state sovereignty by 
federal officials is not merely a transgression of one 
unit of government against another; it is an assault 
on the liberties of individual Americans. Hence the 
promise of the Tenth Amendment: “The powers not 
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, 
nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to 
the States respectively, or to the people.” The 
Constitution gives the federal government very 
few powers, and they are specifically enumerated; 
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the states and the people retain authority over 
all unenumerated powers.  In obedience to that 
principle, we condemn the current Administration’s 
unconstitutional expansion into areas beyond 
those specifically enumerated, including bullying 
of state and local governments in matters ranging 
from voter identification (ID) laws to immigration, 
from healthcare programs to land use decisions, 
and from forced education curricula to school 
restroom policies. We pledge to restore the proper 
balance and vertical separation of powers between 
the federal government and state governments — 
the governments closest to, and most reflective 
of, the American people. We encourage states to 
reinvigorate their traditional role as the laboratories 
of democracy, propelling the nation forward 
through local and state innovation. 


Big government undermines federalism 
through more than 1,100 grants-in-aid programs 
that consume more than one-sixth of the federal 
budget for matters that should be the exclusive 
responsibility of the states. Through these programs, 
money originating from state taxpayers is returned 
to the states, usually greatly reduced, with myriad 
strings attached. These grants turn state and 
local elected officials into agents of the federal 
government. The web of conditions and regulations 
— especially the requirement of matching funds that 
comes with federal grants — transforms recipients 
into appendages of the Washington bureaucracy. 
We call upon Congress to help a Republican 
president to reduce and ultimately eliminate this 
system of conditioned grants so that state and local 
taxpayers can decide for themselves what is best 
for their own communities. 


Honest Elections and the 
Electoral College


We oppose the National Popular Vote Interstate 
Compact and any other scheme to abolish or 
distort the procedures of the Electoral College. An 
unconstitutional effort to impose National Popular 
Vote would be a grave threat to our federal system 
and a guarantee of corruption, as every ballot box 
in every state would offer a chance to steal the 


presidency. We urge state legislatures that have 
voted for this proposal to rescind their approval.


Honest Elections and the Right to Vote
Honest elections are the foundation of 


representative government. We pledge to protect 
the voting rights of every citizen, as well as their 
rights of conscience when they are harassed 
or denied a job because of their contributions 
to a candidate or a cause. We support state 
efforts to ensure ballot access for the elderly, the 
handicapped, military personnel, and all legitimate 
voters. We urge state and local officials to take 
all appropriate steps to allow voters to cast their 
ballots in a timely manner. We are concerned, 
however, that some voting procedures may 
be open to abuse. For this reason, we support 
legislation to require proof of citizenship when 
registering to vote and secure photo ID when 
voting. We strongly oppose litigation against states 
exercising their sovereign authority to enact such 
laws.  In addition, to guarantee that everyone’s vote 
is counted, we urge that electronic voting systems 
have a voter-verified paper audit trail. We urge 
every state to join the Interstate Voter Registration 
Cross Check Program to keep voter rolls accurate 
and to prevent people from voting in more than 
one state in the same election. To guard against 
foreign involvement in our elections, we call for 
vigilance regarding online credit card contributions 
to candidates and campaigns.


The members of our Armed Forces must not 
be denied the basic rights that they are defending 
for others. Our troops, wherever stationed, must be 
allowed to vote in a timely manner. We call upon 
the entire military chain of command to ensure the 
voting rights of our citizen soldiers.


The Constitution gives Congress authority 
to conduct the decennial census “in such Manner 
as they shall by Law direct.” In order to preserve 
the principle of one person, one vote, we urge our 
elected representatives to ensure that citizenship, 
rather than mere residency, be made the basis for 
the apportionment of representatives among the 
states. 
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We are the party of America’s growers, 
producers, farmers, ranchers, foresters, miners, 
commercial fishermen, and all those who bring 
from the earth the crops, minerals, energy, and 
the bounties of our seas that are the lifeblood 
of our economy. Their labor and ingenuity, their 
determination in bad times and love of the land at 
all times, powers our economy, creates millions of 
jobs, and feeds billions of people around the world. 
Only a few years ago, a bipartisan consensus in 
government valued the role of extractive industries 
and rewarded their enterprise by minimizing its 
interference with their work. That has radically 
changed. We look in vain within the Democratic 
Party for leaders who will speak for the people of 
agriculture, energy and mineral production. 


Abundant Harvests
Agricultural production and exports are 


central to the Republican agenda for jobs, growth, 
expanded trade, and prosperity. Because our 
farmers and ranchers care for the land, the United 
States does not depend on foreign imports for 
sustenance. Americans spend a smaller percentage 
of their income on food than any other nation. On 
average, one American farm produces enough food 
to feed 155 people. No other nation has been as 
generous with food aid to the needy. We have good 
reason to celebrate our domestic security in food.


We are the largest agricultural exporter in the 
world, and our exports are vital for other sectors 
of our economy. Those exports drive additional 
economic growth as each dollar of agricultural 
exports generates another $1.27 in business activity.  
That is why we remain committed to expanding 
trade opportunities and opening new markets for 
agriculture. Under a Republican president, America’s 
trade negotiators will insist that our global trading 
partners adhere to science-based standards with 


regard to food and health regulations. We will not 
tolerate the use of bogus science and scare tactics 
to bar our products from foreign markets, nor will 
we allow insufficient health and safety standards for 
products imported for our consumption.


We must also ensure that domestic policies 
do not compromise our global competitiveness 
through overregulation and undue interference 
in the marketplace. There is growing recognition 
that federal dairy policies, crafted during the Great 
Depression, are increasingly an impediment to the 
ability of our dairy producers to meet the expected 
doubling in global demand coming by 2030. We 
oppose the policies pushed by special interest 
groups seeking to stop or make more expensive 
our current system of safe, efficient, and humane 
production of meat. Congress has repeatedly had to 
block the current Administration’s draconian rules 
concerning the marketing of poultry and livestock. 
This regulatory impulse must be curbed, not on a 
case-by-case basis, but through a fundamental 
restructuring of the regulatory process. In the 
meantime, the intrusive and expensive federal 
mandates on food options and menu labeling should 
be ended as soon as possible by a Republican 
Congress.  We oppose the mandatory labeling of 
genetically modified food, which has proven to be 
safe, healthy, and a literal life-saver for millions in the 
developing world. 


The Democratic Administration’s sustained 
support for additional regulation of agriculture has 
directly resulted in higher costs of production for 
those who produce the food we eat. This federal 
regulatory overreach has resulted and will continue 
to result in higher food prices for Americans. These 
higher food costs are particularly challenging for 
those Americans struggling to make ends meet. 


Like the rest of the economy, agriculture has 
suffered through eight years of the Democrats’ 
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regulatory juggernaut, particularly from the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). States, 
not Washington bureaucrats, are best equipped 
to engage farmers and ranchers to develop 
sound farm oversight policies. The EPA’s Waters 
of the United States (WOTUS) rule, issued jointly 
with the Army Corps of Engineers, is a travesty. 
It extends the government’s jurisdiction over 
navigable waters into the micro-management of 
puddles and ditches on farms, ranches, and other 
privately-held property. Ditches, dry creek beds, 
stock ponds, prairie potholes, and other non-
navigable wet areas are already regulated by the 
states. WOTUS is now subject to judicial review and 
must be invalidated, but that will not be sufficient. 
Unelected bureaucrats must be stopped from 
furthering the Democratic Party’s political agenda 
through regulatory demands forced upon citizens 
and businesses beyond that which is required by 
law. We must never allow federal agencies to seize 
control of state waters, watersheds, or groundwater. 
State waters, watersheds, and groundwater must be 
the purview of the sovereign states.


Farmers and ranchers are among this country’s 
leading conservationists. Modern farm practices 
and technologies, supported by programs from 
the Department of Agriculture, have led to reduced 
erosion, improved water and air quality, increased 
wildlife habitat, all the while maintaining improved 
agricultural yields. This stewardship of the land 
benefits everyone, and we remain committed to 
conservation policies based on the preservation, 
not the restriction, of working lands.  For this 
reason, ranching on public lands must be fostered, 
developed, and encouraged. This includes providing 
for an abundant water supply for America’s farmers, 
ranchers, and their communities.


Farming and ranching remain high-risk 
endeavors, and they cannot be isolated from 
market forces. No segment of agriculture can 
expect treatment so favorable that it seriously 
disadvantages workers in other trades. Federal 
programs to assist farmers in managing risk must 
be as cost-effective as they are functional, offering 
tools that can improve producers’ ability to operate 
when times are tough while remaining affordable to 
the taxpayers. Even so, the expansion of agricultural 
exports through the vigorous opening of new 


markets around the world is the surest path to farm 
security. 


While uncertainty about natural weather and 
markets is a risk farmers and ranchers always face, 
government should not add to their uncertainty by 
inaction and delay. Thanks in large part to a lack 
of leadership from the current Administration and 
congressional Democrats, the last Farm Bill took 
far too long to enact, creating instability about 
farm policy for nearly two years. Republicans are 
dedicated to leading this country forward, which 
includes getting things done on time, including the 
next Farm Bill.    


The Democrats play politics with farm security.  
Much of the Democrats’ delay had nothing to 
do with the vital role of American agriculture. It 
concerned their efforts to expand welfare through 
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 
(SNAP), which now comprises more than 70 percent 
of all farm bill spending. During the last eight years 
of a Democratic Administration, nearly all the work 
requirements for able-bodied adults, instituted by 
our landmark welfare reform of 1996, have been 
removed. We will restore those provisions and, 
to correct a mistake made when the Food Stamp 
program was first created in 1964, separate the 
administration of SNAP from the Department of 
Agriculture.


Like all other sectors of our society, agriculture 
is directly impacted by the constant advance in 
technology. Agriculture now faces a revolution in the 
generation of “Big Data” — information produced 
not only through public oversight of regulations and 
programs, but also from private business records of 
farming and ranching operations. In the interest of 
protecting the safety of our farmers and ranchers, 
we will advance policies to protect the security, 
privacy, and most of all, the private ownership of 
individual farmers’ and ranchers’ data.


The U. S. Forest Service, within the Department 
of Agriculture, controls around 200 million acres of 
land with enormous natural resources, especially 
timber, a renewable resource providing jobs for 
thousands of workers that should be used to the 
best economic potential for the nation. Many of 
our national forests are in worsening health with 
the threat of invasive species, insect mortality, 
and the severe risk of wildfire. The increase in 
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catastrophic wildfires has been needlessly killing 
millions of animals and destroying homes and 
watersheds for decades in the western states. 
The expense to suppress wildfires related to failed 
federal forest policies continues to increase. When 
timber is managed properly, the renewable crops 
will result in fewer wildfires and, at the same time, 
produce jobs in the timber industry for countless 
families. We believe in promoting active, sustainable 
management of our forests and that states can best 
manage our forests to improve forest health and 
keep communities safe. 


A New Era in Energy
Our country has greater energy resources 


than any other place on earth. 
Our engineers and miners, the 
men and women whose labor 
taps the forces of nature, are 
the best in the world. Together, 
the people of America’s energy 
sector provide us with power 
that is clean, affordable, secure, 
and abundant. Their work can 
guarantee the nation’s energy 
security for centuries to come if, 
instead of erecting roadblocks, 
government facilitates the 
creation of an all-of-the-above 
energy strategy.


We applaud congressional 
Republicans for doing just that 
through far-sighted legislation. 
Both Houses have passed bills that will modernize 
pipelines and the electric grid, protect the grid from 
disruption, expedite energy exports, and lower 
energy costs. A Republican administration will 
build on those policies to find new ways to store 
electricity, a breakthrough of extraordinary import. 


Planning for our energy future requires us to 
first determine what resources we have in reserve. 
Thirty years ago, the world’s estimated reserves of 
oil were 645 billion barrels. Today, that figure is 1.65 
trillion barrels. The more we know what we will have 
in the future, the better we can decide how to use it. 
That is why we support the opening of public lands 
and the outer continental shelf to exploration and 
responsible production, even if these resources will 


not be immediately developed. Because we believe 
states can best promote economic growth while 
protecting the environment, Congress should give 
authority to state regulators to manage energy 
resources on federally controlled public lands within 
their respective borders.  


The Democratic Party’s energy policy can be 
summed up in a slogan currently popular among 
its activists: “keep it in the ground.” Keeping energy 
in the earth will keep jobs out of reach of those 
who need them most. For low-income Americans, 
expensive energy means colder homes in the winter 
and hotter homes in the summer, less mobility in 
employment, and higher food prices. The current 
Administration, and particularly its EPA, seems 


not to care. Its Clean Power 
Plan — the centerpiece of the 
President’s war on coal — has 
been stayed by the Supreme 
Court.  We will do away with 
it altogether.  The Democratic 
Party does not understand 
that coal is an abundant, clean, 
affordable, reliable domestic 
energy resource.  Those who 
mine it and their families 
should be protected from the 
Democratic Party’s radical anti-
coal agenda.


The Democratic Party’s 
campaign to smother the U.S. 
energy industry takes many 
forms, but the permitting 


process may be its most damaging weapon. It takes 
an average of 30 days for states to permit an oil or 
gas well. It takes the federal government longer than 
seven months. Three decades ago, the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) leased 12.2 million acres. 
In 2014, it leased only one-tenth of that number. 
Our nuclear industry, cleanly generating almost 20 
percent of our electricity from its 99 plants, has 
a remarkable safety record, but only a handful of 
plants have been permitted in over three decades. 
Permitting for a safe, non-polluting hydroelectric 
facility, even one that is being relicensed, can take 
many years because of the current President’s 
hostility to dams. The Keystone Pipeline has 
become a symbol of everything wrong with the 
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current Administration’s ideological approach. 
After years of delay, the President killed it to satisfy 
environmental extremists. We intend to finish that 
pipeline and others as part of our commitment to 
North American energy security. 


Government should not play favorites among 
energy producers. The taxpayers will not soon 
forget the current Administration’s subsidies to 
companies that went bankrupt without producing 
a kilowatt of energy. The same Administration 
now requires the Department 
of Defense, operating with 
slashed budgets during a time 
of expanding conflict, to use its 
scarce resources to generate 25 
percent of its electricity from 
renewables by 2025. Climate 
change is far from this nation’s 
most pressing national security 
issue. This is the triumph of 
extremism over common sense, 
and Congress must stop it. 


 We support the 
development of all forms of 
energy that are marketable in a 
free economy without subsidies, 
including coal, oil, natural gas, nuclear power, and 
hydropower. A federal judge has struck down the 
BLM’s rule on hydraulic fracturing and we support 
upholding this decision. We respect the states’ 
proven ability to regulate the use of hydraulic 
fracturing, methane emissions, and horizontal 
drilling, and we will end the Administration’s 
disregard of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act with 
respect to the long-term storage of nuclear waste. 
We encourage the cost-effective development of 
renewable energy sources — wind, solar, biomass, 
biofuel, geothermal, and tidal energy — by private 
capital. The United States is overwhelmingly 
dependent on China and other nations for rare earth 
and other hardrock minerals. These minerals are 
critical to advanced technology, renewable energy, 
and defense manufacturing. We support expediting 
the permitting process for mineral production 
on public lands. We support lifting restrictions to 
allow responsible development of nuclear energy, 
including research into alternative processes like 
thorium nuclear energy.


We oppose any carbon tax. It would increase 
energy prices across the board, hitting hardest at 
the families who are already struggling to pay their 
bills in the Democrats’ no-growth economy. We 
urge the private sector to focus its resources on the 
development of carbon capture and sequestration 
technology still in its early stages here and overseas.   


American energy producers should be free 
to export their product to foreign markets. This 
is particularly important because of international 


demand for liquefied natural 
gas, and we must expedite 
the energy export terminals 
currently blocked by the 
Administration. Energy exports 
will create high paying jobs 
throughout the United States, 
reduce our nation’s trade 
deficit, grow our economy, and 
boost the energy security of 
our allies and trading partners. 
We remain committed to 
aggressively expanding trade 
opportunities and opening 
new markets for American 
energy through multilateral and 


bilateral agreements, whether current, pending, or 
negotiated in the future. 


Energy is both an economic and national 
security issue. We support the enactment of 
policies to increase domestic energy production, 
including production on public lands, to counter 
market manipulation by OPEC and other nationally-
owned oil companies.  This will reduce America’s 
vulnerability to energy price volatility.


Environmental Progress
Conservation is inherent in conservatism. As 


the pioneer of environmentalism a century ago, the 
Republican Party reaffirms the moral obligation to 
be good stewards of the God-given natural beauty 
and resources of our country. We believe that people 
are the most valuable resources and that human 
health and safety are the proper measurements of 
a policy’s success. We assert that private ownership 
has been the best guarantee of conscientious 
stewardship, while some of the worst instances 
of degradation have occurred under government 
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control. Poverty, not wealth, is the gravest threat 
to the environment, while steady economic growth 
brings the technological advances which make 
environmental progress possible.  


The environment is too important to be left to 
radical environmentalists. They are using yesterday’s 
tools to control a future they do not comprehend. 
The environmental establishment has become a 
self-serving elite, stuck in the mindset of the 1970s, 
subordinating the public’s consensus to the goals 
of the Democratic Party. Their approach is based 
on shoddy science, scare tactics, and centralized 
command-and-control regulation. Over the last 
eight years, the Administration has triggered an 
avalanche of regulation that wreaks havoc across 
our economy and yields minimal environmental 
benefits. 


The central fact of any sensible environmental 
policy is that, year by year, the environment is 
improving. Our air and waterways are much 
healthier than they were a few decades ago. As 
a nation, we have drastically reduced pollution, 
mainstreamed recycling, educated the public, 
and avoided ecological degradation. Even if no 
additional controls are added, air pollution will 
continue to decline for the next several decades 
due to technological turnover of aging equipment. 
These successes become a challenge for Democratic 
Party environmental extremists, who must reach 
farther and demand more to sustain the illusion of 
an environmental crisis. That is why they routinely 
ignore costs, exaggerate benefits, and advocate the 
breaching of constitutional boundaries by federal 
agencies to impose environmental regulation. At the 
same time, the environmental establishment looks 
the other way when environmental degradation is 
caused by the EPA and other federal agencies as 
was the case during the Animas River spill.  


Our agenda is high on job creation, expanding 
opportunity and providing a better chance at life 
for everyone willing to work for it. Our modern 
approach to environmentalism is directed to that 
end, and it starts with dramatic change in official 
Washington. We propose to shift responsibility 
for environmental regulation from the federal 
bureaucracy to the states and to transform the 
EPA into an independent bipartisan commission, 
similar to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, with 


structural safeguards against politicized science. 
We will strictly limit congressional delegation of 
rule-making authority, and require that citizens be 
compensated for regulatory takings.  


We will put an end to the legal practice known 
as “sue and settle,” in which environmental groups 
sue federal agencies whose officials are complicit in 
the litigation so that, with the taxpayers excluded, 
both parties can reach agreement behind closed 
doors. That deceit betrays the public’s trust; it will 
no longer be tolerated. We will also reform the Equal 
Access to Justice Act to cap and disclose payments 
made to environmental activists and return the Act 
to its original intent. 


We will enforce the original intent of the Clean 
Water Act, not it’s distortion by EPA regulations. 
We will likewise forbid the EPA to regulate carbon 
dioxide, something never envisioned when Congress 
passed the Clean Air Act. We will restore to 
Congress the authority to set the National Ambient 
Air Quality Standards and modernize the permitting 
process under the National Environmental Policy 
Act so it can no longer invite frivolous lawsuits, 
thwart sorely needed projects, kill jobs, and strangle 
growth. 


The federal government owns or controls over 
640 million acres of land in the United States, most of 
which is in the West. These are public lands, and the 
public should have access to them for appropriate 
activities like hunting, fishing, and recreational 
shooting. Federal ownership or management of land 
also places an economic burden on counties and 
local communities in terms of lost revenue to pay 
for things such as schools, police, and emergency 
services.  It is absurd to think that all that acreage 
must remain under the absentee ownership or 
management of official Washington. Congress shall 
immediately pass universal legislation providing for 
a timely and orderly mechanism requiring the federal 
government to convey certain federally controlled 
public lands to states. We call upon all national 
and state leaders and representatives to exert their 
utmost power and influence to urge the transfer of 
those lands, identified in the review process, to all 
willing states for the benefit of the states and the 
nation as a whole. The residents of state and local 
communities know best how to protect the land 
where they work and live. They practice boots-on-
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the-ground conservation in their states every day. 
We support amending the Antiquities Act of 1906 to 
establish Congress’ right to approve the designation 
of national monuments and to further require the 
approval of the state where a national monument is 
designated or a national park is proposed. 


There is certainly a need to protect certain 
species threatened worldwide with extinction. 
However, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) should 
not include species such as gray wolves and other 
species if these species exist elsewhere in healthy 
numbers in another state or country. To upset the 
economic viability of an area with an unneeded 
designation costs jobs and hurts local communities. 
We must ensure that this protection is done 
effectively, reasonably, and without unnecessarily 
impeding the development of lands and natural 
resources. The ESA should ensure that the listing 
of endangered species and the designation of 
critical habitats are based upon sound science and 
balance the protection of endangered species with 
the costs of compliance and the rights of property 
owners.  Instead, over the last few decades, the 
ESA has stunted economic development, halted the 
construction of projects, burdened landowners, and 
has been used to pursue policy goals inconsistent 
with the ESA — all with little to no success in the 
actual recovery of species. For example, we oppose 
the listing of the lesser prairie chicken and the 
potential listing of the sage grouse. Neither species 
has been shown to be in actual danger and the 
listings threaten to devastate farmers, ranchers, and 
oil and gas production. While species threatened 
with extinction must be protected under the ESA, 
any such protection must be done in a reasonable 
and transparent manner with stakeholder input and 


in consideration of the impact on the development 
of lands and natural resources.


Information concerning a changing climate, 
especially projections into the long-range future, 
must be based on dispassionate analysis of hard 
data. We will enforce that standard throughout 
the executive branch, among civil servants and 
presidential appointees alike. The United Nations’ 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is a 
political mechanism, not an unbiased scientific 
institution. Its unreliability is reflected in its 
intolerance toward scientists and others who 
dissent from its orthodoxy. We will evaluate its 
recommendations accordingly. We reject the 
agendas of both the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris 
Agreement, which represent only the personal 
commitments of their signatories; no such 
agreement can be binding upon the United States 
until it is submitted to and ratified by the Senate. 


We demand an immediate halt to U.S. funding 
for the U.N.’s Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) in accordance with the 1994 
Foreign Relations Authorization Act. That law pro-
hibits Washington from giving any money to “any 
affiliated organization of the United Nations” which 
grants Palestinians membership as a state. There is 
no ambiguity in that language. It would be illegal 
for the President to follow through on his intention 
to provide millions in funding for the UNFCCC and 
hundreds of millions for its Green Climate Fund. 


We firmly believe environmental problems 
are best solved by giving incentives for human 
ingenuity and the development of new technologies, 
not through top-down, command-and-control 
regulations that stifle economic growth and cost 
thousands of jobs.
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Making Government Work for the People
Founding Father and Constitution Framer 


James Wilson declared that in America, “the 
people are the masters of government,” but that 
in other countries, “the government is master 
of the people.” We pledge to make government 
work for the people, rather than the other way 
around. Much of what the federal government 
does can be improved, much should be replaced, 
and much needs to be done away with or returned 
to the states. It is long past time for just tinkering 
around the edges of a bloated and unresponsive 
bureaucratic state. Its poorly managed programs, 
some begun generations ago, are ill-suited to meet 
present needs and future requirements. Its credit 
card budgets impose massive indebtedness on 
every American today and on children yet unborn. 
The more it intrudes into every aspect of American 
life the more it alienates the citizens who work, 
pay taxes, and wonder what has happened to the 
country they love. We agree with Thomas Jefferson 
that “[t]he multiplication of public offices, increase 
of expense beyond income, growth and entailment 
of a public debt, are indications soliciting the 
employment of the pruning knife.”


Balancing the Budget
The federal fiscal burden threatens the 


security, liberty, and independence of our nation. 
The current Administration’s refusal to work with 
Republicans took our national debt from $10 trillion 
to nearly $19 trillion today. Left unchecked, it will 
hit $30 trillion by 2026. At the same time, the 
Administration’s policies systematically crippled 
economic growth and job creation, driving up 
government costs and driving down revenues. 
When Congressional Republicans tried to reverse 
course, the Administration manufactured fiscal 
crises — phony government shutdowns — to 
demand excessive spending. The Administration’s 


demands have focused on significantly expanding 
government spending and benefits for its preferred 
groups, paid for through loans that our children and 
grandchildren will have to pay. This is the path to 
bankrupting the next generation. 


The Republican path to fiscal sanity and 
economic expansion begins with a constitutional 
requirement for a federal balanced budget. We 
will fight for Congress to adopt, and for the states 
to ratify, a Balanced Budget Amendment which 
imposes a cap limiting spending to the appropriate 
historical average percentage of our nation’s gross 
domestic product while requiring a super-majority 
for any tax increase, with exceptions only for war 
or legitimate emergencies. Only a constitutional 
safeguard such as this can prevent deficits from 
mounting to government default. 


Republican budgets will prioritize thrift over 
extravagance and put taxpayers first.  We support 
the following test: Is a particular expenditure within 
the constitutional scope of the federal government? 
If not, stop it. Has it been effective in the past and 
is it still absolutely necessary? If not, end it. Is it so 
important as to justify borrowing, especially foreign 
borrowing, to fund it? If not, kill it. 


Preserving Medicare and Medicaid
More than 100 million Americans depend on 


Medicare or Medicaid for their healthcare; with 
our population aging, that number will increase. To 
preserve Medicare and Medicaid, the financing of 
these important programs must be brought under 
control before they consume most of the federal 
budget, including national defense. The good news 
is that it can be done, and it can be done without 
endangering the elderly and the needy who depend 
on those programs. We intend to save Medicare by 
modernizing it, empowering its participants, and 
putting it on a secure financial footing. We will 
preserve the promise of Medicaid as well by making 
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that program, designed for 1965 medicine, a vehicle 
for good health in an entirely new era. 


Medicare’s long-term debt is in the trillions, and 
it is funded by a workforce that is shrinking relative 
to the size of future beneficiaries. Obamacare 
worsened the situation — and imperiled seniors — 
by imposing hundreds of billions of dollars in cuts 
to Medicare providers to pay for its new spending. 
When a vital program is so clearly headed for a train 
wreck, it’s time to put it on a more secure track. 
That is why we propose these reforms: Impose no 
changes for persons 55 or older. Give others the 
option of traditional Medicare or transition to a 
premium-support model designed to strengthen 
patient choice, promote cost-saving competition 
among providers, and better guard against the 
fraud and abuse that now diverts billions of dollars 
every year away from patient care. Guarantee to 
every enrollee an income-adjusted contribution 
toward a plan of their choice, with catastrophic 
protection. Without disadvantaging present retirees 
or those nearing retirement, set a more realistic age 
for eligibility in light of today’s longer life span.


This is an agenda to improve healthcare, not 
just to manage its costs. We reject the Democrats’ 
approach of rationing inherent in Obamacare. We 
recognize the de facto rationing of healthcare 
caused by reduced access to doctors who 
increasingly opt out of participating in Medicare 
and Medicaid. We will not accept that or any other 
approach which denies care — or lowers its quality 
— for America’s elderly.   


Medicaid presents related, but somewhat 
different challenges. As the dominant force in 
the health market with regard to long-term care, 
births, and persons with mental illness, it is the next 
frontier of welfare reform. It is simply too big and 
too flawed to be administered from Washington. 
Most of the vaunted expansion of health insurance 
coverage under Obamacare actually has been an 
unprecedented expansion of the Medicaid rolls in 
many states. We applaud the Republican governors 
and state legislators who have undertaken the hard 
work of modernizing Medicaid. We will give them a 
free hand to do so by block-granting the program 
without strings. Their initiatives — whether premium 
supports for purchasing insurance, refundable tax 
credits, alternatives to hospitalization for chronic 


patients, disease prevention activities, and other 
innovations — are the best strategy for preserving 
Medicaid for those who need it the most. Block 
granting Medicaid is particularly needed to 
address mental health care. Mental illness affects 
people from all walks of life, but there has been 
little success in developing effective system-wide 
medical models for addressing mental health. For a 
variety of unique reasons, government is often the 
first frontier for people experiencing mental health 
problems — from first responders who deal with 
crises to publicly funded mental health facilities 
and prisons where large numbers of inmates 
suffer from mental illnesses. Using block grants 
would allow states to experiment with different 
systems to address mental health and develop 
successful models to be replicated in states across 
the nation. The current federally dictated mental 
health care regime is wasteful and ineffective, and 
moving to a block grant approach would allow for 
state and local governments to create solutions 
for individuals and families in desperate need of 
help in addressing mental illness. We respect the 
states’ authority and flexibility to exclude abortion 
providers from federal programs such as Medicaid 
and other healthcare and family planning programs 
so long as they continue to perform or refer for 
elective abortions or sell the body parts of aborted 
children.


Saving Social Security
We reject the old maxim that Social Security 


is the “Third Rail” of American politics, deadly for 
anyone who would change it. The Democratic Party 
still treats it that way, even though everyone knows 
that its current course will lead to a financial and 
social disaster. Younger Americans have lost all faith 
in the program and expect little return for what 
they are paying into it. As the party of America’s 
future, we accept the responsibility to preserve and 
modernize a system of retirement security forged 
in an old industrial era beyond the memory of most 
Americans. Current retirees and those close to 
retirement can be assured of their benefits. Of the 
many reforms being proposed, all options should 
be considered to preserve Social Security. As 
Republicans, we oppose tax increases and believe 
in the power of markets to create wealth and to 
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help secure the future of our Social Security system. 
Saving Social Security is more than a challenge. It 
is our moral obligation to those who trusted in the 
government’s word.


Protecting Internet Freedom
The survival of the internet as we know it 


is at risk. Its gravest peril originates in the White 
House, the current occupant of which has launched 
a campaign, both at home and internationally, to 
subjugate it to agents of government. The President 
ordered the chair of the supposedly independent 
Federal Communications Commission to impose 
upon the internet rules devised in the 1930s for the 
telephone monopoly. He has unilaterally announced 
America’s abandonment of 
the international internet by 
surrendering U.S. control of 
the root zone of web names 
and addresses. He threw the 
internet to the wolves, and they 
— Russia, China, Iran, and others 
— are ready to devour it. 


We salute the Congressional 
Republicans who have 
legislatively impeded his plans 
to turn over the Information Freedom Highway to 
regulators and tyrants. That fight must continue, 
for its outcome is in doubt. We will consistently 
support internet policies that allow people and 
private enterprise to thrive, without providing new 
and expanded government powers to tax and 
regulate so that the internet does not become the 
vehicle for a dramatic expansion of government 
power. The internet’s independence is its power. 
It has unleashed innovation, enabled growth, and 
inspired freedom more rapidly and extensively 
than any other technological advance in human 
history. We will therefore resist any effort to shift 
control toward governance by international or 
other intergovernmental organizations. We will 
ensure that personal data receives full constitutional 
protection from government overreach. The only 
way to safeguard or improve these systems is 
through the private sector. The internet’s free 
market needs to be free and open to all ideas and 
competition without the government or service 
providers picking winners and losers.


Immigration and the Rule of Law
Our party is the natural home for those who 


come in search of freedom and justice. We welcome 
all to the Great Opportunity Party.  


The greatest asset of the American economy is 
the American worker. Our immigration system must 
protect American working families and their wages, 
for citizens and legal immigrants alike, in a way 
that will improve the economy.  Just as immigrant 
labor helped build our country in the past, today’s 
legal immigrants are making vital contributions 
in every aspect of national life. Their industry and 
commitment to American values strengthens our 
economy, enriches our culture, and enables us to 
better understand and more effectively compete 


with the rest of the world. 
We are particularly grateful 


to the thousands of new legal 
immigrants, many of them not 
yet citizens, who are serving 
in the Armed Forces and 
among first responders. Their 
patriotism should encourage 
all to embrace the newcomers 
legally among us, assist their 
journey to full citizenship, and 


help their communities avoid isolation from the 
mainstream of society. We are also thankful for the 
many legal immigrants who continue to contribute 
to American society. To that end, we both encourage 
the preservation of heritage tongues and support 
English as the nation’s official language, a unifying 
force essential for the advancement of immigrant 
communities and our nation as a whole.


America’s immigration policy must serve the 
national interest of the United States, and the 
interests of American workers must be protected 
over the claims of foreign nationals seeking the 
same jobs. With all our fellow citizens, we have 
watched, in anger and disgust, the mocking of our 
immigration laws by a president who made himself 
superior to the will of the nation. We stand with 
the victims of his policies, especially the families of 
murdered innocents. Illegal immigration endangers 
everyone, exploits the taxpayers, and insults all 
who aspire to enter America legally. We oppose 
any form of amnesty for those who, by breaking the 
law, have disadvantaged those who have obeyed 
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it. The executive amnesties of 2012 and 2014 are 
a direct violation of federal law and usurp the 
powers of Congress as outlined in Article I of the 
Constitution. These unlawful amnesties must be 
immediately rescinded by a Republican president. In 
a time of terrorism, drug cartels, human trafficking, 
and criminal gangs, the presence of millions of 
unidentified individuals in this country poses grave 
risks to the safety and sovereignty of the United 
States. Our highest priority, therefore, must be to 
secure our borders and all ports of entry and to 
enforce our immigration laws.


That is why we support building a wall along 
our southern border and protecting all ports of 
entry. The border wall must cover the entirety 
of the southern border and must be sufficient to 
stop both vehicular and pedestrian traffic. We 
insist upon workplace enforcement of verification 
systems so that more jobs can be available to all 
legal workers. Use of the E-verify program — an 
internet-based system that verifies the employment 
authorization and identity of employees — must 
be made mandatory nationwide. We reaffirm our 
endorsement of the SAVE program — Systematic 
Alien Verification for Entitlements — to ensure that 
public funds are not given to persons not legally 
present in this country. We demand tough penalties 
against those who engage in identity theft, deal in 
fraudulent documents, and traffic in human beings. 
The Department of Homeland Security must use its 
authority to keep dangerous aliens off our streets 
and to expedite expulsion of criminal aliens. Gang 
membership should be a deportable offense. Any 
previously deported illegal alien who continues to 
show a lack of respect for our borders and rule 
of law must be penalized. This is why we support 
stiffer penalties, such as a mandatory minimum 
sentence of five years, for any illegal alien who 
illegally re-enters our nation after already having 
been deported. 


Because “sanctuary cities” violate federal law 
and endanger their own citizens, they should not be 
eligible for federal funding. Using state licenses to 
reward people in the country illegally is an affront 
to the rule of law and must be halted. 


In light of both current needs and historic 
practice, we urge the reform of our guest worker 


programs to eliminate fraud, improve efficiency 
and ensure they serve the national interest. In 
light of the alarming levels of unemployment and 
underemployment in this country, it is indefensible 
to continue offering lawful permanent residence to 
more than one million foreign nationals every year. 
The Supreme Court has correctly recognized that 
states have the constitutional authority to take 
steps to reduce illegal immigration. We condemn 
the Obama Administration’s lawsuits against states 
that are seeking to reinforce federal law. We support 
the right of the states to enact laws deterring illegal 
aliens from residing within their states. 


From its beginning, our country has been a 
haven of refuge and asylum. That should continue 
— but with major changes. Asylum should be limited 
to cases of political, ethnic or religious persecution. 
As the Director of the FBI has noted, it is not 
possible to vet fully all potential refugees. To ensure 
our national security, refugees who cannot be 
carefully vetted cannot be admitted to the country, 
especially those whose homelands have been the 
breeding grounds for terrorism. 


Reforming the Treaty System
We intend to restore the treaty system specified 


by the Constitution: The president negotiates 
agreements, submits them to the Senate, with 
ratification requiring two-thirds of the senators 
present and voting. This was good enough for 
George Washington but is too restrictive for the 
current chief executive, who presumes to bind this 
country to bilateral and multilateral agreements of 
his devising. His media admirers portray his personal 
commitments — whether on climate change, Iranian 
weapons, or other matters — as done deals. They 
are not, and a new Republican executive will work 
with the Congress to reestablish constitutional 
order in America’s foreign relations. All international 
executive agreements and political arrangements 
entered into by the current Administration must 
be deemed null and void as mere expressions of 
the current president’s preferences. Those which 
are in the national interest but would traditionally 
have been made by treaty must be abrogated, 
renegotiated as treaties, and transmitted to the 
Senate for its advice and consent as required by 
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the Constitution. The United States will withdraw 
from all agreements and arrangements failing those 
standards.


Internal Revenue Service
Many good civil servants work at the IRS, but 


the agency itself is toxic. Its leadership employs 
known tax delinquents, rehires workers previously 
fired for misconduct, spends user fees without con-
gressional oversight, and awards bonuses for cus-
tomer service that would put any private company 
out of business. Worst of all, the IRS has become 
an ideological attack dog for the worst elements of 
today’s Democratic Party. It systematically targets 
conservative, pro-life, and libertarian organizations, 
harassing them with repeated audits and denying 
their tax exempt status. Its commissioner has lied to 
Congress, hidden evidence, and stonewalled inves-
tigations. He should be impeached by the House of 
Representatives and convicted by the Senate. We 
value the right of America’s churches, pastors, and 
religious leaders to preach and speak freely accord-
ing to their faith. Republicans believe the federal 
government, specifically the IRS, is constitutionally 
prohibited from policing or censoring the speech 
of America’s churches, pastors, and religious lead-
ers. We support repeal of the Johnson Amend-
ment, which restricts First Amendment freedoms 
of all nonprofit organizations by prohibiting politi-
cal speech. We also support making the federal tax 
code so simple and easy to understand that the IRS 
becomes obsolete and can be abolished.


Audit the Pentagon
No major part of the Department of Defense 


has ever passed an audit. Republican leaders in 
Congress have called for a full financial audit of the 
Pentagon to ensure that every dollar spent is truly 
benefitting our national security. Every taxpayer 
must be prepared to pass an audit, and we urge 
Congress to demand the same level of accountability 
from the Pentagon and the Department of Defense. 


Improving the Federal Workforce
We recognize the dedication of most employ-


ees of the federal government and thank them for 
their service, with special praise for the whistleblow-


ers who risk their careers to expose waste, fraud, 
and misuse of power. None of them should ever be 
compelled to join a union or pay dues to it. In fair-
ness to their fellow workers, union representatives 
should not be allowed to engage in union-related 
activities while on the public’s time. The inability of 
federal managers to discipline and, if necessary, dis-
miss problem staff members is an affront to every 
conscientious worker, as is the misuse of funds for 
lavish conferences and routine bonuses. The ap-
pointees of a Republican president will work with 
career managers to end those abuses and enforce 
high standards for all federal employees. We reaf-
firm the existing protections that provide all em-
ployees of the federal government the opportunity 
to pursue their desire to serve their country free 
from discrimination. 


We call for renewed efforts to reduce, rather 
than expand, government responsibilities, and we 
urge particular attention to the bloated public rela-
tions budgets of the departments and agencies. The 
federal government spends too much of the peo-
ple’s money telling the people what they should do. 


Advancing Term Limits
Our national platform has repeatedly endorsed 


term limits for Members of Congress. In response, the 
GOP Leadership in 1996 brought to a vote, in both 
the House and Senate, a constitutional amendment. 
It failed to secure the necessary two-thirds vote in 
the House, where 80 percent of Republicans voted 
for it and 80 percent of Democrats voted against it. 
Every Senate Republican voted to allow a vote on 
term limits, but the Democrats killed it by a filibuster.  
Blocked by that opposition, Republicans sought 
other ways to modernize the national legislature. 
They set term limits for their own committee chairs 
and leadership positions, and by law they required 
Congress to live by the same rules it imposes on 
others. To make further progress, to advance a 
constitutional amendment for consideration by 
the states, we must expand the current Republican 
majorities in both chambers.  


Regulation: The Quiet Tyranny
Over-regulation is the quiet tyranny of the 


“Nanny State.” It hamstrings American businesses 
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and hobbles economic growth. The Great Recession 
may be over, but in the experience of most 
Americans, the economy is still sick. The federal 
regulatory burden has been a major contributor to 
that stagnation.


The ability of the American people to govern 
themselves has been undermined by a vast array 
of agencies with sweeping power to regulate 
every aspect of American life. They legislate as if 
they were Congress. They decide guilt and issue 
penalties as if they were courts. They collectively 
impose many billions of dollars in costs to the 
economy. The current President and his allies on 
Capitol Hill have used those agencies as a super-
legislature, disregarding the separation of powers, 
to declare as law what they could not push through 
the Congress. 


The Environmental Protection Agency has 
rewritten laws to advance the Democrats’ climate 
change agenda. The Department of Health and 
Human Services has ignored the enacted text of 
the Affordable Care Act to do whatever it wants 
in healthcare. Both the Department of Labor and 
National Labor Relations Board have scrapped 
decades of labor law to implement the agenda 
of big labor. The Dodd-Frank law, the Democrats’ 
legislative Godzilla, is crushing small and 
community banks and other lenders. The Federal 
Communications Commission is imperiling the 
freedom of the internet.  We support reinstating 
the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 which prohibits 
commercial banks from engaging in high-risk 
investment. 


Sensible regulations can be compatible with a 
vibrant economy. They can prevent the strong from 
exploiting the weak. Right now, the regulators are 
exploiting everyone. We are determined to make 
regulations minimally intrusive, confined to their 
legal mandate, and respectful toward the creation 
of new and small businesses. We will revisit existing 
laws that delegate too much authority to regulatory 
agencies and review all current regulations for 
possible reform or repeal. We endorse Republican 
legislation, already passed by the House, to require 
approval by both houses of Congress for any rule 
or regulation that would impose significant costs 
on the American people. Further, Congress should 
work towards legislation that requires removal of 


a regulation of equal or greater economic burden 
when a new regulation is enacted.


Because regulations are just another tax on the 
consumers, Congress should consider a regulatory 
budget that would cap the costs federal agencies 
could impose on the economy in any given year.  


   
Crony Capitalism and Corporate Welfare


Cronyism is inherent in the progressive vision 
of the administrative state. When government 
uses taxpayer funding and resources to give 
special advantages to private companies, it 
distorts the free market and erodes public trust 
in our political system. By enlarging the scope of 
government and placing enormous power in the 
hands of bureaucrats, it multiplies opportunities 
for corruption and favoritism. It is the enemy of 
reform in education, the workplace, and healthcare. 
It gives us financial regulation that protects the 
large at the cost of the small. It is inherent in every 
part of the current healthcare law, which is packed 
with corporate welfare.  Crony capitalism gives 
us special interest tax breaks, custom-designed 
regulations, and special exemptions for favored 
parties. The Solyndra debacle is a perfect example. 
It creates both subsidies and restrictions to tilt the 
market one way or the other. By putting the weight 
of government behind the status quo, it leads to 
economic stagnation. We applaud the Republican 
Members of Congress who have taken the lead in 
fighting crony capitalism and urge others to rally to 
their cause. 


Honoring Our Relationship with 
American Indians


Based on both treaty and other law, the 
federal government has a unique government-to-
government relationship with and trust responsibility 
for Indian Tribal Governments, American Indians, 
and Alaska Natives. These obligations have not 
been sufficiently honored. The social and economic 
problems that plague Indian country have grown 
worse over the last several decades; we must 
reverse that trend. Ineffective federal programs 
deprive American Indians of the services they need, 
and long-term failures threaten to undermine tribal 
sovereignty itself.


American Indians have established elected 
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tribal governments to carry out the public policies 
of the tribe, administer services to its tribal mem-
ber constituents, and manage relations with federal, 
state, and local governments. We respect the tribal 
governments as the voice of their communities and 
encourage federal, state, and local governments to 
heed those voices in developing programs and part-
nerships to improve the quality of life for American 
Indians and their neighbors in their communities.


Republicans believe that economic self-suf-
ficiency is the ultimate answer to the challenges 
confronting Indian country. We believe that tribal 
governments and their communities, not Washing-
ton bureaucracies, are best situated to craft solu-
tions that will end systemic problems that create 
poverty and disenfranchisement. Just as the fed-
eral government should not burden states with 
regulations, it should not stifle the development 
of resources within the reservations, which need 
federal assistance to advance their commerce na-
tionally through roads and technology. Federal and 
state regulations that thwart job creation must be 
withdrawn or redrawn so that tribal governments 
acting on behalf of American Indians are not disad-
vantaged. It is especially egregious that the Dem-
ocratic Party has persistently undermined tribal 
sovereignty in order to provide advantage to union 
bosses in the tribal workplace. Native communities 
should have the same authority as state govern-
ments in labor matters, so that union bosses and 
the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) cannot 
undermine the authority of tribal governments.


Republicans recognize that each tribe has the 
right of consultation before any new regulatory 
policy is implemented on tribal land. To the extent 
possible, such consultation should take place in 
Indian country with the tribal government and 
its members. Before promulgating and imposing 
any new laws or regulations affecting trust land 
or members, the federal government should 
encourage Indian tribes to develop their own 
policies to achieve program objectives, and should 
defer to tribes to develop their own standards, or 
standards in conjunction with state governments.


Republicans reject a one-size-fits-all approach 
to federal-tribal-state partnerships and will work to 
expand local autonomy where tribal governments 
seek it. Better partnerships will help us to expand 


economic opportunity, deliver top-flight education 
to future generations, modernize and improve the 
Indian Health Service to make it more responsive 
to local needs, and build essential infrastructure 
in Indian country in cooperation with tribal 
neighbors. Our approach is to empower American 
Indians, through tribal self-determination and self-
governance policies, to develop their greatest assets, 
human resources and the rich natural resources on 
their lands, without undue federal interference.


Like all Americans, American Indians want 
safe communities for their families; but inadequate 
resources and neglect have, over time, allowed 
criminal activities to plague Indian country. To 
protect everyone — and especially the most 
vulnerable: children, women, and elders — the legal 
system in tribal communities must provide stability 
and protect property rights. Everyone’s due process 
and civil rights must be safeguarded.


We support efforts to ensure equitable 
participation in federal programs by American 
Indians, including Alaska Natives and Native 
Hawaiians, and to preserve their culture and 
languages that we consider to be national treasures. 
Lastly, we recognize that American Indians have 
responded to the call for military service in 
percentage numbers far greater than have other 
groups of Americans. We honor that commitment, 
loyalty, and sacrifice of all American Indians serving 
in the military today and in years past and will 
ensure that all veterans and their families receive 
the care and respect they have earned through their 
loyal service to America. 


Americans in the Territories
Throughout the history of our nation, the pa-


triotism exhibited by our brothers and sisters in 
the territories of Guam, the Commonwealth of the 
Northern Mariana Islands, American Samoa, the U.S. 
Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico has often gone un-
acknowledged.  Year after year, the citizens quietly, 
without fanfare, send their sons and daughters into 
the U.S. Armed Services. We honor the extraordi-
nary sacrifices of the men and women of the territo-
ries who protect our freedom through their service 
in the U.S. Armed Forces. Geographically, the terri-
tories and commonwealths, especially those in the 
Pacific, are of vital importance to our national secu-
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rity as the outermost line of defense and gateway to 
America against potential encroachment by foreign 
powers. We welcome their greater participation in 
all aspects of the political process and affirm their 
right to seek the full extension of the Constitution 
with all the rights and responsibilities that entails.


We recognize the challenges facing all the U.S. 
territories in an era of dramatic global economic 
change. They need venture capital to retain existing 
industries and develop new ones. A stronger private 
sector can reduce dependence on public employ-
ment and lead toward self-sufficiency. Their devel-
opment of local energy options will be crucial to 
reduce dependence on costly imported fuel. 


The territories’ economic stability and potential 
for growth must be considered in any trade agree-
ments between the United States and other Pacific 
nations. They should be given flexibility or exemp-
tion from laws that increase costs for their popula-
tions, such as the minimum wage and the Jones Act 
concerning shipping. All unreasonable impediments 
to their prosperity should be removed, including un-
reasonable U.S. customs practices.  Territories such 
as American Samoa should be able to properly de-
velop their resources, including fishing, when jobs 
and the economy depend on it.  


We call for the appointment of a common-
wealth and territories advisory committee consist-
ing of representatives from all five U.S. territories.  
The committee will be integrated into the presi-
dent’s transition team and be tasked with per-
forming a holistic review of all federal regulations 
affecting the territories and commonwealths. We 
further call for the appointment of a Special As-
sistant to the President responsible for day-to-day 
interaction with the territories and commonwealths. 
This position will be the direct connection for the 
Office of Insular Affairs, the citizens of the territories 
and commonwealths, and the White House. 


The Territory of Puerto Rico
We support the right of the United States 


citizens of Puerto Rico to be admitted to the Union 
as a fully sovereign state. We further recognize the 
historic significance of the 2012 local referendum in 
which a 54 percent majority voted to end Puerto 
Rico’s current status as a U.S. territory, and 61 
percent chose statehood over options for sovereign 


nationhood. We support the federally sponsored 
political status referendum authorized and funded 
by an Act of Congress in 2014 to ascertain the 
aspirations of the people of Puerto Rico. Once the 
2012 local vote for statehood is ratified, Congress 
should approve an enabling act with terms for 
Puerto Rico’s future admission as the 51st state of 
the Union. 


Preserving the District of Columbia
The nation’s capital city is a special responsibil-


ity of the federal government because it belongs 
both to its residents and to all Americans, millions of 
whom visit it every year. Congressional Republicans 
have fostered homeownership and open access to 
higher education for Washington residents. Against 
the opposition of the current President and lead-
ers of the Democratic Party, they have established 
and expanded the D.C. Opportunity Scholarship 
Program, through which thousands of low-income 
children have been able to attend a school of their 
choice and receive a quality education. 


Republicans have been in the forefront of 
combating chronic corruption among the city’s 
top Democratic officials. We call for congressio-
nal action to enforce the spirit of the Home Rule 
Act, assuring minority representation on the City 
Council. That council, backed by the current mayor, 
is attempting to seize from the Congress its ap-
propriating power over all funding for the District. 
The illegality of their action mirrors the unaccept-
able spike in violent crime and murders currently 
afflicting the city. We expect Congress to assert, by 
whatever means necessary, its constitutional pre-
rogatives regarding the District.


Since the Supreme Court’s decisions affirming 
the Second Amendment rights of its citizens, city 
officials have engaged in a campaign of massive 
resistance by denying virtually all applications for 
gun ownership. The Republican Congress should 
be prepared, upon the inauguration of a Republican 
president, to enact legislation allowing law-abiding 
Washingtonians to own and carry firearms. 


Statehood for the District can be advanced 
only by a constitutional amendment. Any other ap-
proach would be invalid. A statehood amendment 
was soundly rejected by the states when last pro-
posed in 1976 and should not be revived. 
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American Values
We are the party of independent individuals 


and the institutions they create together — families, 
schools, congregations, neighborhoods — to ad-
vance their ideals and make real their dreams. Those 
institutions, standing between the citizen and the 
power of government, are the pillars of a free soci-
ety. They create spaces where the power of govern-
ment should not intrude. They allow Americans to 
work together to solve most of the problems facing 
their communities. They thus reduce the need for 
intervention by government in the form of more and 
bigger programs or a larger public workforce. They 
minimize decision-making by those who hold or are 
appointed to office. That is precisely why today’s 
progressives distrust and seek to control them — 
because this is more than a conflict of ideas. It is a 
struggle for power.


Our society is at a crossroads. For several 
generations, an expansive federal regime has 
marginalized and supplanted the institutions holding 
our society together. No wonder, then, that so much 
seems to be coming apart now. The question is 
whether we are going to reinvigorate the private-
sector institutions under citizen control or allow 
their continued erosion by the forces of centralized 
social planning. In that divide, the Republican Party 
stands with the people. 


Marriage, Family, and Society
Foremost among those institutions is the 


American family.  It is the foundation of civil society, 
and the cornerstone of the family is natural marriage, 
the union of one man and one woman.  Its daily 
lessons — cooperation, patience, mutual respect, 
responsibility, self-reliance — are fundamental to 
the order and progress of our Republic. Strong 
families, depending upon God and one another, 
advance the cause of liberty by lessening the need 
for government in their daily lives. Conversely, as 


we have learned over the last five decades, the loss 
of faith and family life leads to greater dependence 
upon government. That is why Republicans 
formulate public policy, from taxation to education, 
from healthcare to welfare, with attention to the 
needs and strengths of the family.


It is also why everyone should be concerned 
about the state of the American family today, not 
because of ideology or doctrine, but because of 
the overwhelming evidence of experience, social 
science, and common sense. All of which give us 
these truths about traditional marriage: Children 
raised in a two-parent household tend to be 
physically and emotionally healthier, more likely to 
do well in school, less likely to use drugs and alcohol, 
engage in crime or become pregnant outside of 
marriage. We oppose policies and laws that create 
a financial incentive for or encourage cohabitation. 
Moreover, marriage remains the greatest antidote to 
child poverty. The 40 percent of children who now 
are born outside of marriage are five times more 
likely to live in poverty than youngsters born and 
raised by a mother and father in the home. Nearly 
three-quarters of the $450 billion government 
annually spends on welfare goes to single-parent 
households. This is what it takes for a governmental 
village to raise a child, and the village is doing a 
tragically poor job of it.


The data and the facts lead to an inescapable 
conclusion: Every child deserves a married mom and 
dad. The reality remains that millions of American 
families do not have the advantages that come with 
that structure. We honor the courageous efforts of 
those who bear the burdens of parenting alone and 
embrace the principle that all Americans should be 
treated with dignity and respect. But respect is not 
enough. Our laws and our government’s regulations 
should recognize marriage as the union of one man 
and one woman and actively promote married 
family life as the basis of a stable and prosperous 
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society. For that reason, as explained elsewhere 
in this platform, we do not accept the Supreme 
Court’s redefinition of marriage and we urge its 
reversal, whether through judicial reconsideration or 
a constitutional amendment returning control over 
marriage to the states.  We oppose government 
discrimination against businesses or entities which 
decline to sell items or services to individuals for 
activities that go against their religious views about 
such activities.


Families formed or enlarged by adoption 
strengthen our communities and ennoble our nation. 
Private entities which facilitate adoptions enrich 
our communities.  We support measures such as 
the First Amendment Defense Act to ensure these 
entities do not face government discrimination 
because of their views on marriage and family.  We 
applaud the Republican initiatives which have led 
to an increase in adoptions, an achievement which 
should be recognized in any restructuring of the 
federal tax code. While the number of children in 
foster care has stabilized, teens who age out of that 
setting often are abruptly left to face the world on 
their own. We urge states and community groups 
to help these young adults become independent. 


Thirty years ago, President Reagan commis-
sioned a Special Working Group on the Family to 
study how government at all levels could be more 
supportive of family life. We urge marriage penal-
ties to be removed from the tax code and public 
assistance programs. We invite all who care about 
children to join us in this proposal to ensure that 
all federal programs, in the words of President Ken-
nedy, “stress the integrity and preservation of the 
family unit.” 


A Culture of Hope
We have been fighting the War on Poverty for 


50 years and poverty is winning. Our social safety 
net — about 80 separate means-tested programs 
costing over $1 trillion every year — is designed 
to help people born into or falling into poverty. It 
rarely lifts them out. Its apologists judge success by 
the amount of money spent to keep people in the 
system. That is a cruel measurement. Republicans 
propose to evaluate a poverty program by whether 
it actually reduces poverty and increases the 
personal independence of its participants. The 


results are damning: intergenerational poverty has 
persisted and worsened since 1966.  


This year marks another important anniversary; 
it has been 20 years since the landmark Republican 
welfare reform of 1996 broke away from the 
discredited Great Society model. By making welfare 
a benefit instead of an entitlement, it put millions 
of recipients on a transition from dependence to 
independence. Welfare rolls declined by half as 
recipients and prospective recipients discovered a 
better way to reach their goals. Best of all, about 
3 million children moved out of poverty. Today 
that progress has been lost. Defying the law as it 
was plainly written, the current Administration 
has nullified any meaningful work requirement 
and made TANF a mockery of the name we gave 
it: Temporary Assistance for Needy Families. This 
decision ensures that those families will remain 
needy and cut off from the economic mainstream 
of American society. 


This is the progressive pathology: Keeping 
people dependent so that government can 
redistribute income. The result is 45.8 million people 
on food stamps and 77 million on Medicaid, plus 
another 5.7 million in the Children’s Health Insurance 
Program. This is the false compassion of the status 
quo. We propose instead the dynamic compassion 
of work requirements in a growing economy, where 
opportunity takes the place of a hand-out, where 
true self-esteem can grow from the satisfaction of 
a job well done. 


We call for removal of structural impediments 
which progressives throw in the path of poor people: 
Over-regulation of start-up enterprises, excessive 
licensing requirements, needless restrictions on 
formation of schools and day-care centers serving 
neighborhood families, and restrictions on providing 
public services in fields like transport and sanitation 
that close the opportunity door to all but a favored 
few. We will continue our fight for school choice 
until all parents can find good, safe schools for their 
children. To protect religious liberty we will ensure 
that faith-based institutions, especially those that 
are vital parts of underserved neighborhoods, do 
not face discrimination by government. We propose 
new partnerships between those who manage 
federal programs and those who are on the front 
lines of fighting poverty on the ground. We must 
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encourage their efforts to reclaim their communities 
from the culture of poverty. To advance this process, 
we urge greater state and local responsibility for, 
and control over, public assistance programs.


 Education: A Chance for Every Child
Education is much more than schooling. It is 


the whole range of activities by which families and 
communities transmit to a younger generation, 
not just knowledge and skills, but ethical and 
behavioral norms and traditions. It is the handing 
over of a cultural identity. That is why American 
education has, for the last several decades, been 
the focus of constant controversy, as centralizing 
forces from outside the family 
and community have sought 
to remake education in order 
to remake America. They have 
done immense damage. The 
federal government should not 
be a partner in that effort, as 
the Constitution gives it no role 
in education.  At the heart of 
the American Experiment lies 
the greatest political expression 
of human dignity: The self-
evident truth that “all men are 
created equal, that they are 
endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable rights, that 
among these are Life, Liberty, 
and the Pursuit of Happiness.”  
That truth rejects the dark view of the individual as 
human capital — a possession for the creation of 
another’s wealth. 


Parents are a child’s first and foremost 
educators, and have primary responsibility for 
the education of their children.  Parents have a 
right to direct their children’s education, care, 
and upbringing.  We support a constitutional 
amendment to protect that right from interference 
by states, the federal government, or international 
bodies such as the United Nations. We reject a one-
size-fits-all approach to education and support a 
broad range of choices for parents and children at 
the state and local level. We likewise repeat our long-
standing opposition to the imposition of national 
standards and assessments, encourage the parents 


and educators who are implementing alternatives 
to Common Core, and congratulate the states which 
have successfully repealed it. Their education reform 
movement calls for choice-based, parent-driven 
accountability at every stage of schooling. It affirms 
higher expectations for all students and rejects the 
crippling bigotry of low expectations. It recognizes 
the wisdom of local control of our schools and it 
wisely sees consumer rights in education — choice 
— as the most important driving force for renewing 
education.  It rejects excessive testing and “teaching 
to the test” and supports the need for strong 
assessments to serve as a tool so teachers can tailor 
teaching to meet student needs.


We applaud America’s 
great teachers, who should 
be protected against frivolous 
lawsuits and should be able 
to take reasonable actions to 
maintain discipline and order in 
the classroom. Administrators 
need flexibility to innovate 
and to hold accountable 
all those responsible for 
student performance. A good 
understanding of the Bible 
being indispensable for the 
development of an educated 
citizenry, we encourage state 
legislatures to offer the Bible 
in a literature curriculum as 
an elective in America’s high 


schools.  We urge school districts to make use of 
teaching talent in the business community, STEM 
fields, and the military, especially among our 
returning veterans. Rigid tenure systems should 
be replaced with a merit-based approach in order 
to attract the best talent to the classroom. All 
personnel who interact with school children should 
pass background checks and be held to the highest 
standards of personal conduct. 


Academic Excellence for All
Maintaining American preeminence requires 


a world-class system of education in which all 
students can reach their potential. Republicans are 
leading the effort to create it. Since 1965, the federal 
government, through more than 100 programs in 
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the Department of Education, has spent $2 trillion 
on elementary and secondary education with little 
substantial improvement in academic achievement 
or high school graduation rates. The United States 
spends an average of more than $12,000 per pupil 
per year in public schools, for a total of more than 
$620 billion. That represents more than 4 percent of 
GDP devoted to K-12 education in 2011-2012. Of that 
amount, federal spending amounted to more than 
$57 billion. Clearly, if money were the solution, our 
schools would be problem-free.


 More money alone does not necessarily equal 
better performance. After years of trial and error, 
we know the policies and methods that have 
actually made a difference in student advancement: 
Choice in education; building on the basics; 
STEM subjects and phonics; career and technical 
education; ending social promotions; merit pay 
for good teachers; classroom discipline; parental 
involvement; and strong leadership by principals, 
superintendents, and locally elected school boards. 
Because technology has become an essential tool 
of learning, it must be a key element in our efforts 
to provide every child equal access and opportunity.  
We strongly encourage instruction in American 
history and civics by using the original documents 
of our founding fathers.  


Choice in Education
We support options for learning, including 


home-schooling, career and technical education, 
private or parochial schools, magnet schools, 
charter schools, online learning, and early-college 
high schools. We especially support the innovative 
financing mechanisms that make options available 
to all children: education savings accounts (ESAs), 
vouchers, and tuition tax credits. Empowering 
families to access the learning environments that will 
best help their children to realize their full potential 
is one of the greatest civil rights challenges of our 
time. A young person’s ability to succeed in school 
must be based on his or her God-given talent and 
motivation, not an address, ZIP code, or economic 
status. We propose that the bulk of federal money 
through Title I for low-income children and through 
IDEA for children with special needs should follow 
the child to whatever school the family thinks will 
work best for them. 


In sum, on the one hand enormous amounts 
of money are being spent for K-12 public education 
with overall results that do not justify that spending 
level. On the other hand, the common experience 
of families, teachers, and administrators forms the 
basis of what does work in education. In Congress 
and in the states, Republicans are bridging the 
gap between those two realities. Congressional 
Republicans are leading the way forward with major 
reform legislation advancing the concept of block 
grants and repealing numerous federal regulations 
which have interfered with state and local control 
of public schools. Their Workplace Innovation 
and Opportunity Act — modernizing workforce 
programs, repealing mandates, and advancing 
employment for persons with disabilities — is 
now law. Their legislation to require transparency 
in unfunded mandates imposed upon our schools 
is advancing. Their D.C. Opportunity Scholarship 
Program should be expanded as a model for 
the rest of the country. We deplore the efforts 
of Congressional Democrats and the current 
President to eliminate this successful program for 
disadvantaged students in order to placate the 
leaders of the teachers’ unions.


To ensure that all students have access to 
the mainstream of American life, we support 
the English First approach and oppose divisive 
programs that limit students’ ability to advance in 
American society. We renew our call for replacing 
“family planning” programs for teens with sexual 
risk avoidance education that sets abstinence 
until marriage as the responsible and respected 
standard of behavior. That approach — the only 
one always effective against premarital pregnancy 
and sexually-transmitted disease — empowers 
teens to achieve optimal health outcomes. We 
oppose school-based clinics that provide referral 
or counseling for abortion and contraception and 
believe that federal funds should not be used in 
mandatory or universal mental health, psychiatric, 
or socio-emotional screening programs.  The federal 
government has pushed states to collect and share 
vast amounts of personal student and family data, 
including the collection of social and emotional 
data.  Much of this data is collected without parental 
consent or notice.  This is wholly incompatible with 
the American Experiment and our inalienable rights. 
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Title IX
We emphatically support the original, authentic 


meaning of Title IX of the Education Amendments 
of 1972. It affirmed that “no person in the United 
States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any education 
program or activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance.” That language opened up for girls and 
women a world of opportunities that had too often 
been denied to them. That same provision of law 
is now being used by bureaucrats — and by the 
current President of the United States — to impose 
a social and cultural revolution upon the American 
people by wrongly redefining sex discrimination 
to include sexual orientation or other categories. 
Their agenda has nothing to do with individual 
rights; it has everything to do with power. They 
are determined to reshape our schools — and our 
entire society — to fit the mold of an ideology alien 
to America’s history and traditions. Their edict to 
the states concerning restrooms, locker rooms, and 
other facilities is at once illegal, dangerous, and 
ignores privacy issues. We salute the several states 
which have filed suit against it.  


Sexual assault is a terrible crime. We commend 
the good-faith efforts by law enforcement, 
educational institutions, and their partners to 
address that crime responsibly.  Whenever reported, 
it must be promptly investigated by civil authorities 
and prosecuted in a courtroom, not a faculty lounge. 
Questions of guilt or innocence must be decided 
by a judge and jury, with guilt determined beyond 
a reasonable doubt. Those convicted of sexual 
assault should be punished to the full extent of the 
law.  The Administration’s distortion of Title IX to 
micromanage the way colleges and universities deal 
with allegations of abuse contravenes our country’s 
legal traditions and must be halted before it further 
muddles this complex issue and prevents the proper 
authorities from investigating and prosecuting 
sexual assault effectively with due process.     


Improving Higher Education
Our colleges, universities, and trade schools, 


large and small, public and private, form the world’s 
greatest assemblage of learning. They drive much of 
the research that keeps America competitive and, 


by admitting large numbers of foreign students, 
convey our values and culture to the world. Their 
excellence is undermined by an ideological bias 
deeply entrenched within the current university 
system. Whatever the solution may be in private 
institutions, in state schools the trustees have a 
responsibility to the taxpayers to ensure that their 
enormous investment is not abused for political 
indoctrination. We call on state officials to preserve 
our public colleges, universities, and trade schools 
as places of learning and the exchange of ideas, not 
zones of intellectual intolerance or “safe zones,” as 
if college students need protection from the free 
exchange of ideas.  A student’s First Amendment 
rights do not end at the schoolhouse gates.  
Colleges, universities, and trade schools must not 
infringe on their freedom of speech and association 
in the name of political correctness.  We condemn 
the campus-based BDS (Boycott, Divestment, 
and Sanctions) campaign against Israel. It is anti-
Semitism and should be denounced by advocates 
of academic freedom. 


College Costs
The cost of a college education has long been 


on an unsustainable trajectory, rising year by year 
far ahead of inflation. Nationwide, student debt now 
exceeds credit card debt with average debt levels 
per student totaling roughly $27,000.  Delinquency 
rates on student loans are now as high as they were 
on subprime mortgages during the housing crisis. 
Over half of recent college grads are unemployed 
or underemployed, working at jobs for which their 
expensive educations gave them no preparation. 
We need new systems of learning to compete with 
traditional four-year schools: Technical institutions, 
online universities, life-long learning, and work-
based learning in the private sector. Public policy 
should advance their affordability, innovation, and 
transparency and should recognize that a four-year 
degree from a brick-and-mortar institution is not the 
only path toward a prosperous and fulfilling career. 


The federal government should not be in the 
business of originating student loans. In order 
to bring down college costs and give students 
access to a multitude of financing options, private 
sector participation in student financing should be 
restored. Any regulation that increases college costs 
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must be challenged to balance its worth against its 
negative economic impact on students and their 
families.


In order to encourage new modes of higher 
education delivery to enter the market, accreditation 
should be decoupled from federal financing, and 
states should be empowered to allow a wide array 
of accrediting and credentialing bodies to operate. 
This model would foster innovation, bring private 
industry into the credentialing market, and give 
students the ability to customize their college 
experience.


Restoring Patient Control and 
Preserving Quality in Healthcare


Any honest agenda for improving healthcare 
must start with repeal of the dishonestly named 
Affordable Care Act of 2010: Obamacare. It weighs 
like the dead hand of the past upon American 
medicine. It imposed a Euro-style bureaucracy to 
manage its unworkable, budget-busting, conflicting 
provisions. It has driven up prices for all consumers. 
Their insurance premiums have dramatically 
increased while their deductibles have risen about 
eight times faster than wages in the last ten years. 
It drove up drug prices by levying a $27 billion 
tax on manufacturers and importers and, through 
mandated price cuts for drugs under Medicare and 
Medicaid, forced pharmaceutical companies to 
raise prices for everyone else. Its “silver plans,” the 
most common option on the government insurance 
exchanges, limit people’s access to their own doctor 
through narrow networks and restrict drug coverage, 
forcing many patients to pay for extremely costly 
medicines for their chronic diseases. 


We agree with the four dissenting judges of the 
Supreme Court: “In our view, the entire Act before 
us is invalid in its entirety.” It must be removed 
and replaced with an approach based on genuine 
competition, patient choice, excellent care, wellness, 
and timely access to treatment. To that end, a 
Republican president, on the first day in office, 
will use legitimate waiver authority under the law 
to halt its advance and then, with the unanimous 
support of Congressional Republicans, will sign its 
repeal.  The Supreme Court upheld Obamacare 
based on Congress’ power to tax.  It is time to repeal 


Obamacare and give America a much-needed tax 
cut.


In its place we must combine what worked 
best in the past with changes needed for the future. 
We must recover the traditional patient-physician 
relationship based on mutual trust, informed 
consent, and confidentiality. To simplify the system 
for both patients and providers, we will reduce 
mandates and enable insurers and providers of 
care to increase healthcare options and contain 
costs. Our goal is to ensure that all Americans 
have improved access to affordable, high-quality 
healthcare, including those struggling with mental 
illness.


We will return to the states their historic role 
of regulating local insurance markets, limit federal 
requirements on both private insurance and 
Medicaid, and call on state officials to reconsider the 
costly medical mandates, imposed under their own 
laws, that price millions of low-income families out 
of the insurance market. To guarantee first-rate care 
for the needy, we propose to block grant Medicaid 
and other payments and to assist all patients, 
including those with pre-existing conditions, to 
obtain coverage in a robust consumer market.  
Through Obamacare, the current Administration has 
promoted the notion of abortion as healthcare. We, 
however, affirm the dignity of women by protecting 
the sanctity of human life. Numerous studies have 
shown that abortion endangers the health and well-
being of women, and we stand firmly against it.


To ensure vigorous competition in healthcare, 
and because cost-awareness is the best guard 
against over-utilization, we will promote price 
transparency so consumers can know the cost 
of treatments before they agree to them. We will 
empower individuals and small businesses to form 
purchasing pools in order to expand coverage to 
the uninsured. We believe that individuals with 
preexisting conditions who maintain continuous 
coverage should be protected from discrimination. 
We applaud the advance of technology in electronic 
medical records while affirming patient privacy and 
ownership of personal health information.


Consumer choice is the most powerful factor in 
healthcare reform. Today’s highly mobile workforce 
needs portability of insurance coverage that can go 
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with them from job to job. The need to maintain 
coverage should not dictate where families have to 
live and work. We propose to end tax discrimination 
against the individual purchase of insurance and 
allow consumers to buy insurance across state 
lines. In light of that, we propose repealing the 1945 
McCarran-Ferguson Act which protects insurance 
companies from anti-trust litigation.  We look to 
the growth of Health Savings Accounts and Health 
Reimbursement Accounts that empower patients 
and advance choice in healthcare.  


Our aging population must have access to safe 
and affordable care. Because most seniors desire 
to age at home, we will make homecare a priority 
in public policy and will implement programs to 
protect against elder abuse.


Protecting Individual Conscience 
in Healthcare


America’s healthcare professionals should not 
be forced to choose between following their faith 
and practicing their profession.  We respect the 
rights of conscience of healthcare professionals, 
doctors, nurses, pharmacists, and organizations, 
especially the faith-based groups which provide 
a major portion of care for the nation and the 
needy. We support the ability of all organizations to 
provide, purchase, or enroll in healthcare coverage 
consistent with their religious, moral, or ethical 
convictions without discrimination or penalty.  
We support the right of parents to determine the 
proper medical treatment and therapy for their 
minor children. We support the right of parents 
to consent to medical treatment for their minor 
children and urge enactment of legislation that 
would require parental consent for their daughter 
to be transported across state lines for abortion. 
Providers should not be permitted to unilaterally 
withhold services because a patient’s life is deemed 
not worth living.  American taxpayers should not be 
forced to fund abortion.  As Democrats abandon 
this four decade-old bipartisan consensus, we 
call for codification of the Hyde Amendment and 
its application across the government, including 
Obamacare.  We call for a permanent ban on federal 
funding and subsidies for abortion and healthcare 
plans that include abortion coverage.  


Better Care and Lower Costs: Tort Reform
Medical malpractice lawsuits have ballooned 


the cost of healthcare for everyone by forcing 
physicians to practice defensive medicine through 
tests and treatments which otherwise might be 
optional. Rural America is especially affected as 
obstetricians, surgeons, and other providers move 
to urban settings or retire in the face of escalating 
insurance premiums.  Many Republican Governors 
have advanced the legal reforms necessary to 
reverse that trend. We support state and federal 
legislation to cap non-economic damages in 
medical malpractice lawsuits, thereby relieving 
conscientious providers of burdens that are not 
rightly theirs and addressing a serious cause of 
higher medical bills. 


Advancing Research and 
Development in Healthcare


American medicine is poised to enter a new 
era of technological advance. Federal and private 
investment in basic and applied biomedical 
research holds enormous promise, especially with 
diseases and disorders like autism, Alzheimer’s, 
and Parkinson’s. Just as we today take for granted 
wonders that seemed impossible a few decades ago 
— MRIs and CAT scans, robotic surgery, and in utero 
treatment — patients a decade hence will have 
care and treatment that will make much of today’s 
medicine look primitive.  Modern miracles involving 
genetics, the immune system, cures for deadly 
diseases, and more are in the research pipeline. 
This is the consequence of marrying significant 
investment, both public and private, with the world’s 
best talent, a formula that has for a century given 
the American people the world’s best healthcare. 
We are determined that it should continue to do 
so, especially as we confront new dangers like 
Ebola, Zika, Chikungunya, and antibiotic-resistant 
pathogens.  


To continue our headway against breast 
and prostate cancer, diabetes, and other killers, 
research must consider the needs of formerly 
neglected demographic groups. We call for 
expanded support for the stem cell research that 
now offers the greatest hope for many afflictions 
— through adult stem cells, umbilical cord blood, 
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and cells reprogrammed into pluripotent stem cells 
— without the destruction of embryonic human 
life. We urge a ban on human cloning for research 
or reproduction, and a ban on the creation of, or 
experimentation on, human embryos for research. 
We applaud Congress’ ban on the FDA approval 
of research involving three-parent embryos.  We 
believe the FDA’s approval of Mifeprex, a dangerous 
abortifacient formerly known as RU-486, threatens 
women’s health, as does the agency’s endorsement 
of over-the-counter sales of powerful contraceptives 
without a physician’s recommendation.  We support 
cutting federal and state funding for entities that 
endanger women’s health by performing abortions 
in a manner inconsistent with federal or state law.  


Putting Patients First: Reforming the FDA
The United States has led life sciences and 


medical innovation for decades, bringing millions 
of high-paying jobs to our country and helping 
Americans and people around the world live longer, 
healthier lives.  Unfortunately, the continuously 
increasing burden of governmental regulation 
and red tape is taking its toll on our innovative 
companies, and their pipeline of new life-saving 
devices and drugs to our nation’s patients is 
slowing and diminishing.  The FDA has slowly but 
relentlessly changed into an agency that more and 
more puts the public health at risk by delaying, 
chilling, and killing the development of new devices, 
drugs and biologics that can promote our lives 
and our health.  The FDA needs leadership that 
can reform the agency for our century and fix the 
lack of predictability, consistency, transparency 
and efficiency at the agency.  The FDA needs to 
return to its traditional emphasis on hard science 
and approving new breakthrough medicines, rather 
than divert its attention and consume its resources 
trying to overregulate electronic health records 
or vaping.  We pledge to restore the FDA to its 
position as the premier scientific health agency, 
focused on both promoting and protecting the 
public health in equal measure, so we can ensure 
that Americans live longer, healthier lives, that 
the United States remains the world leader in life 
sciences and medical innovation, that millions of 
high-paying, cutting-edge device and drug jobs stay 
in the United States, that U.S. patients benefit first 


and most from new devices and drugs, and that the 
FDA no longer wastes U.S. taxpayer and innovators’ 
resources through bureaucratic red tape and legal 
uncertainty.  We commend those states that have 
passed Right to Try legislation, allowing terminally 
ill patients the right to try investigational medicines 
not yet approved by the FDA.  We urge Congress to 
pass federal legislation to give all Americans with 
terminal illnesses the right to try.  


Advancing Americans with Disabilities
Under the last two Republican presidents, 


landmark civil rights legislation affirmed the inherent 
rights of persons with disabilities. Republicans want 
to support those rights by guaranteeing access to 
education and the tools necessary to compete in 
the mainstream of society. This is not just a moral 
obligation to our fellow Americans with disabilities. 
It is our duty to our country’s future to tap this vast 
pool of talented individuals who want to work and 
contribute to the common good. For that reason, 
Republican leadership led to enactment of the 
ABLE Act (Achieving a Better Life Experience) 
and the Steve Gleason Act. The former, for the first 
time, lets people with disabilities maintain access 
to services while saving to develop assets. The 
latter, bearing the name of the former NFL player 
with ALS, provides access to speech-generating 
devices. In addition, our Workforce Innovation and 
Opportunity Act will make it easier for students with 
disabilities to pursue competitive employment.   


Persons with disabilities are nearly twice 
as likely to be self-employed as the general 
population. To encourage their entrepreneurship, it 
makes sense to include them in the Small Business 
Administration’s 8(a) certification program, 
which opens up federal contracting for emerging 
businesses. Any restructuring of the tax code should 
consider ways in which companies can benefit from 
the talent and energy of their disabled employees. 


The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA) has opened up unprecedented opportunities 
for many students. Congressional Republicans will 
lead in its reauthorization, as well as renewal of the 
Higher Education Act, which can offer students 
with disabilities increased access to the general 
curriculum. Our TIME Act (Transition to Integrated 
and Meaningful Employment) will modernize the 
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Fair Labor Standards Act to encourage competitive 
employment for persons with disabilities. We affirm 
our support for its goal of minimizing the separation 
of children with disabilities from their peers. We 
endorse efforts like Employment First that replace 
dependency with jobs in the mainstream of the 
American workforce. 


We oppose the non-consensual withholding 
of care or treatment from people with disabilities, 
including newborns, the elderly, and infirm, just as 
we oppose euthanasia and assisted suicide, which 
endanger especially those on the margins of society. 
We urge the Drug Enforcement Administration to 
restore its ban on the use of controlled substances 
for physician-assisted suicide. 


Ensuring Safe Neighborhoods: 
Criminal Justice and Prison Reform


The men and women of law enforcement 
— whether patrolling our neighborhoods or our 
borders, fighting organized crime or guarding 
against domestic terror — deserve our gratitude 
and support. Their jobs are never easy, especially 
in crisis situations, and should not be made more 
difficult by politicized second-guessing from 
federal officials. The current Administration’s lack 
of respect for them, from White House intervention 
in local arrests to the Attorney General’s present 
campaign of harassment against police forces 
around the country, has been unprecedented. With 
all Americans, we mourn those whom we have lost 
to violence and hatred.  To honor their sacrifice, we 
recommit ourselves, as individuals and as a party, to 
the rule of law and the pursuit of justice.  


The conduct of the Department of Justice 
has included refusal to enforce laws, stonewalling 
congressional committees, destroying evidence, 
reckless dealing with firearms that led to several 
deaths on both sides of our border, and defying 
a citation for contempt. It has urged leniency for 
rioters while turning a blind eye to mob attacks on 
peaceful citizens exercising their political rights. 
A new administration must ensure the immediate 
dismissal and, where appropriate, prosecution of 
any Department officials who have violated their 
oath of office. 


The next president must restore the public’s 
trust in law enforcement and civil order by first 


adhering to the rule of law himself.  Additionally, 
the next president must not sow seeds of division 
and distrust between the police and the people they 
have sworn to serve and protect.  The Republican 
Party, a party of law and order, must make clear in 
words and action that every human life matters.  


Two grave problems undermine the rule of 
law on the federal level: Over-criminalization and 
over-federalization. In the first case, Congress and 
federal agencies have increased the number of 
criminal offenses in the U.S. Code from 3,000 in 
the early 1980s to more than 4,500 today. That 
does not include an estimated 300,000 regulations 
containing criminal penalties. No one, including the 
Department of Justice, can come up with accurate 
numbers. That recklessness is bad enough when 
committed by Congress, but when it comes from 
the unelected bureaucrats of the federal agencies, 
it is intolerable. The power of career civil servants 
and political appointees to criminalize behavior is 
one of the worst violations of constitutional order 
perpetrated by the administrative state. 


To deal with this morass, we urge caution 
in the creation of new “crimes” and a bipartisan 
presidential commission to purge the Code and 
the body of regulations of old “crimes.” We call 
for mens rea elements in the definition of any new 
crimes to protect Americans who, in violating a 
law, act unknowingly or without criminal intent. We 
urge Congress to codify the Common Law’s Rule 
of Lenity, which requires courts to interpret unclear 
statutes in favor of a defendant. 


The over-federalization of criminal justice 
is one of many ways in which the government 
in Washington has intruded beyond its proper 
jurisdiction. The essential role of federal law 
enforcement personnel in protecting federal 
property and combating interstate crime should not 
be compromised by diversion to matters properly 
handled by state and local authorities.  


We applaud the Republican Governors 
and legislators who have been implementing 
criminal justice reforms like those proposed 
by our 2012 platform. Along with diversion of 
first-time, nonviolent offenders to community 
sentencing, accountability courts, drug courts, 
veterans treatment courts, and guidance by faith-
based institutions with proven track records of 
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rehabilitation, our platform emphasized restorative 
justice to make the victim whole and put the offender 
on the right path. As variants of these reforms are 
undertaken in many states, we urge the Congress 
to learn from what works. In the past, judicial 
discretion about sentences led to serious mistakes 
concerning dangerous criminals. Mandatory 
minimum sentencing became an important tool 
for keeping them off the streets. Modifications to 
it should be targeted toward particular categories, 
especially nonviolent offenders and persons with 
drug, alcohol, or mental health issues, and should 
require disclosure by the courts of any judicial 
departure from the state’s sentencing requirements.  


The constitutionality of the death penalty is 
firmly settled by its explicit mention in the Fifth 
Amendment. With the murder rate soaring in our 
great cities, we condemn the Supreme Court’s 
erosion of the right of the people to enact capital 
punishment in their states. In solidarity with those 
who protect us, we call for mandatory prison 
time for all assaults involving serious injury to law 
enforcement officers. 


We call on the Congress to make the federal 
courts a model for the rest of the country in 
protecting the rights of victims and their families. 
They should be told all relevant information about 
their case, allowed to be present for its trial, assured 
a voice in sentencing and parole hearings, given 
access to social and legal services, and benefit from 
the Crime Victims Fund established under President 
Reagan for that sole purpose.


Public officials must regain control of their 
correctional institutions, some of which have become 
ethnic and racial battlegrounds. Persons jailed for 
whatever cause should be protected against cruel 
or degrading treatment by other inmates. Courts 
should not tie the hands of prison officials in dealing 
with these problems. We encourage states to offer 
opportunities for literacy and vocational education 
to prepare prisoners for release to the community. 
Breaking the cycle of crime begins with the children 
of those who are prisoners. Deprived of a parent 
through no fault of their own, youngsters from these 
families should be a special concern of our schools, 
social services, and religious institutions. 


The internet must not become a safe haven for 
predators. Pornography, with its harmful effects, 
especially on children, has become a public health 
crisis that is destroying the lives of millions.  We en-
courage states to continue to fight this public men-
ace and pledge our commitment to children’s safety 
and well-being.  We applaud the social networking 
sites that bar sex offenders from participation. We 
urge energetic prosecution of child pornography, 
which is closely linked to human trafficking.  


Combatting Drug Abuse
The progress made over the last three decades 


against drug abuse is eroding, whether for cultural 
reasons or for lack of national leadership. In many 
jurisdictions, marijuana is virtually legalized despite 
its illegality under federal law. At the other end 
of the drug spectrum, heroin use nearly doubled 
from 2003 to 2013, while deaths from heroin have 
quadrupled. All this highlights the continuing 
conflicts and contradictions in public attitudes and 
public policy toward illegal substances. Congress 
and a new administration should consider the long-
range implications of these trends for public health 
and safety and prepare to deal with the problematic 
consequences. 


The misuse of prescription painkillers — 
opioids — is a related problem. Heroin and opioid 
abuse touches our communities, our homes, and 
our families in ways that have grave effects on 
Americans in every community.  With a quadrupling 
of both their sales and their overdose deaths, the 
opioid crisis is ravaging communities all over the 
country, often hitting rural areas harder than urban. 
Because over-prescription of drugs is such a large 
part of the problem, Republican legislation now 
allows Medicare Part D and Medicare Advantage 
plans to limit patients to a single pharmacy. 
Congressional Republicans have also called upon 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to 
ensure that no physician will be penalized for limiting 
opioid prescriptions. We look for expeditious 
agreement between the House and Senate on 
the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act, 
which addresses the opioid epidemic from both the 
demand and supply sides of the problem.  
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A Dangerous World
Alexander Hamilton wrote in Federalist 23 


that the first of the “principal” constitutional 
obligations of the federal government is to provide 
for the “common defense” of the United States, 
and President George Washington wisely reminded 
us that “To be prepared for war is one of the most 
effectual means of preserving peace.”


After nearly eight years of a Democratic 
Commander-in-Chief who has frequently placed 
strategic and ideological limitations and shackles 
on our military, our enemies have been emboldened 
and our national security is at 
great risk. Our country faces a 
national security crisis, and only 
by electing a Republican to the 
White House will we restore law 
and order to our land and safety 
to our citizens.


We are the party of peace 
through strength. We believe 
that American exceptionalism 
— the notion that our ideas and 
principles as a nation give us a 
unique place of moral leadership 
in the world — requires the 
United States to retake its natural position as leader 
of the free world.


Tyranny and injustice thrive when America is 
weakened. The oppressed have no greater ally than 
a confident and determined United States, backed 
by the strongest military on the planet.


Quite simply, the Republican Party is committed 
to rebuilding the U.S. military into the strongest on 
earth, with vast superiority over any other nation or 
group of nations in the world. We face a dangerous 
world, and we believe in a resurgent America.


In all of our country’s history, there is no parallel 
to what President Obama and his former Secretary 
of State have done to weaken our nation. Our aging 


naval capabilities are inadequate for their job. 
The Air Force fields the smallest and oldest force 
of combat aircraft in its history. The Marines have 
only two-thirds the number of battalions they have 
historically needed to meet day to day operational 
demands. The Army is at its lowest troop levels 
since before World War II. Our U.S. Ambassador 
and American personnel were left without adequate 
security or backup halfway across the world in 
Benghazi. In summary, we have returned to the 
hollow force days of Jimmy Carter.


Also neglected are our strategic forces, 
especially the development and 
deployment of ballistic missile 
defenses. The Ground-Based 
Midcourse Defense system has 
been delayed and underfunded. 
To curry favor with Russia, 
defense installations in Poland 
and the Czech Republic have 
been neutralized and the 
number of planned interceptors 
in Alaska has been reduced.  
A New START agreement 
(Strategic Arms Reduction 
Treaty), so weak in verification 


and definitions that it is virtually impossible to prove 
a violation, has allowed Russia to build up its nuclear 
arsenal while reducing ours. Meanwhile Moscow 
has repeatedly violated the Intermediate-Range 
Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty (a treaty agreeing to 
the elimination of land-based mid-range nuclear 
missiles) with impunity, covertly testing missiles 
banned under that agreement. 


In the international arena, a weak Admini-
stration has invited aggression. The results of 
the Administration’s unilateral approach to 
disarmament are already clear: An emboldened 
China in the South China Sea, a resurgent Russia 
occupying parts of Ukraine and threatening 
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neighbors from the Baltic to the Caucasus, and an 
aggressive Islamist terror network in the Middle 
East. We support maintaining and, if warranted, 
increasing sanctions, together with our allies, 
against Russia unless and until Ukraine’s sovereignty 
and territorial integrity are fully restored. We also 
support providing appropriate assistance to the 
armed forces of Ukraine and greater coordination 
with NATO defense planning. All our adversaries 
heard the message in the Administration’s cutbacks: 
America is weaker and retreating. Concomitantly, 
we honor, support, and thank all law enforcement, 
first responders, and emergency personnel for their 
service.


Confronting the Dangers
In the face of these threats, the first order of 


business for a Republican president and Congress 
will be to restore our nation’s military might. 
Republicans continue to support American military 
superiority which has been the cornerstone of a 
strategy that seeks to deter aggression or defeat 
those who threaten our vital national security 
interests. We must rebuild troop numbers and 
readiness and confirm their mission: Protecting 
the nation, not nation building. The United States 
should meet the Reagan model of “peace through 
strength” by a force that is capable of meeting any 
and all threats to our vital national security.  We 
will no longer tolerate a President whose rules of 
engagement put our own troops in harm’s way or 
commanders who tell their soldiers that their first 
duty is to fight climate change.


 A Republican administration will begin at 
once to undo the damage of the last eight years. 
We must move from a budget-based strategy to 
one that puts the security of our nation first. This 
means that our Republican president’s strategic 
vision will include the development of a balanced 
force to meet the diverse threats facing our nation. 
Special Operations Forces are simply not intended 
to deal with the full spectrum of threats. We need 
a Reagan-era force that can fight and win two-and 
one-half wars ranging from counterterrorism to 
deterring major power aggressors. 


We should abandon arms control treaties 
that benefit our adversaries without improving 
our national security. We must fund, develop, and 


deploy a multi-layered missile defense system. We 
must modernize nuclear weapons and their delivery 
platforms, end the policy of Mutually Assured 
Destruction, and rebuild relationships with our allies, 
who understand that as long as the U.S. nuclear 
arsenal is their shield, they do not need to engage 
in nuclear proliferation. 


While immigration is addressed in more 
detail elsewhere, we cannot ignore the reality that 
border security is a national security issue, and 
that our nation’s immigration and refugee policies 
are placing Americans at risk. To keep our people 
safe, we must secure our borders, enforce our 
immigration laws, and properly screen refugees 
and other immigrants entering from any country. In 
particular we must apply special scrutiny to those 
foreign nationals seeking to enter the United States 
from terror-sponsoring countries or from regions 
associated with Islamic terrorism. This was done 
successfully after September 11, 2001, under the 
National Security Entry-Exit Registration System, 
which should be renewed now.


Supporting Our Troops: 
Resources to do Their Job


We owe it to the American people and to 
those who fight our wars that we remain the 
strongest military on earth and be prepared to 
defeat any adversary under any circumstances on 
any battlefield, including land, air, sea, or cyber. 
Successive years of cuts to our defense budget 
have put an undue strain on our men and women 
in uniform. This is especially harmful at a time 
when we are asking our military to do more in an 
increasingly dangerous world. The U.S. defense 
budget has suffered a 25 percent cut in real dollars 
in the five years since sequestration. We support 
lifting the budget cap for defense and reject the 
efforts of Democrats to hold the military’s budget 
hostage for their domestic agenda.  Congress and 
the Administration should work together to approve 
military spending at the level necessary to defend our 
country. We must not be encumbered by decades-
old, legacy procurement processes. America’s 
incredible talent and ingenuity must be unleashed 
by modernizing the military procurement system 
and embracing competition among traditional and 
non-traditional suppliers. Competitive acquisition 
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and maintenance of weapon systems, including 
the sustainment and support of such systems, will 
benefit the U.S. economy, U.S. taxpayers, and most 
important, the American warfighter. Increased 
competition will enable new Department of 
Defense suppliers, particularly small businesses, to 
participate in the defense sector. That will promote 
new demand for skilled-labor jobs, while making the 
Department’s procurement more cost-efficient.  The 
increased agility and effectiveness will ensure that 
our troops are equipped with the right resources 
more quickly than our current procurement systems 
allow. 


Supporting Our Troops: 
Standing by Our Heroes


With Republican leadership, the Congress 
recently passed legislation that begins to reverse 
America’s military decline. The National Defense 
Authorization Act of 2016 begins to correct the 
shortfalls in our military readiness by reversing 
troop cuts, increasing investments in training and 
maintenance, and rebuilding facilities. It gives our 
troops the full pay raise to which they are entitled 
under the law and gives the next administration 
the ability to review operations and funding, make 
adjustments, and ask for more money if necessary. 
All this represents a sound start in supporting those 
who put their lives on the line in defense of our 
country, while protecting our national security in a 
dangerous world.   


Military families must be assured of the pay, 
healthcare, housing, education, and overall support 
they have earned. In recent years, they have 
been carrying the burden of budgetary restraint 
more than any other Americans through cuts in 
their pay, health benefits, and retirement plans. 
About 75 percent of enlistees come from military 
families. We cannot expect that level of patriotic 
commitment to continue among young people who 
have experienced the way their families have been 
treated. 


We must ensure that the nation keeps its 
commitments to those who signed on the dotted 
line of enlistment. The repeated troop deployments 
during conflicts in the Middle East have been 
unusually hard on all members of their households, 
worsening unemployment and underemployment 


among spouses. In many cases, they and their 
children have been at war for 14 years. We must 
strengthen existing programs that offer families 
readjustment information and counseling, and we 
urge states to help by providing job programs, 
license reciprocity, one-stop service centers, and 
education. 


The burden of our country’s extended military 
involvement in the Middle East has taken a toll on 
our service personnel. Suicides among our military —
active duty troops, reservists, National Guardsmen, 
and veterans — are at shocking levels, while post-
service medical conditions, including addiction and 
mental illness, require more and more assistance. 
More than ever, our government must work with the 
private sector to advance opportunities and provide 
assistance to those wounded in spirit as well as in 
body, whether through experimental efforts like the 
PAWS (Puppies Assisting Wounded Servicemen) 
program for service dogs or through the faith-based 
institutions that have traditionally been providers of 
counseling and aid. 


We support the rights of conscience of military 
chaplains of all faiths to practice their faith free 
from political interference. We reject attempts 
by the Obama Administration to censure and 
silence them, particularly Christians and Christian 
chaplains. We support an increase in the size of 
the Chaplain Corps. A Republican commander-in-
chief will protect the religious freedom of all military 
members, especially chaplains, and will not tolerate 
attempts to ban Bibles or religious symbols from 
military facilities. A Republican commander-in-
chief will also encourage education regarding the 
religious liberties of military personnel under both 
the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution and 
the current National Defense Authorization Act.


Our country’s all-volunteer force has been a 
success. We oppose the reinstatement of the draft, 
except in dire circumstances like world war, whether 
directly or through compulsory national service. 
We support the all-volunteer force and oppose 
unnecessary policy changes, including compulsory 
national service and Selective Service registration 
of women for a possible future draft. We reiterate 
our support for both the advancement of women in 
the military and their exemption from direct ground 
combat units and infantry battalions. We affirm the 
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cultural values that encourage selfless service and 
superiority in battle, and we oppose anything which 
might divide or weaken team cohesion, including 
intra-military special interest demonstrations. 
In particular, we warn against modification or 
lessening of standards in order to satisfy a non-
military agenda imposed by the White House. 
We call for an objective review of the impact on 
readiness of the current Administration’s ideology-
based personnel policies, and 
will correct problems with 
appropriate administrative, 
legal, or legislative action. We 
reject the use of the military 
as a platform for social 
experimentation and will not 
accept or continue attempts 
to undermine military priorities 
and mission readiness. We 
believe that our nation is most 
secure when the president and 
the administration prioritize 
readiness, recruitment, and 
retention rather than using the 
military to advance a social 
or political agenda. Military 
readiness should not be sacrificed on the altar 
of political correctness. We oppose legislative 
attempts to modify the system of military justice 
that would undermine its fairness and due process 
rights for all concerned, both the accuser and the 
accused. 


Citizen Soldiers: 
National Guard and Reserves


Our Reserve and National Guard forces are 
national assets that must be nurtured in a manner 
commensurate with their role as America’s sentinels. 
Their historic mission as citizen-soldiers is a proud 
tradition linking every town and city across America 
to liberty’s cause. Since September 11, 2001, the 
National Guard has transformed from a strategic 
reserve to a fully integrated operational fighting 
force. The Guard has bled on missions in Iraq, 
Afghanistan, the Balkans, and the Sinai. Today, more 
than fifty percent of our Guardsmen have combat 
experience. The Guard has demonstrated its value 
to the nation not only in war but during emergencies 


here at home such as Hurricane Katrina and Super 
Storm Sandy. 


To avoid the overextension of our military, 
we support a larger active force and oppose the 
current Administration’s cuts to the National Guard 
and Reserves. Those reductions are dangerous and 
counter-productive because the men and women of 
the Guard and Reserve tend to be older and more 
experienced than their active duty counterparts.   


 Guard and Reserve 
forces are currently deployed at 
historically high rates. The Army 
Reserve alone has soldiers 
in 30 countries. To its credit, 
the Republican Congress, by 
passing the National Defense 
Authorization Act, has moved 
to ensure these troops have 
what they need. That provision 
has triggered another veto 
threat from the Commander-
in-Chief, even though the bill 
passed with overwhelming 
bipartisan support in both the 
House and Senate. He would 
have the members of the 


Reserve and Guard train on, and potentially be 
deployed with, equipment that is no longer used by 
their active duty comrades. We cannot tolerate this 
endangerment  of both our troops and our national 
security.  Therefore, we recommend a permanent 
line item for National Guard affairs, one that is 
not eliminated by the President and reinstated by 
Congress. The guard is too essential to our national 
defense to be a secondary decision. 


Honoring and Supporting Our Veterans: 
A Sacred Obligation


Our nation’s veterans have been our nation’s 
strength and remain a national resource. Their 
service to their country — as community leaders, 
volunteers, mentors, educators, problem solvers, 
and public officials — continues long after they 
leave the military. In the same way, our obligation 
to the one percent who defend the other ninety-
nine percent does not end when they take off 
the uniform. America has a sacred trust with our 
veterans, and we are committed to ensuring them 
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and their families’ care and dignity. The work of the 
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is essential 
to meet our commitments to them: Providing 
health, education, disability, survivor, and home 
loan benefits, and arranging memorial services 
upon death. We heed Abraham Lincoln’s command                
“to care for him who bore the battle.” To care, 
as well, for the families of those who have made 
the ultimate sacrifice, who must be assured of 
meaningful financial assistance, remains our solemn 
duty.  


As shown by recent controversies at the 
Department, senior leaders must be held 
accountable for ensuring that their subordinates 
are more responsive to veterans’ needs. The VA 
has failed those who have sacrificed the most for 
our freedom. The VA must move from a sometimes 
adversarial stance to an advocacy relationship with 
vets. To that end, we will empower the Secretary 
to hold all VA employees accountable and will seek 
fundamental change in the VA’s senior leadership 
structure by placing presidential appointees, rather 
than careerists, in additional positions of significant 
responsibility. We cannot allow an unresponsive 
bureaucracy to blunt our national commitment. The 
VA must strengthen and improve its efforts through 
partnerships with private enterprises, veteran 
service organizations, technology and innovation, 
and competitive bidding to enable the VA to better 
provide both quality and timely care along with all 
earned benefits to our nation’s veterans and their 
families. This will allow the VA to reduce the backlog 
and save immense resources all at the same time.  
Therefore, let us look to innovative solutions that 
allow higher quality VA care, reduce backlogs, and 
save immense resources all at the same time.


Our wounded warriors, whether still in service 
or discharged, deserve the best medical care the 
country can provide. We must make military and 
veterans’ medicine the gold standard for mental 
health, traumatic brain injury, multiple traumas, 
loss of limbs, and post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD). Those injuries require a new commitment of 
targeted resources and personnel for treatment and 
care to advance recovery. That includes allowing 
veterans to choose to access care in the community 
and not just in VA facilities, because the best care in 
the world is not effective if it is not accessible. We 


will seek to consolidate the VA’s existing community 
care authorities to make a single program that will 
be easily understood by both veterans and VA 
healthcare providers.  


Like the rest of American medicine, the VA 
faces a critical shortage of primary care and mental 
health physicians. That’s why there are long waiting 
times to see a doctor and why doctors are often 
frustrated by the limited time they have with their 
patients. This is especially the case with mental 
health care, which often amounts to prescribing 
drugs because there are not enough psychologists 
and psychiatrists to do anything else. Inadequate 
treatment of PTSD drives other problems like 
suicide, homelessness, and unemployment. This 
situation may not be quickly reversed, but a 
Republican administration will begin, on day one, to 
undertake the job. 


As a nation, we honor the sacrifice of our fallen 
service members at the graves where we lay them 
to rest in national, state, and veterans’ cemeteries 
around the world. In doing so, we make it clear     
that their ultimate sacrifice and service to our 
country will never be forgotten. As a party, we seek 
to honor their sacrifice and comfort their families 
by ensuring all veterans’ cemeteries are adequately 
equipped and a standard of care established, using 
Arlington Cemetery as a guide, that is befitting their 
service.   


The level of financial distress and homeless-
ness among vets is a shame to the nation. For a 
veteran, a job is more than a source of income. It is 
a new mission, with a new status, and the transition 
can be difficult. We urge the private sector to 
make hiring vets a company policy and commend 
the organizations that have proven programs to 
accomplish this. We will retain the preference      
given to veterans when they seek federal 
employment. We urge closer coordination with the 
state offices for veterans’ affairs, particularly with 
regard to expediting disability claims, since those 
closest to an individual can often best diagnose 
a problem and apply a remedy. We will halt the 
current Administration’s unconstitutional automatic 
denial of gun ownership to returning members of 
our Armed Forces who have had representatives 
appointed to manage their financial affairs. We   
urge state education officials to promote the hiring 
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of qualified veterans as teachers in our public 
schools. Their proven abilities and life experiences 
will make them more successful instructors and 
role models for students than would any teaching 
certification. 


Over-prescription of opioids has become 
a nationwide problem hindering the treatment 
of veterans suffering from mental health issues. 
We therefore support the need to explore new 
and broader ranges of options, including faith-
based programs, that will better serve the veteran 
and reduce the need to rely on drugs as the sole 
treatment.   


America: The Indispensable Nation 
For the last several generations, our country’s 


two major political parties were dedicated to the 
nation’s security and the advance of freedom 
around the world. Both had learned from mistakes 
of the past and realized that a weak America invited 
aggression. Both recognized the need to stand 
with friends and oppose those who wished us evil. 
Whatever their disagreements, both the Republican 
and Democratic parties stood for peace through 
strength — and strength meant American military 
superiority.


This bipartisan commitment has tragically 
changed. The leadership of the Democratic Party, 
both those in office and those who seek it, no longer 
see America as a force for good in the world. They 
do not stand by allies or stand strong against our 
foes. They pander to world opinion and neglect the 
national interest. They cannot be trusted to advance 
either the cause of liberty or our national security in 
the dangerous years in which we live.  


We affirm our party’s tradition of world 
leadership established by President Eisenhower 
and followed by every Republican president 
since. It stands for enormous power — and the 
prudence to use it sparingly, precisely, and only 
in grave necessity. It stands for involvement, not 
intervention. It requires consultation, not permission 
to act. It leads from the front — and ensures all 
others do their parts as well. It embraces American 
exceptionalism and rejects the false prophets of 
decline and diminution. It is, in sum, the way we    
will lead the world into a new century of greater 
peace and prosperity — another American Century.


Challenges of a Changing Middle East
The Middle East is more dangerous now than 


at any time since the Second World War. Whatever 
their disagreements, presidents of both parties had 
always prioritized America’s national interests, the 
trust of friendly governments, and the security of 
Israel. That sound consensus was replaced with 
impotent grandstanding on the part of the current 
President and his Secretaries of State. The results 
have been ruinous for all parties except Islamic 
terrorists and their Iranian and other sponsors. 


We consider the Administration’s deal with Iran, 
to lift international sanctions and make hundreds of 
billions of dollars available to the Mullahs, a personal 
agreement between the President and his negotiat-
ing partners and non-binding on the next president. 
Without a two-thirds endorsement by the Senate, it 
does not have treaty status. Because of it, the de-
fiant and emboldened regime in Tehran continues 
to sponsor terrorism across the region, develop a 
nuclear weapon, test-fire ballistic missiles inscribed 
with “Death to Israel,” and abuse the basic human 
rights of its citizens. A Republican president will not 
be bound by it. We must retain all options in dealing 
with a situation that gravely threatens our security, 
our interests, and the survival of our friends.


Over the last four years we have seen the rise 
of a murderous fanaticism in the form of ISIS, the 
so called Islamic State.  Its reach now extends far 
beyond the Middle East to virtually every continent. 
ISIS has brought ancient butchery into the 21st 
century. Nations are imploding, erasing long-
established borders. The Obama Administration 
and its Secretary of State so mishandled the Arab 
Spring that it destabilized the entire region.  The 
hope some saw in the Arab Spring has transformed 
into disappointment. The dictator of Syria, Bashar 
Assad, has murdered hundreds of thousands of his 
own people and created millions of refugees, and 
an American president has been unable to rally the 
world against him. Understandably, our allies fear 
for their future in a region far more dangerous than 
it was eight years ago. 


A Republican administration will restore our 
nation’s credibility. We must stand up for our friends, 
challenge our foes, and destroy ISIS. Hezbollah, 
controlling over 100,000 missiles in Lebanon, must 
be isolated and Lebanon’s independence restored. 
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We will support the transition to a post-Assad Syrian 
government that is representative of its people, 
protects the rights of all minorities and religions, 
respects the territorial integrity of its neighbors, 
and contributes to peace and stability in the region. 
The Iraqi people have been on the front lines in the 
fight against terror. Hundreds of thousands have 
been killed, and the attacks against them continue, 
even in Baghdad. Our partnership with them should 
continue as long as ISIS and others like it survive in 
the region. We are deeply concerned that, in the face 
of genocide against them, Christian communities in 
cities like Erbil are receiving no financial support 
from either the U.S. government or the UN to help 
with displaced persons and urban refugees. Their 
survival is sustained only by private charities. This 
must change immediately. Defeating ISIS means 
more than pushing back its 
fighters while abandoning its 
victims. It must mean aiding 
those who have suffered the 
most — and doing so before 
they starve. It means supporting 
the long-term survival of 
indigenous religious and ethnic 
communities, punishing the 
perpetrators of crimes against 
humanity, and conditioning 
humanitarian and military 
assistance to governments on 
their observable commitment 
to human rights.  


We continue to support 
the Kurdish people, whose bravery and cooperation 
with our forces merit our respect and their 
autonomy. Many countries in the region have given, 
and continue to give, substantial assistance to 
the United States because they understand that 
our struggle against terrorism is not an ethnic or 
religious fight. They consider violent extremists to 
be abusers of their faith, not its champions. We 
applaud their courage and value their counsel. The 
U.S. government, together with its global partners, 
should mobilize its political, economic, and military 
assets to support the creation of a safe haven in 
northern Iraq to protect those ethnic and religious 
minorities continuing to face genocide at the hands 
of ISIS.


Our Unequivocal Support for Israel
Like the United States of America, the modern 


state of Israel is a country born from the aspira-
tion for freedom and stands out among the nations 
as a beacon of democracy and humanity. Beyond 
our mutual strategic interests, Israel is likewise an 
exceptional country that shares our most essen-
tial values. It is the only country in the Middle East 
where freedom of speech and freedom of religion 
are found. Therefore, support for Israel is an expres-
sion of Americanism, and it is the responsibility of 
our government to advance policies that reflect 
Americans’ strong desire for a relationship with no 
daylight between America and Israel. We recognize 
Jerusalem as the eternal and indivisible capital of 
the Jewish state and call for the American embassy 
to be moved there in fulfillment of U.S. law.


We reaffirm America’s 
commitment to Israel’s security 
and will ensure that Israel main-
tains a qualitative military edge 
over any and all adversaries. We 
support Israel’s right and obli-
gation to defend itself against 
terror attacks upon its people 
and against alternative forms 
of warfare being waged upon 
it legally, economically, cultur-
ally, and otherwise. We reject 
the false notion that Israel is an 
occupier and specifically recog-
nize that the Boycott, Divest-
ment, and Sanctions Movement 


(BDS) is anti-Semitic in nature and seeks to destroy 
Israel. Therefore, we call for effective legislation to 
thwart actions that are intended to limit commer-
cial relations with Israel, or persons or entities doing 
business in Israel or in Israeli-controlled territories, 
in a discriminatory manner. 


The United States seeks to assist in the estab-
lishment of comprehensive and lasting peace in the 
Middle  East, to be negotiated among those living 
in the region. We oppose any measures intended to 
impose an agreement or to dictate borders or other 
terms, and we call for the immediate termination of 
all U.S. funding of any entity that attempts to   do 
so. Our party is proud to stand with Israel now and 
always. 
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It is the responsibility 
of our government to 
advance policies that 


reflect Americans’ 
strong desire for a 


relationship with no 
daylight between 


America and Israel. 







U.S. Leadership in the Asian Pacific 
We are a Pacific nation with economic, military, 


and cultural ties to all the countries of the oceanic 
rim and treaty alliances with Japan, South Korea, 
Australia, the Philippines, and Thailand.  With 
them, we look toward the establishment of human 
rights for the people of North Korea. We urge the 
government of China to recognize the inevitability 
of change in the Kim family’s slave state and, for 
everyone’s safety against nuclear disaster, to 
hasten positive change on the Korean peninsula. 
The United States will continue to demand the 
complete, verifiable, and irreversible dismantlement 
of North Korea’s nuclear weapons program with 
full accounting of its proliferation activities. We 
also pledge to counter any threats from the North 
Korean regime.


We salute the people of Taiwan, with whom 
we share the values of democracy, human rights, a 
free market economy, and the rule of law. Our rela-
tions will continue to be based upon the provisions 
of the Taiwan Relations Act, and we affirm the Six 
Assurances given to Taiwan in 1982 by President 
Reagan. We oppose any unilateral steps by either 
side to alter the status quo in the Taiwan Straits on 
the principle that all issues regarding the island’s fu-
ture must be resolved peacefully, through dialogue, 
and be agreeable to the people of Taiwan. If China 
were to violate those principles, the United States, 
in accord with the Taiwan Relations Act, will help 
Taiwan defend itself. We praise efforts by the new 
government in Taipei to continue constructive re-
lations across the Taiwan Strait and call on China 
to reciprocate. As a loyal friend of America, Taiwan 
has merited our strong support, including free trade 
agreement status, the timely sale of defensive arms 
including technology to build diesel submarines, 
and full participation in the World Health Organiza-
tion, International Civil Aviation Organization, and 
other multilateral institutions. 


China’s behavior has negated the optimistic 
language of our last platform concerning our future 
relations with China. The liberalizing policies of 
recent decades have been abruptly reversed, dissent 
brutally crushed, religious persecution heightened, 
the internet crippled, a barbaric population control 
two-child policy of forced abortions and forced 
sterilizations continued, and the cult of Mao revived. 


Critics of the regime have been kidnapped by its 
agents in foreign countries. To distract the populace 
from its increasing economic problems and, more 
importantly, to expand its military might, the 
government asserts a preposterous claim to the 
entire South China Sea and continues to dredge 
ports and create landing fields in contested waters 
where none have existed before, ever nearer to 
U.S. territories and our allies, while building a 
navy far out of proportion to defensive purposes. 
The complacency of the Obama regime has 
emboldened the Chinese government and military 
to issue threats of intimidation throughout the 
South China Sea, not to mention parading their new 
missile, “the Guam Killer,” down the main streets of 
Beijing, a direct shot at Guam as America’s first line 
of defense. Meanwhile, cultural genocide continues 
in Tibet and Xinjiang, the promised autonomy of 
Hong Kong is eroded, the currency is manipulated, 
our technology is stolen, and intellectual property 
and copyrights are mocked in an economy based 
on piracy. In business terms, this is not competition; 
it is a hostile takeover. For any American company 
to abet those offenses, especially governmental 
censorship and tracking of dissenters, is a disgrace.


The return to Maoism by China’s current 
rulers is not reason to disengage with the Chinese 
people or their institutions. We welcome students, 
tourists, and investors, who can see for themselves 
our vibrant American democracy and how real 
democracy works. We caution, however, against 
academic or cultural operations under the control 
of the Chinese government and call upon American 
colleges to dissociate themselves from this 
increasing threat to academic freedom and honest 
research. 


Most of the nations of Southeast Asia have 
set aside crippling ideologies and sought material 
progress in free enterprise and democracy. 
We congratulate the people of Burma on their 
emergence from authoritarian rule and urge their 
respect for the rights of their country’s minority 
populations. Our improved relations with Vietnam 
— including arms sales — must advance efforts to 
obtain an accounting for, and repatriation of the 
remains of, Americans who gave their lives in the 
cause of Vietnamese freedom. We cannot overlook 
the continued repression of fundamental rights and 
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religious freedom, as well as retribution against 
ethnic minorities and others who assisted U.S. 
forces during the conflict there.


India is our geopolitical ally and a strategic 
trading partner. The dynamism of its people and 
the endurance of their democratic institutions 
are earning their country a position of leadership 
not only in Asia but throughout the world. We 
encourage the Indian government to permit 
expanded foreign investment and trade, the key 
to rising living standards for those left out of their 
country’s energetic economy. For all of India’s 
religious communities, we urge protection against 
violence and discrimination. Republicans note with 
pride the contributions to our country that are made 
by our fellow citizens of Indian ancestry.


Conflicts in the Middle East have created 
special political and military challenges for the 
people of Pakistan. Our working relationship is a 
necessary, though sometimes difficult, benefit to 
both, and we look toward the strengthening of 
historic ties that have frayed under the weight of 
international conflict. This process cannot progress 
as long as any citizen of Pakistan can be punished 
for helping the War on Terror. Pakistanis, Afghans, 
and Americans have a common interest in ridding 
the region of the Taliban and securing Pakistan’s 
nuclear arsenal. That goal has been undermined by 
the current Administration’s feckless treatment of 
troop commitments and blatant disregard of advice 
from commanders on the ground, particularly with 
regard to Afghanistan. A Republican president will 
work with all regional leaders to restore mutual trust 
while insisting upon progress against corruption 
and the narcotic trade that fuels insurgency.


Renewing the European Alliance
With bipartisan support, President Truman 


forged the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) as an alliance of the western democracies. 
Its continued effectiveness is vital, especially in light 
of recent military challenges in Eastern Europe. 
With the American people spending on defense, 
per capita, four times the amount spent by Euro-
peans, we demand, as we have in the past, that our 
fellow members of NATO fulfill their commitments 
and meet their need for greater investment in their 
armed forces. 


Our historic ties to the peoples of Europe have 
been based on shared culture and values, com-
mon interests and goals. Their endurance can-
not be taken for granted, especially in light of the 
continent’s economic problems and demographic 
changes. We recognize with regret the increasing 
trend among many of our allies to move away from 
rights and liberties that Americans hold dear, espe-
cially freedom of speech. It would be a tragic irony 
if the nations of Europe which withstood Soviet 
repression were to now impose a form of it upon 
themselves. 


We honor our special relationship with the 
people of the United Kingdom and are grateful for 
their staunch support in the fight against terrorism. 
We respect their decision concerning their nation’s 
relationship to the European Union and pledge that, 
however much other international relationships may 
change, those who were first to our side in our hour 
of loss will always rank first in our policies and our 
esteem.   


We thank the several nations of Europe 
that have contributed to a united effort in Iraq, 
Afghanistan, and elsewhere. Their support and 
sacrifice in the fight against Islamic terrorism 
will not be forgotten. We applaud the ongoing 
reconciliation in Northern Ireland and hope that 
its success might be replicated in Cyprus. We urge 
greater coordination in economic and security 
affairs between the United States and the republics 
of Eastern Europe. We urge that Poland be granted 
visa waiver status and we support placement of 
NATO troops in Poland.     


For the people of Russia, we affirm our respect 
and our determination to maintain a friendship 
beyond the reach of those who wish to divide us. 
We have common imperatives: Ending terrorism, 
combating nuclear proliferation, promoting trade, 
and more. We also have a common problem: 
The continuing erosion of personal liberty and 
fundamental rights under the current officials in the 
Kremlin.    Repressive at home and reckless abroad, 
their policies imperil the nations which regained 
their self-determination upon the collapse of the 
Soviet Union. We will meet the return of Russian 
belligerence with the same resolve that led to the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. We will not accept 
any territorial change in Eastern Europe imposed 
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by force, in Ukraine, Georgia, or elsewhere, and 
will use all appropriate constitutional measures to 
bring to justice the practitioners of aggression and 
assassination.


We urge greater attention in U.S. diplomacy, 
trade, and strategic planning, to the nations of 
Eurasia, formerly parts of the Soviet Empire. 
Caught between their two authoritarian neighbors, 
their path toward democratic institutions has been 
uncertain. We urge our government and our allies 
to work toward the integration of the Central Asian 
republics into the global economy through foreign 
investment, which can bring with it market and 
political reforms and a firmer establishment of 
the rule of law. Those developments will not only 
improve the living conditions throughout that vast 
area but are likely to reduce the lure of the radical 
ideologies that already threaten the region.    


Family of the Americas
Our future is intimately tied to the future of the 


Americas. Family, language, culture, environment, 
and trade link us closely with both Canada and 
Mexico. Our relations with both of these friends 
will be based upon continuing cooperation and our 
mutually shared interests. Our attention to trade 
and environmental issues will contribute to strong 
economic growth and prosperity throughout the 
Americas. 


We thank our neighbors in Mexico and Canada 
who have been our partners in the fight against 
terrorism and the war on drugs. The Mexican 
people deserve our assistance as they bravely 
resist the drug cartels that traffic in death on both 
sides of our border. Their rich cultural and religious 
heritage, shared by many millions of our fellow 
citizens, should foster greater understanding and 
cooperation between our countries. 


Our Canadian neighbors can count on our 
cooperation and respect. To advance North 
America’s energy independence, we intend to 
reverse the current Administration’s blocking of 
the Keystone XL Pipeline. Apart from its economic 
value, that project has become a symbol in the 
contest between the public’s desire for economic 
development and the government’s hostility to 
growth. We stand with the people.


We express our solidarity with all the peoples 


of the Western Hemisphere. Their aspirations 
for economic betterment and political liberty 
have deserved better from our government than 
its policies of the last eight years.  The current 
Administration has abandoned America’s friends 
and rewarded its enemies. A Republican president 
will never embrace a Marxist dictator, in Venezuela 
or anywhere else. The current chief executive 
has allowed that country to become a narco-
terrorist state, an Iranian outpost threatening 
Central America, and a safe haven for the agents 
of Hezbollah. Now, with their country ruined by 
socialism and on the verge of chaos, the Venezuelan 
people are fighting to restore their democracy and 
regain their rights. When they triumph, as they 
surely will, the United States will stand ready to 
help them restore their country to the family of the 
Americas.  


We affirm our friendship and admiration for 
the people of Colombia and call on the Republican 
Congress to express its solidarity with their 
decades-long fight against the terrorist FARC. Their 
sacrifice and suffering must not be betrayed by the 
accession to power of murderers and drug lords. 


We want to welcome the people of Cuba 
back into our hemispheric family — after their 
corrupt rulers are forced from power and brought 
to account for their crimes against humanity. We 
stand with the Women in White and all the victims 
of the loathsome regime that clings to power in 
Havana. We do not say this lightly: They have been 
betrayed by those who are currently in control of 
U.S. foreign policy. The current Administration’s 
“opening to Cuba” was a shameful accommodation 
to the demands of its tyrants. It will only strengthen 
their military dictatorship. We call on the Congress 
to uphold current U.S. law which sets conditions for 
the lifting of sanctions on the island: Legalization 
of political parties, an independent media, and free 
and fair internationally-supervised elections. We 
call for a dedicated platform for the transmission 
of Radio and TV Martí and for the promotion of 
internet access and circumvention technology as 
tools to strength Cuba’s pro-democracy movement. 
We support the work of the Commission for 
Assistance to a Free Cuba and affirm the principles 
of the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966, recognizing 
the rights of Cubans fleeing Communism.  
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Africa: The Promise and the Challenge 
We recognize Africa’s extraordinary potential. 


Both the United States and our many African allies 
will become stronger through investment, trade, 
and promotion of the democratic and free market 
principles that have brought prosperity around 
the world. We pledge to be the best partner of all 
African nations in their pursuit of economic freedom 
and human rights. The Republican Congress 
has extended to 2025 the African Growth and 
Opportunity Act, and President George W. Bush’s 
health initiatives — AIDS relief under PEPFAR and 
the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and 
Malaria — continue to save millions of lives. Peace 
Corps volunteers and U.S. Seabees teach and 
build in villages that know firsthand our country’s 
idealism. 


We stand in solidarity with those African 
countries now under assault by the forces of 
radical Islam: Boko Haram, al-Shabaab, and others 
like them. Their terror falls on both Muslims and 
Christians, on anyone who will not submit to their 
savage ideology. We urge governments throughout 
the continent to recognize this threat to their own 
people. We support closer cooperation in both 
military and economic matters with those on the 
front lines of civilization’s battle against the forces 
of evil.  


Sovereign American Leadership in 
International Organizations


There is no substitute for principled American 
leadership. Since the end of World War II, the 
United States, through the founding of the United 
Nations and NATO, has participated in a number 
of international organizations which can, but 
sometimes do not, serve the cause of peace and 
prosperity. While acting through them our country 
must always reserve the right to go its own way. 
We must not be silent about our country’s cause. 
That is why we have long supported our country’s 
international broadcasting to Eastern Europe, the 
Middle East, and Asia.


Our continued participation in the United 
Nations should be contingent upon the enactment 
of long-overdue changes in the way that institution 
functions. American taxpayers, the chief funders of 
the U.N., deserve full transparency in the financial 


operations of its overpaid bureaucrats. We should 
no longer tolerate its managerial scandals, its 
Human Rights Council composed of some of the 
world’s worst tyrants, and its treatment of Israel as a 
pariah state. The U.N.’s Population Fund has, from its 
origin, been rooted in no-growth policies that limit 
economic development in the countries needing it 
most.  Its complicity in China’s barbaric program of 
forced abortion led President Reagan to set a wall of 
separation — his Mexico City Policy, which prohibits 
the granting of federal monies to non-governmental 
organizations that provide or promote abortion. We 
affirm his position and, in light of plummeting birth 
rates around the world, suggest a reevaluation of 
the U.N.’s record on economic progress. 


Precisely because we take our country’s 
treaty obligations seriously, we oppose ratification 
of international agreements whose long-range 
implications are ominous or unclear. We do 
not support the U.N. Convention on Women’s 
Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
the Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities, and the U.N. Arms Trade Treaty, as well 
as various declarations from the U.N. Conference 
on Environment and Development. Because of 
our concern for American sovereignty, domestic 
management of our fisheries, and our country’s 
long-term energy needs, we have deep reservations 
about the regulatory, legal, and tax regimes inherent 
in the Law of the Sea Treaty. We emphatically reject 
U.N. Agenda 21 as erosive of U.S. sovereignty, and 
we oppose any form of Global Tax.  


To shield members of our Armed Forces and 
others in service to America from ideological 
prosecutions overseas, the Republican Party does 
not accept the jurisdiction of the International 
Criminal Court. We support statutory protection 
for U.S. personnel and officials as they act abroad 
to meet our global security requirements, and we 
deplore the current inaction of the Administration in 
that regard. Our service members must be subject 
only to American law.


Defending International 
Religious Freedom


The U.S. Commission on International 
Religious Freedom, an initiative of Congressional 
Republicans, has been neglected by the current 
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Administration at a time when its voice more than 
ever needs to be heard.  Religious minorities across 
the Middle East have been driven from their ancient 
homelands, and thousands, there and in Africa, have 
been slaughtered for their faith in what the State 
Department has, belatedly, labeled genocide. The 
United States must stand with leaders, like President 
Sisi of Egypt who has bravely protected the rights 
of Coptic Christians in Egypt, and call on other 
leaders across the region to ensure that all religious 
minorities, whether Yazidi, Bahai, Orthodox, Catholic 
or Protestant Christians, are free to practice their 
religion without fear of persecution. At a time when 
China has renewed its destruction of churches, 
Christian home-schooling parents are jailed in parts 
of Europe, and even Canada threatens pastors for 
their preaching, a Republican administration will 
return the advocacy of religious liberty to a central 
place in its diplomacy, will quickly designate the 
systematic killing of religious and ethnic minorities 
a genocide, and will work with the leaders of other 
nations to condemn and combat genocidal acts.


America’s Generosity: International 
Assistance that Makes a Difference 


Foreign aid must serve America’s interests first. 
In today’s world of complex challenges, international 
assistance is a critical tool for advancing America’s 
security and economic interests by preventing 
conflict, building stability, opening markets for 
private investment, and responding to suffering 
and need with the compassion that is at the heart 
of our country’s values. A strong commitment to 
international development and diplomacy, alongside 
defense, was a key component of President Reagan’s 
“peace through strength” strategy. It can sometimes 
serve as an alternative means of keeping the peace, 
far less costly both in dollars and in human lives than 
military engagement.  The Millennium Challenge 
Corporation, spearheaded by the last Republican 
Administration, has established a new model of 
foreign assistance that helps ensure taxpayer 
dollars are spent on projects that are effective, 
results-driven, transparent, and accountable. We 
must embrace this model throughout our foreign 
assistance programs and efforts as a catalyst for 
private sector investment to combat corruption, 
strengthen the rule of law, and open new markets 


for American goods and services in a competitive 
global economy. Foreign assistance programs must 
not only project the best of American values, but 
must work to create self-sustainability and leverage 
the resources and capacity of the private sector. 
Even more important is the overseas assistance —
billions of dollars and volunteer hours — provided 
by America’s foundations, educational institutions, 
faith-based groups, and charitable individuals. Their 
essential role in international development should 
be weighed in any revision of the tax code. 


The advance of political freedom and 
entrepreneurial capitalism drives economic growth, 
catalyzes private sector development, and is the 
only sustainable solution to poverty. Over the last 
50 years, the level of private investment overseas 
from the United States has eclipsed aid many times 
over. Our development strategy must build on 
recent Republican efforts to use foreign assistance 
to catalyze private sector investment and expertise 
in addressing global challenges that can build a 
more stable world and advance America’s national 
security and economic interests. 


The integrity of our country’s foreign assistance 
program has been compromised by the current Ad-
ministration’s attempt to impose on foreign recipi-
ents, especially the peoples of Africa, its own radical 
social agenda while excluding faith-based groups 
— the sector with the best track record in promoting 
development — because they will not conform to 
that agenda. We pledge to reverse this course, en-
couraging more involvement by the most effective 
aid organizations and trusting developing peoples 
to build their futures through their own values. 


Advancing Human Rights
To those who stand in the darkness of tyranny, 


America has always been a beacon of hope, and so 
it must remain. Radical Islamic terrorism poses an 
existential threat to personal freedom and peace 
around the world. We oppose its brutal assault on 
all human beings, all of whom have inherent dignity.  
The Republican Party stands united with all victims 
of terrorism and will fight at home and abroad to 
destroy terrorist organizations and protect the lives 
and fundamental liberties of all people. Republicans 
have led the way in promoting initiatives that have 
protected and rescued millions of the world’s 
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most vulnerable and persecuted.  Standing up for 
repressed religious groups, prisoners of conscience, 
women trafficked into sexual slavery, and those 
suffering from disease or starvation is not just 
consistent with American values. It advances 
important security and economic interests as 
well.   A Republican administration will never say, 
as Hillary Clinton did as Secretary of State in 2009, 
that raising human rights concerns “can’t interfere 
with the global economic crisis, the global climate 
change crisis, and the security crisis.” 


The United States needs a radical rethinking 
of our human rights diplomacy.  A Republican 
administration will adopt a “whole of government” 
approach to protect fundamental freedoms globally, 
one where pressing human rights and rule of law 
issues are integrated at every appropriate level of 
our bilateral relationships and strategic decision-
making.  Republican policy will reflect the fact that 
the health of the U.S. economy and environment, the 
safety of our food and drug supplies, the security 
of our investments and personal information in 
cyberspace, and the stability and security of the 
oceans will increasingly depend on allowing the free 
flow of news and information and developing an 
independent judiciary and civil society in countries 
with repressive governments such as China, Russia, 
and many nations in the Middle East and Africa.


Liberty to Captives: 
Combatting Human Trafficking


As an estimated 21 million people worldwide 
are trapped in modern day slavery, we are reminded 
to be vigilant against human trafficking in whatever 
form it appears.  We will use the full force of the 
law against those who engage in commercial sexual 
exploitation and forced or bonded labor of men, 
women, or children; involuntary domestic servitude; 
trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ 
removal; and the illegal recruitment and use of child 
soldiers.  Building on the accomplishments of the 
last Republican administration in implementing the 
Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, we call 
for increased diplomatic efforts and accountability 
for foreign governments to prosecute traffickers, 
including penalties for any public officials who 
may be complicit in this devastating crime. We will 
highlight the need to stop slave labor, taking steps 


to prevent overseas labor contractors who exploit 
foreign workers from supporting military bases 
abroad or exporting goods to the United States.  
A Republican administration will strategize with 
partners around the world to prevent the demand 
for trafficking victims that makes exploitation 
lucrative and will prosecute sex tourists and 
domestic buyers to the fullest extent of the law.  
We will work at home and abroad to ensure that 
trafficking victims are identified among migrants, 
refugees, and our own citizens so they receive the 
rehabilitative care needed to heal and thrive.   


America’s continuing participation in the 
international campaign against human trafficking 
merits our support. The goal of our domestic anti-
trafficking programs should be the rescue and safe 
return of victims to their homes, not creating a long-
term dependency upon public support. We call for 
greater scrutiny of overseas labor contractors to 
prevent abuses against temporary foreign workers 
brought to the United States. The horrific deaths of 
smuggled workers on our southwestern border at 
the hands of drug cartels and other gangs highlight 
the need for total security in that region.


Facing 21st Century Threats:


Cybersecurity in an Insecure World
Cyber attacks against our businesses, insti-


tutions, and the government itself have become 
almost routine. They will continue until the world un-
derstands that an attack will not be tolerated — that 
we are prepared to respond in kind and in greater 
magnitude. Despite their promises to the contrary, 
Russia and China see cyber operations as a part of 
a warfare strategy during peacetime. Our response 
should be to cause diplomatic, financial, and legal 
pain, curtailing visas for guilty parties, freezing their 
assets, and pursuing criminal actions against them. 
We should seek to weaken control over the internet 
by regimes that engage in cyber crimes. We must 
stop playing defense and go on offense to avoid the 
cyber-equivalent of Pearl Harbor.


The Republican Congress has passed impor-
tant legislation to advance information-sharing 
among entities endangered by cyber attacks. We 
will explore the possibility of a free market for Cy-
ber-Insurance and make clear that users have a self-
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defense right to deal with hackers as they see fit. It 
is critical that we protect the cyber supply chain to 
ensure against contamination of components made 
all over the world, sometimes in offending countries. 
Our own cyber workforce should be expanded with 
the assistance of the military, business, and hacker 
communities to better protect our country.   


Protection Against an 
Electromagnetic Pulse


A single nuclear weapon detonated at high alti-
tude over this country would collapse our electrical 
grid and other critical infrastructures and endanger 
the lives of millions. With North Korea in possession 
of nuclear missiles and Iran close to having them, an 
EMP is no longer a theoretical concern — it is a real 
threat. Moreover, China and Russia include sabo-
tage as part of their warfare planning. Nonetheless, 
hundreds of electrical utilities in the United States 
have not acted to protect themselves from EMP, and 
they cannot be expected to do so voluntarily since 
homeland security is a government responsibility. 
The President, the Congress, the Department of 
Homeland Security, the Department of Defense, the 
States, the utilities, and the private sector should 
work together on an urgent basis to enact Re-
publican legislation, pending in both chambers, to 


protect the national grid and encourage states to 
take the initiative to protect their own grids expedi-
tiously. 


Confronting Internet Tyranny 
Internet firewall circumvention and anti-        


censorship technology must become a national pri-
ority in light of the way authoritarian governments 
such as China, Cuba, and Iran restrict free press and 
isolate their people limiting political, cultural, and 
religious freedom.  Leaders of authoritarian gov-
ernments argue that governments have the same 
legal right to control internet access as they do to 
control migrant access. A focus on internet freedom 
is a cost-effective means of peacefully advancing 
fundamental freedoms in closed and authoritarian 
societies.  But it is also an important economic in-
terest, as censorship constitutes a trade barrier for 
U.S. companies operating in societies like China with 
advanced firewall protection policies.  


A Republican administration will champion an 
open and free internet based on principles of free 
expression and universal values and will pursue 
policies to empower citizens and U.S. companies 
operating in authoritarian countries to circumvent 
internet firewalls and gain accurate news and infor-
mation online.  
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States That Register Voters

				State		Democrats		Republicans		Libertarian		Green		Others		Unaffiliated/ Not Classified		Total		Democrats		Republicans		Libertarian		Green		Others		Unaffiliated/ Not Classified		Web Site

		AK		Alaska		68,630		132,125		7,179		1,770		17,163		260,689		487,556		14.1%		27.1%		0.0%		0.4%		3.5%		53.5%		http://www.elections.alaska.gov/statistics/vi_vrs_stats_party_2014.05.03.htm

		AR		Arkansas		69,670		58,565		104		20				1,477,203		1,605,562		4.3%		3.7%		0.0%		0.0%				92.0%

		AZ		Arizona		960,701		1,130,170		26,595				332		1,134,243		3,252,041		29.5%		34.8%		0.8%				0.0%		34.9%		http://www.azsos.gov/election/voterreg/Active_Voter_Count.pdf

		CA		California		7,932,373		5,225,675		109,636		112,973		908,669		3,766,457		18,055,783		43.9%		28.9%		0.6%		0.6%		5.0%		20.9%		http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/ror/ror-pages/ror-odd-year-2013/congressional.pdf

		CO		Colorado		896,539		935,675		20,603		7,027		5,762		989,473		2,855,079		31.4%		32.8%		0.7%		0.3%		0.2%		34.7%		https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/VoterRegNumbers/2014/January/VotersByCongrsnlDist.pdf

		CT		Connecticut		739,059		412,983		1,696		1,732		15,460		842,166		2,013,096		36.7%		20.5%		0.1%		0.1%		0.8%		41.8%

		DC		District of Columbia		336,779		27,132		193		3,604		1,030		75,758		444,496		75.8%		6.1%						0.2%		17.0%

		DE		Delaware		300,391		181,749								150,277		632,417		47.5%		28.7%								23.8%		http://elections.delaware.gov/reports/agprpt_2012_new.shtml#S_ST

		FL		Florida		4,781,828		4,245,890		19,892		5,705		307,964		2,572,819		11,934,098		40.1%		35.6%		0.2%		0.1%		2.6%		21.6%		http://election.dos.state.fl.us/voter-registration/statistics/pdf/2012/GEN2012_CountyPartyCongDist.pdf

		IA		Iowa		600,745		603,243						4,061		707,031		1,915,080		31.4%		31.5%						0.2%		36.9%		https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/VRStatsArchive/2014/CongMay14.pdf

		ID		Idaho		56,656		240,728		3,412				1,698		439,421		741,915		7.6%		32.5%		0.5%				0.2%		59.2%

		KS		Kansas		444,963		1,563,301		22,242				2,115		1,016,558		3,049,179		14.6%		51.3%		0.7%				0.1%		33.3%

		KY		Kentucky		1,672,664		1,196,183								236,502		3,105,349		53.9%		38.5%								7.6%		http://elect.ky.gov/SiteCollectionDocuments/Election%20Statistics/statcong.txt

		LA		Louisiana		1,383,437		809,753								724,643		2,917,833		47.4%		27.8%								24.8%		http://electionstatistics.sos.la.gov/Data/Registration_Statistics/Statewide/2014_0101_sta_comb.pdf

		MA		Massachusetts		1,508,955		470,780		12,479		576		8,995		2,224,208		4,225,993		35.7%		11.1%		0.3%		0.0%		0.2%		52.6%

		ME		Maine		314,784		267,179								408,705		990,668		31.8%		27.0%								41.3%

		MD		Maryland		2,182,784		1,008,648		14,253		9,499		39,720		701,453		3,956,357		55.2%		25.5%		0.4%		0.2%		1.0%		17.7%		http://www.elections.state.md.us/candidacy/documents/Voter_Counts_for_Petitions.pdf

		NC		North Carolina		2,757,248		1,991,705		22,881						1,714,409		6,486,243		42.5%		30.7%		0.4%						26.4%

		NE		Nebraska		363,018		551,341		4,670				4		231,401		1,150,434		31.6%		47.9%		0.4%				0.0%		20.1%

		NH		New Hampshire		236,774		261,846								372,009		870,629		27.2%		30.1%								42.7%

		NJ		New Jersey		1,791,039		1,078,120		2,382		1,249		926		2,583,590		5,457,306		32.8%		19.8%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		47.3%		http://www.njelections.org/2014-results/2014-0430-voter-registration-by-congressional-district.pdf

		NM		New Mexico		597,067		398,100						38,712		239,061		1,272,940		46.9%		31.3%						3.0%		18.8%

		NV		Nevada		469,023		405,116		8,642				62,017		202,116		1,146,914		40.9%		35.3%		0.8%				5.4%		17.6%		http://www.nvsos.gov/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=3319

		NY		New York		5,424,701		2,622,580				21,716		637,882		2,230,757		10,937,636		49.6%		24.0%				0.2%		5.8%		20.4%		http://www.elections.ny.gov/NYSBOE/enrollment/congress/congress_apr14.pdf

		OK		Oklahoma		885,781		854,701						4		239,181		1,979,667		44.7%		43.2%						0.0%		12.1%

		OR		Oregon		836,651		657,424		15,700		10,262		36,144		589,823		2,146,004		39.0%		30.6%		0.7%		0.5%		1.7%		27.5%		http://www.oregonvotes.gov/doc/voterresources/registration/dec13.pdf

		PA		Pennsylvania		4,091,088		3,031,267		44,908						1,055,428		8,222,691		49.8%		36.9%		0.6%						12.8%

		RI		Rhode Island		290,863		74,685						1,725		369,005		736,278		39.5%		10.1%						0.2%		50.1%

		SD		South Dakota		175,167		236,685		1,279				1,139		96,561		510,831		34.3%		46.3%		0.3%				0.2%		18.9%		https://sdsos.gov/elections-voting/default.aspx

		UT		Utah		115,540		601,159		6,586		1,054		14,578		524,596		1,263,513		9.1%		47.6%		0.5%		0.1%		1.2%		41.5%

		WV		West Virginia		614,256		351,250		1,522				25,354		227,744		1,220,126		50.3%		28.8%		0.1%				2.1%		18.7%

		WY		Wyoming		53,133		166,500		1,908				429		34,809		256,779		20.7%		64.8%		0.7%				0.2%		13.6%		http://soswy.state.wy.us/Elections/Docs/VRStats/2014/14JanVR_Stats.pdf

				Average																35.26%		29.46%		0.27%		0.08%		1.06%

																														7.6%

				Last updated May 27, 2014																										92.0%



http://www.elections.alaska.gov/statistics/vi_vrs_stats_party_2014.05.03.htmhttp://www.elections.state.md.us/candidacy/documents/Voter_Counts_for_Petitions.pdfhttp://www.njelections.org/2014-results/2014-0430-voter-registration-by-congressional-district.pdfhttp://www.nvsos.gov/Modules/ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=3319http://www.elections.ny.gov/NYSBOE/enrollment/congress/congress_apr14.pdfhttp://www.oregonvotes.gov/doc/voterresources/registration/dec13.pdfhttps://sdsos.gov/elections-voting/default.aspxhttp://soswy.state.wy.us/Elections/Docs/VRStats/2014/14JanVR_Stats.pdfhttp://www.azsos.gov/election/voterreg/Active_Voter_Count.pdfhttp://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/ror/ror-pages/ror-odd-year-2013/congressional.pdfhttps://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/VoterRegNumbers/2014/January/VotersByCongrsnlDist.pdfhttp://elections.delaware.gov/reports/agprpt_2012_new.shtmlhttp://election.dos.state.fl.us/voter-registration/statistics/pdf/2012/GEN2012_CountyPartyCongDist.pdfhttps://sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/VRStatsArchive/2014/CongMay14.pdfhttp://elect.ky.gov/SiteCollectionDocuments/Election%20Statistics/statcong.txthttp://electionstatistics.sos.la.gov/Data/Registration_Statistics/Statewide/2014_0101_sta_comb.pdf

Others

		States That Record Party Primary Vote History				States No Party Information

		Alabama				Hawaii

		Georgia				North Dakota

		Illinois				Minnesota

		Indiana				Missouri

		Michigan				Montana

		Mississippi				Virginia

		Ohio				Washington

		South Carolina				Wisconsin

		Tennessee

		Texas

		Vermont





"Chuck Cartledge"


a
about
above
across
after
afterwards
again
against
all
almost
alone
along
already
also
although
always
am
among
amongst
amoungst
amount
an
and
another
any
anyhow
anyone
anything
anyway
anywhere
are
around
as
at
back
be
became
because
become
becomes
becoming
been
before
beforehand
behind
being
below
beside
besides
between
beyond
bill
both
bottom
but
by
call
can
cannot
cant
co
computer
con
could
couldnt
cry
de
describe
detail
do
done
down
due
during
each
eg
eight
either
eleven
else
elsewhere
empty
enough
etc
even
ever
every
everyone
everything
everywhere
except
few
fifteen
fify
fill
find
fire
first
five
for
former
formerly
forty
found
four
from
front
full
further
get
give
go
had
has
hasnt
have
he
hence
her
here
hereafter
hereby
herein
hereupon
hers
herse"
him
himse"
his
how
however
hundred
i
ie
if
in
inc
indeed
interest
into
is
it
its
itse"
keep
last
latter
latterly
least
less
ltd
made
many
may
me
meanwhile
might
mill
mine
more
moreover
most
mostly
move
much
must
my
myse
name
namely
neither
never
nevertheless
next
nine
no
nobody
none
noone
nor
not
nothing
now
nowhere
of
off
often
on
once
one
only
onto
or
other
others
otherwise
our
ours
ourselves
out
over
own
part
per
perhaps
please
put
rather
re
same
see
seem
seemed
seeming
seems
serious
several
she
should
show
side
since
sincere
six
sixty
so
some
somehow
someone
something
sometime
sometimes
somewhere
still
such
system
take
ten
than
that
the
their
them
themselves
then
thence
there
thereafter
thereby
therefore
therein
thereupon
these
they
thick
thin
third
this
those
though
three
through
throughout
thru
thus
to
together
too
top
toward
towards
twelve
twenty
two
un
under
until
up
upon
us
very
via
was
we
well
were
what
whatever
when
whence
whenever
where
whereafter
whereas
whereby
wherein
whereupon
wherever
whether
which
while
whither
who
whoever
whole
whom
whose
why
will
with
within
without
would
yet
you
your
yours
yourself
yourselves


"Chuck Cartledge"


